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Abstract
The aim of this work is to explore the role of electronegativity and the electron power
absorption mechanism in electronegative capacitively coupled oxygen and chlorine
discharges. The fundamental mechanisms underlying the electron heating and the
electron power absorption have been widely studied and discussed over the past decades.
However, a fully consistent and general mathematical-physical explanation of the
several physical mechanisms involved in the electron power transfer mechanism is still
lacking. This is in particular true for electronegative capacitively coupled discharges.
These difficulties are related to the overall complexity of these systems and to the
behaviour of the plasma within the sheath regions. Since making analytical calculations
is extremely complicated in this context, the main tool used for research on capacitive
discharges is particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collision (PIC/MCC) simulations, which
provide information on the various physical quantities such as the electron and ion
densities, and their velocity and energy distributions, as well as phenomena such as
electric field and electron power absorption. In the first part of the thesis the quenching
probability of the singlet delta metastable molecule O2(a1∆g) on the electrodes is varied
in the simulations, along with the secondary emission yield for ion impact and electron
reflection for a capacitively coupled oxygen discharge, within the pressure range 0.13
– 6.66 Pa, in order to explore their influence on the electronegativity and the electron
power absorption. In the second part, we explored the behaviour of both the electric
field and the electron power absorption in a capacitively coupled oxygen discharge
within the pressure range 1.33 – 13 Pa and in a capacitively coupled chlorine discharge
within the pressure range 1 – 50 Pa, by comparing the physical quantities determined
by the simulations to Boltzmann term analysis applied to the simulation outputs. This
allows us to determine the processes that contribute to electron power absorption. In the
oxygen discharge the electron power absorption mechanism depends on the discharge
pressure. The electron power absorption is due to pressure heating and Ohmic heating.
At low pressure (1.33 Pa) the electron temperature gradient term contributes to electron
heating and the ambipolar term to electron cooling while the opposite is true at 13 Pa.
The chlorine discharge is highly electronegative and at pressures > 10 Pa the Ohmic
heating contribution to electron heating dominates. At lower pressure there is also a
contribution from the electron temperature gradient term.





Útdráttur
Hér eru áhrif rafneikvæðni könnuð, sem og hver eru ráðandi ferli fyrir aflísog rafeinda í
rafneikvæðum rýmdarafhleðslum, súrefni og klór. Grunnferlin að baki hitun rafeinda
og aflísogs rafeinda hafa verið til skoðunnar í áratugi en þrátt fyrir það er ekki fyrir
hendi sjálfsamkvæm og almenn stærðfræðileg lýsing á hinum ýmsu ferlum sem eiga í
hlut. Þetta á sér í lagi við í tilfelli rafneikvæðra rýmdarafhleðsla. Þetta er vegna þess
hve flókin þessi kerfi eru og vegna hegðunar rafgassins innan slíðursvæðanna. Þar sem
aflfræðigreining þessa kerfis er verulega flókin, er megin tólið sem notað er til rannsókna
á rýmdarafhleðslum particle-in-cell Monte Carlo árekstra (PIC/MCC) hermanir, sem
gefa upplýsingar um hinar ýmsu eðlisstærðir eins og þéttleika rafeinda og jóna og
dreifingu þeirra með hraða og orku, sem og eiginleika eins og rafsvið og aflísog. Í fyrri
hlutanum eru áhrif þess á rafneikvæðni og aflísog rafeinda í súrefnis rýmdarafhleðslu,
að kæfistuðull hálfstöðugu sameindarinnar O2(a1∆g) á rafskautunum sé látinn breytast, á
þrýsingsbilinu 1.33 - 13 Pa, ásamt með framlagi refeindaútgeislunar vegna árekstra jóna
við skautin og endurkasti rafeinda frá skautum, könnuð. Í síðari hlutanum er myndun
rafsviðs, sem og aflísog, í rýmdarafhleðslu í súrefni, á þrýsingsbilinu 1.33 - 13 Pa, og
í rýmdarafhleðslu í klór, á þrýstingsbilinu 1 - 50 P, skoðuð með því að bera saman
ýmsar stærðir, sem ákvarðaðar eru með hermun, við þætti Boltzmann jöfnunnar, sem eru
reiknaðir með því að nota niðurstöður hermunar, til að meta hvaða ferli leggja til aflísogs
rafeinda. Í súrefnisafhleðslu ræðst hitun rafeindanna af gasþrýstingi. Aflísog rafeinda
kemur til vegna þrýstingsþátta sem og Ohmskrar hitunar. Við lágan gasþrýsting (1.3
Pa) er það liðurinn sem stafar af stigli rafeindahitastigsins sem leggur mest til hitunar
rafeindanna og ambipolar liðurinn leggur til kælingar rafeindanna, en hið gagnstæða
er tilfellið við 13 Pa. Í klórafhleðslu er rafneikvæðnin há og fyrir gasþrýsting > 10 Pa
er Ohmsk hitun ráðandi. Við lægri gasþrýsting er eitthvert framlag einning frá stigli
rafeindahitastigsins.
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1. Introduction

1 Introduction
A capacitively coupled discharge consists of two parallel metallic electrodes, one driven
by a rf voltage or current source while the other electrode is grounded (Chabert and
Braithwaite, 2011; Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005). The electrodes typically have a
radius of few tens of cm and they are separated by a few cm. By applying voltage of
amplitude typically a few hundred volts, with the driving frequency in the range between
hundreds of kHz and hundreds of MHz, a discharge is formed. Sometimes a capacitor
is connected in series to the discharge. A schematic picture of a capacitively coupled
oxygen discharge is shown in Figure 1.1. Typical voltages applied to the electrodes
vary in the range 100 V – 5 kV, while the driving frequency is in the MHz or radio
frequency (rf) range, where the most used fundamental frequency is f = 13.56 MHz.
Capacitively coupled discharges are typically operated in the pressure range 0.1 – 100
Pa and the charged particle density is n≈ 1012−1016 m−3. These discharges have been
explored extensively over the past few decades. (Godyak, 1972; Godyak and Khanneh,
1986; Wood, 1991; Lieberman and Godyak, 1998; Mussenbrock and Brinkmann, 2006;
Schulze et al., 2011a; Klick, 1996; Liu et al., 2016).

A plasma is usually defined as a collection of electrons and ions. If the electrons
and the ions are in a quasi-neutral state, the plasma is labeled as thermal, otherwise it
is called non-thermal. In contrast with inductive discharges, where the rf fields in the
plasma are the result of a changing magnetic flux, in a capacitively coupled plasma
electromagnetic phenomena are negligible. The neutral gas that provides the ions can
be a noble gas such as argon and helium as well as molecular gases such as oxygen,
nitrogen, tetrafluoromethane and chlorine, or mixtures of various gases. Each species
within the discharge is described by a distribution function f (r,v, t) in a six-dimensional
phase space (r,v) of particle positions and velocities. The discharge electrons are
typically in near-thermal equilibrium and are described by an equilibrium temperature
Te. Positive ions are almost never in thermal equilibrium and the neutral gas molecules
may or may not be in thermal equilibrium. Moreover, the electron temperature Te is
typically a few eV, while the ion temperature is close to room temperature. In a plasma
discharge the electrons feel the space-time rf field, while the ions feel the time averaged
rf field only. The reason lies in the fact that, since me� mi, where me is the electron
mass and mi is the ion mass, the ions experience a much bigger inertia. Consequently,
it is the electrons that dissociate the feedstock gas molecules and therefore create the
free radicals, the film forming species in deposition and etchant atoms that interact
with substrates being processed. Furthermore, the electrons ionize the atoms and/or
molecules to create the positive ions that then can bombard substrates. The low pressure
rf driven capacitively coupled discharges have a wide range of applications, most notably
in materials processing and in particular in integrated circuit manufacturing, where it
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Introduction

has been applied for a few decades.

Plasma Bulk

Sheath

V0 sinωrft

C

Figure 1.1. Schematic picture of a capacitively coupled discharge consisting of two
parallel electrodes and driven by a sinusoidal voltage source.

The electron heating mechanism and the electron kinetics dictate the ionization
and dissociation processes that maintain the discharge and create the radicals that are
desired for materials processing. Although the fundamental mechanisms underlying
these processes have been widely studied and discussed over the past decades, a fully
consistent and general mathematical-physical explanation of the several physical mecha-
nisms involved in the electron power transfer mechanism to the electrons is still lacking.
This is in particular true for electronegative capacitively coupled discharges. These
difficulties are related to the overall complexity of these systems and to the behaviour of
the plasma within the sheath region. In fact the sheath represents the interface between
the bulk plasma and the electrodes and it suffers from boundary effects, which are
difficult to determine mathematically. Secondly, electrons and negative species are
almost absent within the sheath region, making the use of the Boltzmann equation for
electrons questionable. This is in particular true for electronegative capacitively coupled
discharges.

Here, 1d-3v particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collision simulations are applied to study
the contributions of the various mechanisms to the electric field and the electron power
absorption within the electronegative core of a capacitively coupled electronegative
discharge. This includes applying simplified Boltzmann term analysis of the discharge
bulk, the study of the influence of surface processes on the electron power absorption
mechanisms and the operating mode of the discharge. Chapter 2 gives a brief overview
of the basic plasma parameters and relations used. Chapter 3 discusses the basics of
the Boltzmann equation for the electrons and the most common paths to recover the

2



expressions for both the electric field and the electron power absorption. Chapter 4
discusses the electron power absorption mechanisms and operation modes that have
been identified in capacitively coupled discharges. In Chapter 5 the basics of the particle-
in-cell Monte Carlo collision method are discussed. In Chapter 6 the collision theory
along with the chemical reactions included in the plasma discharge model for oxygen
and chlorine are discussed. Chapter 7 summarizes the five journal papers that constitute
the thesis and Chapter 8 gives the conclusions.
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2. Fundamentals of plasma physics

2 Fundamentals of plasma physics
A low pressure plasma discharge is typically not in thermal equilibrium. This non
equilibrium character of a plasma discharge implies that the various species are not in
thermal equilibrium among each other. In particular, the kinetic energy of the electrons
may be much larger than that stored in the excitation of the heavy species within the
discharge. To describe a low pressure discharge a number of parameters and processes
need to be taken into account. Here some of the fundamentals of a low pressure plasma
discharge are reviewed.

2.1 Debye shielding length

It is of significant importance to define a characteristic length scale in a plasma, i.e.
the electron Debye length (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005; Meichsner et al., 2013),
which is the distance over which significant charge densities may exist. In order to
estimate the Debye length, let us consider the Poisson equation

d2Φ

dx2 =− e
ε0

(ni−ne) , (2.1.0.1)

where we have considered a plasma that is made of electrons and positive ions only,
where ni is the ion density and ne the electron density. At this point it can be useful
to define the roman typeface symbol T for the voltage equivalent of the temperature,
while the italic typeface symbol T refers to the temperature in Kelvins (Lieberman and
Lichtenberg, 2005)

kBT (kelvins) = eT(volts). (2.1.0.2)

However, from now on, we will always refer to T for both the temperature units. Setting
ne = n0 exp

(
Φ

Te

)
, which is the Boltzmann relation for electrons, and taking ne = ni = n0

one finds, after taking a Taylor expansion for Φ� Te, the following equation

d2Φ

dx2 =
en0

ε0

Φ

Te
, (2.1.0.3)

where Te is the electron temperature and ε0 is the vacuum permettivity. The solution of
Eq. (2.1.0.3) reads

Φ = Φ0 exp
(
− |x|

λDe

)
with λDe =

(
ε0Te

en0

) 1
2
. (2.1.0.4)
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The quantity λDe is known in the literature as Debye length and it is the smallest scale
of a volume to confine a plasma (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005; von Keudell and
Schulz-von der Gathen, 2017). In capacitively coupled discharges, the Debye length is
typically significantly smaller than the bulk gap length (λDe� dbulk) and it is larger or
comparable to the sheath width (λDe ≥ dsheath).

2.2 Quasineutrality

Now, let us consider the Poisson equation again. From Eq. (2.1.0.1) we know that
(Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005; Meichsner et al., 2013)

d2Φ

dx2 ∼
Φ

l2 ∼
∣∣∣∣

e
ε0

(Zni−ne)

∣∣∣∣ , (2.2.0.1)

where Z stands for the ion charge and the condition l� λDe is supposed to hold, where
l is the size of the system. Combining the expression for the Debye length shown in Eq.
(2.1.0.4) with Eq. (2.2.0.1), one finds

|Zni−ne|
ne

≤ λ 2
De
l2 . (2.2.0.2)

Now, since the condition l� λDe holds, Eq. (2.2.0.2) is the same as requiring

Zni ≈ ne. (2.2.0.3)

This expression is the so called quasineutrality condition.

2.3 Plasma frequency

In non-thermal plasmas the quasineutrality condition is rarely fulfilled, due to the
oscillation of the electron ensamble caused by the rf field (Meichsner et al., 2013). The
collective motion of the electrons leads to the formation of macroscopic space charges.
In order to describe the collective oscillation of the plasma electrons the following
relations have to be considered:

me
d~ve

dt
=−e~E (2.3.0.1)

~∇~E =
ρ

ε0
(2.3.0.2)

∂ρ

∂ t
= ~∇~Je (2.3.0.3)

~Je =−ene~ve, (2.3.0.4)

where me is the electron mass, ~ve is the electron velocity, ~Je is the electron current
density and ρ is the total charge density. Taking the divergence and the time derivative
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of Eq. (2.3.0.1) and using Eq. (2.3.0.2), one finds

~∇

(
me

d~ve

dt

)
=−e~∇~E =−e

ρ

ε0
(2.3.0.5)

or

me
∂ 2~∇~ve

∂ t2 =− e
ε0

∂ρ

∂ t
=

e
ε0
~∇~Je =−

e2ne~∇~ve

ε0
. (2.3.0.6)

By using the relation ~∇~ve = δ inside Eq. (2.3.0.6), one finds the equation

∂ 2δ

∂ t2 +
e2ne

ε0me
= 0 (2.3.0.7)

with the following solution

δ (t) = δ0 exp
[
−i
(
ωpet +φ0

)]
with ω

2
pe =

e2ne

ε0me
, (2.3.0.8)

where δ (t) represents the collective shift of a free undamped harmonic oscillator and
ωpe stands for the electron plasma frequency. The same procedure can be applied for
the ions, giving

ω
2
pi =

e2Z2ni

ε0mi
(2.3.0.9)

which is known in the literature as ion plasma frequency. The quantities ωpe and ωpi
describe the collective oscillation of the electrons and ions, respectively. The higher
is the electron plasma frequency, the more rapidly the electrons follow the electric
field oscillations. It is worth noting that alternative derivations exist and include the
calculation of the electron plasma frequency starting from the assumption of a slab
geometry (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005). However, as it has been shown, such
assumptions are restrictive and are not necessary. Finally, since me� mi, we can state
that the following inequality holds (Schulze, 2009)

ωpi� ωRF� ωpe (2.3.0.10)

for most electrically driven partially ionized plasma discharges, where ωRF is the
frequency of the applied voltage.

2.4 Skin depth

An important quantity that has to be introduced is the plasma skin depth. The plasma
skin depth, also known in the literature as collisionless skin depth, is the depth in a
collisionless plasma to which low-frequency electromagnetic radiation can penetrate.
It is defined by attenuation of the wave amplitude by a factor of 1/e. In a traditional
plasma the plasma skin depth δes reads

δes =
c

ωpe
, (2.4.0.1)
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where c is the speed of light and ωpe is the electron plasma frequency shown in Eq.
(2.3.0.8). Analogously to what has been shown above, it is also possible to define the
ion inertial length as

δis =
c

ωpi
, (2.4.0.2)

where ωpi is the ion plasma frequency shown in Eq. (2.3.0.9). Finally, it is worth noting
that

δes� δis, (2.4.0.3)

since ωpe� ωpi for most plasma discharges.

2.5 Plasma transport

In a plasma discharge, collisions lead to finite mean free path λ , which can be expressed
as

λ =
1

ngσ
, (2.5.0.1)

where ng is the density of the collision partners and σ is the collision cross section. In
electrically driven partially ionized discharge the most frequent collisional partners are
the neutral atoms or molecules of the feedstock gas. Therefore, ng ∝ p, where p is the
pressure of the gas. Moreover, for a given velocity v of a species, it is possible to write
the collision frequency νc as

νc =
v
λ
. (2.5.0.2)

Since elastic collisions reduce the momentum of the species in one specific direction of a
streaming plasma, they usually dominate the transport mechanism. Such a directionality
has to be taken into account when the collision frequency νc is derived, so that small
angle collisions imply only a small momentum loss (von Keudell and Schulz-von der
Gathen, 2017). In the literature plasma transport is separated into drift transport and
diffusion transport. The drift transport is due to an external electric field, while the
diffusion transport is due to a density gradient. The corresponding transport coefficients
are the mobility µ and the diffusion coefficient D, which are defined as

µ =
q

mνc
(2.5.0.3)

D =
|q|T
mνc

(2.5.0.4)

for a particle with charge q and mass m. Here the temperature T is expressed in Volts.
The expressions above are linked between each other through the well known Einstein
relation

D =
q
|q|T µ. (2.5.0.5)
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Now, we are able to rewrite Eq. (2.5.0.3) and Eq. (2.5.0.4) for the electrons as

µe =
−e

meνec
(2.5.0.6)

De =
eTe

meνec
, (2.5.0.7)

where νec denotes the total collision frequency involving the electrons, and for the
positive ions

µi =
e

miνic
(2.5.0.8)

Di =
eTi

miνic
, (2.5.0.9)

where νic denotes the total collision frequency involving the positive ions. Now, by
defining the electron density flux Γe as

~Γe =
~Je

e
(2.5.0.10)

and the ion density flux as

~Γi =
~Ji

e
, (2.5.0.11)

by simple dimensional considerations, it is possible to write down the flux density for
the electrons

~Γe = µene~E−De~∇ne (2.5.0.12)

and for the positive ions

~Γi = µini~E−Di~∇ni. (2.5.0.13)

Finally, by assuming the system to be in a steady state, it is possible to use the so called
congruence assumption, i.e. that the electron and ion current density must be equal
everywhere (Γ = Γe = Γi), along with the quasineutrality condition (n = ne ≈ ni), we
are allowed to write, by using Eqs. (2.5.0.12) and (2.5.0.13)

Γ = µin~E−Di~∇ni =−µen~E−De~∇ne (2.5.0.14)

which leads to the expression for the electric field

~E =
Di−De

µi +µe

~∇n
n
. (2.5.0.15)

By plugging the expression above into Eq. (2.5.0.14) we find the expression

~Γ =−µiDe +µeDi

µi +µe
~∇n (2.5.0.16)
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which defines the ambipolar diffusion coefficient Da as

Da =
µiDe +µeDi

µi +µe
. (2.5.0.17)

So we arrive at the Fick’s law~Γ =−Da~∇n. In a weakly ionized discharge µe� µi so
that

Da

∣∣∣∣ µi
µe�1

≈ Di +
µi

µe
De = Di

(
1+

Te

Ti

)
, (2.5.0.18)

where in the last step the Einstein relation, shown in Eq. (2.5.0.5), has been used.
Moreover, in a weakly ionized plasma, i.e. for Te� Ti, we find that

Da

∣∣∣∣ µi
µe�1
Ti
Te�1

≈ µiTe. (2.5.0.19)

It is worth noting that considering the limits µi� µe and Ti� Te simultaneously is like
taking Di� De (Eq. (2.5.0.5)). In this limit, Eq. (2.5.0.16) reads

Γ

∣∣∣∣ µi
µe�1
Ti
Te�1

≈ µiTe~∇n. (2.5.0.20)

Finally, we observe that, by inspecting Eq. (2.5.0.15) in the same limit (Di� De) we
find

~E
∣∣∣∣ µi

µe�1
Ti
Te�1

≈−Te
~∇n
n
. (2.5.0.21)

By plugging Eq. (2.5.0.21) into Eq. (2.5.0.12) we find, with the help of the Einstein
relation,

~Γe

∣∣∣∣ µi
µe�1
Ti�Te

≈ 0. (2.5.0.22)

On the other hand, plugging Eqs. (2.5.0.20) and (2.5.0.21) into Eq. (2.5.0.13) leads to

~Γi

∣∣∣∣ µi
µe�1
Ti�Te

≈−µinE. (2.5.0.23)

Hence the ion motion is dominated by the mobility and electron motion is determined
by a Boltzmann equilibrium (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005).
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2.6 Sheath and boundary effects

2.6.1 The sheath region

Usually plasma discharges, which are quasineutral within the bulk region in most
cases, are joined to wall surfaces across positively charged layers called sheaths. Since
the electron mass (temperature) is very much smaller (higher) than the ions mass
(temperature), the electron thermal velocity is sharply higher than the ion thermal
velocity. This also means that fast moving electrons are not confined within the bulk
region and are free to hit the electrodes. This means that, on a very short time scale, the
electrons get lost to the walls and a net positively charged region builds up, which is
usually known in the literature as a sheath. The formation of sheaths is demonstrated in
Figure 2.1. Using the Poisson equation along with that said above, we are allowed to
say

Bulk Region =⇒ ρ = 0 =⇒ ~∇~E(t,~x) = 0 =⇒︸︷︷︸
1D

∂E
∂x

= 0 =⇒ E =C (2.6.1.1)

Sheath Region =⇒ ρ ≥ 0 =⇒ ~∇~E(t,~x)≥ 0 =⇒︸︷︷︸
1D

∂E
∂x
≥ 0 =⇒ E =

e
ε0

∫ x

xs
ρdx,

(2.6.1.2)

where xs stands for the sheath location. Assuming the net charge density to be constant
within the sheath region for simplicity, one finds

E =
e
ε0

ρ(x− xs) for x≥ xs (2.6.1.3)

E =
e
ε0

ρ(xs− x) for x≤−xs. (2.6.1.4)

This means that, since the value of the electric field for both relations shown in Eq.
(2.6.1.1) and Eq. (2.6.1.2) has to be the same on both sheath edges, one finds E =C = 0
(Eq. (2.6.1.1)). Consequently we have a constant potential within the bulk region.
Moreover, since the potential has to be zero on both electrodes, we can conclude that
it falls sharply to zero once both sheath edges are crossed. The electric field formulas
shown in Eqs. (2.6.1.3) and (2.6.1.4) mean that the direction of the electric field is
outward (toward the walls), while the electric force acting on the electrons, namely
−eE, is directed inward (toward the bulk). In this way the potential acts as a potential
valley that confines the electrons and the negative ions within the plasma bulk, reflecting
the electrons travelling towards the walls back to the plasma bulk. As regards to the
positive ions we have an opposite situation. In fact the positive ions are accelerated
toward the walls once they have crossed both sheath edges, since they experience a net
electric force, namely eE which is now directed outward (to the walls).
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Figure 2.1. The formation of plasma sheaths: (a) initial ion and electron densities and
potential; (b) ion density (solid light blue line), electron density (grey dashed line), and
potential (solid dark blue) after sheaths have developed.
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2.6.2 The matrix sheath

The matrix sheath (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005) is the simplest model that has
been developed to describe the behaviour of the potential within the sheath region.
Assuming the quasi-neutrality to hold within the plasma bulk (ne = ni), the electron
(ion) density to be zero (constant) within the sheath region, whose thickness is labeled
by s, one finds, by using the Poisson equation and choosing x = 0 at the plasma sheath
edge

∂E(t,x)
∂x

=
en0

ε0
, (2.6.2.1)

the equation above leads to

E =
en0 [x− si(t)]

ε0
, (2.6.2.2)

where si is the left (right) plasma sheath edge for i = 1 (i = 2). Moreover, in order to
get Eq. (2.6.2.2), we have set the boundary condition E(t,x = si) = 0. Again, in terms
of the potential Φ, Eq. (2.6.2.2) reads

Φsi(t) =
∫ si

0
Edx =−en0s2

i
2ε0

. (2.6.2.3)

By using Eq. (2.6.2.3) and setting Φs =−Vs =−Vs1 =−Vs2 , where Vs1 and Vs2 are the
voltage drops at the left and right sheath edge, respectively, we obtain the location of
the sheath edge with respect to the discharge center

si = (−1)i
(

2ε0Vs

en0

) 1
2

(2.6.2.4)

or, in terms of the Debye length (Eq. (2.1.0.4))

si = (−1)i
λDe

(
2Vs

Te

) 1
2
. (2.6.2.5)

Moreover, since the instantaneous charge in the sheath region is

Q(t) = en0Asi(t), (2.6.2.6)

where A is the area of the electrode, we are allowed to write, by using Eq. (2.6.2.4)

Vs2 =
Q2(t)
2ε0en0

∝ Q2(t). (2.6.2.7)

Taking into account the spatial dependency of the ion density (Czarnetzki, 2013), the
previous expression can be updated as follows

Vs2 ∝ Q2(t)(1−aQ(t)), (2.6.2.8)
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where the quantity a dictates the cubic correction due to the already cited spatially
dependent ion density. Finally, defining the rf current as I = I0 sinωt, one finds, using
Eq. (2.6.2.6)

s1(t) = s0 (1− cosωt)−L with s0 =
I0

eAωn0
, (2.6.2.9)

where L is the distance from the left (right) electrode to the discharge center. We also
observe that, defining the quantity sm ≡ L−2s0, the maximum sheath left expansion sm1
is equal to −sm. In order to get Eq. (2.6.2.9), the boundary condition s2(t = 0) =−L
has been employed. It is worth noting that, by defining the time averaged sheath width
s, the time average left sheath edge is placed at s≡ s1 = s0−L. Analogously for the
right sheath location, one finds

s2(t) =−s0 (1+ cosωt)+L, (2.6.2.10)

where now the maximum right sheath expansion sm2 is equal to sm. In order to get Eq.
(2.6.2.9), the boundary condition s2(t = π/ω) = L has been employed. Moreover, the
time average right sheath edge is placed at s2 =−s. It is worth noting that

|s1(t)|+ |s2(t)|= 2(s0−L) = 2s. (2.6.2.11)

Again, taking into account the spatial dependence of the ion distribution, Lieberman
(1988) updated Eq. (2.6.2.9) as follows

sm =
5l3

0
12e(hln0)2(ωA)3ε0kBTe

, (2.6.2.12)

where hl = ns/n0 is the ratio of the density at the sheath edge to the density at the
plasma center. Now, plugging Eq. (2.6.2.9) into Eq. (2.6.2.4), one finds the following
expression for the voltage drop at the left sheath edge

Vs1 =
en0

2ε0

[
s2 +

s2
0
2
−2ss0 cosωt +

s2
0
2

cos2ωt
]
. (2.6.2.13)

An analogous expression for the voltage drop on the left sheath edge can be found
plugging Eq. (2.6.2.10) into Eq. (2.6.2.4)

Vs2 =
en0

2ε0

[
s2 +

s2
0
2
+2ss0 cosωt +

s2
0
2

cos2ωt
]
. (2.6.2.14)

As we can see from both Eqs. (2.6.2.13) and (2.6.2.14), the voltage develops a non
linear behaviour in presence of a linearly time dependent current. Finally, we observe
that

∆V ≡Vs2 −Vs1 =V0 cosωt with V0 =
2en0ss0

ε0
(2.6.2.15)

i.e. the voltage drop difference between the right and the left sheath edge is free of non
linear terms. It is worth noting that we have neglected the voltage drop across the bulk,
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since it is usually very small compared to the sheath region. It can be seen from Eqs.
(2.6.2.13) and (2.6.2.14) that the time averaged potential drop at the sheath edges s1
and s2 is

V ≡V s1 =V s1 =V0

[
s
s0

+
s0

2s

]
. (2.6.2.16)

Since the ions do not respond to the rf modulation, they are assumed to bombard the
electrodes with average energy εi =V in a collisionless sheath. Finally, it is possible to
define a sheath capacitance using the following relation

Q =Cs∆V =⇒ I =Cs
d∆V
dt

, (2.6.2.17)

where the capacitance Cs is assumed to be time independent. Using the definition
I = I0 sinωt, along with Eq. (2.6.2.15) as well as the relations for both I0 and V0 shown
in Eqs. (2.6.2.9) and (2.6.2.13) we find

Cs =
ε0A

s
. (2.6.2.18)

Finally, in most plasma discharges the following inequality holds (Schulze, 2009)

λDe� s� L� λes, (2.6.2.19)

where λDe is the Debye length defined in Eq. (2.1.0.4) and λes is the plasma skin depth
defined in Eq. (2.4.0.1). If the plasma density (voltage) is low (high), i.e. at low gas
pressure, the time averaged sheath width s may approach the bulk gap length.

2.6.3 The Child-Langmuir sheath

In the following we will set x = 0 at the plasma sheath edge and x = s at the electrode
(Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005). In the limit that the initial ion energy Es is small
compared to the potential, the ion energy reads

Miu2
i

2
=−eΦ(x), (2.6.3.1)

where ui is the ion velocity and Mi is the ion mass. On the other hand, the flux
conservation reads

eni(x)ui(x) = J0, (2.6.3.2)

where ni is the ion density and J0 is the constant ion current. Plugging the expression
for ui from Eq. (2.6.3.1) into Eq. (2.6.3.2), one finds

ni(x) =
J0

e

(
−2eΦ

Mi

) 1
2
. (2.6.3.3)
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Since there are no electrons within the sheath region, the previous expression can be
rewritten by using the Poisson equation as follows

d2Φ

dx2 =−J0

e

(
−2eΦ

Mi

) 1
2
. (2.6.3.4)

Multiplying the previous expression by dΦ/dx, integrating from 0 to x, taking the
square root and integrating again, one finds

−Φ
3
4 =

3
2

(
J0

ε0

) 1
2
(

2e
Mi

)− 1
4

x, (2.6.3.5)

where the boundary conditions Φ= 0 and dΦ/dx= 0 at x= 0 have been chosen. Setting
Φ(x = s) =−Vs we obtain

J0 =
4
9

ε0

(
2e
Mi

) 1
2 V

3
2

s

s
(2.6.3.6)

which is the Child law (Child, 1911). Plugging Eq. (2.6.3.6) into Eq. (2.6.3.7), one
finds

Φ =−Vs

(x
s

) 4
3
, (2.6.3.7)

which leads to an expression for the electric field

E =
4
3

Vs

s

(x
s

) 1
3

(2.6.3.8)

and, using the Poisson equation, the expression for the ion density

ni =
4
9

ε0

e
Vs

s2

( s
x

) 2
3
. (2.6.3.9)

First of all we observe that another way to get Eq. (2.6.3.9) is to plug the expression for
J0 in Eq. (2.6.3.6) along with the expression for Φ in Eq. (2.6.3.7) into Eq. (2.6.3.3).
Secondly, it is worth noting that if x→ 0 the expression above is singular. Such a
problem can be avoided considering an extension of Eq. (2.6.3.2) where the ion energy
at the sheath edge cannot be neglected, such that

Miu2
i

2
+ eΦ =

Miu2
s

2
. (2.6.3.10)

Plugging the expression for ui into Eq. (2.6.3.2), we find

ni =
J0

e

[
u2

s −
2eΦ

Mi

]− 1
2

(2.6.3.11)
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which is the natural extension of Eq. (2.6.3.3). Now, analogously to what has been said
previously, plugging the expression for J0 in Eq. (2.6.3.6) along with the expression for
Φ into Eq. (2.6.3.11), we get

ni =
4
9

ε0

e

(
2e
Mi

) 1
2 V

3
2

0
s2

[
u2

s +
2e
Mi

V0

(x
s

) 4
3
]− 1

2

. (2.6.3.12)

In the limit x→ 0 the expression above reduces to

nsi =
4
9

ε0

use

(
2e
Mi

) 1
2 V

3
2

0
s2 , (2.6.3.13)

where nsi labels the ion density at the sheath edge, i.e. for x = 0. Now, plugging the
relation J0 = ensiuB into Eq. (2.6.3.6), where uB is the Bohm velocity, one finds

s =

√
2

3
λDe

(
2V0

Te

) 3
4

(2.6.3.14)

which differs from the sheath thickness of the matrix sheath model shown in Eq.
(2.6.2.5) by an overall factor and for the exponent. Finally, assuming a zero initial ion
velocity and plugging Eq. (2.6.3.7) into Eq. (2.6.3.1), we get

dx
dt

= v0

(x
s

) 2
3

with v0 =

(
2eV0

Mi

) 1
2
, (2.6.3.15)

where v0 is the characteristic ion velocity in the sheath. Integrating Eq. (2.6.3.15) one
finds

x(t)
s

=
(v0t

3s

)3
(2.6.3.16)

which, after setting x = s, becomes

τi =
3s
v0

(2.6.3.17)

which is the ion transit time across the sheath (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005).

2.6.4 The Brinkmann criterion

For a given set of positive ion and electron densities, the electron sheath edge se is
formally defined as the point where the total electron charge on the left side of the left
sheath edge is equal to the ’missing charge’ on the right side of the left sheath edge
(Brinkmann, 2007; Salabaş and Brinkmann, 2006; Brinkmann, 2015) :

∫ se

−∞

enedx−
∫

∞

se
e
(
ni+ −ne

)
= 0. (2.6.4.1)
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The expression above is known in the literature as the Brinkmann criterion. It is worth
noting that the previous expression can be recasted as follows

∫ +∞

−∞

enedx =
∫ +∞

se
eni+ (2.6.4.2)

or, alternatively

σ =
∫ se

−∞

eni+dx, (2.6.4.3)

where

σ ≡
∫ +∞

−∞

e
(
ni+ −ne

)
. (2.6.4.4)

As we can see from Eq. (2.6.4.3), the Brinkmann criterion can also be fulfilled when
the quasineutrality breaks down. It is not hard to see that the Brinkmann criterion can
be applied to electropositive plasma discharges, where positive ions belong to a single
species and are the only charged species in the plasma, along with the electrons.

2.6.5 The Brinkmann criterion extension

In this section we will explore the possibility of generalizing the Brinkmann criterion
Brinkmann (2007) to an electronegative gas discharge, with a multiple number of
positive and negative ion species. The easiest way to achieve this goal is to add directly
the negative ion densities ∑i− ni− with the plus (negative) sign on the l.h.s. (r.h.s.) of Eq.
(2.6.4.1) and to add a sum on the positive ion density, averaged on the number of ion
species. So the Brinkmann criterion extension reads

∫ s

−∞

(
ne +

∑
N−
i− ni−

N−

)
dx =

∫ +∞

s

(
∑

N+
i+ ni+

N+
−ne−

∑
N−
i− ni−

N−

)
dx, (2.6.5.1)

where N+ (N−) is the number of positive (negative) species. The expression above can
also be recasted in the following way

∫ +∞

−∞

(
ne +

∑
N−
i− ni−

N−

)
dx =

∫ +∞

s

(
∑

N+
i+ ni+

N+

)
dx. (2.6.5.2)

Recasting the expression above in the same manner as we have done when we have
found Eq. (2.6.4.2), we find

σ̃ =
∫ se

−∞

e∑
i+

ni+dx, (2.6.5.3)

where

σ̃ ≡
∫ +∞

−∞

e

(
∑

N+
i+ ni+

N+
−

∑
N−
i− ni−

N−
−ne

)
. (2.6.5.4)
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Assuming

∫ se

−∞

(
∑

N+
i+ ni+

N+

)
dx≈ 0, (2.6.5.5)

from Eq. (2.6.5.4) we get

σ̃ =
∫ +∞

−∞

e

(
∑

N+
i+ ni+

N+
−

∑
N−
i− ni−

N−
−ne

)
dx = 0. (2.6.5.6)

Since some of the most used settings in PIC/MCC simulations involves two positive
ion species and one negative ion species, we can set, for example, N+ = 2 and N− = 1,
getting

∫ +∞

−∞

e
(

n1+ +n2+

2
−n−−ne

)
= 0. (2.6.5.7)

The equation above can be solved by the strict equality

n1+(t
∗,x∗)+n2+(t

∗,x∗)
2

−n−(t∗,x∗)−ne(t∗,x∗) = 0, (2.6.5.8)

where t∗ is the time-step considered and x∗ is expected to be close to the electron sheath
edge se.

2.7 The Bohm sheath criterion in electropositive
plasma discharge

In order for the transition from the quasi-neutral plasma to the space charge region of
the sheath to occur (or in other words in order for the electron density to drop faster
than the ion density in the sheath region so that quasi-neutrality is broken), it can be
shown that a condition known as the Bohm criterion has to be satisfied. In the following
we will assume electropositive gas, Maxwellian electrons, collisionless sheath (λi� s,
where s is the sheath thickness), negative sign of the potential in the sheath region
(φ(z > 0)< 0), as well as the following boundary conditions at the sheath edge:

φ(z)
∣∣∣∣
z=0

= 0 (2.7.0.1)

∂φ(z)
∂ z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= 0. (2.7.0.2)

All the assumptions/constraints listed above are needed in order to build the Bohm
criterion and will be relaxed later, when electronegative plasma discharges will be
considered.
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We will start from the equation of continuity of the ion flux and the conservation of
the ion energy in the space charge sheath respectively

ni+(z)vi+(z) = ni+(0)vi+(0)+C
1
2

mi+v2
i+(z) =

1
2

mi+v2
i+(0)− eφ(z). (2.7.0.3)

The combination of both equations gives

ni+(z) =
(

C
vi+(0)

+ni+(0)
)(

1− 2eφ(z)
mi+v2

i+(0)

)− 1
2

. (2.7.0.4)

Using the assumption made in the previous subsection we are able to write the Poisson
equation (2.1.0.1) in the following way

∂ 2φ(z)
∂ z2 =

e
ε0

[
ne(z)−ni+(z)

]
=

e
ε0



n(0)exp

(
φ(z)
Te

)
−
(

C
vi+(0)

+n(0)
)(

1− 2eφ(z)
mi+v2

i+(0)

)− 1
2


 .

(2.7.0.5)

Multiplying by ∂φ

∂ z and integrating over z we find

1
2

∫
φ

0

∂

∂ z

(
∂φ

∂ z

)2

dz =

e
ε0



n(0)

∫
φ

0

∂φ

∂ z
exp
(

φ(z)
Te

)
dz−

(
C

vi+(0)
+n(0)

)∫
φ

0

∂φ

∂ z

(
1− 2eφ(z)

mi+v2
i+(0)

)− 1
2

dz



 .

(2.7.0.6)

Now let us perform the integral. We find

1
2

[(
∂φ

∂ z

)2
]φ

0

=

e
ε0



n(0)

[
Te exp

(
φ

Te

)]φ

0
+

(
C

vi+(0)
+n(0)

)(mi+v2
i+(0)

e

)[√
1− 2eφ(z)

mi+v2
i+(0)

−1

]φ

0



 .

(2.7.0.7)

We can form a Taylor expansion on φ using the boundary conditions at the sheath edge
shown in Eq. (2.7.0.1) which we will rewrite for completeness

φ(z)
∣∣∣∣
z=zs

= 0 and
∂φ(z)

∂ z

∣∣∣∣
z=zs

= 0. (2.7.0.8)

The first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.7.0.7), after the Taylor expansion, reads
[

Te exp
(

φ

Te

)]φ

0
≈ Te

[
1
2

φ 2

T 2
e
+ ∑

k=3

1
k!

(
φ

Te

)k
]
. (2.7.0.9)
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As regards to the second term of the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.7.0.7), knowing that

√
1− y = 1− y

2
− y2

8
−∑

k=3
yk (2k−3)!

k!(k−2)!22k−2 , (2.7.0.10)

we have
[√

1− 2eφ(z)
mi+v2

i+(0)
−1

]φ

0

≈−





e2φ 2

2m2
i+v4

i+(0)
+ ∑

k=3

(2k−3)!
k!(k−2)!22k−2

(
e

mi+v2
i+

)k

φ
k



 .

(2.7.0.11)

In this way, applying the 2nd condition of Eq. (2.7.0.8) to the l.h.s. of Eq. (2.7.0.7) and
inserting the Taylor expansions of Eqs. (2.7.0.9) and (2.7.0.11) inside Eq. (2.7.0.7), we
find

1
2

(
∂φ

∂ z

)2

=
e
ε0

{
φ 2

2

[
n(0)
Te
−
(

C
vi+(0)

+n(0)
)

e
mi+v2

i+

]}

+
e
ε0

∑
k=3

φ
k


n(0)

k!
1

T k−1
e
−
(

C
vi+(0)

+n(0)
)

(2k−3)!
k!(k−2)!22k−2

(
e

mi+v2
i+

)k−1

 .

(2.7.0.12)

Now, since
(

∂φ

∂ z

)2

≥ 0, (2.7.0.13)

we have

e
ε0

{
φ 2

2

[
n(0)
Te
−
(

C
vi+(0)

+n(0)
)

e
mi+v2

i+

]}

+
e
ε

∑
k=3

φ
k


n(0)

k!
1

T k−1
e
−
(

C
vi+(0)

+n(0)
)

(2k−3)!
k!(k−2)!22k−2

(
e

mi+v2
i+

)k−1

 ≥ 0.

(2.7.0.14)

Since ε is assumed to be positive in the sheath region, we have

φ 2

2

[
n(0)
Te
−
(

C
vi+(0)

+n(0)
)

e
mi+v2

i+

]

+ ∑
k=3

φ
k


n(0)

k!
1

T k−1
e
−
(

C
vi+(0)

+n(0)
)

(2k−3)!
k!(k−2)!22k−2

(
e

mi+v2
i+

)k−1

 ≥ 0.

(2.7.0.15)
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Let us see what happens if we truncate the expression of Eq. (2.7.0.15) to the second
order in k. We find [

n(0)
Te
−
(

C
vi+(0)

+n(0)
)

e
mi+v2

i+

]
≥ 0. (2.7.0.16)

For C = 0 Eq. (2.7.0.16) becomes

vi+ ≥
√

eTe

mi+
≡ uB (2.7.0.17)

which is the original Bohm criterion (Bohm, 1949). Instead, keeping C 6= 0, we find

v2
i+ ≥

eTe

mi+

[
C

vi+(0)n(0)
+1
]
. (2.7.0.18)

Furthermore, since v2
i+ ≥ 0, we have to impose

C ≥−vi+(0)n(0) (2.7.0.19)

2.8 The generalized Bohm sheath criterion

A generalized Bohm sheath criterion was derived (Riemann, 1991; Meichsner et al.,
2013) for the limit λDe→ 0 including electrons and negative ions. The expression is the
following

1
mi+

∫ +∞

0

1
v2
+

f (vi+)dvi+ =
1

mi+

〈
1

v2
i+

〉
≤ 1

eni+(0)
d (ne +n−)

dφs

∣∣∣∣
φ=0

. (2.8.0.1)

Replacing the ion energy distribution function (IEDF) by the Dirac delta function as
well as the Maxwellian EEDF, one finds

1
mi+

∫ +∞

0

1
v2

i+

f (v+)dvi+ =
1

mi+v2
i+(0)

≤ 1
e

d
dφ

exp
(

eφ

kBTe

)∣∣∣∣
φ=0

=
1

kBTe
, (2.8.0.2)

which is the same expression found in Eq. (2.7.0.17). Moreover, in the literature the
previous expression has been further generalized (Allen, 2009) in the following way

1
mi+

〈
1

v2
i+

〉
≤− 1

me

∫ +∞

−∞

1
ve

d fe

dve
dve. (2.8.0.3)

Eq. (2.8.0.2) can be applied to electronegative discharges. Under the assumption of
one positive and one negative species, Eq. (2.8.0.2) can be simplified considering cold
ions and Maxwellian electrons. Therefore, setting γi− ≡ Te

Ti−
and the electronegativity

α ≡ ni−
ne

, one can build the following relations

ni+(0) = (1+α0)ne(0) (2.8.0.4)

ne +ni+ = ne(0)
[

exp
(

eφ

kBTe

)]
, (2.8.0.5)
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where α0 is the center electronegativity. Moreover, in order to get the previous expres-
sions, the quasineutrality condition at the sheath edge has been employed. Plugging Eq.
(2.8.0.4) into Eq. (2.8.0.2), one finds the Bohm sheath criterion for an electronegative
gas discharge

kBTe

mi+v2
i+

≤ 1+α0γi−
1+α0

, (2.8.0.6)

where monoenergetic ions at the sheath edge have been considered. Now, let us consider
the Boltzmann relation for the electrons

ne(0) = ne,pl exp
(−eφpl

kBTe

)
, (2.8.0.7)

where ne,pl and φpl are the bulk electron density and the voltage drop within the bulk,
respectively. For the negative ions the following relation holds

n−(0) = n−,pl exp
(−eφpl

kBTi−

)
(2.8.0.8)

in the presheath, where n−,pl is the bulk negative ion density. From Eqs. (2.8.0.7) and
(2.8.0.8) follows

α0 = αpl exp
[

e
(
1− γi−

) φpl

kBTe

]
. (2.8.0.9)

Moreover, by using the energy conservation of negative ions, we obtain

eφpl

kBTe
=

1
2

1+α0

1+ γi−α0
. (2.8.0.10)

Plugging Eq. (2.8.0.10) into Eq. (2.8.0.9), we find

αpl = α0 exp

[
(1+α0)(γ−1)

2
(
1+ γi−α0

)
]
, (2.8.0.11)

which is the expression for the bulk plasma electronegativity (Meichsner et al., 2013).
We observe that, if the bulk plasma electronegativity αpl is known, both the electronega-
tivity at the sheath edge α0 and eφ/kBTe can be calculated. Such numerical calculations
have been performed by Boyd and Thompson (1959), who found that for αpl < 2 and
γ > 30 the plasma sheath is similar to electropositive plasmas. Later, Braithwaite and
Allen (1988) have shown the additional formation of double layer for γ >

(
5+241/2

)
.

Several authors (Allen, 2009; Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005) have proposed an
expression for the Bohm sheath criterion in electropositive plasmas for multiple species.
By using the Poisson’s equation including multiple positive species only, along with the
continuity equation for cold ions, we are allowed to write

dni+

dΦ
=

eni+

mi+v2
i+

, (2.8.0.12)
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where we have also made use of the first momentum macroscopic Boltzmann equation
(momentum conservation equation) (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005; Meichsner et al.,
2013). Using the Boltzmann relation for Maxwellian electrons (ne = n0 exp(Φ Te)), we
have

1
ne

dne

dΦ

∣∣∣∣
s
=

1
Te
. (2.8.0.13)

Moreover, using the Bohm criterion, we get

∑
i+

dni+

dΦ

∣∣∣∣
s
=

dne

dΦ

∣∣∣∣
s
. (2.8.0.14)

Plugging Eqs. (2.8.0.12) and (2.8.0.13) into Eq. (2.8.0.14), we get the final expres-
sion for the multispecies Bohm criterion in an electropositive plasma (Lieberman and
Lichtenberg, 2005; Gozadinos, 2001)

∑
i+

eni+s

mi+u2
i+s

=
ni+s

Te
. (2.8.0.15)

Finally, it can be shown that the expression above does not define a unique Bohm
velocity for each the positive ion species (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005; Gozadinos,
2001).

2.9 Discharge currents

2.9.1 General principles

The total current density JT(t,x) flowing through the discharge can be decomposed as
follows (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005):

J̄T(t,x) = J̄cond + J̄displ + J̄P + J̄M + J̄ion, (2.9.1.1)

where J̄cond is the electron current density, J̄ion is the ion current density, J̄displ is the
displacement current density, J̄P is the polarization current density due to the motion of
bound charges in a dielectric medium and J̄M is due to magnetic moments in a magnetic
material. Since we are dealing with a plasma in a vacuum we can state

∇̄ ·
(
∇̄× H̄

)
= 0 = ∇̄ · J̄T = ∇̄ ·

(
J̄cond + J̄displ + J̄ion

)
(2.9.1.2)

or, in other words

Jcond(t,x)+ Jdispl(t,x)+ Jion = JT(t), (2.9.1.3)

where we have considered the one dimensional case for simplicity. Eq. (2.9.1.3) is
extremely important because it states that the spatial behaviours of both the electron
current density and the displacement current density must compensate somehow in
order to sustain the discharge.
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2.9.2 Time averaged current density

The time averaged analogous of Eq. (2.9.1.3) reads

Jcond + Jdispl + Jions = JT. (2.9.2.1)

Now let us focus on the quantity Jdispl. Since the electric field E is a function in t, we
know that

Jdispl =
1
T

∫ T

0
ε0

∂E
∂ t

dt = 0. (2.9.2.2)

Finally, let us consider the quantity JT. We know that JT has to be a periodic function
in T . In general, when f (T ) is a continuous periodic function with period T , the
anti-derivatives of f are periodic if and only if

∫ T

0
f (t)dt = 0. (2.9.2.3)

This means that, defining h(s) as

h(s)≡
∫ s

0
JT(t)dt, (2.9.2.4)

we can state, by using Eq. (2.9.2.1)

If h(s) is periodic =⇒ Jcond + Jions = 0 (2.9.2.5)

If h(s) is not periodic =⇒ Jcond + Jions = JT (2.9.2.6)

2.10 Frequency domain

2.10.1 The set up

Let us start by considering the first momentum macroscopic Boltzmann equation
(Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005; Meichsner et al., 2013)

∂ (meneue)

∂ t
+ eneE +meνeneue = 0, (2.10.1.1)

where the spatial gradients have been neglected. Setting for electrically driven discharge

E = Ẽ exp(iωt) (2.10.1.2)
ue = ũe exp(iωt) , (2.10.1.3)

where ω is the driving frequency, and considering ne as time independent, Eq. (2.10.1.23)
becomes

imeωneũe =−meνencũe− eneẼ, (2.10.1.4)
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after having neglected non linear terms. Eq. (2.10.1.4) leads directly to

J̃e = σ Ẽ with σ =
e2ne

me (iω +νc)
=

ε0ω2
pe

(iω +νc)
, (2.10.1.5)

where ωpe is the electron plasma frequency and is given in Eq. (2.3.0.8). By using Eq.
(2.9.1.3) and neglecting the ion current density we can write the total current density
amplitude as

J̃T = J̃cond + J̃displ = σ Ẽ + iε0ωẼ. (2.10.1.6)

We can write the previous expression in two different forms

J̃T = iωε0εp(ω)Ẽ (2.10.1.7)

with

εp(ω) = 1−
ω2

pe

ω (ω− iνc)
= 1− iσ(ω)

ε0ω
, (2.10.1.8)

where εp is the relative dielectric constant, the composite quantity ε ≡ ε0εp is the plasma
dielectric constant and

J̃T = σpẼ with σp = iωε0εp(ω). (2.10.1.9)

Moreover, by defining the refractive index of the media as

n2
ref = εp(ω) =

k2c2

ω2 , (2.10.1.10)

we can state, making use of Eq. (2.10.1.7), that

k2c2

ω2 = 1−
ω2

pe

ω (ω− iνc)
, (2.10.1.11)

which is the dispersion relation or, alternatively

k =
ω

c

√
1−

ω2
pe

ω (ω− iνc)
. (2.10.1.12)

Moreover, recalling that k = kr− iki, where the real part ke determines the wavelength
and the phase velocity of the wave while the imaginary part ki defines the skin depth
δ = k−1

i , we are allowed to write

kr− iδ−1 =
ω

c

√
1−

ω2
pe

ω (ω− iνc)
. (2.10.1.13)

Finally, it is worth noting that in RF plasmas ω�ωpe. Now, we consider two important
conditions.
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Low pressure (νc < ω)

From Eqs. (2.10.1.6), (2.10.1.7), (2.10.1.9) and (2.10.1.11) we see that, in this case

εp(ω)≈ 1−
ω2

pe

ω2 (2.10.1.14)

σp ≈ iωε0

(
1−

ω2
pe

ω2

)
(2.10.1.15)

σ ≈−
iε0ω2

pe

ω
(2.10.1.16)

k2c2 ≈ ω
2−ω

2
pe. (2.10.1.17)

From Eqs. (2.10.1.17) and (2.10.1.14) we see that for ω < ωpe there is no wave
propagation and that εp < 0. So, for ω < ωpe, the plasma behaves like a conductor
such that the electromagnetic waves cannot penetrate into its interior. Finally, from Eq.
(2.10.1.13), we get δ = c/ωpe = δes, which is the collisionless skin depth shown in Eq.
(2.4.0.1). On the other hand, when ω > ωpe, we observe that the electromagnetic waves
are allowed to propagate (Eq. (2.10.1.17)) and that 0 < εp < 1. In this case the plasma
behaves as an ordinary dielectric medium.

High pressure (νc > ω)

From Eqs. (2.10.1.6), (2.10.1.7) and (2.10.1.9) we see that, in this case

εp ≈ 1−
iω2

pe

ωνc
(2.10.1.18)

σp ≈ iωε0 +
ε0ω2

pe

νc
(2.10.1.19)

σ ≈
ε0ω2

pe

νc
(2.10.1.20)

k2c2

ω2 ≈ 1−
iω2

pe

ωνc
. (2.10.1.21)

From the equations above we see that, when ωpe� ω ,

ε ≈ 1 (2.10.1.22)

ω2

k2 = c2, (2.10.1.23)

i.e. the plasma behaves as a perfect dielectric. Moreover, from Eq. (2.10.1.13), applying
the conditions explained above, one finds

δ =
c

ωpe

√
2νe

ω
, (2.10.1.24)

which is the expression for the collisionless skin depth in the high pressure limit. When
νc� ωpe, (collisional plasma) the skin depth is very large and the plasma behaves as a
perfect dielectric.
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3 The Boltzmann equation

3.1 Boltzmann equation for electrons

3.1.1 The history

During the past three decades several attempts to describe correctly the behaviour of the
electron heating using the Boltzmann equation have been made. Surendra and Dalvie
(1993) were the first to set up a mathematical model to describe the electron power
absorption using the Boltzmann equations for both electrons and ions using PIC/MCC
simulation results as input. They were able to isolate all the single terms contributing
to both the electric field and the electron power absorbed. Moreover, they found the
electron pressure term to be important for the collisionless heating and they observed,
for a constant electron temperature, that the collisionless electron heating vanishes on
time average. In the years that followed several authors used the formulation set forth
by Surendra and Dalvie (1993) to develop similar models (Turner, 1995; Gozadinos
et al., 2001; Lafleur et al., 2014a; Liu et al., 2018; Brinkmann, 2016; Grapperhaus and
Kushner, 1997; Kaganovich et al., 1996). Among these, Brinkmann (2016) derived an
unified description of electron power absorption in capacitively coupled discharges using
a mathematical formulation where the electron density profile has been approximated by
a smooth step function, finding that the total time averaged electron power absorption is
the sum of four terms, each one corresponding to one of the heating mechanism known
from separate previous theories, i.e. non linear electron resonance heating, stochastic
heating (hard wall model), ambipolar/pressure heating and Ohmic heating. Brinkmann
also demonstrated that a time dependent electron temperature is necessary to obtain
a non zero time averaged electron power absorption. More recently, Schulze used a
simplified moment analysis of the Boltzmann equation where the electron temperature
gradient was both neglected and considered (Schulze et al., 2008a, 2018) in order to
describe both the electric field and the electron power absorbed in an electropositive
low pressure capacitively coupled argon discharge. They found that the time averaged
ambipolar electron power absorption completely vanishes for a temporally independent
electron temperature. In the following we will review the mathematical set up needed to
address the physics behind the electric field and the electron power absorption in plasma
discharges (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005; Meichsner et al., 2013; Tong, 2012)
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3.1.2 The Boltzmann equation environment

Our starting point will be the Boltzmann Equation

∂ f
∂ t

+ vk
∂ f
∂xk

+
Fk

m
∂ f
∂vk

=
∂ f
∂ t

∣∣∣∣
coll
≡C( f ). (3.1.2.1)

In the literature one often finds the following definition

Streaming Operator ≡ ∂

∂ t
+ vk

∂

∂xk
+

Fk

m
∂

∂vk
, (3.1.2.2)

which is commonly referred to as streaming term. The approach reflected by the
Boltzmann equation approach assumes the following inequality

Time between collisions ≡ τ ≥ τcoll ≡ Collision Time . (3.1.2.3)

3.1.3 The collision integral for elastic collisions

Now, let us build the collisional integral which is the term present on the r.h.s. of Eq.
(3.1.2.1). To make this we will assume that a particle sits at (~x1,~v1) and collides with
another particle at (~x2,~v2) in the phase space. In the following we assume the collisions
to be local so that

~x1 =~x2 at the collision point. (3.1.3.1)

We will assume that these particles collide at velocity~v1 and~v2 and emerge with velocity
~v′1 and ~v′2. Then, we can define the rate at which the collision occurs as

Rate = ψ

(
~p1,~p2|~p′1,~p′2

)
× f (t,~x,~p1,~p2)d3 p2d3 p′1d3 p′2. (3.1.3.2)

We remark that, at least in principle, it would be possible to calculate the ψ function
from the two bodies potential U(~x), which is related to the differential cross section.
Moreover, assuming elastic collisions, we also know the following relations to hold

~p1 +~p2 = ~p′1 +~p′2 (3.1.3.3)

~p2
1 +~p2

2 = ~p′
2
1 +~p′

2
2, (3.1.3.4)

where we have assumed

m1 = m2 (3.1.3.5)

and

∇U~x ≈ 0 over microscopic scales. (3.1.3.6)

Now, since collisions can deflect particles out of a state with velocity~v1 into a different
velocity and vice versa, we are allowed to write

(
∂ f1

∂ t

)∣∣∣∣
coll

=+
∫

d3 p2d3 p′1d3 p′2
[
ψ
(
~p′1,~p

′
2|~p,~p1

)
f2
(
~r,~r,~p′1,~p

′
2
)]

−
∫

d3 p2d3 p′1d3 p′2
[
ψ
(
~p,~p2|~p′1,~p′2

)
f2 (~r,~r,~p,~p2)

]
, (3.1.3.7)
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where the first (second) term captures scattering into (out of) the state ~p. It is important
to say that the expression shown in Eq. (3.1.3.7) is non vanishing when the conditions
shown in Eqs. (3.1.3.3) and (3.1.3.4) are fulfilled. Now, under time reversal, we know
that ~p→−~p, so that

ψ
(
~p,~p2|~p′1,~p′2

)
= ψ

(
−~p′1,−~p′2|−~p,−~p2

)
(3.1.3.8)

as well as, under parity~x→−~x

ψ
(
~p,~p2|~p′1,~p′2

)
= ψ

(
−~p,−~p2|−~p′1,−~p′2

)
. (3.1.3.9)

Plugging Eq. (3.1.3.8) into Eq. (3.1.3.9), we arrive at the final relation

ψ
(
~p,~p2|~p′1,~p′2

)
= ψ

(
~p′1,~p

′
2|~p,~p2

)
. (3.1.3.10)

If the particle velocities are uncorrelated before the collision, we can state

f2 (~r,~r,~p,~p2) = f1 (~r,~p) f1 (~r,~p2) . (3.1.3.11)

Such a condition is usually known in the literature as molecular chaos assumption.
Plugging Eq. (3.1.3.11) into Eq. (3.1.3.7), we get
(

∂ f1

∂ t

)∣∣∣∣
coll

=

∫
d3 p2d3 p′1d3 p′2ψ

(
~p′1,~p

′
2|~p,~p2

)[
f1
(
~r,~p′1

)
f1
(
~r,~p′2

)
− f1 (~r,~p) f1 (~r,~p2)

]
.

(3.1.3.12)

Moreover, we observe that the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.1.3.12) vanishes if the condition

f eq
1

(
~r,~p′1

)
f eq
1

(
~r,~p′2

)
= f eq

1 (~r,~p) f eq
1 (~r,~p2) (3.1.3.13)

is fulfilled. By using the momentum and energy conservation equations (Eqs. (3.1.3.3)
and (3.1.3.3)) it can be shown that Eq. (3.1.3.13) is fulfilled if and only if

f eq
1 = n

(
β

2πm

) 3
2

exp
(
−βm(~v−~u)2 /2

)
, (3.1.3.14)

which is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. In the picture above~v is the microscopic
velocity, ~u is the drift velocity, n is the particle density and β can be identified as the
inverse temperature such that β = (kT )−1.

3.1.4 The global equilibrium Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

Now, let us consider the expression shown in Eq. (3.1.3.14), which is the so called
global equilibrium Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

f eq glob
1 = n

( m
2πeT

) 3
2

exp

(
−m(~v−~u)2

2eT

)
, (3.1.4.1)
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where ~u is a constant vector, while n and T are the constant electron density and the
electron temperature, respectively. Integrating directly expression (3.1.4.1) we see that

∫
f eq glob
1 d3v = n (3.1.4.2)

∫
vk f eq glob

1 d3v = nuk. (3.1.4.3)

Taking the Boltzmann equation shown in Eq. (3.1.2.1), knowing that the collision
operator is zero for the global equilibrium Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution as stated
above, and knowing that T , v and u are space-time independent quantities, we are left
with

− Fk

eT
(vk−uk) f eq glob

1 = 0, (3.1.4.4)

which is satisfied under two different conditions

Fk = 0 =⇒∀vk , ∀uk (3.1.4.5)
Fk 6= 0 =⇒ vk = uk. (3.1.4.6)

3.1.5 The Master equation

The average of a quantity ~A is defined as follows

〈A〉=
∫

d3v A(~x,~v, t) f (~x,~v, t)∫
f (~x,~v, t)

, (3.1.5.1)

where f (~x,~v, t) is a generic distribution. Setting

n(~x, t) =
∫

d3v f (~x,~v, t), (3.1.5.2)

Eq. (3.1.5.1) becomes

〈A〉= 1
n(~x,~v), t

∫
d3v A(~x,~v, t) f (~x,~v, t). (3.1.5.3)

Since n(~x, t) does not depend on the velocity~v, we are free to write

〈n(~x, t) A〉= n(~x, t)〈A〉=
∫

d3v A(~x,~v, t) f (~x,~v, t). (3.1.5.4)

Moreover, we can also define the following quantities

〈n(~x, t) v〉= n(~x, t) u(~x, t) =
∫

d3v v f (~x,~v, t). (3.1.5.5)

Since we are ultimately interested in quantities which vary slowly, we are looking for
functions A which make the collisional term vanish. So we will set

∫
d3v A(~x,~v, t)

(
∂ f
∂ t

)∣∣∣∣
coll

= 0. (3.1.5.6)
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Now, let us consider Eq. (3.1.2.1). Because the collision term vanishes, we have
∫

d3v A(~x,~v, t)
(

∂

∂ t
+ vi

∂

∂xi
+

Fi

m
∂

∂vi

)
f (~x,~v, t) = 0. (3.1.5.7)

In the following we will assume the distribution function f (~x,~v, t) to decrease steeply
to zero. Now, let us consider Eq. (3.1.5.7) term by term. As regards to the last term
involving Fi, assuming Fi not to depend on vi, the we get

∂

∂vi

∫
d3v A Fi f =

∫
Fi

∂A
∂vi

f +
∫ Fi

m
∂ f
∂vi

A = 0. (3.1.5.8)

As regards to the second term we find

∂

∂xi

∫
d3v A vi f =

∫
d3v

∂A
∂xi

vi f +
∫

d3v Ai vi
∂ f
∂xi

, (3.1.5.9)

and for the first term

∂

∂ t

∫
d3v A f =

∫
d3v

∂A
∂ t

f +
∫

d3v A
∂ f
∂ t

. (3.1.5.10)

Substituting Eqs. (3.1.5.8), (3.1.5.9), (3.1.5.10) into Eq. (3.1.5.7), we find

∂

∂ t

∫
d3v A f −

∫
d3v

∂A
∂ t

f +
∂

∂xi

∫
d3v A vi f −

∫
d3v

∂A
∂xi

vi f −
∫ Fi

m
∂A
∂vi

f = 0.

(3.1.5.11)

Using the bracket notation, the previous equation can be recasted in the following way

∂

∂ t
〈n A〉−

〈
n

∂A
∂ t

〉
+

∂

∂xi
〈n A vi〉−

〈
n vi

∂A
∂xi

〉
−
〈

n
Fi

m
∂A
∂vi

〉
= 0. (3.1.5.12)

This is the so called master equation. Recalling that n(~x, t) is a velocity independent
quantity, Eq. (3.1.5.12) can be written as follows

∂

∂ t
[n〈 A〉]−n

〈
∂A
∂ t

〉
+

∂

∂xi
[n 〈 A vi〉]−n

〈
vi

∂A
∂xi

〉
−n

〈
Fi

m
∂A
∂vi

〉
= 0,

(3.1.5.13)

which is again the so called master equation.

3.1.6 The continuity equation

Setting A = 1 in Eq. (3.1.5.12), we find

∂n
∂ t

+
∂

∂xi
(nui) = 0, (3.1.6.1)

which is the 0-th momentum macroscopic Boltzmann equation, also known in the
literature as continuity equation.
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3.1.7 Momentum part I

Setting A = v j in Eq. (3.1.5.12), we find

∂ (mnu j)

∂ t
+

∂
〈
mnviv j

〉

∂xi
−nFj = 0. (3.1.7.1)

Defining the quantities

wi = vi−ui (3.1.7.2)

Pi j = mn
〈
wiw j

〉
, (3.1.7.3)

along with the relationship
〈
viv j
〉
=
〈
wiw j

〉
+uiu j, (3.1.7.4)

we can recast the term in the middle of the l.h.s. of Eq. (3.1.7.1) as follows

∂ (mnu j)

∂ t
+

∂Pi j

∂xi
+muiu j

∂n
∂xi

+mnu j
∂ui

∂xi
+mnui

∂u j

∂xi
−nFj = 0. (3.1.7.5)

The expression above is the first momentum (in the velocity v j) macroscopic Boltzmann
equation, also known in the literature as momentum conservation equation. Now, using
the continuity equation shown in Eq. (3.1.6.1), we find

mn
(

∂

∂ t
+ui

∂

∂xi

)
u j = nFj−

∂Pi j

∂xi
. (3.1.7.6)

Defining the material derivative

Dt ≡
∂

∂ t
+ui

∂

∂xi
, (3.1.7.7)

we can rewrite Eq. (3.1.7.6) as follows

mnDt = nFj−
∂Pi j

∂xi
. (3.1.7.8)

3.1.8 Momentum part II

Setting A = w j in Eq. (3.1.5.12), we find

mn
∂u j

∂ t
+

∂Pi j

∂xi
+mnui

∂u j

∂xi
−nFj = 0. (3.1.8.1)

The previous equation can be recasted as follows:

mn
(

∂

∂ t
+ui

∂

∂xi

)
u j = nFj−

∂Pi j

∂xi
, (3.1.8.2)

which is surprisingly exactly the same as Eq. (3.1.7.6).
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3.1.9 Kinetic energy part I

Setting A = v2

2 in Eq. (3.1.5.12), we find

∂

∂ t

〈
mnv2

2

〉
+

∂

∂xi

〈
mnv2vi

2

〉
−n〈Fivi〉= 0. (3.1.9.1)

Now, since v2 = δi jviv j and using
〈
mnw2〉= Tr P (3.1.9.2)

mn
〈
v2vi
〉
= mn

〈
w2wi

〉
+mnu2ui +2ukPki +uiTr P, (3.1.9.3)

along with Eqs. (3.1.7.3) and (3.1.7.4), one finds

1
2

∂

∂ t

[
mnu2]+ 1

2
∂Tr P

∂ t
+

∂

∂xi

[
mn
〈
w2wi

〉

2
+

mnu2ui

2
+ukPki +

uiTr P
2

]
−nFiui = 0.

(3.1.9.4)

Defining a new quantity, the heat flux

Hi ≡
1
2
〈
mnw2wi

〉
, (3.1.9.5)

Eq. (3.1.9.4) becomes

1
2

∂

∂ t

[
mnu2]+ 1

2
∂Tr P

∂ t
+

∂

∂xi

[
Hi +

mnu2ui

2
+ukPki +

uiTr P
2

]
−nFiui = 0.

(3.1.9.6)

The expression above is the second momentum (in the velocity v j) macroscopic Boltz-
mann equation, also known in the literature as energy conservation equation.

3.1.10 Kinetic energy part II

Setting A = (v−u)2

2 = w2

2 in Eq. (3.1.5.12), we find

∂

∂ t

[
mn
〈
w2
〉

2

]
−n
〈

∂

∂ t

(
mw2

2

)〉
+

∂

∂xi

[
mn
〈
w2vi

〉

2

]

− nm
2

〈
vi

∂w2

∂xi

〉
− nFi

2

〈
∂w2

∂vi

〉
= 0. (3.1.10.1)

Now, since
〈

∂w2

∂ t

〉
=−∂uk

∂ t
〈2wk〉= 0 (3.1.10.2)

〈
vi

∂w2

∂xi

〉
=−2

∂uk

∂xi
〈wiwk〉 (3.1.10.3)

〈
∂w2

∂vi

〉
= 〈2wi〉= 0, (3.1.10.4)
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Eq. (3.1.10.1) becomes

∂

∂ t

[
mn
〈
w2
〉

2

]
+

∂

∂xi

[
mn
〈
w2wi

〉

2

]
+

∂

∂xi

[
mnui

〈
w2
〉

2

]

+
∂uk

∂xi
〈mnwiwk〉= 0. (3.1.10.5)

By using Eqs. (3.1.9.5), (3.1.9.2) and (3.1.7.3), Eq. (3.1.10.5) becomes

1
2

∂

∂ t
Tr P+

∂Hi

∂xi
+

1
2

∂ (uiTr P)
∂xi

+
∂uk

∂xi
Pik = 0. (3.1.10.6)

3.1.11 The ideal fluid

The full equation set of the macroscopic Boltzmann Equations is therefore given by

∂n
∂ t

+
∂

∂xi
(nui) = 0 (3.1.11.1)

∂ (mnu j)

∂ t
+

∂Pi j

∂xi
+muiu j

∂n
∂xi

+mnu j
∂ui

∂xi
+mnui

∂u j

∂xi
−nFj = 0 (3.1.11.2)

mn
∂u j

∂ t
+

∂Pi j

∂xi
+mnui

∂u j

∂xi
−nFj = 0 (3.1.11.3)

1
2

∂

∂ t

[
mnu2]+ 1

2
∂Tr P

∂ t
+

∂

∂xi

[
Hi +

mnu2ui

2
+ukPki +

uiTr P
2

]
−nFiui = 0

(3.1.11.4)

1
2

∂

∂ t
Tr P+

∂Hi

∂xi
+

1
2

∂ (uiTr P)
∂xi

+
∂uk

∂xi
Pik = 0. (3.1.11.5)

3.1.12 Time varying quantities

Now let us express the temporal gradient of n, ui and T by using the equation system
shown above. First of all we know that, from Eq. (3.1.11.1)

∂n
∂ t

=−ui
∂n
∂xi
−n

∂ui

∂xi
. (3.1.12.1)

On the other hand, from Eq. (3.1.11.3), we have

∂u j

∂ t
=− e

mn
∂ (nT )

∂x j
−ui

∂u j

∂xi
− eE j

m
, (3.1.12.2)

where the ideal gas law pi j = δi jenT and the relation Fj =−eE j have been employed.
Finally, let us consider Eq. (3.1.11.5). Employing the ideals gas law again and using
Eq. (3.1.12.1), one finds

∂T
∂ t

=−2T
3

∂ui

∂xi
−ui

∂T
∂xi
− 2

3
1
en

∂Hi

∂xi
, (3.1.12.3)

where the relation Trpi j = 3enT has been used.
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3.1.13 Displacement current

From Eq. (3.1.12.2) it is not difficult to calculate the displacement current Jdispl. By
taking the time derivative of both the r.h.s. and the l.h.s. of Eq. (3.1.12.2) we find

Jdispl,j =−
meε0

e
∂ 2u j

∂ t2 − ε0
∂

∂ t

[
1
n

∂ (nT )
∂x j

]
− mε0

e
∂

∂ t

(
ui

∂u j

∂xi

)
. (3.1.13.1)

3.1.14 Relating positive ion density to negative ion density

By taking the spatial derivative of both the r.h.s. and the l.h.s. of Eq. (3.1.12.2) we find

e
m

∂E j

∂xk
=− e

m
∂

∂xk

[
1
n

∂ (nT )
∂x j

]
− ∂

∂xk

(
ui

∂u j

∂xi

)
− ∂ 2u j

∂ t∂xk
. (3.1.14.1)

Setting j = k and using the Poisson equation, we finally get

e2

mε0

(
∑
i+

ni+ −∑
i−

ni− −ne

)
=− e

m
∂

∂x j

[
1
n

∂ (nT )
∂x j

]
− ∂

∂x j

(
ui

∂u j

∂xi

)
− ∂ 2u j

∂ t∂x j
.

(3.1.14.2)

3.1.15 Isotropy and anisotropy

Now, let us consider the pressure tensor

pe,i j =




px,x px,y px,z
py,x py,y py,z
pz,x pz,y pz,z


 (3.1.15.1)

and the temperature tensor

Te,i j =




Tx,x Tx,y Tx,z
Ty,x Ty,y Ty,z
Tz,x Tz,y Tz,z


 (3.1.15.2)

Assuming the ideal gas law (off-diagonal terms equal to zero), we are allowed to write

pe,i j = eneTe,i j (3.1.15.3)

such that

Tr
(

pe,ij
)
= eneTr

(
Te,ij
)
, (3.1.15.4)

Moreover, it is worth noting that every single component of the electron temperature
has been calculated as Te,ii =

2
e Ee,ii− me

e u2
e,i where Ee,ii and u2

e,ii, with i = x,y,z, are
the mean electron energy density and the mean electron velocity respectively. Since
Ee,i =

me
2 〈v2

e,i〉 by definition, the expression for the electron temperature given above is
the same as the one shown by Wilczek et al. (2020), when the mean particle velocity
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is not negligible. Assuming both the pressure and the temperature to be isotropic, i.e.
pe ≡ pe,xx = pe,yy = pe,zz, along with Te ≡ Te,xx = Te,yy = Te,zz, one finds

pe = pe,ii = eneTe,ii = eneTe. (3.1.15.5)

On the other hand, assuming the pressure (temperature) to be (not isotropic), i.e. setting
pe ≡ pe,xx = pe,yy = pe,zz and Te ≡ Te,xx 6= Te,yy 6= Te,zz, we find, by using Eq. (3.1.15.4)

pe = eneTe, (3.1.15.6)

where

Te ≡
Te,xx +Te,yy +Te,zz

3
. (3.1.15.7)

3.1.16 The local equilibrium Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

Now, let us consider a new class of distributions which satisfies the condition for the
collision operator to vanish (Eq. (3.1.3.13)). This class of distribution is a natural
extension of the global equilibrium Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, where now T ,
n and u are to be intended as space-time dependent quantities. Due to the space-
time dependency, this class of distributions is known in the literature as ”local”. The
expression for the local equilibrium Maxwell distribution reads

f eq loc
1 (t,~x,~v) = n(t,~x)

(
m

2πeT (t,~x)

) 3
2

exp

(
−m(~v−~u(t,~x))2

2eT (t,~x)

)
, (3.1.16.1)

where ~u(t,~x) is the electron distribution averaged velocity and n(t,~x), T (t,~x) are the
space-time dependent electron density and electron temperature respectively. Integrating
directly expression Eq. (3.1.16.1), we see that

∫
f eq loc
1 (t,~x,~v)d3v = n(t,~x) (3.1.16.2)

∫
vk f eq loc

1 (t,~x,~v)d3v = u(t,~x). (3.1.16.3)

Now, we want to apply the streaming operator (Eq. (3.1.2.2)) to see what happens.
Since

∂ f eq loc
1
∂n

=
f eq loc
1

n
(3.1.16.4)

∂ f eq loc
1
∂T

=−3
2

f
T
+

m
2eT 2 (~v−~u)

2 f eq loc
1 (3.1.16.5)

∂ f eq loc
1
∂ui

=
m
eT

(vi−ui) f eq loc
1 =−∂ f eq loc

1
∂vi

(3.1.16.6)

and, since

∂ f eq loc
1
∂ t

=
∂ f eq loc

1
∂n

∂n
∂ t

+
∂ f eq loc

1
∂T

∂T
∂ t

+
∂ f eq loc

1
∂ui

∂ui

∂ t
(3.1.16.7)

∂ f eq loc
1
∂xi

=
∂ f eq loc

1
∂n

∂n
∂xi

+
∂ f eq loc

1
∂T

∂T
∂xi

+
∂ f eq loc

1
∂u j

∂u j

∂xi
, (3.1.16.8)
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we can write the streaming term applying the streaming operator (Eq. (3.1.2.2)) to the
local equilibrium distribution, getting

Streaming Term = f eq loc
1

{
1
n

∂n
∂ t

+
∂T
∂ t

[
m

2eT 2 (~v−~u)
2− 3

2
1
T

]
+

m
eT

[vi−ui]
∂ui

∂ t
+

vi
∂T
∂xi

[
m

2eT 2 (~v−~u)
2− 3

2
1
T

]
+

m
eT

vi (v j−u j)
∂u j

∂xi
+

vi

n
∂n
∂xi

+
Ei

T
(vi−ui)

}
,

(3.1.16.9)

where he have set Fi =−eEi. Now, we need to remove the quantities ∂n
∂ t , ∂ui

∂ t and ∂T
∂ t .

By using Eqs. (3.1.12.1), (3.1.12.2) and (3.1.12.3), we get

Streaming Term = f eq loc
1

{
1
T

∂T
∂x

wi

[
m

2eT
~w2− 5

2

]
+

m
eT

[
wiw j

∂u j

∂xi
− 1

3
~w2 ∂ui

xi

]
− 2

3
1

enT
∂Hi

∂xi

[
m

2eT
~w2− 3

2

]}
. (3.1.16.10)

As we can see, the expression above cannot easily vanish. This means that the local
equilibrium Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function does not solve the Boltzmann
equation. In order to deal with such a situation, it may be helpful to employ the following
equality

f1 = f eq local
1 +δ f1 (3.1.16.11)

along with the so called relaxation time approximation or Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook
operator

C( f eq local
1 )≡

(
∂ f eq local

1
∂ t

)

coll

=− δ f1

τrelax
, (3.1.16.12)

where τrelax is the relaxation time and dictates the rate change of f1. Plugging Eqs.
(3.1.16.11) and (3.1.16.12) into Eq. (3.1.2.1), we get

Streaming Term =
∂ f eq local

1
∂ t

+ vk
∂ f eq local

1
∂xk

+
Fk

m
∂ f eq local

1
∂vk

=− δ f1

τrelax
, (3.1.16.13)

where the time derivative, the space derivative and the velocity derivative in δ f1 have
been neglected. Finally, recalling Eq. (3.1.16.10), we find

δ f1 ≈−τrelax

{
1
T

∂T
∂x

wi

[
m

2eT
~w2− 5

2

]
+

m
eT

[
wiw j

∂u j

∂xi
− 1

3
~w2 ∂ui

xi

]
− 2

3
1

enT
∂Hi

∂xi

[
m

2eT
~w2− 3

2

]}
f eq loc
1 . (3.1.16.14)

The quantity δ f1, which is the correction to the distribution, can be employed to revisit
some of the transport properties. For further insights the reader is referred to Tong
(2012).
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3.1.17 Final expression for the fluid equations

Since in the cases considered above the pressure is always taken as being isotropic, the
various cases explored previously can be recasted into a single equation writing

pe = pe,xx = pe,yy = pe,zz = eneTe, (3.1.17.1)

where, for isotropic temperature

Te ≡ Te,xx = Te,yy = Te,zz (3.1.17.2)

and, for non isotropic temperature

Te ≡
Te,xx +Te,yy +Te,zz

3
. (3.1.17.3)

In this way the equation set shown in subsection 3.1.11 becomes

∂n
∂ t

+
∂

∂xi
(nui) = 0 (3.1.17.4)

∂ (mnu j)

∂ t
+

∂ (enT )
∂x j

+muiu j
∂n
∂xi

+mnu j
∂ui

∂xi
+mnui

∂u j

∂xi
−nFj = 0 (3.1.17.5)

mn
∂u j

∂ t
+

∂ (enT )
∂x j

+mnui
∂u j

∂xi
−nFj = 0 (3.1.17.6)

1
2

∂

∂ t

[
mnu2]+ 3e

2
∂ (nT )

∂ t
+

∂

∂xi

[
Hi +

mnu2ui

2
+

5e
2

uinT
]
−nFiui = 0 (3.1.17.7)

3
2

∂ (nT )
∂ t

+
1
e

∂Hi

∂xi
+

3
2

∂

∂xi
(uinT )+

∂uk

∂xk
nT = 0. (3.1.17.8)

This is the fundamental equation set for the ideal fluid case. Now, we are ready for the
work out in a plasma discharge environment.

3.1.18 The fluid model in 1D

Now, let us rewrite the equation set above in the case when the force is due to Fj =−eE j.

∂n
∂ t

+
∂

∂xi
(nui) = 0 (3.1.18.1)

∂ (mnu j)

∂ t
+

∂ (enT )
∂x j

+muiu j
∂n
∂xi

+mnu j
∂ui

∂xi
+mnui

∂u j

∂xi
+ enE j = 0 (3.1.18.2)

mn
∂u j

∂ t
+

∂ (enT )
∂x j

+mnui
∂u j

∂xi
+ enE j = 0 (3.1.18.3)

1
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∂

∂ t

[
mnu2]+ 3e

2
∂ (nT )

∂ t
+

∂

∂xi

[
Hi +

mnu2ui

2
+

5e
2

uinT
]
+ enEiui = 0 (3.1.18.4)

3
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∂ (nT )
∂ t

+
1
e

∂Hi

∂xi
+

3
2

∂

∂xi
(uinT )+

∂uk

∂xk
nT = 0. (3.1.18.5)
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Projecting the equation set along the x−axis we find

∂n
∂ t

+
∂

∂xi
(nui) = 0 (3.1.18.6)

∂ (mnux)

∂ t
+

∂ (enT )
∂x

+muxux
∂n
∂x

+2mnux
∂ux

∂x
+ enE = 0 (3.1.18.7)

mn
∂ux

∂ t
+

∂ (enT )
∂x

+mnux
∂ux

∂x
+ enE = 0 (3.1.18.8)

1
2

∂

∂ t

[
mnu2

x
]
+

3e
2

∂ (nT )
∂ t

+
∂

∂x

[
Hx +

mnu3
x

2
+

5e
2

uxnT
]
+ enEux = 0 (3.1.18.9)

3
2

∂ (nT )
∂ t

+
1
e

∂Hx

∂x
+

3
2

∂

∂x
(uxnT )+

∂ux

∂x
nT = 0, (3.1.18.10)

where the electric field has been taken to exist along the x−axis only. In the following,
we will write both the electric field and the electron power absorption formula coming
from the equation system above.

3.1.19 The electric field

From the system of equations above we are able to write out the the main equation
involving the electric field (Eq. (3.1.18.7))

E =−m
e

ux

n
∂n
∂ t
− m

e
∂ux

∂ t
− T

n
∂n
∂x
− ∂T

∂x
− m

e
u2

x

n
∂n
∂x
− 2m

e
ux

∂ux

∂x
. (3.1.19.1)

In the next subsections we will see that the equation above encounters several restric-
tions depending on the approximations used. Now, from the continuity equation (Eq.
(3.1.18.1)), we know that

∂ui

∂xi
=−1

n
∂n
∂ t
− ui

n
∂n
∂xi

. (3.1.19.2)

Plugging Eq. (3.1.19.2) into Eq. (3.1.19.1), one finds

E =
m
e

ux

n
∂n
∂ t
− m

e
∂ux

∂ t
+

m
e

u2
x

n
∂n
∂x
− T

n
∂n
∂x
− ∂T

∂x
, (3.1.19.3)

which is the final expression for the electric field in a 1D system. It is worth noting
that this is the same expression as the one that would have been found by plugging Eq.
(3.1.19.2) into Eq. (3.1.18.8).

3.1.20 The electron power absorption calculation using the I momentum
Boltzmann equation

Let us define the electron power absorption as follows

~J ·~E =−en~u~E. (3.1.20.1)
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Since we are interested in a 1D system, the previous expression becomes

Jx ·E =−enuxE. (3.1.20.2)

By multiplying the equation for the electric field in 1D (Eq. (3.1.19.3)) by the quantity
(−enux) one finds

~J ·~E = JxE =−mu2
x

∂n
∂ t

+mnux
∂ux

∂ t
−mu3

x
∂n
∂x

+ eTux
∂n
∂x

+ enux
∂T
∂x

. (3.1.20.3)

3.1.21 The electron power absorption calculation using the II momentum
Boltzmann equation

Now, let us consider the II momentum Boltzmann equations. From Eqs. (3.1.18.9) and
(3.1.18.10) we know that

~J ·~E =
1
2

∂

∂ t

[
mnu2]+ 3e

2
∂ (nT )

∂ t
+

∂

∂xi

[
Hx +

mnu3
x

2
+

5e
2

uxnT
]

(3.1.21.1)

∂Hx

∂x
=−3

2
∂ (enT )

∂ t
− 3

2
∂ (euxnT )

∂x
− enT

∂ux

∂x
, (3.1.21.2)

where Hx is the x−projection of the heat flux defined in Eq. (3.1.9.5). Plugging the
expression for the heat flux (Eq. (3.1.21.2)) into Eq. (3.1.21.1), we find the same
expression for the electron power absorption as shown in Eq. (3.1.20.3), meaning that
everything is consistent. Moreover, from Eq. (3.1.21.2), taking a constant heat flux and
a Fourier heat flux, respectively (Surendra and Dalvie, 1993), we find, for constant heat
flux (Hx = const)

3
2

∂ (enT )
∂ t

+
3
2

∂ (euxnT )
∂x

+ enT
∂ux

∂x
= 0 (3.1.21.3)

and, for heat flux due to temperature gradient (HFo
x = he∂T/∂x)

∂

∂x

(
he

∂T
∂x

)
=

3
2

∂ (enT )
∂ t

+
3
2

∂ (euxnT )
∂x

+ enT
∂ux

∂x
, (3.1.21.4)

where

he ∼
k2neTe

meνc
(3.1.21.5)

is the thermal conductivity.

3.1.22 The Collisional operator and the electric field terms

In order to take collisions into account, the first step would be to consider the continuity
equation (Eq. (3.1.7.1)) in presence of collisions

∂ne

∂ t
+

∂

∂x
(uene) = G−L, (3.1.22.1)
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where G and L are the reaction rates involving the creation and the destruction of
electrons, respectively. In order to make the equations simpler, usually the reactions
involving the creation and destructions of particles (e.g., ionization, recombination) are
neglected and only the reactions involving the neutral species, with a negligible velocity
compared to the electrons, are considered. The second step lies in adding the quantity
Πc to the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.1.18.7). In this way we find

∂

∂ t
[meneue]+

∂

∂x

[
meneu2

e
]
+

∂

∂x
[eneTe]+ eneE +Πc = 0. (3.1.22.2)

Now, according to Lieberman and Lichtenberg (2005), the momentum change term Πc
can be approximated by a Krook collisional operator as follows

Πc = ∑
β

meneνeβ

(
ue−uβ

)
−me (ue−uG)G+me (ue−uL)L, (3.1.22.3)

where the summation is taken over all species, ue and uβ are the mean velocities
of the electrons and the species β , respectively, and νeβ is the momentum transfer
frequency for collisions between electrons and species β . Now, neglecting the reactions
involving the creation and destructions of particles (e.g., ionization, recombination)
and considering only the neutral species, with a negligible velocity compared to the
electrons, the momentum change term becomes

Πc = meνencue (3.1.22.4)

which, plugged into Eq. (3.1.22.2), returns the electric field

E =− me

e
∂ue

∂ t︸ ︷︷ ︸
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+
me

e
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e

ne

∂ne

∂x︸ ︷︷ ︸
II

+
me

e
ue

ne

∂ne

∂ t︸ ︷︷ ︸
III

− Te

ne

∂ne

∂x︸ ︷︷ ︸
IV

− ∂Te

∂x︸︷︷︸
V

− meueνc

e︸ ︷︷ ︸
VI

, (3.1.22.5)

where each term has been labeled and each electric field term in Eq. (3.1.22.5) has its
own origin. The first and the third term (I and III) are electron inertia terms due to
the temporal variation in the electron velocity and density, respectively. The second
term (II) corresponds to an electric field due to the normalized electron density gradient.
The fourth (IV) term corresponds to diffusion (ambipolar field) (Schulze et al., 2011a,
2008a). The fifth term (V) corresponds to the electron temperature gradient. Therefore,
terms IV and V represent electron heating due to pressure effects which is referred to
as a collisionless mechanism (Turner, 1995). The sixth term (VI) is due to electron
collisions with atoms and molecules (drift field). It is worth noting that, by keeping the
last three terms in Eq. (3.1.22.5), it is possible to recover Eq. (2.5.0.12).

3.1.23 The electron power absorption terms

Multiplying the electric field coming from Eq. (3.1.22.5) times the electron current
density Je =−eneue it is possible to find the power absorbed by the electrons as

Je ·E =meuene
∂ue

∂ t︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

−meu3
e

∂ne

∂x︸ ︷︷ ︸
II
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+eueTe
∂ne
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IV

+eneue
∂Te

∂x︸ ︷︷ ︸
V

+meneνcu2
e︸ ︷︷ ︸

VI

,

(3.1.23.1)
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where each electron power absorption term that constitutes Eq. (3.1.23.1) has its own
origin which is strictly related to the electric field given by Eq. (3.1.22.5). The first and
the third term (I and III) are electron inertia power absorption terms. The second term
(II) corresponds to the power absorption term related to the electron density gradient.
The fourth (IV) term is due to the ambipolar field orignating from the electron density
gradient (Schulze et al., 2011a, 2008a). The fifth term (V) is related to the electron
temperature gradient term for the electric field. The fourth and fifth terms are usually
known in the literature as pressure heating terms (Schulze et al., 2018; Turner, 1995;
Surendra and Dalvie, 1993). The sixth term (VI) is due to the collisions and represents
Ohmic heating. It is worth noting that the electron power absorption formula shown in
Eq. (3.1.23.1) can be split as follows (Surendra and Dalvie, 1993)

(Je ·E) = (Je ·E)NonOhmic +(Je ·E)Ohmic, (3.1.23.2)

where

(Je ·E)NonOhmic = Term I+Term II+Term III
+Term IV+Term V (3.1.23.3)

(Je ·E)Ohmic = Term VI. (3.1.23.4)

In turn the Non Ohmic contribution can be split up as follows (Lafleur et al., 2014a)

(Je ·E)NonOhmic = (Je ·E)Inertia +(Je ·E)Pressure, (3.1.23.5)

where

(Je ·E)Inertia = Term I+Term II+Term III (3.1.23.6)
(Je ·E)Pressure = Term IV+Term V. (3.1.23.7)

The same split applied to the electron power absorption can be applied to the electric
field formula shown in Eq. (3.1.22.5). Moreover, it is worth noting that, rewriting the
last term from Eq. (3.1.22.5), we find

Je,Ohm = σdcEVI (3.1.23.8)

with

σdc =
ε0ω2

pe

νc
, (3.1.23.9)

where σdc is the dc plasma conductivity and ωpe is the electron plasma frequency shown
in Eq. (2.3.0.8). As we can see from Eq. (3.1.23.9), the higher is the collision frequency
(electron plasma frequency), the lower (higher) is the conductivity and the more the
plasma is resistive (conductive).

3.1.24 The adiabatic local change

First of all we see that combining Eq. (3.1.19.2) and (3.1.18.5) we get the following
expression

3
2

n
[

∂

∂ t
+ui

∂

∂xi

]
T +

1
e

∂Hi

∂xi
+nT

∂ui

∂xi
= 0. (3.1.24.1)
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Secondly, combining Eq. (3.1.24.1) and (3.1.12.2) (while setting the heat flux Hi to
zero), we find the equation

(
∂

∂ t
+ui

∂

∂xi

)(
nT−

3
2

)
= 0 (3.1.24.2)

which tells us that the quantity nT−
3
2 is constant along the streamlines or, in other words,

that the motion along streamlines is adiabatic. Since n and T are functions of both space
and time, we are talking about a local adiabatic change.

3.2 Boltzmann equation with Non-Maxwellian-EEDF

3.2.1 EEDF and EEPF

Now, we want to rewrite the previous conditions starting from the electron energy
distribution function (EEDF). Let us define the a more general EEDF (Gudmundsson
(2001)) as follows

fe (E ) = c1E
1
2 exp(−c2E

x) , (3.2.1.1)

where for x = 1 we have a Maxwellian EEDF, for x = 2 a Druyvesteyn distribution and
so on. Setting the following conditions, analogous to Eq. (3.2.2.1) and Eq. (3.2.2.4),
we find

∫ +∞

0
fe (E ) dE = c1

∫ +∞

0
E

1
2 exp(−c2E

x) = 1 (3.2.1.2)
∫ +∞

0
E fe (E ) dE = c1

∫ +∞

0
E

3
2 exp(−c2E

x) = 〈E 〉 ≡ 3
2

eTe,eff (3.2.1.3)

with the following values for c1 and c2

c1 =
x

〈E 〉 3
2

[Γ(ζ2)]
3
2

[Γ(ζ1)]
5
2

(3.2.1.4)

c2 =
1
〈E 〉x

[
Γ(ζ2)

Γ(ζ1)

]x

, (3.2.1.5)

where ζ1 = 3/(2x) and ζ2 = 5/(2x). In this way the complete expression for the electron
nergy distribution function reads

fe(E ) =
xE

1
2

〈E 〉 3
2

[Γ(ζ2)]
3
2

[Γ(ζ1)]
5
2

exp
(
− E x

〈E 〉x
[

Γ(ζ2)

Γ(ζ1)

]x)
(3.2.1.6)

or, labelling f̃e as the electron energy probability function (EEPF), along with the
relation fe = E

1
2 f̃e

f̃e(E ) =
x

〈E 〉 3
2

[Γ(ζ2)]
3
2

[Γ(ζ1)]
5
2

exp
(
− E x

〈E 〉x
[

Γ(ζ2)

Γ(ζ1)

]x)
. (3.2.1.7)
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Now, since

fe(ne,we,Te)d3we ≡ ne fe(E )dE (3.2.1.8)

and assuming the electron velocity to be isotropic, along with the definition of the single
electron energy as E = mw2/2, we can relate fe(ne,we,Te) to fe(E ) as follows

fe(ne,we,Te) =
mene

4πwe
fe(E ) (3.2.1.9)

for we 6= 0. By applying the expression above, it is not difficult to find the electron
velocity distribution function for a Maxwellian distribution (Eq. (3.1.4.1)).

3.2.2 Constraints

Recalling Eqs. (3.1.16.2), (3.1.16.3), (3.1.7.3), (3.1.9.2) and (3.1.9.5), we are allowed
to write the following compact equation set

∫
fe d3ve =

∫
fe d3we = ne (3.2.2.1)

∫
fe we,id3we = 0 (3.2.2.2)

∫
fe we,iwe,j d3we = pe,ij (3.2.2.3)

∫
fe w2

e d3we = Tr pe (3.2.2.4)

me

2

∫
fe w2

e we,i d3we = Hi. (3.2.2.5)

In particular, the first three equations can be used as constraints in order to build a
general electron energy distribution function.

3.2.3 The need for a Non-Maxwellian EEDF

Now, we want to figure out if it may be useful to rewrite the electric field and electron
power absorption formula (Eqs. (3.1.22.5) and (3.1.23.1), respectively) for a non-
Maxwellian EEDF. First of all we note that, independently of the electron velocity
distribution function (EEVF) used, the constraints listed above must hold. This means
that, by examining the electric field formula shown in Eq. (3.1.22.5), the only quantity
which may really depend on the EEVF is the electron pressure pe. So let us put the
whole electron pressure term in Eq. (3.1.22.5) under examination. Let us suppose the
electron pressure pe to be very far from being equal to eneTe, as the ideal gas law states
for a Maxwellian EEVF. This means that we have, more generally

pe = pe (ne,Te,E) . (3.2.3.1)

At this point it is important to distinguish between the initial electron pressure and the
final electron pressure. In the PIC/MCC model framework, the initial electron pressure
is an input parameter and it is needed to make the PIC/MCC simulation start. On the
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other hand, the final electron pressure is a simulation outcome and it is calculated using
Te,ii =

2
e Ee,ii− me

e u2
e,i where Ee,ii and u2

e,ii, with i = x,y,z, are the mean electron energy
density and the electron mean velocity respectively. Since Ee,i =

me
2 〈v2

e,i〉 by definition,
this is equivalent to say Te,ii =

me
e 〈ve,i〉2− me

e u2
e,i =

me
e 〈w2

e,i〉. This electron temperature
is actually an effective electron temperature. In fact, due to Eq. (3.1.7.3), we can state,
in the 1D case

pe ≡ eneTe,eff. (3.2.3.2)

That means that all the information about the EEVF is already stored in the electron
pressure pe. In this way there is no need to change the expression for the electron
pressure pe, in cases where the electron velocity distribution function is far from being
Maxwellian.
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4 Electron power absorption mechanisms

4.1 Electron heating and electron power absorp-
tion

The technological progress of capacitively coupled discharges requires a fundamental
knowledge of the physical laws underlying the electron dynamics. Since the electrons
create ions through ionization of neutral atoms and molecules, they need an energy
above a certain threshold value to make this happen. In such a context it is necessary to
understand both the electron power absorption and the electron power loss process in a
capacitively coupled discharge (Schulze and Mussenbrock, 2016). Keep in mind that
electron heating and electron power absorption are physically two different mechanisms
(Wilczek et al., 2020). Heating occurs when the anisotropic distribution of the velocity
components is redistributed in an isotropic manner by collisions with the neutral gas
particles, which is called isotropization. In Figure 4.1 this difference is explained
schematically. At the very beginning, i.e. before the electric field is applied, the electron
ensemble is isotropic and is described by a temperature Te,1. When the electric field is
turned on, the electrons experience an acceleration and become anisotropic. During this
acceleration in the electric field, the electrons gain energy and power absorption occurs
due to the anisotropic increase of the velocity. Afterwards, due to the collisions, the
electrons whose energy is lower than a certain cutoff (Te,1) remain anisotropic, while
the electrons whose energy is higher than Te,1 become isotropic again. Electron heating
occurs when the anisotropic distribution of the velocity components is redistributed
isotropically by collisions with the neutral gas particles.

Therefore, isotropization is a necessary but not sufficient condition to have electron
heating. It is not sufficient because, according to this picture, it is not possible to
have electron heating without electron power absorption, while it is possible to have
electron power absorption without electron heating (for example when the role of the
collisions is negligible). This explains why it is possible to have electron heating in
low pressure plasma discharge, i.e. when electrons transverse through the discharge
without any collisions for a certain period (Wilczek et al., 2020) (negligible collisions).
In this situation, an additional collisionless electron heating mechanism occurs, which is
known in the literature as stochastic heating, which is based on the dynamics involving
the electrons in a time and space varying electric field close to the space-time varying
bulk-sheath interface (sheath edge). Finally, the full sequence of events starting from the
initial isotropic electrons at Te,1 ending with the isotropization at Te,2 > Te,1 is known
as heating mechanism, while the restricted sequence starting from the initial isotropic
electrons at Te,1 ending with the full anisotropization (before the collisions) is known as
electron power absorption.
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Figure 4.1. The electron heating process compared to the electron power absorption
mechanism. Reprinted from Wilczek et al. (2020) with the permission of AIP Publishing.

The power transfer mechanism, which is commonly referred to as ’electron heating’
or ’electron power absorption’ in the literature, is still a topic rather poorly understood.
A number of electron power absorption mechanisms have been identified in the ca-
pacitively coupled discharge. Historically, they were referred to as electron heating
mechanisms, which remain in the discussion below. Although the electron heating
mechanism is a topic widely studied and discussed over the past decades, a fully consis-
tent and general mathematical-physical explanation of the several physical mechanisms
involved in the power transfer mechanism is still lacking. It is widely accepted that the
electron heating can be roughly divided into two main processes: the Ohmic heating
(collisional heating) and the stochastic heating (collisionless heating). A few operat-
ing modes have been identified in the capacitively coupled discharge including the
stochastic electron heating, due to the sheath motion (α-mode) (Lieberman and Godyak,
1998), secondary electron emission due to ion bombardment of the electrodes (γ-mode)
(Godyak and Khanneh, 1986), the drift ambipolar (DA)-mode (Schulze et al., 2011a),
the electron bounce resonance heating (BRH) (Wood, 1991), self-excited plasma se-
ries resonance (PSR oscillations) (Klick, 1996), non linear electron resonance heating
(NERH) (Mussenbrock and Brinkmann, 2006), and the striation mode (Liu et al., 2016).
Each of these operation modes are discussed below.

In particular, as discussed in section 2.6, space charge sheaths separate the plasma
bulk from the electrodes. The energy transport mechanism and particle interactions in
the plasma-surface interface region play a significant role in the capacitively coupled
discharge. Furthermore, the electronegativity and the electron power absorption of
the discharge are influenced by the recombination of atomic species and quenching
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of metastable atoms and molecules on the electrode surfaces. Electrons, positive and
negative ions are produced through electron impact ionization of neutral atoms and
molecules, and electron impact dissociative attachment of molecules. These processes
are dictated by the electron power absorption and the electron kinetics and are trig-
gered by the high energy electrons which are generated by the electric field within the
discharge.

4.2 Stochastic electron heating, α-mode electron
heating mechanism

4.2.1 The history

At low pressure, where the electron mean free path is comparable to the typical plasma
dimension, capacitively coupled discharges are maintained by collisionless heating of
electrons in the strongly modulated sheaths adjacent to the electrodes. This collisionless
electron heating mechanisms, usually known in the literature as stochastic heating, is
widely accepted to be a type of Fermi acceleration (Fermi, 1949; Lieberman and Godyak,
1998). Godyak (1972) originally described a simplified version of the Fermi idea, known
as hard wall model, in order to describe this sheath interaction as a collisionless heating
in capacitive plasma discharges. In this model the reflected electrons during sheath
expansion (collapse) are accelerated (decelerated) from the sheath into the plasma
bulk. When a discharge is maintained by collisionless or stochastic heating it is said
to be operating in α-mode. This mechanism has been investigated experimentally
in single-frequency discharges (Tochikubo et al., 1990; Gans et al., 2004; Salabas
et al., 2004; Mahony et al., 1997; Schulze et al., 2008b, 2007) and through both
numerical and theoretical calculations (Belenguer and Boeuf, 1990; Vender, 1990b).
Surendra and Graves (1991a) and Turner (1995) discussed the theoretical implications
of this description. It is also worth to mention Wood (1991) who treated the stochastic
heating in different regimes depending on the electron velocity with respect to the
sheath velocity. On the other hand, Lieberman and Godyak (1998) approached the
collisionless-stochastic electron heating in a systematic way by using the hard wall
model. In recent years, the hard wall model has been subject to criticism by Gozadinos
et al. (2001). In fact Gozadinos has shown that the hard wall description leads to zero
time averaged electron power absorption when the current conservation is taken into
account at the sheath edge. Also Lafleur et al. (2014a) has studied the theoretical origin
of the collisionless heating considering the Boltzmann equations. He pointed out the
problem arising from the equivalence between collisioness and stochastic heating. In
fact Lafleur et al. (2014a), analysing the single terms coming from the Boltzmann
equation and separating the Ohmic (collisional term) from the non Ohmic contributions
(collisionless terms), identified the non Ohmic contributions as a sum over both the
pressure and the inertia terms. In this picture the stochastic heating, which is responsible
for the α-mode, is a subset of the collisionless heating mechanisms. Later on, the same
authors (Lafleur and Chabert, 2015) have questioned the collisionless heating to be
truly collisionless. They advanced the hypothesis that the non Ohmic heating is not
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collisionless but rather due to non local collisions. Finally, it is worth noting that a
higher number of high energy electrons increases the probability for threshold related
electron impact processes. Since such processes are the most important ones in a low
pressure capacitively coupled discharge, highly populated high energy levels ensure a
significant Ohmic heating within the plasma bulk.

It is widely known that a mathematical approach to the stochastic heating exposes a
lot of unsolved problems. The first problem lies in the fact that it is possible to evaluate
the exact location of the sheath edge only heuristically (Brinkmann, 2007; Salabaş
and Brinkmann, 2006). Secondly, while it is widely accepted that the displacement
current carried by positive ions plays a major role in the expanded sheath regions, it is
difficult to compute the space-time-resolved electric field in the fully expanded sheath
region using the displacement current alone, since ions respond to time averaged fields
only. However, the physics behind the electric field in the sheath region can sometimes
be captured by ad hoc models (Brinkmann, 2007). Thirdly, the presence of different
ion species influences the sheath dynamics in a highly non trivial way and different
models are needed to estimate quantities such as the Bohm velocity (Baalrud et al.,
2009; Baalrud and Hegna, 2011).

4.2.2 Field reversal

If the sheath collapses so fast that electrons cannot follow by diffusion, the electrons
can be accelerated towards the electrode by a locally reversed electric field which is
generated on the bulk-sheath interface in order to keep the current constant across the
plasma discharge (Schulze et al., 2008a). Field reversal is one of the main features ap-
pearing in electronegative discharges, together with double layer structures (Tochikubo
et al., 1990; Gottscho, 1987; Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005) and local maxima of
the electrons in the sheath region (Gogolides et al., 1994; Denpoh and Nanbu, 1998;
Mantzaris et al., 1995; Gogolides and Sawin, 1992), related to the sheath dynamics.
In single-frequency discharges operated at high pressures the field reversal is usually
explained through a collisional force acting on the electrons, irrespective of the gas
considered (Mahony et al., 1997; Salabas et al., 2004; Belenguer and Boeuf, 1990),
while at low pressures the field reversal effect is due to the electron inertia (Sato and
Lieberman, 1990; Vender and Boswell, 1992; Schulze et al., 2008a).

4.2.3 The hard wall model

Godyak and Piejak (1990) have pointed out that an explanation for the electron heating
involving the Ohmic component only is incomplete and several authors developed a new
theory to describe the stochastic heating based on the hard wall model (Godyak, 1972;
Lieberman, 1988; Lafleur et al., 2014b; Turner, 2009; Kaganovich et al., 2006). One
of the main issues in the hard wall model is that it is not obtained from the Boltzmann
equation so that, under this picture, collisional and collisionless heating are usually
coming from two different separate models. Indeed, the hard wall model gives a
stochastic contribution which has to be added to the Ohmic contribution in order to have
the total absorbed power and the result agrees with the experiment only for specific and
restricted cases that will not be discussed here. Although the hard wall model has been
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Figure 4.2. The hard wall model set up.
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a significant improvement to the understanding of the stochastic collisionless heating, it
cannot be considered a fully consistent description of the electron heating mechanism,
especially in the electronegative capacitively coupled discharges. First of all the hard
wall model returns the time averaged electron power absorption only. Secondly, this
model assumes the electron reflecting from the large decelerating fields of a moving high-
voltage sheath to be approximated by an elastic collision of a ball with a moving wall.
The problem with this approximation is that the computation of both the distribution
and time averaged integral requires the knowledge of the electron energy distribution
function. This computation is highly not trivial and a Maxwellian distribution is often
employed to make the calculation easier, although the electron energy distribution
function is very far from being Maxwellian in most of the cases considered in the
literature. Along this direction, Wood (1991) calculated analytically the time averaged
electron heating for a low pressure argon plasma discharge using both a two temperature
Maxwellian and a power law EEDF function getting a reasonable agreement with
experiments. The analytical formulation of the electron heating mechanism which
included a realistic EEDF is one of the most hard obstacles which prevents a full
understanding of the stochastic heating using the hard wall model. Moreover, the hard
wall model does not take into account physical phenomena discovered after its first
introduction such as electron beams, which are responsible for the generation of a
propagating ionization front (O’Connell et al., 2007) and for a not negligible amount
of collisionless heating in asymmetric discharges (Schulze et al., 2008b,d), non linear
electron resonance heating (NERH) (Mussenbrock and Brinkmann, 2006; Czarnetzki
et al., 2006; Mussenbrock et al., 2008; Lieberman et al., 2008; Donkó et al., 2009),
electron bounce resonance effect (Park et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2011), the generation of
series resonance oscillations (Mussenbrock and Brinkmann, 2006; Mussenbrock et al.,
2008), electron heating in dual and multi-frequency electrically asymmetric plasmas
(Donkó et al., 2009; Turner and Chabert, 2006; Heil et al., 2008; Lafleur et al., 2012)
and plasma-surface interactions such as secondary electrons emission and electron
reflection (Derzsi et al., 2015a; Daksha et al., 2017; Roberto et al., 2006; Hannesdottir
and Gudmundsson, 2016; Bojarov et al., 2010a; Lafleur et al., 2013; Korolov et al., 2013;
Radmilović-Radjenović and Petrović, 2009; Bojarov et al., 2010b, 2014; Proto and
Gudmundsson, 2018b,a). The hard wall model (Popov and Godyak, 1985; Lieberman
and Godyak, 1998; Lieberman, 1988) was born as an attempt to describe the collisionless
heating due to the Fermi acceleration, which plays a significant role in the formation of
the electric field within the discharge. During sheath expansion (collapse) the reflected
electrons are accelerated (decelerated) from the sheath into the plasma bulk. This
mechanism has been investigated in single-frequency discharges both theoretically
(Lieberman and Godyak, 1998; Surendra and Graves, 1991a; Turner, 1995; Gozadinos
et al., 2001; Salabas et al., 2004; Vender, 1990b; Wood, 1991) and experimentally
(Tochikubo et al., 1990; Gans et al., 2004; Mahony et al., 1997; Schulze et al., 2008b,
2007).

The idea is to consider a particle colliding against an infinitely massive moving
wall in order to simulate the collision between the electrons and the moving sheaths.
Usually, the starting point is to consider an incident electron with velocity v̄i hitting an
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expanding sheath. In the frame where the sheath is at rest, one finds

~v′i =~vi−~us, (4.2.3.1)

where~v′i and~vi are the initial electron velocity in the sheath frame and in the laboratory
frame, respectively, while~us is the expanding sheath velocity in the laboratory frame
(see Fig. 4.2). Consequently, after the collision, we have

~v′r =~vr−~us, (4.2.3.2)

where~v′r and~vr are the final electron velocity in the sheath frame and in the laboratory
frame, respectively. Now, since~v′i =−~v′r, we are allowed to write

∆~v′ =~v′r−~v′i = 2~v′r = 2~vr−2~us (4.2.3.3)

so that

vr = 2us− vi. (4.2.3.4)

Now, the number of electrons per unit area and per unit time can be written as follows

Number of incident electrons
Area× time

= (vi−us) fs (vi, t)dvi, (4.2.3.5)

where fs (vi, t) is the normalized electron velocity distribution function (EVDF) at the
sheath edge. In this way we get

∫ +∞

−∞

fs (vi, t)dvi = ni (s(t)) = ns(t). (4.2.3.6)

This means that the power transfer per unit area reads as follows

dSstoch =
me

2
(
v2

r − v2
i
)
(vi−us) fs (vi, t)dvi. (4.2.3.7)

Using Eq. (4.2.3.4), we obtain

Sstoch =−2me

∫
∞

us
us (vi−us)

2 fs (vi, t)dvi. (4.2.3.8)

4.2.4 Hard wall model issues

As pointed out by several authors (Gozadinos et al., 2001), if a not drifting Maxwellian
is considered at the sheath edge, there is no net time averaged heating localized at the
sheath edge. To see how this happens let us consider the following set up

Sstoch =−2me

∫
∞

us
us (vi−us)

2 fs (vi, t)dvi (4.2.4.1)

vi = udrift +wt (4.2.4.2)
fs (vi, t) = g(wt +udrift) , (4.2.4.3)
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where the incident electron velocity has been decomposed into a sum involving the drift
velocity udrift and the thermal velocity wt. Furthermore, as clearly seen in Eq. (4.2.4.3),
a non drifting Maxwellian has been considered at the sheath edge. Now, plugging both
Eqs. (4.2.4.2) and (4.2.4.3) into Eq. (4.2.4.1), we get the following expression for the
stochastic heating

Sstoch =−2me

∫
∞

us−udrift

(us−udrift) [udrift +wt−us]
2 g(wt)dwt

−2me

∫
∞

us−udrift

udrift [udrift +wt−us]
2 g(wt)dwt. (4.2.4.4)

Requiring the rf current continuity, i.e. setting udrift = us, we are left with

Sstoch =−2meudrift

∫
∞

us−udrift

udriftw2
t g(wt)dwt. (4.2.4.5)

Now, from Eq. (4.2.3.4) we can see that ui and ur share the same thermal velocity.
Therefore, the thermal velocity wt remains constant during the collision process. In other
words, the thermal velocity is time independent. Consequently, the EVDF g(wt +udrift)
is a stationary distribution and the whole expression shown in Eq. (4.2.4.5) is time
independent. Since ūs = ūdrift = 0, one deduces that S̄stoch = 0. The implications are
twofold. Firstly, it has been argued that the hard wall model achieves a net time averaged
heating at the sheath edges simply because it violates the rf current continuity somehow.
However, such an explanation would be in contradiction (Gozadinos et al., 2001) with
the match between the hard wall model and the kinetic fluid models (Turner, 2009;
Chabert and Braithwaite, 2011), as well as between the hard wall model and PIC/MCC
simulation results (Kawamura et al., 2006). On the other hand, it has been argued
that the original distributions proposed by Godyak and Lieberman (Lieberman, 1988;
Lieberman and Godyak, 1998; Godyak, 1972) cannot be taken into account, meaning
that one should start considering drifting Maxwellian distributions.

4.2.5 The Lafleur proposal

More recently, Lafleur et al. (2014b) proposed a way to solve this problem. First of all
they defined the total electron velocity distribution function feT as

feT =

{
feI (vi) for us ≤ vi < ∞

feR (vr) for −∞ < vr < us
. (4.2.5.1)

Afterwards, they used the mapping shown in Eq. (4.2.3.4) in the following way

feR(vr) = feR(2us− vi) (4.2.5.2)

so that Eq. (4.2.5.1) can be rewritten as follows

feT =

{
feI (v) for us ≤ v < ∞

feR (2us− v) for −∞ < v < us
, (4.2.5.3)
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where we have set v≡ vi for simplicity. Taking the first and the second moment of the
electron velocity distribution shown in Eq. (4.2.5.3), they found that

ne = 2
∫

∞

us
feI(v)dv (4.2.5.4)

neue = neus. (4.2.5.5)

In particular, from Eq. (4.2.5.5), we see that, when ne 6= 0, ue = us. This means that the
rf current continuity condition is satisfied for any EVDF. Moreover, since

pe = 2me

∫
∞

udrift

(v−udrift)
2 feIdv, (4.2.5.6)

the electron power transfer shown in Eq. (4.2.3.8) can be written as follows

Sstoch =−udrift pe. (4.2.5.7)

Now, using the ideal gas law pe = eneTe, Eq. (4.2.5.7), becomes

Sstoch = JeTe (4.2.5.8)

4.2.6 Hard wall model and beyond

Now, let us define the following quantities

Ei =
mev2

i
2

, Er =
mev2

r

2
, pi = mevi , pr = mevr (4.2.6.1)

Ẽi =
mew2

i
2

, Ẽr =
mew2

r

2
, p̃i = mewi , p̃r = mewr, (4.2.6.2)

where we have set

wi = vi−ui , wr = vr−ur (4.2.6.3)

along with feR(vr) = feR(wr). It is worth noting that, due to the mapping shown in Eq.
(4.2.5.2), it is also true that

wi =−wr, (4.2.6.4)

Now, let us write the power density as

Wi =
∂

∂ t

∫
∞

us
p̃iwi feIdvi , Wr =

∂

∂ t

∫ us

−∞

p̃rwr feIdvr (4.2.6.5)

which has the dimensions of W/m3. Plugging the expression for p̃i shown in Eq.
(4.2.6.1) into the expression for Wi shown in Eq.(4.2.6.5), we find

Wi = me
∂

∂ t

∫
∞

us
w2

i feIdvi = 2me

∫
∞

us
wi

∂wi

∂ t
feI(vi)dvi +me

∫
∞

us
w2

i
∂ feI(vi)

∂ t
dvi.

(4.2.6.6)
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By using the Boltzmann equation (Eq. (3.1.2.1)) and neglecting the collision term C( f ),
the second term on the r.h.s. of Eq (4.2.6.6) becomes

me

∫
∞

us
w2

i
∂ feI(vi)

∂ t
dvi =−me

∫
∞

us
w3

i
∂ feI(vi)

∂x
dvi−meui

∫
∞

us
w2

i
∂ feI(vi)

∂x
dvi

−me

∫
∞

us
w2

i
F
me

∂ feI(vi)

∂vi
dvi (4.2.6.7)

so that

Wi =2me

∫
∞

ui

wi
∂wi

∂ t
feI(vi)dvi−me

∫
∞

ui

w3
i

∂ feI(vi)

∂x
dvi−meui

∫
∞

ui

w2
i

∂ feI(vi)

∂x
dvi

−me

∫
∞

ui

w2
i

F
me

∂ feI(vi)

∂vi
dvi (4.2.6.8)

or, alternatively

Wi =−2me
∂ui

∂ t

∫
∞

0
wi feI(wi)dwi−me

∫
∞

0
w3

i
∂ feI(wi)

∂x
dwi−meui

∫
∞

0
w2

i
∂ feI(wi)

∂x
dwi

−me

∫
∞

0
w2

i
F
me

∂ feI(wi)

∂wi
dwi, (4.2.6.9)

where we have used Eq. (4.2.5.5). On the other hand, following the same steps, we get

Wr =2me

∫ us

−∞

wr
∂wr

∂ t
feR(vr)dvr−me

∫ us

−∞

w3
r

∂ feR(vr)

∂x
dvr−meur

∫ us

−∞

w2
r

∂ feR(vr)

∂x
dvr

−me

∫ us

−∞

w2
r

F
me

∂ feR(vr)

∂vr
dvr. (4.2.6.10)

Recasting all the four terms on the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.2.6.10), one finds

2me

∫ us

−∞

wr
∂wr

∂ t
feR(vr)dvr =−2me

∂ui

∂ t

∫ 0

−∞

wi feI(wi)dwi (4.2.6.11)

−me

∫ ui

−∞

w3
r

∂ feR(vr)

∂x
dvr =−me

∫ 0

−∞

w3
i

∂ feI(wi)

∂x
dwi (4.2.6.12)

−meur

∫ us

−∞

w2
r

∂ feR(vr)

∂x
dvr =−meui

∫ 0

−∞

w2
i

∂ feI(wi)

∂x
dwi (4.2.6.13)

−me

∫ us

−∞

w2
r

F
me

∂ feR(vr)

∂vr
dvr =−me

∫ 0

−∞

w2
i

F
me

∂ feI(wi)

∂wi
dwi, (4.2.6.14)

getting, finally,

Wi =2me
∂ui

∂ t

∫
∞

0
wi feI(wi)dwi +me

∫
∞

0
w3

i
∂ feI(wi)

∂x
dwi−meui

∫
∞

0
w2

i
∂ feI(wi)

∂x
dwi

+me

∫
∞

0
w2

i
F
me

∂ feI(wi)

∂wi
dwi. (4.2.6.15)
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Defining the total power density WToT ≡Wi +Wr we find

WToT =−2meui

∫
∞

0
w2

i
∂ feI(wi)

∂x
dwi = 2meui

∂

∂x

∫
∞

0
w2

i feI(wi)dwi. (4.2.6.16)

By making use of Eq. (4.2.5.6), after having set udrift = ue, Eq. (4.2.6.17) becomes

WToT = ui
∂ pe

∂x
. (4.2.6.17)

Using the ideal gas law for Eq. (4.2.6.17), one finds

WToT = eneui
∂Te

∂x
+ eTeui

∂ne

∂x
(4.2.6.18)

which are the same electron power absorption pressure gradient terms (Term IV and
Term V) as shown in Eq. (3.1.23.1).

4.3 The γ-mode electron heating mechanism

It is widely known that at high applied voltage and high pressures secondary electron
emission can contribute significantly to the electron heating. Secondary electrons are
emitted from the electrode surfaces due to impact of ions or neutral atoms, in particular
due to metastable atoms. This electron power absorption mechanism is known in the
literature as γ-mode electron heating. Early on, Godyak and Khanneh (1986) studied
systematically the γ-mode electron heating in a rf driven capacitively coupled discharge
from both the theoretical and the experimental point of view. In this type of discharge
the ionization is driven by fast electrons generated at the electrode surfaces due to
the ion bombardment and are accelerated across the sheath. They also noted that the
transition into the γ-mode electron heating is accompanied by a decrease in electron
temperature and an increase in the plasma density. Under the assumption of a constant
mobility and a negligible recombination rate they found a good agreement between
the theoretical calculations and the experiments. These results were later confirmed
by Belenguer and Boeuf (1990) by a self consistent fluid model based on equations
describing electron and ion transport coupled with Poisson’s equation for the electric
field. Later on, Godyak et al. (1992) studied experimentally the variation in the electron
energy distribution function in low pressure helium and argon rf discharges during a
transition from low voltage to high voltage mode. With increasing driving voltage, an
increase of the electron density and a decrease in the electron temperature, caused by
the secondary electron emission, is observed, along with a transition into a Maxwellian
EEDF.

4.4 The DA-mode

In this subsection we will discuss the drift-ambipolar (DA)-mode. Firstly, we will
consider the drift mode and the ambipolar mode separately, then we will go through the
drift ambipolar-mode.
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4.4.1 The drift mode (Ohmic mode or Ω-mode)

The drift mode, also known in the literature as Ohmic mode or Ω-mode, arises from
electron neutral collisions described by meneνcu2

e , which is the VI term (drift/collisional
term) of the electron power absorption (Eq. (3.1.23.1)). Under certain conditions, due to
the low plasma conductivity caused by the high electron-neutral collision frequency (Eq.
(3.1.23.9)) (Schulze et al., 2011a), the drift field accelerates electrons to high energies
and dictates the ionization within the bulk region. Since in electropositive discharges
the deposited power is distributed to a high number of electrons, the Ohmic heating
does not cause a significant ionization. On the other hand, the Ohmic heating may cause
a significant ionization in electronegative discharges, due to a lower number of electrons
with respect to the electropositive discharges. The Ohmic mode has been observed
in electronegative discharges (Denpoh and Nanbu, 2000, 1998; Proshina et al., 2010;
Schulze et al., 2011b,a; Derzsi et al., 2013; Teichmann et al., 2013; Shibata et al., 1995;
Liu et al., 2012, 2013; Yan et al., 2000) for various plasma discharge configurations and
various electronegative gases. By using the expression for both EVI and Je ·E shown in
Eqs. (3.1.22.5) and (3.1.23.1), respectively, along with Eq. (3.1.23.9), we can state

(Je ·E)VI = σdcE2
VI =

ε0ω2
pe

νc
E2

VI =
e2ne

νcme
E2

VI (4.4.1.1)

and

(Je ·E)VI =
J2

e

σdc
=

J2
e νc

ε0ω2
pe

=
meνc

e2ne
J2

e . (4.4.1.2)

From Eq. (4.4.1.1) we see that, to have strong Ohmic heating, high values of σdc at
fixed Ohmic electric field are required or, in other words, the Ohmic heating increases
when the collision frequency (electron density) decreases (increases) when the Ohmic
electric field is kept constant. On the other hand, since it is difficult to drive the Ohmic
electric field in capacitively coupled discharges, it is better to change the point of view
and to look at Eq. (4.4.1.2). In fact we see that, in order to have strong Ohmic heating,
low values of σdc at fixed electron current density Je are needed, or in other words,
the Ohmic heating increases when the collision frequency (electron density) increases
(decreases) at fixed electron current density. Finally, we observe that, when the negative
ion density is kept fixed, a higher electronegativity means to have less free electrons
and, consequently, a smaller conductivity. By looking at Eq. (4.4.1.2), we can state that
in high (low) electronegative plasma a big (small) contribution of the drift mode to the
overall electron heating has to be expected.

4.4.2 The ambipolar mode

In plasma discharges electrons (positive ions) are usually directed into the bulk (toward
the electrodes). Such a mechanism creates an ambipolar field directed into the bulk
which causes a force pushing the electrons towards the sheath edge. Then a local
maximum of the electron density builds up at the sheath edge, causing a corresponding
high value of ∂ne/∂x on the bulk side of the sheath edge and, consequently, a peak in
the electric field at the sheath edge (Schulze et al., 2011a). In such a context one should
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expect Term IV from Eq. (3.1.23.1), as well as Term IV from Eq. (3.1.22.5), namely

(Je ·E)IV = eueTe
∂ne

∂x
(4.4.2.1)

to become relevant. When this situation occurs, it is said that we are in presence of
the ambipolar mode. Furthermore, strong peaks in the electric field at the sheath edges
have been observed in the electronegative CF4 discharge (Georgieva et al., 2003). The
observed peaks have been related to the corresponding local maxima of the electron
density at the sheath edges which are caused by the ambipolar field built up by a net
charge separation between the positive charges accelerated towards the electrode and
the electrons, together with the negative ions, confined within the bulk region.

4.4.3 The DA-mode

The drift-ambipolar heating (DA-mode) (Schulze et al., 2011a; Derzsi et al., 2015b) is
specific to electronegative discharges and refers to the simultaneous presence of both
the Ohmic heating (Ω–mode) and the ambipolar heating (ambipolar mode). Being the
DA-mode a combination between the drift-mode and of the ambipolar-mode, it arises
from the contemporary strong presence of both Term IV and Term VI in Eq. (3.1.23.1).
Schulze et al. (2011a) discussed a transition from DA-mode into the α-mode as the
voltage was increased at fixed pressure and from α-mode into DA-mode demonstrated
by increasing the pressure at fixed voltage in an electronegative CF4 discharge in both
simulations and experiments. The same result has been obtained for dual-frequency
capacitively coupled discharges by Derzsi et al. (2015b) in the pressure range 10 - 80
Pa.

As regards to the capacitively coupled oxygen discharge, it has been demonstrated
that the singlet metastable molecular states have a significant influence on the electron
power absorption mechanism in the capacitively coupled oxygen discharge (Proto
and Gudmundsson, 2018b; Gudmundsson and Lieberman, 2015; Gudmundsson and
Ventéjou, 2015; Hannesdottir and Gudmundsson, 2016; Gudmundsson and Hannesdottir,
2017) as well as the ion energy distribution (Hannesdottir and Gudmundsson, 2017). At
low (high) pressure, i.e. 1.3 Pa (6.6 – 66 Pa), the electron power absorption is mainly
located within the plasma bulk (the sheath regions) (Gudmundsson and Ventéjou, 2015;
Hannesdottir and Gudmundsson, 2016). Furthermore, when operating at low pressure,
the time averaged electron heating within the discharge is due to a hybrid drift-ambipolar
mode (DA-mode) and α-mode, while operating at higher pressures, the electron power
absorption is due to stochastic heating and the discharge is operated in a pure α-mode
(Gudmundsson and Snorrason, 2017; Gudmundsson et al., 2018). Moreover, detachment
by singlet molecular metastable states is the process that has the most influence on
the electron power absorption process in the higher pressure regime, while it has
almost negligible influence at lower pressures (Hannesdottir and Gudmundsson, 2016;
Gudmundsson and Ventéjou, 2015; Gudmundsson and Hannesdottir, 2017). However,
this depends on the quenching of the singlet metastable states on the electrodes (Proto
and Gudmundsson, 2018b).

It has also been demonstrated that the driving frequency plays a relevant role in
determining the electron heating mode of an oxygen capacitively coupled discharge. At
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low driving frequency and low operating pressure (5 and 10 mTorr), the time averaged
electron heating within the discharge is observed to be a combination of stochastic
(α-mode) and drift ambipolar (DA) heating in the bulk plasma (the electronegative
core) and the time averaged power absorption is dominated by the DA-mode. As the
driving frequency or pressure are increased, the electron power absorption is due to a
pure α-mode, dominated by a stochastic heating within the bulk region (Gudmundsson
et al., 2018). It is worth noting that the electron power absorption transitions with
increased pressure and driving frequency are only observed when the singlet metastable
states are properly included in the discharge model. Conversely, when the singlet
metastable states are excluded from the simulation, the electronegativity is high and a
significant electron power absorbtion is observed within the bulk region (electronegative
core) up to 100 mTorr. Moreover, it has been shown that the higher is the pressure,
the higher (lower) is the population of low (high) energy electrons (Gudmundsson
and Snorrason, 2017; Gudmundsson et al., 2018), causing a Druyvesteyn-like profile
in the EEPF, which is commonly associated with the DA-mode or Ω-mode in the
literature for capacitively coupled oxygen discharges. Finally, it is worth noting that a
smaller number of high energy electrons decreases the probability for threshold related
electron impact processes. Since such processes are the most important ones in a low
pressure capacitively coupled oxygen discharge, low populated low energy levels ensure
a negligible Ohmic heating within the plasma bulk.

4.5 Electron bounce resonance heating (BRH)

The electron bounce resonance heating (BRH) occurs when fast sheath expansion gen-
erates beamlike electrons, which are heated by the two sheaths coherently. Depending
on the discharge parameters, such as geometry, pressure, voltage and electronegativity,
the electron beams can propagate through the entire discharge and can be reflected
at the opposing space-time moving sheath edge. The BSR heating is supposed to be
an important constituent in the effective heating of electrons in capacitively coupled
discharges when operated at low pressures, since it is closely related to stochastic
heating. Moreover, the generation of electron beams can be enhanced by the PSR effect.

It was discovered by Wood et al. (Wood, 1991; Wood et al., 1995) that, in capaci-
tively coupled discharges, fast electron beams can be created at low pressures by the
expanding sheaths which can reach the opposite electrode and then collide with the
expanding sheath, being reflected back after gaining substantial energy. It is clear that,
in this subcategory of collisionless heating mechanisms, the electron motion must be
coherent with the oscillation of the electric field. This type of heating mode, generally
known in the literature as bounce resonance heating (BRH), was later studied in a
theoretical framework by Kaganovich and others (Aliev et al., 1997; Kaganovich, 2002).
They showed explicitly that at low pressures the BRH occurs when the time for an
electron to traverse the bulk region τ is about half the rf period or its odd multiplets,
i.e. τ = nτrf

2 . where τrf is one rf period and n = 1,3,5,7... (Aliev et al., 1997). They
predicted that for a fixed discharge frequency there exists a certain discharge gap at
which the plasma resistance or equivalently the electron heating reaches the maximum
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(Kaganovich, 2002).
Vender and Boswell (1992) pointed out a distortion in the electron velocity dis-

tribution in the sheath vicinity due to the electron-sheath interaction. This distortion
had been explained through the existence of beam electrons which was supposed to
exists independently of the secondary electrons emission. The BRH heating mechamisn
was confirmed by Park et al. (2007) using PIC/MCC simulation, where a plateau in
the electron energy probability function (EEPF) in the low energy regime has been ob-
served. Later on, Wilczek et al. (2016), using PIC/MCC simulations of a symmetric low
pressure single-frequency argon discharge, demonstrated that energetic beam electrons
are accelerated by the expanding sheaths and are propagated into the plasma bulk. He
also showed that this propagation leads to not negligible charge which form a local
electric field in the discharge center. At the same time, the non-linear interaction of bulk
electrons with the expanding sheath accelerates a second beam into the plasma bulk.
This process is repeated until the sheath stops expanding and leads to the formation of
multiple electron beams. Additionally, a local displacement current in the discharge
center is present in order to compensate the local enhancement of the conduction current
caused by the propagating beam electrons.

In capacitively coupled discharges, You et al. (2005) and several authors had ob-
served electron bounce resonance heating among low energy electrons. However, the
BRH heating does not affect the plasma properties. On the other hand, (Schulze et al.,
2008c), using different gases such as neon and krypton in the low pressure regime,
observed experimentally that electron beams are produced by a fast expanding sheath
and reflected by the opposing one. The experiment was performed in an asymmetric
single-frequency capacitively coupled radio-frequency discharges using phase resolved
optical-emission spectroscopy. Unfortunately, in this experiment, the bouncing was
not a resonant one. An experimental proof of the high energy electron BRH effect
was presented by Liu et al. (2011), using a dual-frequency (DF) driven discharge with
argon gas at low pressures. The proof of the existence of the high energy electrons
BRH effect had been achieved by fine tuning some resonant conditions, involving the
discharge geometry (full plasma length) and the value of the dual-frequency applied to
the discharge.

4.6 Plasma series resonances (PSR) oscillations

Self-excited plasma series resonances (PSR) are high-frequency oscillations superim-
posed on the normal rf current. They arise from a periodic exchange between the kinetic
electrons in the plasma bulk and the electric field in the plasma sheath. A plasma dis-
charge can be often described by a zero-dimensional model consisting of two capacitors
(the sheaths) and a lossy inductance (bulk). The effective inductance of the bulk is a
consequence of the electron inertia and the Ohmic resistance due to electron-neutral
collisions while the space charge in the sheaths provides a capacitive characteristic,
although the charge voltage relation differs from a normal capacitor. For this reason,
this phenomenon is usually known in the literature as plasma series resonance (PSR).

One of the first theoretical hints for the PSR effect came from the work by Klick
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(1996). His work was focused on the relation between the sheath voltage and the
displacement current for a low-pressure discharge. New theoretical insights about the
PSR effect had been successively given by Ku et al. (1998a,b) in low pressure argon
plasmas. Czarnetzki et al. (2006) was the first to study systematically the PSR effect
in radio frequency discharges, considering a geometrically asymmetrical discharge
where the area of the grounded electrode is much bigger than the area of the powered
one, both numerically and theoretically. In fact he had shown that the nonlinearity
of the sheath is essential for the excitation of the plasma series resonance oscillations
by an rf frequency well below resonance. The choice of geometrically asymmetrical
discharges was motivated by the fact that, as shown by Lieberman and Lichtenberg
(2005), nonlinearity of the sheath cancels out in symmetrical plasma discharges. Also it
is important to remember that most capacitive discharges used in industrial applications
are geometrically asymmetric. Moreover, it has observed that the amplitude of high
frequency oscillations grows with increased frequency and pressure. In recent times,
Bora et al. (2012) has studied the PSR effect in dual-frequency geometrically symmetric
plasmas finding a considerable variation in electron heating using electrical asymmetry
effect (EAE). Later on, the same authors (Bora and Soto, 2014), using a non linear
global model approach applied to a capacitively coupled radio frequency discharge,
have studied the influence of finite geometrical asymmetry of the electrodes in terms of
generation of dc self-bias and plasma heating.

One of the first experimental confirmations of the PSR mechanism was made by
Taillet (1969). He considered radio-frequency plasmoids and resonance-sustained gas
discharges. In recent times Godyak et al. (1994), considering an inductively coupled
argon discharge at low pressure, showed the presence of non-local electron heating in
the inhomogeneous RF field due to spatial dispersion of the plasma conductivity. This
was later interpreted as a forerunner of the modern PSR effect. Later on Annaratone
et al. (1995) discovered a PSR effect in radio frequency, parallel plate plasma reactors.

Later on Qiu et al. (2003) has confirmed the experiment results shown by Godyak
et al. (1994) using PIC/MCC simulations. He discovered that the ion flux to the wall has
a narrow angular spread about the normal and the ion bombarding energy distribution
has a sharp peak at the plasma potential. This has been one of the first hints of the
PSR effect using PIC/MCC simulations. Later on, the presence of the PSR effect
has been confirmed experimentally in dual-frequency discharges by Semmler et al.
(2007), and in low pressure geometrically symmetrical discharges if the driving voltage
waveform makes the discharge electrically asymmetric by Donkó et al. (2009). In recent
times, (Schüngel et al., 2015), using a combined approach involving both PIC/MCC
simulations and a theoretical model based on an equivalent circuit, and making use
of the EAE, which consists in varying the total number of harmonics and tuning the
phase shifts between them, has demonstrated that the PSR effect occurs in geometrically
symmetric capacitive discharges driven by either symmetric or asymmetric voltage
waveforms (multiple consecutive waveforms) if the charge–voltage relation of the
plasma sheaths deviates from a simple quadratic behavior and if the inductance of
the plasma bulk exhibits a temporal modulation. Moreover, they found that the non-
linearity in the governing equation, which is required to self-excite high frequency PSR
oscillations of the current, is found to be strongly affected by the temporal modulation
of the bulk inductance and the cubic charge–voltage relation of the plasma sheaths.
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Finally, (Schüngel et al., 2015) concluded that the additional heating due to the series
resonance oscillations, which approximately doubles electron heating in the discharge
half adjacent to the powered electrode, is the primary cause of the observed asymmetry
of the electron heating.

4.7 From PSR to non linear electron resonance heat-
ing (NERH)

Mussenbrock and Brinkmann (2006) discussed the possibility of a new anomalous
heating mechanism of capacitively driven plasmas when operated at low pressure. They
proposed the enhanced Ohmic dissipation of a capacitively coupled plasma via the
self-excitiation of the plasma series resonance by the nonlinearities of the boundary
sheath. This new mechanism was named "non linear electron resonance heating"
(NERH). Later on, the same authors (Mussenbrock et al., 2008) showed, by the mean
of a nonlinear global model, that the self-excitation of the plasma series resonance in
asymmetric capacitively coupled discharges affects both Ohmic heating and stochastic
heating. Moreover, they observed that the series resonance effect sharply increases the
dissipation. Inspired by the Mussenbrock et al. works, Ziegler et al. (2008) studied the
high frequency behaviour of asymmetric dual-frequency capacitive discharges, from
both the experimental and the theoretical point of view, finding a good quantitative
correspondence. Later on, Yamazawa (2009) demonstrated a significant increase in
electron density as the amplitude of the harmonics is increased along with the presence of
the non-linear electron resonance heating in a capacitively coupled discharge. In recent
times Wilczek et al. (2015) have studied the effect of changing the driving frequency
on the plasma density and the electron dynamics in a capacitive radio-frequency argon
plasma operated at low pressures using both PIC/MCC simulations and theoretical
calculations. He found a step-like increase at a distinct driving frequency. This density
jump was found to be caused by an electron heating mode transition from the classical
α-mode into a low-density resonant heating mode characterized by the generation of
two energetic electron beams at each electrode per sheath expansion phase.

4.8 The striaton mode

Goldstein et al. (1979) studied the striaton structures in an argon discharge from a
theoretical point of view. Later on, Kolobov (2006) studied systematically the striaton
structures in electropositive discharges in a theoretical way. In recent times, Denpoh
(2012), using PIC/MCC simulations applied to an electropositive inductively coupled
plasma discharge, has studied the striaton structures within the range pressure 10-200
mTorr finding a good agreement with the experiments. More in detail, the author
revealed the electron density and the ionization rate to have a Lorentian-like profile
within the striaton distribution as well as the electron temperature to be enhanced with
respect to a normal inductively coupled plasma (ICP) with a consequent change in
the electron heating mechanism. The first experimental confirmation of self-organized
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Figure 4.3. The positive and negative ion system immersed in a time-varying, spatially
uniform electric field ~E.

spatial structures in strong electronegative plasma is due to Liu et al. (2016). The
experimental apparatus consisted of an ion-ion capacitive rf discharge of a strongly
electronegative plasma (CF4). By the help of particle-based kinetic simulations, the
author has found that the resonance between the driving radio frequency and the
eigenfrequency of the ion-ion plasma establishes a modulation of the electric field, the
ion densities and the electron heating in the plasma, which leads to striaton structures.
Later on, Liu et al. (2017) have extended the previous studies, observing the effects of
the driving frequency on the striated structure. More precisely, they found the striations
to result from the periodic generation of double layers due to the modulation of the
densities of positive and negative ions responding to the externally applied rf potential.
The same authors (Liu et al., 2017) also provided a theoretical framework to explain
the appearance of striation structures. They analyzed the coupling between the motion
of the positive and negative ions in an ion–ion plasma immersed in a time-varying and
spatially uniform electric field, as shown in Figure 4.3. We follow Liu et al. (2017)
starting from the momentum balance equation for ions

mi±ni±

[
∂ui±
∂ t

+ui±
∂ui±
∂x

]
=±eni±E− ∂ p

∂x
−mi±ni±νi±ui± (4.8.0.1)

and neglecting the second term on l.h.s. as well as the pressure gradient term, due to the
high pressure enviroment, one finds

∂ui±
∂ t

+νi±ui± =
±e
mi±

E. (4.8.0.2)

The positive ions (negative ions) with density n+ (n−) are expected to move a distance
x+ (x−), the space charge is en+ (x+− x−) (en− (x−− x+)). In this way the total electric
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field can be divided into an internal and external component respectively, so that

E = Eint +Etot (4.8.0.3)

Eint =
∓eni±

ε0
(x+− x−) (4.8.0.4)

Eext = E0 cos(ωrft) . (4.8.0.5)

By using the condition n+ = n− along with Eq. (4.8.0.3), Eq. (4.8.0.2) can be rewritten
for positive and negative ions as follows

∂ui+

∂ t
+νi+ui+ +

en

ε0mi+
(x+− x−) =

e
m+

cos(ωrft) (4.8.0.6)

∂ui−
∂ t

+νi−ui− −
e2n

ε0mi−
(x+− x−) =−

e
m−

cos(ωrft) . (4.8.0.7)

Using the ion plasma frequency shown in Eq. (2.3.0.9), along with the definitions

ui+ ≡ ẋ+ ,
∂ui+

∂ t
= ẍ+ , ui− ≡ ẋ− ,

∂ui−
∂ t

= ẍ−. (4.8.0.8)

Eqs. (4.8.0.6) and (4.8.0.7) can be rewritten as follows

ẍ++ν+ẋ++ω
2
+ (x+− x−) =

e
m+

cos(ωrft) (4.8.0.9)

ẍ−+ν−ẋ−−ω
2
− (x+− x−) =−

e
m−

cos(ωrft) , (4.8.0.10)

where νi± = ν± has been set to make the notation homegeneous. By subtracting Eq.
(4.8.0.9) from Eq. (4.8.0.10) and setting

x≡ x+− x− , ω
2 ≡ ω

2
+−ω

2
− ≡

e2n
ε0µ

, β ≡ eE0

µ
where µ ≡ m+m−

m++m−
,

(4.8.0.11)

we get the final equation to be solved

ẍ+ν ẋ+ω
2x = β cos(ωrft) , (4.8.0.12)

where the identity ν+ = ν− has been set for simplicity. By assuming a constant ion
collision frequency as well as an initial relative velocity ẋ(0) = 0 and an initial relative
displacement x(0) = 0, the solution to Eq.(4.8.0.12) reads

x(t) =
β√(

ω2
rf−ω2

)2
+ω2

rfν
2

[
sin(ωrft−φ)− ω

θ
exp
(
−νt

2

)
sin(θ t−ψ)

]
,

(4.8.0.13)
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where

cosφ =
ωrfν√(

ω2
rf−ω2

)2
+ω2

rfν
2

(4.8.0.14)

cosψ =

[
ν

ω

(
ω2 +ω2

rf
)]

√(
ω2

rf−ω2
)2

+ω2
rfν

2
(4.8.0.15)

θ =
1
2

√
4ω2−ν2 with 4ω

2−ν
2 > 0. (4.8.0.16)

Moreover, for a steady state

lim
t→∞

x(t) = Asin(ωrft−φ) with A =
eE0/µ√(

ω2
rf−ω2

)2
+ω2

rfν
2
. (4.8.0.17)

From Eq. (4.8.0.17) a resonance at ω = ωrf is observed, so that

xmax(t) =
[

lim
t→∞

x(t)
]∣∣∣∣

ω=ωrf

=
eE0

µνωrf
sin(ωrft) = Amax sin(ωrft) . (4.8.0.18)

As shown in Eq. (4.8.0.18), for increasing ion collision frequency ν and/or driving
frequency ωrf, the amplitude Amax is suppressed. Moreover, it is worth noting that the
ion collision frequency increases for increased pressure, so that the amplitude Amax
decreases for increasing pressure. Finally, by using the resonance condition ω = ωrf,
one finds the critical density, over which striations can be observed

ncritical =
ε0µω2

rf
e2 (4.8.0.19)

4.9 The equivalent circuit

In the following we will explore the analogy between a capacitively coupled plasma
discharge and an equivalent circuit (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005; Chabert et al.,
2021). The equivalent circuit representation of a capacitive coupled discharge is shown
in Figure 4.4 and consists of a resistor Rp in series with an inductor Lp for the plasma
bulk, connected in series with a capacitor Cs and a resistor Rs, which represent the total
capacitance and resistance of the sheaths. Let us consider the electric field expression
shown in Eq. (3.1.22.2). In order to build such an equivalence, let us split the equivalent
circuit into a bulk and a sheath component, respectively, and let us consider the bulk
region for starting. Neglecting the spatial gradients we are left with

∂ (meneue)

∂ t
+ eneE +meνeneue = 0, (4.9.0.1)
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Rs = 2Ri +2Rstoc +2ROhm,sh Rp

V0 sinωrft

Cs Lp

Figure 4.4. Equivalent circuit of a symmetrical capacitively coupled discharge driven
by a single frequency.

where we have used the relation in Eq. (3.1.22.4) for Πc. Using the definition for the
electron current density Je =−eneue, Eq. (4.9.0.1) can be recasted as follows

1
νe

∂Je

∂ t
= σdcE− Je, (4.9.0.2)

where σdc is the same dc plasma conductivity as defined in Eq. (3.1.23.9). Now, let us
consider a homogeneous plasma slab of thickness d and area A. The total discharge
current flowing through the slab is expected to be

Ie = AJe. (4.9.0.3)

Assuming the electric field to be constant through the plasma slab, the voltage drop
across the bulk is expected to be

∆Vp = Ed. (4.9.0.4)

Defining the bulk resistance as

Rp =
d

Aσdc
(4.9.0.5)

and the bulk inductance as

Lp =
R
νe

, (4.9.0.6)

we can rewrite the voltage drop across the plasma bulk, by using Eq. (4.9.0.2), as

∆Vp = RpIe +Lp
∂ Ie

∂ t
. (4.9.0.7)
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Now, let us go through the sheath region by following Chabert et al. (2021). As
discussed previously, it has been shown that it is possible to define a sheath capacitance
as

Cs =
ε0A

s̄
. (2.6.2.18)

Moreover, the sheaths are also characterized by a total sheath resistance Rs which can
be split into three different components as follows

Rs = 2Ri +2Rstoc +2ROhm,sh, (4.9.0.8)

where the presence of the factor 2 is due to the fact that we are dealing with two sheaths,
one for each electrode. The first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.9.0.8) is Ri and accounts
for the power dissipation by the ion acceleration in the time-averaged potential of the
sheath (Chabert et al., 2021). Knowing the power Pi, it is possible to write down the
resistance Ri as

Pi =
1
2

RiI2
0 (4.9.0.9)

where the power may be given by the matrix sheath model or any other consistent
model. The second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.9.0.8) is Rstoc and accounts for the power
dissipation in the sheath by the electrons through stochastic heating. Finally, the third
term ROhm accounts for the power dissipation in the sheath by the electrons through
Ohmic heating. Moreover, it is worth noting that power dissipation in the sheaths and in
the bulk due to the Ohmic heating are quite similar (Chabert et al., 2021). The equivalent
circuit shown in Figure 4.4, depending on the values of the circuit elements which are
related to the amplitude and the voltage drop across them, is non linear and its elements
all depend on the plasma parameters ne (electron density), Te (electron temperature)
and sm (sheath width). Finally, it is possible to write an equation system describing the
equivalent circuit. The first equation is Eq. (2.6.2.12), which gives the sheath width and
we rewrite

sm =
5l3

0
12e(hln0)2(ωA)3ε0kBTe

. (4.9.0.10)

The second equation is

n0ngKiz(Te)(l− sm) = 2hln0uB (4.9.0.11)

and roughly states that the flux of the electron-ion pairs created in the bulk plasma
volume A(l− sm) lost at the two electrodes is equal to the Bohm flux for each electrode.
The third equation is

1
2
(
Rp +2Rstoc +2ROhm,sh

)
I2
0 = 2ehln0uBET (Te)A (4.9.0.12)

and it is a power balance equation. Eq. (4.9.0.12) states that the absorbed power
calculated using the equivalent circuit on the r.h.s. is equal to the power loss on the r.h.s.,
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which depends on the Bohm flux and on the energy loss per electron-ion pair created
ET. The physical quantity ET accounts for both energy loss internally by collisions and
energy loss due to the particle flux to the electrodes. The equation system shown above
can be solved numerically in order to calculate one quantity at a time, depending on the
initial data.

4.10 Relating electron power absorption to ion power
absorption

In the following we will show an expression which relates the electron power absorption
to the ion power absorption. Let us start from the Poisson equation

∂E
∂x

=
e
ε0

(
∑
i+

ni+ −∑
i−

ni− −ne

)
. (4.10.0.1)

Multiplying Eq. (4.10.0.1) by the quantity ueE, we get the following expression

ue
ε0

2
∂E2

∂x
= eueE

(
∑
i+

ni+ −∑
i−

ni−

)
+ JeE (4.10.0.2)

or, more explicitely

ue
ε0

2
∂E2

∂x
= ∑

i+

ue

ui+
Ji+E +∑

i−

ue

ui−
Ji−E + JeE. (4.10.0.3)

The formula above relates the energy of the electrostatic field (l.h.s. of Eq. (4.10.0.3))
to both the electron and the ion power absorption.
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5 PIC/MCC simulations
The particle-in-cell (PIC) method is based on a collisionless model and it is one of the
most commonly used tools to numerically study the properties of a plasma discharge.
The PIC scheme allows for a statistical representation of the general distribution func-
tions in phase space. A plasma can be seen as a N-body problem and it is impossible to
solve the Maxwell’s equations along with the Boltzmann’s equation for all the particles
involved. Therefore, it was recognized that an alternative approach to analytical study of
the plasma was needed and both numerical and seminumerical models were developed
in the second half of 1950s.

The first self-consistent calculations were performed by Buneman (1959) and Daw-
son (1962), where the charged particles trajectories were computed in periodic systems.
Later on, early models calculated Coulomb’s law making N2 operations for N particles.
As the time went on, it was soon recognized that imposing a computational mesh could
improve the scaling in N. These 1D schemes were successfully applied to basic plasma
discharges in 1D without boundary, by using collective effects such as space charges and
forces and were referred to as cloud-in-cell (CIC) or particle-in-cell (PIC), depending
on the particle weighting considered. The technique has been further developed by
Birdsal et al. (Birdsall, 1991; Birdsall and Langdon, 2004, 1991; Vahedi et al., 1993b,a),
allowing for a more rigorous treatment of the boundaries, as well as the inclusion
of charged-particle-neutral cross sections (Boswell and Morey, 1988) along with the
adoption of more realistic differential cross sections (Vahedi and Surendra, 1995), and
the extension to higher dimensions (Vahedi and DiPeso, 1997). Further steps in the
improvement of the simultaneous solution involving both the external circuit and the
plasma chamber have been made as described by Verboncoeur et al. (1993).

When the experiments cannot verify the assumptions made to develop the theory,
the PIC simulations can provide insights on unexplored areas of plasma physics and can
be thought of as an extension to experiments. On the other hand, when experiments are
possible, they can be compared to PIC simulations in order to fine tune the experimental
apparatus. The main upside in the PIC simulations is that they provide a self-consistent
solution of the physical quantities involved in the plasma processes from first principles
without the need for additional assumptions, excluding the eventual parameters to be
set at the beginning of the simulation process. On the other hand, the main downside is
that the PIC simulations may take a very long time before the results come out and this
approach may be computationally expensive. Since time-scale length is proportional
to the number of time-steps, large time-scales are difficult to calculate due to the
computational cost. In fact in the PIC scheme the numerical fluctuations converge as
C×N−

1
2 for N particles, where the constant C can be fine tuned, depending on the

model scheme. This difficulty has been overcome by using new faster microprocessors.
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Finally, the tail of the distribution may be difficult to resolve, due to the poorer statistics
(Verboncoeur, 2005).

The particle-in-cell (PIC) method, when combined with Monte Carlo (MC) treat-
ment of collision processes, is currently the most frequently used numerical approach
to investigate the properties and the operating modes of the low pressure capacitively
coupled discharges. The combination of the particle-in-cell (PIC) method and Monte
Carlo collision (MCC) treatment of collision processes is commonly referred to as
PIC/MCC method. The basic idea of the PIC method is to allow typically a few hun-
dred thousand computer-simulated particles (superparticles) to represent a significantly
higher number of real particles (density in the range of 1014-1018 m−3) (Birdsall, 1991;
Verboncoeur, 2005; Tskhakaya et al., 2007; Vahedi and Surendra, 1995). In a PIC
simulation the position and the velocity of each particle are calculated through the
simulation of the motion of these particles, as well as all the relevant micro-quantities.
The spatio-temporal evolution of the various macro-quantities (plasma parameters) are
evaluated using the field equations at points of a computational grid where each particle
is located.

5.1 Global model

In order to determine the partial pressures of neutral species to be used as PIC/MCC
inputs in the oopd1 code as background densities, a global (volume averaged) is used,
for both oxygen and chlorine discharges (Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson, 2010b). In
the global model a cylindrical chamber of radius R and length L is assumed. A steady
flow Q of neutral species (Cl2 or O2) is introduced through the inlet. The content of
the chamber is assumed to be spatially uniform and the power is deposited uniformly
into the plasma bulk, except near the sheath edge where the density of positive ions
drops significantly. An outlet-flow pressure, which partially controls the pumping of gas
out of the chamber, is adjusted to establish the correct discharge pressure p, which is
defined as the sum of all neutral species partial pressures in the discharge. Electrons are
assumed to have a Maxwellian energy distribution function within the range 0.01–10
eV. The plasma chemistry is described by a set of non-linear equations

F(y, t) = dy/dt. (5.1.0.1)

A particle balance equation for each of the species included in the discharge and one
power balance equation describing the conservation of energy (Lee et al., 1994; Patel,
1998). In this study we assume steady state, namely

dy/dt = 0. (5.1.0.2)

The equation system above is solved simultaneously by iteration with the MATLAB
function fsolve, giving the particle densities and electron temperature at a given set
of discharge conditions.
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5.1.1 The global model reaction set for oxygen and chlorine

The reaction set included in the global model for capacitively coupled oxygen discharge
is the same as the one discussed by Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson (2010b) but
with 32 additional reactions to improve the treatment of O−2 , O3 and O2(b1Σg) (Proto
and Gudmundsson, 2018b) and to make it more detailed as discussed by Toneli et al.
(2015). Regarding the capacitively coupled chlorine discharge, the chlorine reaction
set in the global model is rather comprehensive (Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson,
2010b) (Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson, 2010a). Finally, the global model accounts
for boundary processes, such as ion loss at the walls, wall recombination of neutral
atoms and wall quenching (Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson, 2010b).

5.1.2 Particle balance

The particle balance for a species X is given by

dn(X)

dt
= ∑R(X)

Generation,i−∑R(X)
loss,i, (5.1.2.1)

where R(X)
Generation,i and R(X)

loss,i are the reaction rates of the various generation and loss
processes of the species X , respectively (Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson, 2010b). The
reaction rate R for a given reaction is calculated as

R = k×∏
i

nr,i, (5.1.2.2)

where k is the rate coefficient of the reaction and nr,i is the density of the i-th reactant.
Since the discharge is assumed to be quasineutral

ne = ∑
i

ni+ −∑
j

n j− , (5.1.2.3)

an equation describing the particle balance of free electrons is not required.

5.1.3 Power balance

The power balance equation equates the absorbed power to power losses due to elastic
and inelastic collisions and losses due to charged particle flow to the walls
[

Pabs

V
− ene ∑

X
n(X)E

(X)
c k(X)

iz − euBni
Aeff

V
(Ei +Ee)

]
=

d
dt

(
3
2

eneTe

)
=

d
dt

(
3
2

pe

)
,

(5.1.3.1)

where Pabs is the absorbed power, pe is the thermal electron energy density, uB is the
Bohm velocity shown in Eq. (2.7.0.17), V is the volume of the discharge chamber,
Aeff = 2π

(
R2hL +RLhR

)
is the effective surface area for ion loss, hL and hR are the

axial and radial edge to center positive ion density ratios (Godyak, 1986; Thorsteinsson
and Gudmundsson, 2010b, 2009; Lee and Lieberman, 1995), ne is the electron density,
ni is the positive ion density, Ec is the electron collisional loss per electron-ion pair
created and Ee is the mean kinetic energy per electron lost.
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5.1.4 Surface Interactions

The surface interactions taken into account in the global model are the ion loss at
the chamber walls, the wall recombination of neutral atoms and the wall quenching
Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson (2010b). The ion loss at the chamber walls process
(Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson, 2010b)

X++walls→ X (5.1.4.1)

has a rate coefficient k+,wall equal to

k+,wall = uB
Aeff

V
(5.1.4.2)

where uB is the Bohm velocity shown in Eq. (2.7.0.17), V and Aeff are the volume of
the discharge chamber and the effective surface area for ion loss, respectively, already
discussed in the previous section. The wall recombination of neutral atoms process
(Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson, 2010b)

X +wall→ 1
2

X2 (5.1.4.3)

is generally considered to be the most important process for atomic loss in molec-
ular discharges. The wall recombination coefficient γrec is considered to be one of
the most important parameters in molecular discharge modelling (Thorsteinsson and
Gudmundsson, 2010b). Finally, the wall quenching process

X∗+wall→ X (5.1.4.4)

(X2)∗+wall→ X2 (5.1.4.5)

can be important for the loss of excited species, in particular for the metastable species
whose radiative lifetime is very long (Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson, 2010b).

5.2 The PIC/MCC method

The particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations are realized using a certain number of particles.
Usually, each computer particle, or superparticle, represents something like 106−109

real particles. Therefore, the computer particles are actually a charge sheet which can
move inside the simulation region (grid). Such a grid consists in Nc cells, resulting in a
simulation region made of Nc +1 points. In the 1d-3v PIC model every superparticle
is assigned a position x and three velocity components, vx, vy and vz. As shown in
Figure 5.1, the computational cycle is made of a certain number of steps. Such a cycle
allows to compute the physical quantities recursively. Every PIC/MCC cycle step will
be reviewed in the following.

5.2.1 Weighting of the particles to the grid points

Given the continuous particle position, it is of paramount importance to calculate the
charge density on the discrete grid points in order to determine the force at the particles
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Integration of the
Poisson equation

ρ j→ E j

Weighting of the
particles

to the grid points
xpi→ ρ j

Interpolation of the

electric field to the
particle locations

E j→ Fpi

Accounting

for collisions

using MCC method

Integration of the
equations of motion

of particles
Fpi→ vpi→ xpi

Accounting for the
particle processes

at the boundaries

Figure 5.1. The PIC/MCC cycle.

x

x j−1 x j−1/2 x j xpi x j+1/2 x j+1 x j+3/2

∆x

jth cell

x

x j x j+1x j−1

x j+1/2

Figure 5.2. The zero-order or NGP (nearest grid point) weighting.
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x

x j−1 x j−1/2 x j xpi x j+1/2 x j+1 x j+3/2

Uniformly charged

cloud
∆x

x

x j x j+1x j−1

Figure 5.3. The first-order or CIC (cloud in cell) weighting.
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from the fields on the grid points (Birdsall and Langdon, 1991). The charge density ρ j at
every grid point x j is obtained by a weighting of the particles to the spatial grid. Such a
procedure is also known in the literature as charge assignment. Such a procedure allows
for a smoothing of the charge density in order to reduce the noise of the electric field
due to the discrete calculations involved in the simulation (Birdsall, 1991; Langdon,
1970; Vender, 1990a). Therefore, the charge density is calculated on the discrete grid
points x j from the continuous particle position xpi . The weighting function W (x j− xpi)
can be zero order nearest-grid point (NGP), first order (CIC or PIC) or higher order
(TSC and so on). In the weighting procedure the particles are considered as finite size
rigid clouds and may pass freely through each other. The general expression for the
charge assignment is (Birdsall, 1991; Langdon, 1970; Vender, 1990a)

ρ j = ∑
pi

qpiW (x j− xpi), (5.2.1.1)

where x j, xpi and qpi identify the discrete grid points, the continuous position and the
charge of the ith particle, respectively (Birdsall, 1991; Langdon, 1970; Vender, 1990a;
Georgieva, 2006).

In the zero-size-particle (ZSP) or nearest-grid-point (NGP) scheme (Figure 5.3),
both the particle charge and mass are located at the nearest grid point and the force is
evaluated consequently. The main upside in the ZSP-NGP weighting lies in the fact
that the self-force is zero. Moreover, it is a fast process since, as we will see, only one
grid look-up is needed. On the other hand, the main downside is that the force, between
two particles within a gap range smaller than one-cell-width, vanishes. This makes
the ZSP-NGP method inaccurate, although several ways have been suggested in order
address this difficulty such as considering a higher number of particles in a Debye circle
so that NDe = 4πλ 2

De� 1 (Birdsall and Fuss, 1969). Moreover, both density and electric
field jump at the boundaries, causing a manifest noise which can be intolerable in many
plasma problems. In the ZSP scheme the density at every grid point, noted by the index
j, is calculated counting the number of particles in the grid point surroundings with
radius ∆x/2 (where ∆x = x j+1−x j = x j+ 1

2
−x j− 1

2
) and dividing it by the volume of the

surrounding. In one dimensional simulation this means counting particles in the interval[
x j− 1

2
,x j+ 1

2

]
and dividing it by ∆x. The electric field used to determine the force is that

at x j for all particles in the jth cell. Such a process is equivalent to consider a particle
with finite-size rectangular shape with length ∆x, as shown in Figure 5.3. Finally, we
observe that we have a collection of finite-size particles so that the physics observed
will be that of such particles rather than of point particles, as it can be clearly seen in
Figure 5.3 (Birdsall and Langdon, 1991).

In the cloud-in-cell (CIC) or particle-in-cell (PIC) (Figure 5.3) scheme the particles
are located at the center-of-mass-charge of charged clouds of finite size (Birdsall and
Fuss, 1969; Birdsall, 1991). In the 1D models the assigned charge density is usually
obtained by sharing the charges between the two-nearest-grid-points. It is worth saying
that the cloud width can be different from the cell width. Moreover, the more the cloud
width is increased, the more the force is smoothed out and the more the zero force region
shrinks (Birdsall and Fuss, 1969; Birdsall, 1991). Naturally, as already said, taking a
zero width cloud means dealing with the ZSP-NGP scheme. In principle, the cloud
width could vary during the problem. Finally, in order to ensure the correct resolution of
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the cloud density, the following condition has to be imposed (Birdsall and Fuss, 1969;
Birdsall, 1991)

∆x≡ Cloud Width > Cell Width≡ ∆xc, (5.2.1.2)

where cell width stands for the size of each cell. Since the particles may be seen as
objects extending over a cell width, the interpolation shown in Eq. (5.2.1.2) is commonly
referred to as cloud-in-cell technique (CIC-PIC). If the particle or cloud has a uniform
density with width equal to ∆x and charge qpi, the charge assigned to grid point j is

q j = qpi

[
∆x−

(
xpi− x j

)

∆x

]
= qpi

[
x j+1− xpi

∆x

]
, (5.2.1.3)

while the charge assigned to grid point j+1 is

q j+1 = qpi

[
∆x−

(
x j+1− xpi

)

∆x

]
= qpi

[
xpi− x j

∆x

]
, (5.2.1.4)

where we have used the definition ∆x ≡ x j+1− x j. The previous expressions can be
recasted into a single one by writing for

∣∣xpi− x j
∣∣≤ ∆x

W
(
x j− xpi

)
= 1−

∣∣xpi− x j
∣∣

∆x
(5.2.1.5)

and for
∣∣xpi− x j

∣∣> ∆x

W
(
x j− xpi

)
= 0. (5.2.1.6)

Since the nearest left-hand grid point j is located first, the inequality xpi > x j always
holds. In this way the density and field fluctuations are smoothed and the noise is
reduced. In fact, as a cloud moves through the grid, it contributes to density much
more smoothly than with zero-order weight. As it is clearly seen from Figure 5.3,
the net effect is to produce a triangular shape, with an amplitude equal to ∆x (Figure
5.3) (Birdsall and Langdon, 1991). On the other hand, the first-order weighting has a
higher computational cost compared to the zero-order weighting. Moreover, the PIC
and the CIC scheme are equivalent in cartesian coordinates but differ in cylindrical
and spherical coordinates (Birdsall, 1991). Finally, we underline that the first order
weighting discussed above is the same as applying zero-order weighting to each nearest
grid point (Birdsall and Langdon, 1991).

In the higher order weighting (area weighting, splines) the roughness in particle
shape is reduced, as well as the density and field noise. However, this is much more
computationally expensive than the second order weighting (Birdsall and Langdon,
1991).

5.2.2 Integration of the Poisson equation

At this point it is fundamental to calculate the potential by using the discretized version
of the Poisson equation (Eq. (2.1.0.1)). In order to achieve this goal the finite-difference
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scheme has to be employed. In this scheme three different types of first derivatives are
available: the forward difference

f ′i =
fi+1− fi

∆x
+O(∆x), (5.2.2.1)

the backward difference

f ′i =
fi− fi−1

∆x
O(∆x), (5.2.2.2)

and the central difference

f ′i =
fi+1− fi−1

∆x
O(∆x2), (5.2.2.3)

as well as for the second derivatives. In fact we have the forward difference

f ′′i =
fi+2−2 fi+1 + fi

∆x
+O(∆x), (5.2.2.4)

the backward difference

f ′′i =
fi−2 fi−1 + fi−2

∆x
O(∆x), (5.2.2.5)

and the central difference

f ′′i =
fi+1−2 fi + fi−1

∆x
O(∆x2). (5.2.2.6)

As we can see from the relations shown above, the central difference returns the best
approximation. However, it is worth noting that the central difference approach could
be troublesome when f is a highly oscillating function such that fi+1 = fi−1, yielding
f ′i = 0. Since this is not the case, we will assume a central difference in the following. So
we are ready to calculate the potential as (Birdsall, 1991; Georgieva, 2006; Gozadinos,
2001)

Φ j+1 =−
(∆x)2

ρ j

ε0
+2Φ j−Φ j−1. (5.2.2.7)

Then the potential is used to calculate the electric field via the discretized version of the
relation between the static potential and the electric field. This can be done by using the
central difference scheme again (Birdsall, 1991; Georgieva, 2006; Gozadinos, 2001), as
shown in Eq. (5.2.2.3)

E j =
Φ j−1−Φ j+1

∆x
(5.2.2.8)

in the electrostatic case. As we can see from Eq. (5.2.2.8) there is no loss of resolution.
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x

Region I Region IIRegion II Region III

−L
2 −x′ 0 x′

L
2

Figure 5.4. Two particles located at x =±x′, respectively, embedded in a grid with
width equal to L.

5.2.3 Interpolation of the electric field

Since the electric field is evaluated midway between grid points, an interpolation
procedure must be used to estimate the field at the particle positions as well as the forces
acting on them. Such an interpolation can be the same as used for the density. Using
the same interpolation kernel for both the density and the electric field allows us to
avoid problems due to particle self forces (Birdsall, 1991; Vender, 1990a; Hockney and
Eastwood, 1988), which are related to gravitation-like instabilities. The electric field at
the particle position is

E(xpi) =

[
x j+1− xpi

∆x

]
E j +

[
xpi− x j

∆x

]
E j+1. (5.2.3.1)

The electric field is weighted using W (x j− xpi) so that the electrostatic force reads as

Fpi = qpi ∑
j

E jW (x j− xpi) . (5.2.3.2)

Now, let us consider two charges embedded in a d-dimensional system. It is widely
known that

~E ∝
1
|~r|d−1 where ~r ≡~x2−~x1. (5.2.3.3)

This has two important consequences. Firstly, the force depends on the charge separation
only and it is independent on the average particle location~rCM ≡ (~x1 +~x2)/2. Secondly,
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in a one dimensional system, the electric field, and so the electrostatic force, is not even
dependent of the separation between the two charges~r. In this case the force behaves
like a step function, i.e. it is zero when ~x1 =~x2 and changes sign when the particles
cross each other. However, when a spatial grid is added to the system, the Coulomb
law is modified at short range. It can be shown that, in a one dimensional system, the
interaction force in the presence of a grid is given by (Birdsall, 1991; Langdon, 1970)

F(x1,x2) = F
(

x− x̃
2
,x+

x̃
2

)
, (5.2.3.4)

where x̃ ≡ x2− x1 is the charge separation and x = (x1 + x2)/2 is the mean charge
position on the grid. In order to see how the presence of a grid can modify the behaviour
of the force in a one dimensional system, let us consider a simple periodic system
containing two equal and opposite charges (Hockney and Eastwood, 1988), as shown in
Figure 5.4

d2Φ

dx2 =− q
ε0

[
δ
(
x− x′

)
−δ

(
x+ x′

)]
(5.2.3.5)

along with the condition on the periodic potential

Φ(x+L) = Φ(x), (5.2.3.6)

where we have set x2 =−x1 = x′ for simplicity, so that, from now on, x = 0 and x̃ = 2x′.
Solving Eq. (5.2.3.5) and Eq. (5.2.3.6), we will show that the force F will be a function
of x̃ (x′) only. In order to achieve this goal, let us decompose the space into three distinct
spatial regions as shown in Figure 5.4, so that in Region I

ΦI = AIx+BI, (5.2.3.7)

in Region II

ΦII = AIIx+BII, (5.2.3.8)

and in Region III

ΦIII = AIIIx+BIII. (5.2.3.9)

Now, let us apply the continuity condition on the potential and on the first derivative of
the potential at x = |L/2|

ΦI

(
−L

2

)
= ΦIII

(
L
2

)
=⇒ −L

2
AI +BI =

L
2

AIII +BIII (5.2.3.10)

dΦI

dx

∣∣∣∣∣
x=− L

2

=
dΦIII

dx

∣∣∣∣∣
x= L

2

=⇒ AI = AIII. (5.2.3.11)

Then, we apply the boundary conditions on the layers dividing Region III from Region
II and Region II from Region I getting, respectively

ΦII
(
x′
)
= ΦIII

(
x′
)
=⇒ AIIx′+BII = AIIIx′+BIII (5.2.3.12)

ΦII
(
−x′
)
= ΦI

(
−x′
)
=⇒−AIIx′+BII =−AIx′+BI. (5.2.3.13)
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Finally, integrating Eq. (5.2.3.5) between x′+ ε and x′− ε and taking the limit for
ε → 0, one finds

dΦIII

dx

∣∣∣∣∣
x=x′+ε

− dΦII

dx

∣∣∣∣∣
x=x′−ε

=− q
ε0

=⇒ AIII−AII =−
q
ε0

(5.2.3.14)

dΦII

dx

∣∣∣∣∣
x=x′+ε

− dΦI

dx

∣∣∣∣∣
x=x′−ε

=
q
ε0

=⇒ AII−AI =
q
ε0
. (5.2.3.15)

Gathering all the relations shown above leads to the following equation system

−L
2

AI +BI =
L
2

AIII +BIII (5.2.3.16)

AI = AIII (5.2.3.17)
AIIx′+BII = AIIIx′+BIII (5.2.3.18)
−AIIx′+BII =−AIx′+BI (5.2.3.19)

AIII = AII−
q
ε0

(5.2.3.20)

AII = AI +
q
ε0
. (5.2.3.21)

Moreover, since d2Φ/dx2 is odd in x (Eq. (5.2.3.3)), we can set an additional condition

Φ(x)+Φ(−x) = 0 (5.2.3.22)

which, applied to Region II, leads to

BII = 0. (5.2.3.23)

At this point we are able to solve the system, getting

AI =−
2x′

L
q
ε0

(5.2.3.24)

AII =
q
ε0

[
1− 2x′

L

]
(5.2.3.25)

AIII =−
2x′

L
q
ε0

(5.2.3.26)

BI =−
qx′

ε0
(5.2.3.27)

BII = 0 (5.2.3.28)

BIII =
qx′

ε0
(5.2.3.29)
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so that, the potential evaluated in the three regions reads

ΦI =
q

ε0L
[−L−2x]x′ (5.2.3.30)

ΦII =
q

ε0L

[
L−2x′

]
x (5.2.3.31)

ΦIII =
q

ε0L
[L−2x]x′. (5.2.3.32)

Now, we are ready to calculate the electric field at |x|= x′, for x 6= 0 and x 6= |L/2|, as

E
∣∣∣
x=+x′

=−
dΦIII

dx

∣∣∣
x=x′

+ dΦII
dx

∣∣∣
x=x′

2
=− q

2ε0L

[
L−4x′

]
(5.2.3.33)

E
∣∣∣
x=−x′

=−
dΦI
dx

∣∣∣
x=x′

+ dΦII
dx

∣∣∣
x=x′

2
=− q

2ε0L

[
L−4x′

]
(5.2.3.34)

so that (Hockney and Eastwood, 1988)

E
∣∣∣
|x|=x′

=− q
2ε0L

[
L−4x′

]
for x 6= 0 and x 6= |L/2|. (5.2.3.35)

On the other hand, for x = 0 and x = |L/2|, we find, respectively (Hockney and East-
wood, 1988)

E
∣∣
x=0 = 0 (5.2.3.36)

E
∣∣
x=|L/2| = 0. (5.2.3.37)

That means that, in a one dimensional system, two opposite charges embedded in one
dimensional grid, equipped with a periodic potential, the electrostatic force depends
on the charge separation (and on the period L), contrary to the situation when the grid
absent, leading to a charge separation independent force. We remind that the mean
charge separation is absent in Eq. (5.2.3.35), since it has been set equal to zero at the
beginning. It is worth noting that, taking the separation average of the force defined in
Eq. (5.2.3.4) as

F (x1,x2) =
1

∆x

∫

∆x
F
[
x− x

2
,x+

x
2

]
dx = F (x1− x2) , (5.2.3.38)

we can define the quantity

δF = F−F (5.2.3.39)

which is a non-physical grid force. Such a quantity can be important since allows to
employ different approximations when δF � 1 (Birdsall, 1991). Finally, for an infinite
system, the force shown in Eq. (5.2.2.4) can be expanded as a Fourier series (Birdsall,
1991)

F
(

x− x̃
2
,x+

x̃
2

)
=
∫ +∞

−∞

dk
2π

exp(ikx)
p=+∞

∑
p=−∞

exp
(
ipkgx

)
Fp (k) with kg =

2π

L
,

(5.2.3.40)
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where kg is the grid wave number and

Fp(x) =
∫ L

2

− L
2

dxexp
(
−ipkgx

)
F
(

x− x̃
2
,x+

x̃
2

)
with kg =

2π

∆x
(5.2.3.41)

Fp(k) =
∫ +∞

−∞

dxFp(x)exp(−ikx) . (5.2.3.42)

Now, let us consider a particle density n(x). Thr force F(x) acting on a particle x is

F(x) =
∫

dx∗F(x∗,x)n(x∗) (5.2.3.43)

which, after the Fourier transform shown in Eq. (5.2.3.40), becomes

F(k) =
+∞

∑
−∞

Fp

(
k− pkg

2

)
n(kp) where kp = k− pkg. (5.2.3.44)

That means that δF (p 6= 0 terms) couples density perturbations and forces at wave
numbers which are different from the grid wave number kg. The kp values are said to be
aliases of one another.

5.2.4 Integration of the equations of motion of particles

At every simulation step all particle positions and velocities are initially updated and
the equations of motion are employed in order to obtain the particles new positions
and velocities (Buneman, 1967; Boris, 1970; Birdsall, 1991). The integration scheme
used is the leap-frog method illustrated in Figure 5.5. Since the particle’s position and
velocity are not known at the same time, the equations of motion are used to advance the
particles to new positions and velocities. In this scheme a particle’s position is known at
time t, whereas its velocity is known at time t−∆t. So it is possible to replace the first
order differential equations in the continuum

F = m
dv
dt

(5.2.4.1)

v =
dx
dt

(5.2.4.2)

by their discretized versions

Ft = m

(
vt+ ∆t

2
− vt− ∆t

2

∆t

)
(5.2.4.3)

and
xt+∆t − xt

∆t
= vt+ ∆t

2
, (5.2.4.4)

respectively. The particle’s position and velocity advance is shown in Figure 5.5. Finally,
it is worth noting that the initial set up has to be chosen carefully in order to have the
initial particle position equal to zero at t = 0. By looking at Figure 5.5, this means that
v(0) has to be pushed back to v(−∆t/2) (Georgieva, 2006).
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time

v−
∆t
2 vt− ∆t

2 vt+ ∆t
2 vt+ 3∆t

2 vt+ 5∆t
2

x0

F0

xt

F t
xt+∆t

F t+∆t
xt+2∆t

F t+2∆t

−∆t
2

0 t− ∆t
2

t t + ∆t
2

t +∆t t + 3∆t
2

t +2∆t t + 5∆t
2

Figure 5.5. The leap-frog integration method.
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5.2.5 Accounting for the processes at the boundaries

Since an external circuit current interacts with the plasma current via the electrode
surface charge, a simultaneous solution for the potential and circuit equations is needed
(Birdsall, 1991; Verboncoeur, 2005). The plasma discharge potential is usually given
by the distribution of the space charge within the plasma, the electrode surface charge
and the external circuit current. In order to join the charges at the boundaries with the
external circuit, the first step is to consider the Gauss law applied to both the electrodes

∫

S
~Ed~S =

∫

V

ρ

ε0
dV +

A0σ0 +ANσN

ε0
= 0, (5.2.5.1)

where the surface ~S encloses the plasma and electrodes, A0, σ0, σN and AN are the
surface areas and charges of the bottom and top electrodes, respectively. The boundary
conditions for the 1D system are

ΦT = 0 (5.2.5.2)

and

E0 =
σ0

ε0
. (5.2.5.3)

Applying the Gauss law to each grid point one finds

Φ j−1−2Φ j +Φ j+1

(∆z)2 =−ρ j

ε0
. (5.2.5.4)

Now, writing Eq. (5.2.5.3) at one half grid cell from the boundary along with the central
difference applied to the definition of potential, one finds

E1/2 =
Φ1−Φ0

∆z
=

1
ε0

[
σB +ρB

∆z
2

]
. (5.2.5.5)

Eq. (5.2.5.4), along with the boundary conditions shown in Eqs. (5.2.5.2) and (5.2.5.3),
can be written in a general matrix form
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

b0 c0 0 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
a1 b1 c1 0 · · · · · · · · ·
0 a2 b2 c2 0 · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 0 aN−2 bN−2 cN−2
· · · · · · · · · · · · 0 aN−1 bN−1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

×

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

Φ0
Φ1
Φ2
· · ·
· · ·

ΦN−2
ΦN−1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

=− (∆z)2

ε0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

d0
d1
d2
· · ·
· · ·

dN−2
dN−1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

, (5.2.5.6)

where

a j = 1 , j = 1,2, ...,N−1 (5.2.5.7)
b0 =−1 , b j =−2, j = 1,2, ...,N−1 (5.2.5.8)
c j = 1, j = 0,1,2, ...,N−2 (5.2.5.9)

d0 =
σ t

0
∆z

+
ρ t

0
2

, d j = ρ
t
j j = 1,2, ...,N−1. (5.2.5.10)
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The conservation charge at each wall reads

A∆σ = Qconv +∆Q, (5.2.5.11)

where Qconv and ∆Q are the charges deposited related to the convection and external
circuit current over a time interval, respectively. Eq. (5.2.5.11) can be directly applied
to the bottom electrode, giving

σ
t
0 = σ

t−∆t
0 +

Qt
conv +Qt −Qt−∆t

A0
(5.2.5.12)

The conservation charge law for the top electrode can be calculated knowing the charge
deposited on the bottom electrode by using Eq. (5.2.5.12) along with the general relation
shown in Eq. (5.2.5.1). Moreover, knowing the capacitance C, we are able to write the
charge deposited on the capacitor at time t as follows

Qt =C
(
V (t)+Φ

t
N−Φ

t
0
)
. (5.2.5.13)

It is possible to include both the conditions Eq. (5.2.5.13) and Eq. (5.2.5.12) within the
system shown in Eq. (5.2.5.6), updating the definitions for b0 and d0 in Eq. (5.2.5.8)
and Eq. (5.2.5.11) as follows

b0 =−1− C∆z
ε0A0

(5.2.5.14)

d0 =
ρ t

0
2
+

σ
t−∆t
0
∆z

+
1

A0∆z

[
Qt

conv−Qt−∆t +CV (t)
]
. (5.2.5.15)

Such a system of non linear equations has non zero elements only on the diagonal plus
and minus column.

5.2.6 Surface interactions for both oxygen and chlorine

For the wall recombination reaction (reaction (5.1.4.3)), it has been assumed that when
an oxygen atom O(3P) or O(1D) hits the electrode, it returns as a thermal oxygen atom
O(3P) with 50% probability or it recombines and forms a thermal O2 molecule with
50% probability. The same applies for chlorine, where only the Cl atom is involved.

Regarding the wall quenching process (reaction (5.1.4.4)), Derzsi et al. (2016)
demonstrated, using a PIC/MCC simulation, that the O2(a1∆g) density decreases expo-
nentially with increasing quenching coefficient γwqa in the range 10−4≤ γwqa≤ 5×10−2.
In these PIC/MCC simulation studies Derzsi et al. (2016, 2017) the O2(a1∆g) density is
taken as a fraction of the ground state oxygen molecule O2(X3). Similarly, using a 1D
fluid model, Greb et al. (2015) demonstrated that the electronegativity depends strongly
on the O2(a1∆g) surface quenching coefficient and argued that increased quenching
coefficient leads to decreased O2(a1∆g) density, decreased detachment by the O2(a1∆g)
state, and thus higher negative ion density. Less is known about the role of O2(b1Σg)
quenching at the electrodes. Conversely, for chlorine discharge, no wall quenching
process has been implemented due to the lack of metastable species in the oopd1 code
(Huang and Gudmundsson, 2013).
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In capacitively coupled oxygen discharge, ion-induced secondary electron emission
and electron reflection play a very important role and have been implemented into the
oopd1 code by assuming it to be a constant (Gudmundsson et al., 2013; Gudmundsson
and Lieberman, 2015; Gudmundsson and Ventéjou, 2015). More recently, Derzsi
et al. (2015a) explored the effects of including an energy-dependent ion and neutral-
secondary electron emission yield in an argon discharge, finding a significant change in
the discharge characteristics. For the energy dependent secondary electron emission
yield, they used fits developed by Phelps and Petrović (1999) and Phelps et al. (1999).
For the capacitive oxygen discharge a similar approach was taken and a fit developed
for the secondary electron emission yiled due to O+ and O+

2 ions bombarding metal
electrodes as a function of energy (Hannesdottir and Gudmundsson, 2016).

In capacitively coupled chlorine discharge, both the electron reflection and the
secondary electron emission yield at the electrodes are very rarely taken into account in
the literature, although the former is know to be able to affect the discharge (Huang and
Gudmundsson, 2013). Less is known about electron reflection.

5.3 Accounting for collisions using the
MCC method

Charged-particle-neutral collisions were first implemented into the PIC scheme by
Boswell and Morey (1988), using step probabilities, and later by Vahedi and Surendra
(1995), using energy dependent cross sections.

5.3.1 The standard method

Collisions can be included by coupling the PIC method with a Monte Carlo (MC)
method (Verboncoeur, 2005). When only few colliding particles per time-step are
considered, the MC method is known in the literature as Monte Carlo collision (MCC)
model. The MCC model (Birdsall, 1991; Vahedi and Surendra, 1995) calculates the
time between collisions by a random number. Such a procedure is not compatible with
the PIC method in itself. By defining the collision frequency νc

νc = nt(xi)σT(Ei)∆vi, (5.3.1.1)

where nt(xi) is the target particle local density at the position of the i-th bullet particle,

σT is the total cross section summed over all the processes (σT = ∑
P
p σp), Ei =

mv2
i

2 is
the incoming particle kinetic energy and ∆vi = |vi− vt | is the difference in absolute
value between the target particle velocity (vt) and the bullet particle velocity (vi). It
is worth noting that for electron-neutral collisions, the neutrals can be considered as
stationary so that ∆vi ≈ vi. For ion-neutral collisions this approximation is not valid
any more, since ions and neutrals share almost the same velocity. In fact, in this case,
after a collision, the ion velocity must be transformed from the ion frame back to the lab
frame. Knowing that the collision probability Pi for the i-th particle can be calculated as
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follows (Birdsall, 1991)

Pi = 1− exp(−νc∆t) , (5.3.1.2)

a method to determine if a particle is subjected to a collision or not is needed. Such a
method consists of taking a random real number R within the interval [0,1] and setting

Pi > R =⇒ Collision (5.3.1.3)
Pi < R =⇒ No Collision. (5.3.1.4)

Since the MCC scheme allows for only one collision for particle to occur at each
time-step, it is possible to deduce that the error r, due to all the collisions neglected at
the same time-step, is given by

r ≈
∞

∑
n=2

Pn
i =

P2
i

1−Pi
. (5.3.1.5)

Since computing the collision probability for each time-step for each particle may be
computationally very expensive, the MCC standard method shown above is not applied
nowadays. Instead of it, the so called null-collision method is widely used.

5.3.2 The null collision method

Since calculating all the different Pn
i may have a high computational cost, it is useful to

define the following quantity (Skullerud, 1968; Verboncoeur, 2005)

νTmax = max(ni(~x))max

(
σT(E)

(
2E
mp

) 1
2
)
, (5.3.2.1)

where mp is the charged particle mass. νTmax returns a constant collision frequency
in both ~x and E and it is calculated at the beginning of the simulation and used in
the calculations in place of νc. That is like saying that another collision process, i.e.
null-collision, is introduced in a manner that

νc = νTmax +νnull. (5.3.2.2)

Now, since

Pnull ≡ PTmax = 1− exp(−νTmax) , (5.3.2.3)

the number of particles Ncoll which experience a collision is

Ncoll = NPnull, (5.3.2.4)

where N is the number of particles, so that Ncoll� N. Contrary to the standard method
shown in Eq. (5.3.1.3), the particles are subject to a collision of the type k if

∑
l
k=0 νc,k

νTmax
≤ R≤ ∑

l+1
k=1 νc,k

νTmax
, (5.3.2.5)

while are subject to null collisions when

∑
N
k=1 νc,k

νTmax
≤ R. (5.3.2.6)
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5.4 The preliminary scaling

In order to make the calculations less computationally expensive, it is usually possible
to rescale all the physical quantities involved before starting the PIC simulations in order
to produce dimensionless quantities. Such a goal can be achieved by a normalization
through the characteristic lengths of the system such as the cell size ∆x, the time
integration step ∆t and the weighting function Ws. These quantities have to be balanced
correctly in order to find an equilibrium between the accuracy and the computational
time. The fundamental quantities can be rescaled as (Gozadinos, 2001)

t̃ =
t

∆t
, x̃ =

x
∆x

, ũ =
u∆t
∆x

, ñs =
ns∆x
W

, q̃ =
q
|qe|

, ρ̃s = ∑
s

ns∆x
Ws

, m̃ =
m

mee
,

(5.4.0.1)

where s is the index referring to the sth type of species, while ñs and ρ̃ are the rescaled
particle density and the particle charge density respectively. In the following we will
adopt the non-rescaled quantities for clearness.

5.5 Stability and accuracy of the PIC/MCC model

The PIC model simulates a finite number of particles. In order to minimize the discrete
particle noise, the following condition has to be fulfilled

NSP

Nc
> 1, (5.5.0.1)

where NSP stands for the number of super-particles, while Nc stands for the number of
grid cells. Moreover, the number of superparticles NSP cannot be too large in order to
minimize the computational time.

The easiest way to speed up simulations lies in increasing both the time-step ∆t
and the grid spacing ∆x. However, in order to maintain stability and accuracy, both ∆t
and ∆x must obey certain constraints. Of course, the closer are both the time-steps and
the grid spacing to these limits, the higher is the performance. In order to explore the
stability and accuracy of the leap-frog scheme (section 5.2.4), let us consider the simple
harmonic oscillator (Birdsall and Langdon, 1991; Birdsall, 1991)

d2x
dt2 =−ω

2
0 (5.5.0.2)

with solution

x(t, t0) = A(t0)cosω0t +B(t0)sinω0t. (5.5.0.3)

By applying the leap-frog scheme, Eq. (5.5.0.2) becomes

xt+∆t −2xt + xt−∆t

∆t2 =−ω
2
0 xt . (5.5.0.4)
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Assuming a solution of the form

xt = Aexp(−iωt) , (5.5.0.5)

it is not hard to find

sin
(

ω∆t
2

)
≈±ω0∆t

2
. (5.5.0.6)

For ω0∆t� 1 we have

ω

ω0
= 1+O (ω0∆t)2 , (5.5.0.7)

showing a quadratic phase error. Tipically, the accuracy criterion is

ω0∆t ≤ 0.2 (5.5.0.8)

or, for a plasma discharge with plasma frequency ωpe (Birdsall and Langdon, 1991;
Birdsall, 1991)

ωpe∆t ≤ 0.2. (5.5.0.9)

The condition above ensures that the time scale is properly resolved. In the same manner,
in order to make the space scale properly resolved and to avoid numerical instabilities
(Birdsall and Langdon, 1991; Birdsall, 1991) , the following condition needs to be
fulfilled

∆x
λDe

< 0.5, (5.5.0.10)

where λDe is the electron Debye length shown in Eq. (2.1.0.4). The last condition which
must always be satisfied is (Georgieva, 2006)

vmax,s∆t
∆x

< 1, (5.5.0.11)

where vmax,s is the maximum particle velocity of a particle of species s and ∆ts is the
corresponding time-step. Such a condition ensures that most particles will not travel
more than one cell per time-step and will sample the electric fields properly. Such a
criterion has been extended to different species involving different time steps (Courant
et al., 1928; Kawamura et al., 2000). However, It is clear that if the accuracy conditions
shown in Eqs. (5.5.0.9) and (5.5.0.10) are satisfied, also Eq. (5.5.0.11) is satisfied.
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6 Plasma chemistry
The kinetics of capacitively coupled discharges has been studied using the PIC/MCC
method for over three decades starting with studies of glow discharges in helium
(Surendra and Graves, 1991b) followed by the study of the argon discharge (Vahedi
et al., 1993a). Afterwards, Vahedi and Surendra (1995) used the 1D xpdp1 code
to explore argon and oxygen discharges. Since then, a few PIC/MCC studies have
been reported on oxygen and Ar/O2 discharges using the xpdp1 series of codes, in
both symmetrical and asymmetrical geometry, performed over a range of pressures
and compared to experimental findings (Lee et al., 2006) and to analytical density
profiles (Lichtenberg et al., 1994). These investigations showed good agreement when
exploring the formation of the ion density distribution function in an Ar/O2 mixture in
an asymmetric capacitively coupled discharge, the influence of the secondary electron
emission on the density profiles and the electron energy distribution function (EEDF)
(Babaeva et al., 2005).

Capacitively coupled radio frequency discharges are of paramount importance for
plasma processing applications ranging from microchip and solar cell manufacturing to
the creation of biocompatible surfaces. Capacitive discharges of varying chemistries
are used in a wide range of applications and they are indispensable for deposition,
etching, and sputtering, which are all vital processes in microelectronics and solar cell
fabrication. Oxygen discharges have been applied in material processing applications
for over five decades. Among of the first applications of the capacitively coupled oxygen
discharges was ashing of photoresist (Irving, 1968; Tolliver, 1984; Hartney et al., 1989),
later came surface modification of polymer films (Chashmejahanbin et al., 2014; Vesel
and Mozetic, 2017) and oxidation or anodization of silicon (Kawai et al., 1994; Hess,
1999). The chlorine discharge is widely used for etching, including both semiconductors
and metals (Donnelly and Kornblit, 2013).

6.1 Collision theory

6.1.1 Classification of collisions

When a collision occurs both the momentum and the total energy of the system are fully
conserved, namely

EToT before coll. = E ′ToT after coll.. (6.1.1.1)
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Now, let us consider a two particle system. Since the total energy before and after the
collision of the system is the sum of the kinetic and the potential energy,

EToT before coll. = E1 before coll.+E2 before coll. (6.1.1.2)
E ′ToT after coll. = E ′1 after coll.+E ′2 after coll., (6.1.1.3)

where

E1 before coll. ≡ E1 Kin before coll.+E1 Pot before coll. (6.1.1.4)
E2 before coll. ≡ E2 Kin before coll.+E2 Pot before coll. (6.1.1.5)
E ′1 after coll. ≡ E ′1 Kin after coll.+E ′1 Pot after coll. (6.1.1.6)
E ′2 after coll. ≡ E ′2 Kin after coll.+E ′2 Pot after coll.. (6.1.1.7)

In this picture, we can distinguish three cases

E1 Kin before coll.+E2 Kin before coll. = E ′1 Kin after coll.+E ′2 Kin after coll. (6.1.1.8)
=⇒ Elastic Collision (6.1.1.9)
E1 Kin before coll.+E2 Kin before coll. > E ′1 Kin after coll.+E ′2 Kin after coll. (6.1.1.10)
=⇒ Inelastic Collision (6.1.1.11)
E1 Kin before coll.+E2 Kin before coll. < E ′1 Kin after coll.+E ′2 Kin after coll. (6.1.1.12)
=⇒ Superelastic Collision. (6.1.1.13)

In an elastic collision kinetic and potential energy are conserved separately. In an
inelastic collision usually an excitation or an ionization occurs. Finally, in a superelastic
collision, an atom is usually de-excited, decreasing its internal energy. It is worth noting
that, in this context, the potential energy includes the internal energy of the particle.
Now, defining v1 and v2 (~v′1 and ~v′2) as the velocities of the incoming and target particle
respectively before (after) the collision and setting

v2 = 0. (6.1.1.14)

We can write the momentum and energy conservation equations for both elastic and
inelastic collisions as follows (Meichsner et al., 2013)

~p1 = ~p′1 +
~p′2 (6.1.1.15)

(~p1)
2

2m1
= K

(~p′1)
2

2m1
+

(~p′2)
2

2m2
, (6.1.1.16)

where

Kmin < K < 1 inelastic collision (6.1.1.17)
K = 1 elastic collision (6.1.1.18)
K > 1 collision. (6.1.1.19)

Combining Eq. (6.1.1.15) with Eq. (6.1.1.16), one finds

E ′2 Kin = E1 Kin

(
m1m2

(m1 +m2)2

)[
1+

√
1+(k−1)

(
1+

m1

m2

)]2

, (6.1.1.20)
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where

E ′2 Kin ≡
~p′2

2m2
(6.1.1.21)

E1 Kin ≡
~p′1

2m1
(6.1.1.22)

Kmin =
m1

m1 +m2
. (6.1.1.23)

Moreover, for specific values of K, we get

for K = Kmin =⇒ E ′2 Kin = E1 Kin

[
m1m2

(m1 +m2)2

]
(6.1.1.24)

for K = 1 =⇒ E ′2 Kin = E1 Kin

[
4m1m2

(m1 +m2)2

]
. (6.1.1.25)

The results above hold for collinear momenta. If we consider non collinear momenta, the
energy gain of the target particle after the collision can be calculated writing explicitly
the angular dependency in the momentum conservation equation (Eq. (6.1.1.15))

m1v1 = m1v′1 cosθ1 +m2v′2 cosθ2 (6.1.1.26)
0 = m1v′1 sinθ1−m2v′2 sinθ2 (6.1.1.27)

m1v2
1

2
=

m1v′1
2

2
+

m2v′2
2

2
. (6.1.1.28)

Solving the equation system above it is not difficult to find

m2v′2
2

2
=

m1v2
1

2
− m1v′1

2

2
=

m1v2
1

2

[
4m1m2 cos2 θ2

(m1 +m2)2

]
. (6.1.1.29)

If m1 = m2 the previous expression becomes

mv′2
2

2

=
mv2

1 cos2 θ2

2
. (6.1.1.30)

6.1.2 Collision frequency

From the literature it is very well know that the number of incident particles per unit
volume that undergo an interaction with target particles within a differential distance dx
is

dn =−σnngdx, (6.1.2.1)

where ng and n are the target and the incident particle density, respectively, and σ is
the cross section of the collision process. Moreover, setting the beam velocity as a time
constant and defining the beam flux as Γ = nv, we can rewrite Eq. (6.1.2.1) as follows

dΓ =−σΓngdx (6.1.2.2)
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so that the fraction of incident particles that collide within the distance dx is

dΓ

Γ
=

dn
n

=−ngσdx. (6.1.2.3)

Solving the equation above, one finds

Γ(x) = Γ0

(
1− exp

(
− x

λ

))
, (6.1.2.4)

where λ is the mean free path defined in Eq. (2.5.0.1). From Eq. (2.5.0.2) we are able
to define the mean free time between interactions as

τ =
λ

v
(6.1.2.5)

so that the collision frequency νc reads

νc = τ
−1 = ngσv (6.1.2.6)

or, defining the rate coefficient as k ≡ 〈σv〉

νc = τ
−1 = ngk. (6.1.2.7)

6.1.3 Differential cross section

Let us consider a particle incident at a distance b off-center from the target particle that
is scattered through an angle θ . The quantity b is the impact parameter and θ is the
scattering angle. Due to flux conservation (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005)

2πbdbΓ =−2π sinθdθΓI(v,θ). (6.1.3.1)

Solving for I(v,θ), one finds

I(v,θ) =
b

sinθ

∣∣∣∣
db
dθ

∣∣∣∣ , (6.1.3.2)

where the quantity
∣∣ db

dθ

∣∣ can be calculated through the scattering force. By using Eq.
(6.1.3.2), it is possible to define two fundamental quantities

σToT = 2π

∫
π

0
I(v,θ)sinθdθ (6.1.3.3)

σm = 2π

∫
π

0
(1− cosθ)I(v,θ)sinθdθ , (6.1.3.4)

where σToT and σm are the total scattering cross section and the momentum transfer
cross section, respectively.
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v′1

v′2

m1, v1

m2, v2 = 0

θ1

θ2

b

Figure 6.1. The collision between two particles of mass m1 and m2 of initial and final
velocity equal to v1, v2 = 0 and v′1, v′2, respectively, in the laboratory frame

v′1

mR, vR

Fixed Center

Θ

b

b

Figure 6.2. The collision between two particles of mass m1 and m2 of initial and final
velocity equal to v1, v2 = 0 and v′1, v′2, respectively, in the center-of-mass frame

6.1.4 Center of mass (CM) and laboratory frame

In the following, we will list some important relations involving the center-of-mass
frame and the laboratory frame (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005). First of all the
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relations involving both the CM coordinates and the particle velocities are

~R =
m1~r1 +m2~r2

m1 +m2
where ~r =~r1−~r2 (6.1.4.1)

~V =
m1~v1 +m2~v2

m1 +m2
where ~vR =~v1−~v2. (6.1.4.2)

Regarding the forces we have

m1
d~v1

dt
= ~F12(r) (6.1.4.3)

m2
d~v2

dt
= ~F21(r) (6.1.4.4)

mR
d~vR

dt
= ~F12(r). (6.1.4.5)

For the angles, we have

tanθ1 =
sinΘ(

m1
m2

)(
vR
v′R

)
+ cosΘ

(6.1.4.6)

tanθ2 =
sinΘ(

vR
v′R

)
− cosΘ

(6.1.4.7)

θ2 =
(π−Θ)

2
for elastic collisions, (6.1.4.8)

where Θ is the scattering angle in the center-of-mass rest frame as shown in Figure 6.2.
Moreover, for the differential cross section, the following relation holds

dσ = 2πI(vR,Θ)sinΘdΘ = 2πI(vR,θ1)sinθ1dθ1. (6.1.4.9)

Finally, the relation shown in Eq. (6.1.1.29), by using Eq. (6.1.4.8), can be rewritten in
the following way

m2v′2
2

2
=

m1v2
1

2
− m1v′1

2

2
=

m1v2
1

2

[
2m1m2 (1− cosΘ)

(m1 +m2)2

]
. (6.1.4.10)

For m1 = m2 the equation above reads

mv′2
2

2
=

mv2
1

2
(1− cosΘ) . (6.1.4.11)

6.1.5 Small angle scattering

Let us consider a small angle (Θ� 1) scattering (Figure 6.3). In this case, it is possible
to show that (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005)

r2 = b2 + v2
Rt2 (6.1.5.1)

∆p⊥ =
∫ +∞

−∞

b
r

∣∣∣∣
dU
dr

∣∣∣∣dt, (6.1.5.2)
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r(t)

∆p⊥

p‖ = mRvR

Fixed center

b

Figure 6.3. The small angle differential cross section scattering in the center-of-mass
frame.

where p⊥ is the momentum impulse perpendicular to the trajectory (straight line).
Assuming a central force

U(r) =
C
ri , (6.1.5.3)

where C is an arbitrary constant, differentiating Eq. (6.1.5.1) and plugging the expres-
sion for dt into Eq. (6.1.5.2), one finds, after dividing the whole expression by the
parallel momentum p‖ = mRvR

Θ =
∆p⊥
p‖

=
2b

mRv2
R

∫
∞

b

∣∣∣∣
dU
dr

∣∣∣∣
dr√

r2−b2
, (6.1.5.4)

where vR is given by Eq. (6.1.4.2), mR is the reduced mass

mR =
m1m2

m1 +m2
(6.1.5.5)

and b is the impact parameter shown in Figure 6.3. The calculation of the integral above
returns

Θ =
A

WRbi where WR =
mRv2

R
2

and A =
C
√

πΓ

[
(i+1)

2

]

2Γ

[
(i+2)

2

] . (6.1.5.6)

Differentiating the expression above with respect to Θ and replacing the expressions for
both b and db into Eq. (6.1.3.2), one finds for Θ� 1

I(vR,Θ) =
1
i

(
A

2WR

) 2
i 1

Θ
2+ 2

i
. (6.1.5.7)
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It can be shown that for

Coulomb collision =⇒U(r)∼ 1
r
=⇒ σ ∼ 1

v4
R

(6.1.5.8)

Permanent dipole collision =⇒U(r)∼ 1
r2 =⇒ σ ∼ 1

v2
R

(6.1.5.9)

Induced dipole =⇒U(r)∼ 1
r4 =⇒ σ ∼ 1

vR
. (6.1.5.10)

Therefore, for a Coulomb collision (i = 1), the differential cross section for small angles
is given by

I(vR,Θ) =

(
b0

Θ2

)2

where b0 =
q1q2

4πε0WR
. (6.1.5.11)

Finally, for Θ� 1 Eq. (6.1.4.11) becomes

mv′2
2

2
=

mv2
1

2
Θ2

4
. (6.1.5.12)

6.1.6 Hard sphere collision

Let us consider the hard sphere collision case. Since b = a12 sin χ , we have

bdb =
a2

12
2

sin2χdχ =−a2
12
4

sinθdθ , (6.1.6.1)

where a12 is the segment joining the center of the hard sphere with the collision point,
while χ is the angle given by the encounter between a12 and the horizontal axis passing
through the hard sphere center. Moreover, θ and χ are related through the relation
θ = π−2χ (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005). By using Eq. (6.1.3.2), one finds

I(v,θ) =
a2

12
4

(6.1.6.2)

so that, plugging Eq. (6.1.6.2) into Eq. (6.1.3.3) and Eq. (6.1.3.4), we get

σToT = σm = πa2
12 (6.1.6.3)

6.2 Collision types

6.2.1 Coulomb collision

The interaction between two charged particles may be described by the classical
Coulomb scattering. Starting from both the energy and angular momentum conservation
equations (Meichsner et al., 2013)

E =
mv2

0
2

=
m
2

[(
dr
dt

)2

+ r2
(

dφ

dt

)2
]
+ECoul(r) (6.2.1.1)

mv0b = mr2 dφ

dt
, (6.2.1.2)
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where

ECoul(r)≡
q1q2

4πε0r
. (6.2.1.3)

Plugging the expression for dφ

dt derived from Eq. (6.2.1.2) into Eq. (6.2.1.1), one finds
the following relation

dφ

dt
dr
dt

=
dφ

dr
=

v0b
r2√

v2
0−

v2
0b2

r2 − 2ECoul(r)
mv2

0

. (6.2.1.4)

Replacing the mass and the velocity in the laboratory system by the reduced mass and
the relative velocity in the center of mass of the system and integrating, we get

∫
φ0

0
dφ =

∫
∞

r0

bdr

r2

√(
1− b2

r2 −2 ECoul
mRv2

r

) . (6.2.1.5)

By integrating Eq. (6.2.1.5) and since θ = π−2φ0 (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005),
it is possible to write

bCoul =
q1q2

4πε0mRv2
r

cot
θ

2
(6.2.1.6)

and, by using Eq. (6.1.3.2)

I(v,θ) =
(

q1q2

8πε0mRv2
r

)2 1
sin4 θ

2

∼ 1
v4

r
. (6.2.1.7)

Finally, by using Eq. (6.1.3.3), the total Coulomb cross section reads

σ
Coul
total = 2π

∫
θmax

θmin

I(v,θ)sinθdθ =
(q1q2)

2

4πε2
0

log
(

λD
lL

)

m2
Rv4

r
. (6.2.1.8)

6.2.2 Polarization collision

At low relative translational energy the elementary collision process between a charged
particle and a neutral particle is determined by short-range polarization scattering, while
at higher energies for beams the collision time is shorter and no polarization occurs,
giving a Coulomb-like scattering with maximum impact parameter in the order of
the atomic radius (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005; Meichsner et al., 2013). If a
permanent dipole moment is neglected, an induced dipole moment ~pind of a neutral
particle embedded in an electric field is defined as follows

~pind = αp ·~E, (6.2.2.1)

where αp is the atomic or molecular polarizability. Since the polarization force is

~Fpol = (~pind ·~∇)~E, (6.2.2.2)
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one finds

~Fpol = (αp ·~E~∇)~E. (6.2.2.3)

In this way, the polarization potential U(~r) reads (Meichsner et al., 2013)

U(~r) =−
∫

~Fpol (~r) ·d~r =−
αpe2

2(4πε0)2r4 , (6.2.2.4)

where we have used the electric field for a point charge along with the definition for the
polarization force.

The conservation of the mechanical energy and the angular momentum gives

E =
mv2

0
2

=
m
2

[(
dr
dt

)2

+ r2
(

dφ

dt

)2
]
−U(r) (6.2.2.5)

mv0b = mr2 dφ

dt
. (6.2.2.6)

Solving (6.2.2.6) with respect to dφ

dt and plugging the result into (6.2.2.5), one finds,
after having set

( dr
dt

)∣∣
r=r0

= 0,

(r2
0)

2−b2r2
0 +

αe2

mv2
0(4πε0)2 = 0 (6.2.2.7)

and, consequently, the condition

b4

4
− αe2

mv2
0(4πε0)2 = 0 (6.2.2.8)

which, solved for bmin = bl, allows us to write the Langevin capture cross section σL as
follows

σL = πb2
L =

(
αe2

ε2
0 mRv2

r

) 1
2

∼ 1
vr
, (6.2.2.9)

where vr = |~v1−~v2| and mR = m1m2
(m1+m2)

.

6.2.3 Neutral-neutral collision

When a collision between two neutral particles occurs, there is not any potential that
has to be taken into account. This means that the target angular momentum equation
can be written as follows (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005; Meichsner et al., 2013)

vthb = vφ beff. (6.2.3.1)

If a threshold energy is required to make the reaction occur, the conservation energy
equation reads

E =
mv2

th
2

=
mv2

φ

2
+Ethreshold. (6.2.3.2)
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Plugging Eq. (6.2.3.1) into (6.2.3.2), we find

E = E

(
σ

σeff

)
+Ethreshold, (6.2.3.3)

where σ = πb2 and σeff = πb2
eff. For E > Ethreshold we get

σ = σeff

(
1− Ethreshold

E

)
(6.2.3.4)

6.2.4 Excitation and de-excitation

In the classical framework, the electron describes a circular orbit around the nucleus.
The orbit radius a is usually given by the balance between the inward electrostatic force
and the outward centrifugal force, so that (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005)

e2

4πε0a2 =
mv2

a
. (6.2.4.1)

Taking into account the quantum mechanical description which dictates the angular
momentum to be an integral multiple of h̄

mva = nh̄, (6.2.4.2)

one finds the quantized radii formula and the analogous expression for the velocity

an = n2a0 with a0 =
4πε0h̄2

me2 (6.2.4.3)

vn =
vat

n
with vat =

e2

4πε0h̄
, (6.2.4.4)

where a0 is the Bohr radius and vat is the electron velocity in the first Bohr orbit. Eqs.
(6.2.4.3) and (6.2.4.4) allow us to define the characteristic atomic time-scale as follows

tat =
a0

vat
≈ 2.42×10−17s. (6.2.4.5)

Moreover, defining Wn ≡ eEn, where Wn is given by

Wn =
mv2

n

2
− e2

4πε0an
, (6.2.4.6)

we obtain

En =−
Eat

n2 with Eat =
m
2e

(
e2

4πε0h̄

)2

= 13.61 V, (6.2.4.7)

where Eat is the ionization potential of the hydrogen atom in its lower energy state.
Generally speaking, an atom in the ground state can be excited by collisions or radiation
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to higher energy levels. Such an excitation, as well as the successive de-excitation,
mainly involves the valence electrons

e+A→ e+A∗→ e+A+ γ. (6.2.4.8)

It can be useful to estimate the time-scale for electron-dipole radiation. Since

Prad =
ω4 p2

d0
12πε0c3 with pd(t) = pd0 cosωt, (6.2.4.9)

we find

trad =
12πε0h̄3

ω3 p2
d0

(6.2.4.10)

so that trad ≈ 1.5×10−9s for pd0 = ea0 and ω = eEat
h̄ . However, these is not the only

characteristic time that can be built. In fact, the characteristic time between collisions is

τcc,e ∼
(
ngπa2

0v̄
)−1

(6.2.4.11)

so that τcc,e ∼ 10−7s for Te ∼ 3 V and ng ∼ 1014 cm−3. So, we can state that

tat� trad� tcc,e. (6.2.4.12)

6.2.5 Heavy particle collisions

Usually, the heavy particle velocities are much smaller than the orbital electron ve-
locity in an atom/molecule. The collision time tc between two heavy particles can be
approximated as

tc ≈
2a0

vi
∼
{

for slow moving particles =⇒ 10−13 s
for fast moving particles =⇒ 10−14 s

. (6.2.5.1)

From Eq. (6.2.4.5), Eq. (6.2.4.10) and Eq. (6.2.5.1) we can state

tat� tc ∼ τvib� τrad� τc. (6.2.5.2)

6.2.6 Electron ionzation cross section

In the following we will determine the condition for an incident electron to ionize a
valence electron. From Eq. (6.1.5.11), setting q1 = q2 = −e and m1 = m2 = m, one
finds

I(v,Θ) =

(
e2

4πε0

)2 1
W 2

R

1
Θ4 where WR =

mRv2

2
and mR =

m
2

(6.2.6.1)

in the CM frame. Moving to the Laboratory frame by using Eq. (6.1.4.9), after setting

mR =
m
2

, θ =
Θ

2
, W =

mv2

2
, (6.2.6.2)
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one finds the following relation

I(v,θ) =
[

e2

4πε0

]2 1
Θ4W 2 . (6.2.6.3)

Labelling WL ≡ mv′2
2

2 and W ≡ mv1
2

2 , Eq. (6.1.5.12) reads as follows

WL =
Θ2

4
W = θ

2W. (6.2.6.4)

It is possible to remove the θ dependency in Eq. (6.2.6.3) replacing W by WL by using
Eq. (6.2.6.4), getting

I(v,θ) =
[

e2

4πε0

]2 1
W 2

L
. (6.2.6.5)

So, the total differential cross section is

dσ = π

(
e2

4πε0

)2 1
W

dWL

W 2
L
. (6.2.6.6)

Integrating the previous expression between Uiz and W and employing the voltage units
W = eE and Uiz = eEiz we finally get

σiz = π

(
e2

4πε0

)2 1
E

(
1
Eiz
− 1

E

)
for E > Eiz (6.2.6.7)

σiz = 0 for E < Eiz, (6.2.6.8)

where σiz is the Thomson cross section (Thomson, 1912). Moreover,

σiz,max = σiz
∣∣
E=Eiz

=
π

4

(
e

4πε0

)2 1
E 2

iz
(6.2.6.9)

σiz ∼
1
E

for E � Eiz. (6.2.6.10)

6.2.7 Ion-Atom Charge Transfer

The ion-atom charge transfer reaction (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005)

A+(fast)+A(slow)→ A(fast)+A+(slow) (6.2.7.1)

may happen in two different ways. Labelling as Wrel the energy of the level from which
the electron is released and Wcapt the energy of the level into which the electron is
captured and defining the quantity ∆W ≡Wrel−Wcapt, which is commonly known in
the literature as energy defect, the process shown in Eq. (6.2.7.1) is said to be resonant
when ∆W = 0. Usually, the resonant ion-atom charge transfer is important in weakly
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ionized plasmas, since the cross section for such a process is large at low collision
energies. Now, let us consider the following reaction

A++B (at rest)→ A+B+ (at rest), (6.2.7.2)

where an electron in the level n of B is captured from A. Now, since the potential energy
of the electron in the n-th level of B is

W =−UizB

n2 −
e2

4πε0a12
, (6.2.7.3)

where a12 is the center-to-center separation of A+ and B and since the potential energy
of an electron in the Coulomb fields of A+ and B+ ions is

U(z) =− e2

4πε0z
− e2

4πε0|a12− z| . (6.2.7.4)

The condition for release from B can be found from the following equality

W =Umax =U
∣∣
z= a12

2
=− e2

πε0a12
(6.2.7.5)

which returns

a12 =
3e2n2

4πε0UizB
. (6.2.7.6)

Finally, the process is possible if the following condition is fulfilled

mA+v2
A+

2
≥ ∆WAB ≈

UizB

n2 −
UizA

n2 (6.2.7.7)

so that, the cross section can be estimated as follows

for
mA+v2

A+

2
< ∆WAB =⇒ σcx = 0 (6.2.7.8)

for
mA+v2

A+

2
≥ ∆WAB =⇒ σcx = πa2

12 (6.2.7.9)

for
mA+v2

A+

2
≥ ∆WAB and A = B =⇒ σcx =

9π

16

(
e2

πε0Uiz

)2

. (6.2.7.10)

Since vA+� vat and, consequently

tcx ∼
a12

vA+
� tat, (6.2.7.11)

the ion-atom charge transfer reaction has a high probability to occur in a weakly ionized
discharge. However, this is not the full story. Due to the tunnel effect, the ion-atom
charge transfer reaction may occur for lower energy values. By solving the Schrödinger
equation

− h̄2

2m
∂ 2ψ

∂x2 = ih̄
∂ψ

∂ t
with ψ(t,x) = ψ(x)exp(iωt) , (6.2.7.12)
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where ω = 2π

τ
and τ = h

eEiz
(τ is the valence electron oscillation period in the B Coulomb

field), one finds

P =

∣∣∣∣
ψ(b0)

ψ(0)

∣∣∣∣
2

= exp(−2αb0) with α =

(
2emEiz

h̄2

) 1
2
. (6.2.7.13)

Equating the tunnelling time to the collision time as follows

ttun ≡ τP =
b0

vA+
≡ tcoll, (6.2.7.14)

where ttun and tcoll are the tunnelling and the collision time, respectively, we obtain

σcx ≈ πb2
0 with b0 =

1
2α

log
(

τ

tcoll

)
. (6.2.7.15)

More detailed calculations and experiments show that σcx reads (Rapp and Francis,
1962; Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005)

σcx ≈
1
Eiz

(
C1−C2 logvA+

)
, (6.2.7.16)

where vA+ is in the range from 105 to 108 cm/s, C1 ≈ 1.58×10−7 and C2 ≈ 7.24×10−8.
A further estimate returns (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005)

σcx ≈
σL

2
(6.2.7.17)

for low collision energies.

6.3 PIC/MCC model for oxygen discharges

Several 1D PIC/MCC codes have been developed to explore the oxygen discharge in
the course of time. The Monte Carlo collision (MCC) model for the oxygen discharge
was described Vahedi and Surendra (1995) and applied to explore the density profiles of
charged particles in an oxygen discharge and to compare the simulation outcomes to
theoretical predictions (Lichtenberg et al., 1994). Afterwards, 1D PIC/MCC simulations
have been applied to both symmetrical/asymmetrical Ar/O2 discharges over a range
of pressure by using the xpdx1 series (Lee et al., 2006), showing a good agreement
with the experiments. On the same route, Babaeva et al. (2005) explored the formation
of the IEDF in an Ar/O2 mixture in an asymmetric capacitively coupled discharge by
using a 1D cylindrical model (xpdc1). Roberto et al. (2006) used the xpdpl code
to investigate the influence of the secondary electron emission on the density profiles
and the EEDF. Afterwards, other 1D PIC/MCC codes have been developed to study
the oxygen discharge properties. A 1D PIC/MCC code developed in Greifswald that
includes the metastable oxygen molecule O2(a1∆g) as a fraction of the ground state
molecule, was applied to determine the ion energy distribution function (IEDF) in
capacitive oxygen discharges (Bronold et al., 2007; Matyash et al., 2007). Furthermore,
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by comparison with experiments, they determined that one sixth of the oxygen molecules
are in the metastable singlet delta state. An hybrid PIC/MCC model has been applied
to explore the electron power absorption and the influence of pressure on the particle
densities in a low pressure capacitively coupled oxygen discharge (Bera et al., 2011a,b).
Afterwards, a 1D PIC/MCC code developed in Dalian (Schüngel et al., 2011; Zhang
et al., 2011b) was applied to explore the electrical asymmetry effect in a capacitively
coupled oxygen discharge. Similar to Bronold et al. (2007) they assume the density for
the singlet metastable molecule O2(a1∆g) to be constant. More recently, a 1D PIC/MCC
code that was developed in Budapest has been used to explore the power absorption
mechanism in a capacitively coupled oxygen discharge driven by tailored waveforms
(composed of N harmonics in addition to a fundamental frequency f1) (Derzsi et al.,
2016, 2017). In all of these works none of the metastable molecules nor atoms were
treated kinetically as opposed to the positive ion O+

2 and the negative ion O−, while the
positive ion O+ is neglected.

The one-dimensional-object-oriented plasma device one (oopd1) code allows us
to simulate particles of different weights so that both charged and neutral particles
can be tracked in the simulation. The basic reaction set for the oxygen discharge in
oopd1 was benchmarked to the xpdpl code (Gudmundsson et al., 2013). There
are several important differences between the oopd1 and the xpdpl code. Firstly,
in the oopd1 code a relativistic treatment of electrons is implemented, while in the
xpdpl code the treatment of electrons is non-relativistic. Secondly, in the oopd1
code the particles can have different weights, where the particle weight is the number
of real particles each superparticle represents, i.e. the ratio of the number of physical
particles to computational particles, while in the xpdpl code all the particles share
the same particle weight. Since it is not possible to track all the neutrals due to the
computational cost, only neutral species above a certain threshold are tracked kinetically,
while neutral species below the threshold are assumed to be uniformly distributed in
space as well as to have a Maxwellian velocity distribution at the gas temperature
(Tn = 26 mV. Moreover, a sub-cycling of factor 16 for heavy particle has been chosen,
as well as a parabolic initial density profile (Kawamura et al., 2000). The collisions
of particles having different weights were implemented in oopd1 by Nguyen (2006)
following the method suggested by Miller and Combi (1994). Another difference
is that oopd1 and xpdpl use different algorithms for the scattering of the incident
and ejected electrons. In particular xpdpl (oopd1) uses a non-relativistic (Vahedi
and Surendra, 1995) (relativistic (Lim, 2007)) algorithm for electron scattering and
electron-impact excitation and ionization. Additionally, oopd1 (xpdpl) does (does
not) transform electron collisions into the rest frame of the neutral.

In recent years the oxygen reaction set in the one-dimensional object-oriented
plasma device one (oopd1) code has been improved significantly (Gudmundsson et al.,
2013; Gudmundsson and Lieberman, 2015; Hannesdottir and Gudmundsson, 2016).
Recently, the oopd1 code has been applied to explore the electron power absorption in
the capacitively coupled oxygen discharge while varying the various external parameters
and operating conditions such as discharge pressure (Gudmundsson and Ventéjou, 2015;
Hannesdottir and Gudmundsson, 2016; Gudmundsson and Hannesdottir, 2017), driving
voltage amplitude (Gudmundsson and Snorrason, 2017), driving frequency (Gudmunds-
son et al., 2018), the secondary electron emission (Hannesdottir and Gudmundsson,
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2016; Proto and Gudmundsson, 2018a), the surface quenching of the metastable states
(Proto and Gudmundsson, 2018b) and the electrode gap distance (Gudmundsson and
Proto, 2019).

The oxygen reaction set currently included in the oopd1 code is rather extensive
and nine different species are considered: electrons, the ground state neutrals O(3P)
and O2(X3Σ−g ), the negative ions O−, the positive ions O+ and O+

2 , and the metastables
O(1D), O2(a1∆g) and O2(b1Σ+

g ). The standard reaction set included O2(X3Σ−g ), O+
2 and

O− and it has been discussed in Gudmundsson et al. (2013), along with the adjoint of
oxygen atoms in the ground state O(3P) and ions of the oxygen atom O+ to the oopd1
code. Finally, the singlet metastable molecule O2(a1∆g) and the metastable oxygen
atom O(1D) were added (Gudmundsson and Lieberman, 2015), as well as the singlet
metastable molecule O2(b1Σ+

g ) (Hannesdottir and Gudmundsson, 2016).

6.4 The standard oxygen reaction set

The standard oxygen reaction set used in the oopd1 code has been discussed by
Gudmundsson et al. (2013). In the following we will briefly review the standard oxygen
reaction set, reaction by reaction, which is shown in Table 6.1.

6.4.1 Electron impact O2 elastic scattering

The cross section for the electron scattering reaction

e+O2→ e+O2 (6.4.1.1)

was taken from Itikawa (2009).

6.4.2 Electron impact O2 rotational and vibrational excitation

The rotational and vibrational excitations are included to serve as an additional energy
loss mechanism for electrons. Rotational excitation has been found to be relatively
unimportant while vibrational excitations are found to considerably influence the shape
of the EEDF (Vahedi and Surendra, 1995). These reactions have been included into the
reaction set

e+O2(r = 0)→ e+O2(r > 0) (6.4.2.1)
e+O2(v = 0)→ e+O2(v > 0) (6.4.2.2)

(6.4.2.3)

and their cross sections were taken from the Phelps (1985) collection.
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Table 6.1. The chemical reaction, the process label and the related references for the
standard oxygen reaction set as discussed in Gudmundsson et al. (2013).

Nr Reaction Process Ref.
Electron impact O2(X3Σ−g ) (Gudmundsson et al., 2013)

1 e+ O2 → e+ O2 Elastic scattering Itikawa (2009)
2 e+ O2 (r = 0)→ e+ O2 (r > 0) Rotational excitation Phelps (1985)
3 e+ O2 (v = 0)→ e+ O2 (v > 0) Vibrational Excitation Phelps (1985)
4 e+ O2 → e+ O2(a1∆g) Metastable excitation (0.98 eV) Phelps (1985)
5 e+ O2 → e+ O2(b1Σ+

g ) Metastable excitation (1.63 eV) Phelps (1985)
6 e+ O2 → e+ O2(A3Σ+

u , A
′3∆u, c1Σ−u ) Metastable excitation (4.05 eV) Itikawa (2009); Shyn and Sweeney (2000); Green et al. (2001)

7 e+ O2 → O(3P) + O(3P) + e Dissociation (6.12V eV) Phelps (1985)
8 e+ O2 → O(3P) + O(1D) + e Dissociation (8.4 eV) Phelps (1985)
9 e+ O2 → O(1D) + O(1D) + e Dissociation (9.97 eV) Phelps (1985)

10 e+ O2 → O+
2 + 2e Electron-impact ionization (12.06 eV) Krishnakumar and Srivastava (1992)

11 e+ O2 → e + O + O(3p3 P) Dissociative excitation (14.7 eV) Phelps (1985)
12 e+ O2 → O + O− Dissociative attachment Rapp and Briglia (1965)
13 e+ O2 → O+ + O− + e Polar dissociation Rapp and Briglia (1965)
14 e+ O2 → O+ + O + 2e Dissociative ionization Krishnakumar and Srivastava (1992)

Electron impact O Gudmundsson et al. (2013)
15 e+ O→ e + O Elastic scattering Thomas and Nesbet (1975); Itikawa and Ichimura (1990)
16 e+ O(3P)→ e + O(1D) Excitation to 1D (1.96 eV) Laher and Gilmore (1990)
17 e+ O(3P)→ e + O(1S) Excitation to 1S (4.18 eV) Laher and Gilmore (1990)
18 e+ O(3P)→ e + O(3P0) Excitation to 3P0 (15.65 eV) Laher and Gilmore (1990)
19 e+ O(3P)→ e + O(5S0) Excitation to 5S0 (9.14 eV) Laher and Gilmore (1990)
20 e+ O(3P)→ e + O(3S0) Excitation to 3S0 (9.51 eV) Laher and Gilmore (1990)
21 e+ O→ O+ + 2e Ionization (13.62 eV) Kim and Desclaux (2002)

Detachment Gudmundsson et al. (2013)
22 e + O−→ O + 2e Electron-impact detachment Vejby-Christensen et al. (1996)
23 O− + O2 → O + O2 + e Detachment by oxygen molecule Comer and Schulz (1974)
24 O− + O→ O2 + e Detachment by oxygen atom Belostotsky et al. (2005)

Recombination (Gudmundsson et al., 2013)
25 O− + O→ O(3P) + O(1D) Dissociative recombination Mul and McGowan (1979); Peverall et al. (2001)
26 O− + O+

2 → O + O2 Mutual neutralization Padgett and Peart (1998); Olson (1972)
27 O− + O+→ O + O Mutual neutralization Hayton and Peart (1993); Olson (1972)

Charge exchange Gudmundsson et al. (2013)
28 O+

2 + O2 → O2 + O+
2 Charge exchange Ellis et al. (1976); Baer et al. (1978); Wilcox and Moran (1981)

29 O+ + O2 → O + O+
2 Charge exchange Lindsay and Stebbings (2005)

30 O+ + O→ O + O+ Charge exchange Stebbings et al. (1964)
31 O+

2 + O→ O2 + O+ Charge exchange (1.56 eV) Stebbings et al. (1963); Stebbings (1966)
32 O+

2 + O2 → O + O2 + O+ Fragmentation by energetic O+
2 Gudmundsson et al. (2013)
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6.4.3 Electron impact O2 metastable excitation

The cross section for the reactions

e+O2→ e+O2(a1
∆g) (6.4.3.1)

e+O2→ e+O2(b1
Σ
+
g ) (6.4.3.2)

have been taken from the Phelps collection (Lawton and Phelps, 1978; Phelps, 1985).
The cross section for the reaction

e+O2→ e+O2(A3
Σ
+
u ,A

′3
∆u,c1

Σ
−
u ) (6.4.3.3)

is taken from Shyn and Sweeney (2000).

6.4.4 Electron impact O2 dissociation

The dissociation of the oxygen molecule is treated as an excitation of the oxygen
molecule, which subsequently breaks into fragments. The dissociation products share
an amount of energy equal to Ethres−Ediss, where Ethres is the threshold energy and Ediss
is the binding energy of the original composite molecule (Lieberman and Lichtenberg,
2005). The process of electron impact excitation of a molecule is similar to the disso-
ciation of the oxygen atom, the differential cross section shown in Eq. (6.2.6.6) can
be employed, imposing that an electron with energy W transfers an energy WL which
obeys the following condition

U1 <W <U2, (6.4.4.1)

where U1 is the energy of the starting level and U2 is the energy of the next higher final
level. In this way, using the voltage units, one finds

for E < E1 =⇒ σdiss = σ0
E −E1

E1
(6.4.4.2)

for E1 < E < E2 =⇒ σdiss = σ0
E2−E1

E
, (6.4.4.3)

where

σ0 = π

(
e

4πε0E1

)2

. (6.4.4.4)

The electron transition is assumed to be rapid on a nuclear time-scale. The excitation to
the 6.12 eV level leads to dissociation into O(3P) + O(3P) ,

e+O2→ O(3P)+O(3P)+ e (6.4.4.5)

with a released energy for the pair O(3P) + O(3P) equal to 1.03 eV. On the other hand,
the excitation to the 8.4 eV level leads to dissociation into O(3P) + O(1D),

e+O2→ O(3P)+O(1D)+ e (6.4.4.6)
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with a released energy for the pair O(3P) + O(1D) equal to 1.27 eV. Finally, the excitation
to the 9.97 eV level leads to dissociation into O(1D) + O(1D),

e+O2→ O(1D)+O(1D)+ e (6.4.4.7)

with a released energy for the pair O(3P) + O(1D) equal to 0.88 eV.

6.4.5 Electron impact O2 ionization

The cross section for the electron impact ionization of the oxygen molecule in ground
state

e+O2→ O+
2 +2e (6.4.5.1)

was measured by Krishnakumar and Srivastava (1992) and the ionization potential is
equal to 12.06 V.

6.4.6 Dissociative electron attachment

The dissociative electron attachment reaction is important in discharges where the
atoms have positive affinities because the threshold energy for production of negative
ion fragments is lower than for pure dissociation processes. The dissociative electron
attachment reaction usually produces a repulsive unbound intermediate state, which
subsequently autodetaches or dissociates (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005). The cross
section is usually calculated balancing these two processes and it is generally smaller
than the hard-sphere cross section of the molecule. Moreover, since the electron is
captured, the process is resonant and becomes important only between a narrow energy
interval (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005). In the reaction

e+O2→ O+O− (6.4.6.1)

the electron transition is assumed to be rapid on a nuclear time-scale, and the energy
of the ejected fragments can be calculated applying the Frank-Condon principle. The
cross section is taken from Rapp and Briglia (1965). The threshold energy is equal
to 4.2 eV and the incident electron loses its energy which is absorbed by the oxygen
molecule to form O−2 , which subsequently dissociates to form the fragments O and O−.
The potential energy for the O + O− pair is 3.63 eV above the ground state potential
for O2. The remaining incident electron energy is divided between the fragments.

6.4.7 Polar O2 dissociation

The polar dissociation process

e+O2→ O++O−+ e (6.4.7.1)

proceeds by excitation of a polar state O+ and O− of O2. The cross section for the
reaction above is taken from the measurements of Rapp and Briglia (1965).
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6.4.8 Dissociative O2 ionization

The dissociative ionization reactions usually require a threshold energy Ediz to occur.
These cross sections have a similar form of the Thompson ionization cross section for
atoms (Eq. (6.2.6.9)) (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005). The cross section for the
reaction

e+O2→ O++O+2e (6.4.8.1)

is taken from the measurement made by Krishnakumar and Srivastava (1992), while the
ionization potential for dissociative ionization is equal to 18.73 V (Locht and Schopman,
1974).

6.4.9 Electron impact O elastic scattering

The cross section for electron elastic scattering from the oxygen atom

e+O→ e+O (6.4.9.1)

is taken from Thomas and Nesbet (1975) for E < 2 eV and from Itikawa and Ichimura
(1990) for E > 2 eV.

6.4.10 Electron impact O excitation

The cross section for the electron impact excitation reactions

e+O(3P)→ O(1D)+ e (6.4.10.1)

e+O(3P)→ O(1S)+ e (6.4.10.2)

e+O(3P)→ O(3P0)+ e (6.4.10.3)

e+O(3P)→ O(5S0)+ e (6.4.10.4)

e+O(3P)→ O(3S0)+ e (6.4.10.5)

are taken from the review by Laher and Gilmore (1990) and have a threshold equal to
1.96, 4.18, 15.65, 9.14, 9.51 and 13.62 eV, respectively.

6.4.11 Electron impact O ionization

The electron impact ionization of the oxygen atom in the ground state reaction

e+O → O++2e (6.4.11.1)

has a threshold equal to 13.62 eV and the cross section is taken from the theoretical
work of Kim and Desclaux (2002).

6.4.12 Detachment

In the electron impact detachment reaction

e+O−→ O+2e (6.4.12.1)
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the electron affinity Eaff of O atom plays the role of the ionization potential. Moreover,
the repulsive Coulomb force between e and O− lowers the cross section of approxima-
tively a few dozen Eaff (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005). The cross section for the
reaction shown (6.4.12.1) is taken from the measurement of Vejby-Christensen et al.
(1996), with a threshold energy equal to 1.46 eV. The cross section for the detachment
from the negative oxygen ion by the oxygen molecule

O−+O2→ O+O2 + e (6.4.12.2)

was taken from Comer and Schulz (1974), while the cross section for the negative
oxygen ion by the oxygen atom

O−+O→ O2 + e (6.4.12.3)

was calculated from the rate coefficient at room temperature by (Belostotsky et al.,
2005) and it is structured as follows

for E ≥ E∗ =⇒ σ = σ0 (6.4.12.4)

for E < E∗ =⇒ σ ∼ 1√
E
, (6.4.12.5)

where E∗ = 184 meV and σ0 = 1.09×10−19 m2.

6.4.13 Recombination

The dissociative recombination reaction

O−+O→ O
(3P
)
+O

(1D
)

(6.4.13.1)

is assumed to create O(3P) and O(1D) in equal amounts and the respective cross section
has been taken combining the measurements from Mul and McGowan (1979) and
Peverall et al. (2001). The cross section for mutual neutralization

O−+O+
2 → O+O2 (6.4.13.2)

is taken from the measurements made by Padgett and Peart (1998) and Olson (1972),
scaled by a factor of 5. Finally, the cross section for the reaction

O−+O+→ O+O (6.4.13.3)

was taken from a measurement by Olson (1972) and scaled by a factor 6.4 in order to fit
the measurement of Hayton and Peart (1993).

6.4.14 Charge exchange

The reaction

O+
2 +O2→ O+

2 +O2 (6.4.14.1)
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is usually interpreted as near-resonant and its cross section has been taken from Ellis
et al. (1976) within the energy range 25.9−350 meV, from Baer et al. (1978) within the
energy range 1−40 eV, and from Wilcox and Moran (1981) within the energy range
0.8−3 keV. The reaction

O++O2→ O+
2 +O (6.4.14.2)

does not have a threshold and its cross section is taken from Lindsay and Stebbings
(2005). The charge exchange process

O++O→ O+O+ (6.4.14.3)

is very likely at both small and large separations, leading to a cross section of the
type shown in process of Eq. (6.2.7.16). In this work the cross section is taken from
Stebbings et al. (1964). On the other hand, the charge exchange process

O+
2 +O→ O2 +O+ (6.4.14.4)

is very unlikely for collisions between thermal particles since it has a threshold energy
equal to 1.56 eV. The cross section has been taken from the measurement by Stebbings
et al. (1963) within the energy range 80−6000 eV. The data have been extrapolated
using the formula

σ = σ0

(
1− Ethre

E

)
(6.4.14.5)

along with Ethre = 1.56 eV. The charge transfer reaction

O2 +O−→ O−2 +O (6.4.14.6)

has a threshold energy equal to 1.0 eV, which is much higher than the thermal energy of
the heavy-particles, so that such a process has been neglected. Finally, the fragmentation
reaction

O2 +O2→ O+O2 +O+ (6.4.14.7)

has the cross section shown in Eq. (6.4.14.5), where σ0 = 4.9× 10−19 m2 is the gas
kinetic cross section for O2 (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005). The potential energy
required to form the O+ + O pair is 6.9 eV and we assume this process to have threshold
energy that is twice this value, i.e. 13.8 eV. The remaining energy difference is split
between the fragments.

6.5 The adjoint oxygen reaction set

Additional reactions have been included, as discussed in Gudmundsson and Lieberman
(2015). The reactions are listed in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2. The chemical reaction, the process label and the related references for the
adjoint oxygen reaction set as discussed in (Gudmundsson and Lieberman, 2015).

Nr Reaction Process Ref.
Scattering Gudmundsson et al. (2013)

33 O− + O2 → O− + O2 Scattering Muschlitz (1959)
34 O + O2 → O + O2 Scattering Brunetti et al. (1981)
35 O+

2 + O2 → O+
2 + O2 Scattering Gudmundsson et al. (2013)

36 O+ + O2 → O+ + O2 Scattering Gudmundsson et al. (2013)
37 O2 + O2 → O2 + O2 Scattering Brunetti et al. (1981)
38 O + O→ O + O Scattering Gudmundsson et al. (2013)

Reactions involving O(1D) Gudmundsson and Lieberman (2015)
39 e + O(1D)→ O+ + e + e Ionization Kim and Desclaux (2002) (Threshold reduced)
40 e + O(1D)→ O(3P) + e De-excitation Laher and Gilmore (1990) (Detailed balancing)

Reactions involving O2(a1∆g) Gudmundsson and Lieberman (2015)
41 e + O2(a1∆g)→ O+

2 + e + e Ionization Jaffke et al. (1992)
42 e + O2(a1∆g)→ O(3P) + O− Dissociative attachment Jaffke et al. (1992) (Detailed balancing)
43 e + O2(a1∆g)→ O2(X3Σ−g ) + e De-excitation Laher and Gilmore (1990) (Threshold reduced)
44 e + O2(a1∆g)→ O2(A3Σ+

u ,A
3∆u,c1Σ−u ) + e Metastable excitation (3.07 eV) Itikawa (2009); Shyn and Sweeney (2000); Green et al. (2001) (Threshold reduced)

45 e + O2(a1∆g)→ O(3P) + O(3P) + e Dissociation (5.14 eV) Phelps (1985) (Threshold reduced)
46 e + O2(a1∆g)→ O(3P) + O(1D) + e Dissociation (7.42 eV) Phelps (1985) (Threshold reduced)
47 e + O2(a1∆g)→ O(1D) + O(1D) + e Dissociation (8.99 eV) Phelps (1985) (Threshold reduced)
48 e + O2(a1∆g)→ O(3P) + O+ + 2e Dissociative ionization Krishnakumar and Srivastava (1992) (Threshold reduced)
49 O− + O2(a1∆g)→ Products Detachment Gudmundsson and Lieberman (2015)
50 O2(X3Σ−g ) + O2(a1∆g)→ O2(X3Σ−g ) + O2(a1∆g) Scattering Brunetti et al. (1981)
51 O(1D) + O2(X3Σ−g )→ O(1D) + O2(X3Σ−g ) Scattering Brunetti et al. (1981)
52 O+

2 + O2(a1∆g)→ O+
2 + O2(X3Σ−g ) Charge exchange Ellis et al. (1976); Baer et al. (1978); Wilcox and Moran (1981)

53 O+ + O2(a1∆g)→ O+
2 + O(3P) Charge exchange Lindsay and Stebbings (2005)

Reactions involving O2(b1Σ+
g ) Hannesdottir and Gudmundsson (2016)

54 e + O2(b1Σ+
g )→ O+

2 + e + e Ionization Jaffke et al. (1992) (Threshold reduced)
55 e + O2(b1Σ+

g )→ O(3P) + O− Dissociative attachment Jaffke et al. (1992) (Threshold reduced)
56 e + O2(b1Σ+

g )→ O2(X3Σ−g ) + e De-excitation Laher and Gilmore (1990) (Detailed balancing)
57 e + O2(b1Σ+

g )→ O2(A3Σ+
u , A3∆u, c1Σ−u ) + e Metastable excitation (2.42 eV) Itikawa (2009); Shyn and Sweeney (2000); Green et al. (2001) (Threshold reduced)

58 e + O2(b1Σ+
g )→ O(3P) + O(3P) + e Dissociation (4.49 eV) Phelps (1985) (Threshold reduced)

59 e + O2(b1Σ+
g )→ O(1D) + O(3P) + e Dissociation (6.77 eV) Phelps (1985) (Threshold reduced)

60 e + O2(b1Σ+
g )→ O(1D) + O(1D) + e Dissociation (8.34 eV) Phelps (1985) (Threshold reduced)

61 e + O2(b1Σ+
g )→ O(3P) + O+ + 2e Dissociative ionization Krishnakumar and Srivastava (1992) (Threshold reduced)

62 O− + O2(b1Σ+
g )→ O(3P) + O2(X3Σ−g ) + e Detachment Aleksandrov (1978)

63 O(1D) + O2(X3Σ−g )→ O(3P) + O2(b1Σ+
g ) Energy Transfer Baulch et al. (1982)

64 O2(X3Σ−g ) + O2(b1Σ+
g )→ O2(X3Σ−g ) + O2(X3Σ−g ) Quenching Baulch et al. (1982)

65 O2(X3Σ−g ) + O2(b1Σ+
g )→ O2(X3Σ−g ) + O2(b1Σ+

g ) Scattering Brunetti et al. (1981)
66 O+

2 + O2(b1Σ+
g )→ O2(X3Σ−g ) + O+

2 Charge exchange Ellis et al. (1976); Baer et al. (1978); Wilcox and Moran (1981)
67 O+ + O2(b1Σ+

g )→ O+
2 + O(3P) Charge exchange Lindsay and Stebbings (2005)
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6.5.1 Elastic scattering of heavy particles

The elastic scattering of heavy particles are not included in the standard oxygen reaction
set shown in Table 6.1. They are shown in Table 6.2 as reactions of the adjoint reaction
set. The cross section for the elastic scattering involving O+

2 and O2, namely

O+
2 +O2→ O+

2 +O2 (6.5.1.1)

is taken to be half of the respective charge exchange reaction (process (6.4.14.1)). The
cross section for the elastic scattering involving O and O2, namely

O+O2→ O+O2 (6.5.1.2)

is taken from Brunetti et al. (1981). The cross section for the elastic scattering involving
O+ and O2, namely

O++O2→ O++O2 (6.5.1.3)

is assumed to be half of the cross section for the analogous charge exchange process
shown in Eq. (6.4.14.2). The cross section of the process

O−+O2→ O−+O2 (6.5.1.4)

has been taken by the measurements of Muschlitz (1959). The cross section for the
oxygen molecule scattering by an oxygen molecule

O2 +O2→ O2 +O2 (6.5.1.5)

was taken from Brunetti et al. (1981), while the cross section for the oxygen atom
scattering by an oxygen atom

O+O→ O+O (6.5.1.6)

was taken from Gudmundsson et al. (2013).

6.5.2 Reactions involving O(1D)

The reaction set involving the metastable oxygen atom O(1D) has been discussed in
Gudmundsson and Lieberman (2015). The cross section for electron impact ionization,
namely

e+O(1D)→ O++ e+ e (6.5.2.1)

was taken from the calculations of Kim and Desclaux (2002) with a reduced threshold
equal to 1.96 eV. The cross section for the electron impact de-excitation, namely

e+O(1D)→ O(3P)+ e (6.5.2.2)

was estimated using the detailed balancing principle for the excitation cross section
(Laher and Gilmore, 1990).
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6.5.3 Reactions involving O2(a1∆g)

The cross section for electron impact ionization, dissociative ionization, dissociation,
excitation and de-excitation

e+O2(a1
∆g)→ O+

2 + e+ e (6.5.3.1)

e+O2(a1
∆g)→ O(3P)+O++2e (6.5.3.2)

e+O2(a1
∆g)→ O(3P)+O(3P)+ e (6.5.3.3)

e+O2(a1
∆g)→ O(3P)+O(1D)+ e (6.5.3.4)

e+O2(a1
∆g)→ O(1D)+O(1D)+ e (6.5.3.5)

e+O2(a1
∆g)→ O2(A3

Σ
+
u ,A

3
∆u,c1

Σ
−
u )+ e (6.5.3.6)

are assumed to be the same as the respective ground state processes but with a reduced
threshold. For example the electron impact ionization reaction (6.5.3.1) and the electron
impact dissociative ionization reaction (6.5.3.2) have a reduced threshold equal to 0.98
eV. The de-excitation reaction

e+O2(a1
∆g)→ O2(X3

Σ
−
g )+ e (6.5.3.7)

was estimated using the detailed balancing principle for the excitation cross section
(Laher and Gilmore, 1990). On the other hand, the reaction

e+O2→ O(3P)+O(3P)+O− (6.5.3.8)

has a cross section that is roughly 3.5 times higher than the respective ground state
process (Jaffke et al., 1992; Burrow, 1973). The cross section for the reaction

O+
2 +O2→ O+O++O2 (6.5.3.9)

has been updated with respect to a previous work (Gudmundsson et al., 2013) according
to the cross section measured by Moran and Roberts (1968), with a threshold energy
equal to 12.8 eV. The cross section for the reaction

O2(X3
Σ
−
g )+O2(a1

∆g)→ O2(X3
Σ
−
g )+O2(a1

∆g) (6.5.3.10)

is assumed to be the same as for ground state molecules and it has been taken from
Brunetti et al. (1981) and then extrapolated to higher and lower energy assuming a
constant cross section. The cross section for the reaction

O2(X3
Σ
−
g )+O(1D)→ O2(X3

Σ
−
g )+O(1D) (6.5.3.11)

is assumed to be the same as

O2(X3
Σ
−
g )+O(3P)→ O2(X3

Σ
−
g )+O(3P) (6.5.3.12)

and it has been taken from Brunetti et al. (1981) and further discussed by Gudmundsson
et al. (2013). The cross section for the reactions

O+
2 +O2(a1

∆g)→ O2(X3
Σ
−
g )+O+

2 (6.5.3.13)

O++O2(a1
∆g)→ O+

2 +O(3P) (6.5.3.14)
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are assumed to be the same as for the respective ground state reactions and have been
taken from literature (Ellis et al., 1976; Baer et al., 1978; Wilcox and Moran, 1981;
Lindsay and Stebbings, 2005) and further discussed by Gudmundsson et al. (2013).

It is worth to mention the important role of the singlet metastable oxygen molecule
O2(a1∆g) (Proto and Gudmundsson, 2018b) in the discharge. At low pressures the
dissociative attachment from the metastable oxygen molecule O2(a1∆g) can be the most
important source of O− ions in the discharge and O− is the dominant negative ion in
the discharge, created through processes

e+O2(a1
∆g)−→

{
O(3P)+O−

O(1D)+O−
. (6.5.3.15)

Conversely the the negative ion O− ion losses are dominated by the following detach-
ment process

O−+O2(a1
∆g)−→ Products, (6.5.3.16)

while detachment by the oxygen molecule in the ground state and ion-ion recombination
are negligible. The reaction rate of the dissociative attachment (detachment) increases
with decreasing (increasing) discharge pressure and higher (lower) effective electron
temperature. At low pressure dissociative attachment dominates over detachment and
the amount of electrons (O−) decreases (increases) within the plasma discharge, i.e. the
electronegativity is high.

6.5.4 Reactions involving O2(b1Σg)

Due to the lack of measurements and/or calculations of the cross sections for the electron
impact ionization and electron impact dissociative ionization from the metastable
O2(b1Σg) molecule, namely

e+O2(b1
Σ
+
g )→ O+

2 + e+ e (6.5.4.1)

e+O2(b1
Σ
+
g )→ O(3P)+O++2e (6.5.4.2)

are assumed to be the same as for the ground state molecule (Krishnakumar and
Srivastava, 1992) but with a reduced threshold equal to 1.627 eV. Similarly, the cross
sections for electron impact excitation and dissociation, namely

e+O2(b1
Σ
+
g )→ O2(A3

Σ
+
u ,A

3
∆u,c1

Σ
−
u )+ e (6.5.4.3)

e+O2(b1
Σ
+
g )→ O(3P)+O(3P)+ e (6.5.4.4)

e+O2(b1
Σ
+
g )→ O(3P)+O(1D)+ e (6.5.4.5)

e+O2(b1
Σ
+
g )→ O(1D)+O(1D)+ e (6.5.4.6)

are assumed to be the same as for the ground state molecule but with a reduced threshold
equal to 1.63 eV. The cross section for the electron impact dissociative attachment

e+O2(b1
Σ
+
g )→ O(3P)+O− (6.5.4.7)
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is assumed to be the same as the cross section for the electron impact dissociative
attachment from O2(a1∆g) (Jaffke et al., 1992) but with a threshold reduced by 0.62 eV.
On the other hand, the process

O(1D)+O2(X3
Σ
−
g )→ O(3P)+O2(b1

Σ
+
g ) (6.5.4.8)

has the following cross section




for 0 < E < 184 meV =⇒ σ ∼ 1√
E

for E > 184 meV =⇒ σ = 2.56×10−17 exp
(

67
Tn

) , (6.5.4.9)

where Tn is the neutral background gas temperature, E is the energy of the metastable
O1(D) in the O2(X3Σ−g ) rest frame. Moreover, the reaction above has been found to be
dominant for the formation of O2(b1Σ+

g ) in the oxygen discharge (Toneli et al., 2015)
and is known to be an efficient quencher of the O(1D) state (Young and Black, 1967).
The cross section for the detachment

O−+O2(b1
Σ
+
g )→ O(3P)+O2(X3

Σ
−
g )+ e (6.5.4.10)

is
{

for 0 < E < 184 meV =⇒ σ ∼ 1√
E

for E > 184 meV =⇒ σ = constant
(6.5.4.11)

and it has been estimated by using the rate coefficient equal to 6.9×10−16 m3 s−1 at
300 K (Aleksandrov, 1978). On the other hand, for the process

O2(X3
Σ
−
g )+O2(b1

Σ
+
g )→ O2(X3

Σ
−
g )+O2(X3

Σ
−
g ) (6.5.4.12)

the following cross section has been employed
{

for 0 < E < 184 meV =⇒ σ ∼ 1√
E

for E > 184 meV =⇒ σ = constant
(6.5.4.13)

based on the rate constant equal to 4×10−23 m3 s−1, measured by Martin et al. (1976);
Lawton et al. (1977) and recommended by Baulch et al. (1982). The cross section for
the scattering and the charge exchange reactions

O2(X3
Σ
−
g )+O2(b1

Σ
+
g )→ O2(X3

Σ
−
g )+O2(b1

Σ
+
g ) (6.5.4.14)

O+
2 +O2(b1

Σ
+
g )→ O2(X3

Σ
−
g )+O+

2 (6.5.4.15)

O++O2(b1
Σ
+
g )→ O+

2 +O (6.5.4.16)

are assumed to be the same as for the ground state and taken from various sources
(Brunetti et al., 1981), (Ellis et al., 1976; Baer et al., 1978; Wilcox and Moran, 1981)
and (Lindsay and Stebbings, 2005), respectively. Finally, the cross section for the
de-excitation reaction

e+O2(b1
Σ
+
g )→ O2(X3

Σ
−
g )+ e (6.5.4.17)

has been estimated using the detailed balancing principle for the excitation cross section
(Laher and Gilmore, 1990).
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6.6 PIC/MCC model for chlorine discharges

In the past years the PIC/MCC simulations were applied to chlorine discharge in
order to achieve multiple tasks. In the beginning, PIC/MCC simulation were used to
simulate a capacitively coupled chlorine discharge and the temporal behaviour of the
plasma parameters (Nanbu et al., 1999a), to simulate the etching of a silicon wafer and
investigate the flow of radicals and the generation of etch products (Nanbu et al., 1999b).
Other PIC/MCC simulations have been applied to explore the dependence of the plasma
structure on the discharge parameters (Kawano et al., 2000), as well as to study the
spatio-temporal electron dynamics (Lymberopoulos and Economou, 1995). All these
simulations neglected the Cl+ ions as well as the Cl+ involved reactions and electron
impact dissociation processes. More recently, PIC/MCC simulations were applied
to explore the influence of discharge pressure on a voltage driven single-frequency
capacitively coupled chlorine discharge (Huang and Gudmundsson, 2013). Later on, the
same authors explored the role of the driving frequency and secondary electron emission
on a current driven single-frequency capacitively coupled chlorine discharge (Huang and
Gudmundsson, 2014a). Furthermore, the PIC/MCC simulations have been applied to
explore a current driven dual-frequency capacitively coupled chlorine discharge (Huang
and Gudmundsson, 2014b,a) where both the higher and lower frequency sources were
varied independently (Huang and Gudmundsson, 2015). As the driving higher frequency
was increased, the average sheath potential and the higher frequency component of
the voltage decrease dramatically as the plasma impedance for the higher frequency
component decreases. However, as the driving lower frequency was increased, the
electron power absorption, the ion flux, and the average sheath potential remained
almost invariant. More recently, the electron power absorption and independent control
of ion energy and ion flux onto the electrodes have been explored (Skarphedinsson and
Gudmundsson, 2020).

The chlorine reaction set included in the oopd1 code is rather extensive and includes
five species: Cl2 molecules, Cl atoms in the ground state and the ions Cl−, Cl+ and Cl+2
(Huang and Gudmundsson, 2013).

6.7 The chlorine reaction set

The chlorine reaction set included in the oopd1 code is rather extensive and in-
cludes five heavy species in addition to electrons: the ground state neutrals Cl(3P)
and Cl2(X3Σ−g ), the negative ions Cl− and the positive ions Cl+ and Cl+2 . The reactions
are shown in Table 6.3. The Cl atom has the highest electron affinity of all elements
(3.61 eV) (Gottscho and Gaebe, 1986) and has a nearly zero threshold energy for disso-
ciative attachment along with a low dissociation energy (2.48 eV) and a high electron
affinity (Christophorou and Olthoff, 1999). Consequently, all electronic excitations
of Cl2 molecule appear to be dissociative and metastable states can hardly exist, so
metastable states are neglected in our code due to their small significance in the dis-
charge. In the chlorine discharge, the number of Cl atoms is much larger than the
number of charged species.
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Table 6.3. The chemical reaction, the process label and the related references for the
standard chlorine reaction set as discussed in Huang and Gudmundsson (2013).

Nr Reaction Process Ref.
Electron impact Cl2 Huang and Gudmundsson (2013)

1 e+ Cl2 → e + Cl2 Elastic scattering Gregório and Pitchford (2012)
2 e+ Cl2 → Cl+2 +2e Ionization (11.47 eV) Basner and Becker (2004)
3 e+ Cl2 → Cl + Cl+ + 2e Dissociative single ionization (15.7±0.3 eV) Basner and Becker (2004); Calandra et al. (2000)
4 e+ Cl2 → 2Cl+ + 3e Dissociative double ionization (31.13V ) Basner and Becker (2004); Calandra et al. (2000)
5 e+ Cl2 → Cl + Cl− Dissociative attachment Kurepa and Belić (1978); Ruf et al. (2004)
6 e+ Cl2 → Cl+ + Cl− + e Polar dissociation (11.9±0.2) V Golovitskii (2000)
7 e+ Cl2 → Cl∗2 + e Excitation Huang and Gudmundsson (2013)

Electron impact Cl Huang and Gudmundsson (2013)
8 e+ Cl→ e + Cl Elastic scattering Wang et al. (2013)
9 e + Cl→ Cl+ + 2e Ionization (12.99 eV) Hayes et al. (1987); Ali and Kim (2005)

10 e + Cl→ e + Cl∗ Excitation Huang and Gudmundsson (2013)
Electron detachment from Cl− (Huang and Gudmundsson, 2013)

11 e + Cl−→ Cl + 2e Electron-impact detachment (3.4 eV) Fritioff et al. (2003)
12 e + Cl−→ Cl+ + 3e Electron-impact detachment (28.6 eV) Fritioff et al. (2003)
13 Cl− + Cl2 → Cl + Cl2 + e Detachment by chlorine molecule (3.61 eV) Huq et al. (1984)
14 Cl− + Cl→ Cl2 + e Detachment by chlorine atom (1.13 eV) Huang and Gudmundsson (2013)

Recombination (Huang and Gudmundsson, 2013)
15 e + Cl+2 → 2Cl Dissociative recombination Zhang et al. (2011a)
16 Cl+2 + Cl−→ 3 Cl Mutual neutralization Church and Smith (1978)
17 Cl+ + Cl−→ 2 Cl Mutual neutralization Church and Smith (1978)

Charge exchange (Huang and Gudmundsson, 2013)
18 Cl+ + Cl→ Cl + Cl+ Charge exchange Subramonium (2003)
19 Cl+2 + Cl2 → Cl2 + Cl+2 Charge exchange Subramonium (2003)
20 Cl+ + Cl2 → Cl2 + Cl+ Charge exchange Španěl et al. (1993)
21 Cl− + Cl→ Cl + Cl. Charge exchange Karmohapatro (1965)
22 Cl+2 + Cl→ Cl + Cl+2 Charge exchange (1.52 eV) Huang and Gudmundsson (2013)

Fragmentation Huang and Gudmundsson (2013)
23 Cl+2 + Cl2 → Cl2 + Cl + Cl+ Fragmentation (3.52 eV) Huang and Gudmundsson (2013)

Scattering Huang and Gudmundsson (2013)
24 Cl2 + Cl2 → Cl2 + Cl2 Scattering Huang and Gudmundsson (2013)
25 Cl + Cl2 → Cl2 + Cl Scattering Huang and Gudmundsson (2013)
26 Cl + Cl→ Cl + Cl Scattering Huang and Gudmundsson (2013)
27 Cl+2 + Cl2 → Cl+2 + Cl2 Scattering Huang and Gudmundsson (2013)
28 Cl+ + Cl2 → Cl2 + Cl+ Scattering Huang and Gudmundsson (2013)
29 Cl− + Cl2 → Cl2 + Cl− Scattering Huang and Gudmundsson (2013)
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6.7.1 Electron impact Cl2 reactions

The dominant process involving the electrons is the elastic scattering with Cl2 molecule
in the ground state. In the reaction

e+Cl2→ e+Cl2, (6.7.1.1)

a change in the electron momentum occurs. The cross section has been comprehensively
reviewed in the literature (Christophorou and Olthoff, 1999; Gregório and Pitchford,
2012; Rescigno, 1994) . Ionization of the Cl2 molecule may occur in three different
ways

e+Cl2→ 2e+Cl+2 Ionization (6.7.1.2)

e+Cl2→ Cl+Cl++2e Dissociative single ionization (6.7.1.3)

e+Cl2→ 3e+2Cl+ Dissociative double ionization. (6.7.1.4)

These three ionization cross sections have a similar behaviour as the Thomson ionization
cross section for atoms so that (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005)

σIon ∼ σDiss.singl.ion ∼ σDiss.double.ion ∼ E −1. (6.7.1.5)

Among these three ionization processes, non-dissociative ionization of Cl2 to form Cl+2
is the dominant process in the entire range of energies (Basner and Becker, 2004). For
the dissociative attachment reaction

e+Cl2→ Cl+Cl− (6.7.1.6)

the threshold energy is close to zero. The incoming electron hits the Cl2 molecule
forming Cl−2 ions, which dissociate to form both Cl atoms and Cl− ions. Such a
transition is assumed to be rapid on a nuclear timescale, and the energy of the ejected
fragments can be calculated by applying the Franck–Condon principle. The potential
energy for the Cl-Cl− pair is assumed to be the difference between the dissociation
energy of Cl2 and the electron affinity of Cl, which is 1.13 eV below the ground state
potential for Cl2. This energy difference plus the incident electron energy, Einc + 1.13
eV, is divided between the fragments. The cross section has been calculated in the
following way: for energies above 0.2 eV the experimental cross section measured by
Kurepa and Belić (1978), after enhancing its absolute value by 30% to be in agreement
with electron swarm data (Christophorou and Olthoff, 1999), has been used. On the
other hand, the cross section measured by Ruf et al. (2004) has been employed below
0.2 eV.

6.7.2 Electron impact excitation

All electronic excitations for the Cl2 molecule appear to be dissociative, so the dis-
sociation of the Cl2 molecule is treated as an excitation of the Cl2 molecule, which
subsequently breaks into fragments, so that

e+Cl2→ e+Cl∗2→ e+Cl+Cl. (6.7.2.1)
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Table 6.4. Electron impact electronic, rotational and vibrational excitations of a Cl2
molecule with threshold energies, released energies and references for the cross
sections as discussed in Huang and Gudmundsson (2013).

Excited State Thresh. (eV) Released (eV) Ref.

J > 0 0.01 −− Christophorou and Olthoff (1999)

v = 1 0.07 −− Kolorenč and Horáček (2006)

v = 2 0.14 −− Kolorenč and Horáček (2006)

v = 3 0.21 −− Kolorenč and Horáček (2006)

13Πu 3.24 0.76 Rescigno (1994)

11Πu 4.04 1.56 Rescigno (1994)

13Πg 6.23 3.75 Rescigno (1994)

11Πg 6.86 4.38 Rescigno (1994)

13Σ+
u 6.80 4.32 Rescigno (1994)

21Πu 9.22 6.74 Rescigno (1994)

11Σ+
u 9.32 6.84 Rescigno (1994)

Again, the electron transition is assumed to be rapid on a nuclear timescale and the
cross sections for the electronic excitations of Cl2 are taken from the theoretical work
of Rescigno (1994). In Table 6.4 the threshold energies, the released energies and the
references for the cross section for eletron impact electronic, rotational and vibrational
excitation of a Cl2 molecule are shown. The released energy for each pair of heavy
fragments has been calculated as the difference between the threshold energy of the
excitation and the potential of the ground state Cl + Cl (2.48 eV).

The vibrational and rotational excitations provide energy loss mechanism. Both
rotationally and the vibrationally excitations are assumed to return instantaneously to
the ground state. Moreover, the former are found to have no influence on the plasma
discharge physics, while the latter may have a significant influence on the shape of
the EEDF, as has been demostrated in oxygen discharges (Vahedi and Surendra, 1995).
The cross section for rotational excitation from 0.01 up to 2 eV has been taken from
the calculations made by Kutz and Meyer (1995), while the cross section from 2 eV
up to 100 eV has been taken from the experimental measurements made by Gote and
Ehrhardt (1995), and then extrapolated to 104 eV, assuming the dependence to be E −1

(Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005). The cross sections for the electronic excitations of
Cl2 (13Πu,11Πu,13Πg,11Πg,13Σ+

u ,2
1Πu,11Σ+

u ) are taken from the theoretical work of
Rescigno (1994) and all the excitations lead to dissociation into the ground state Cl +
Cl (Peyerimhoff and Buenker, 1981).
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Table 6.5. Electron impact excitations of a Cl atom with threshold energies and
references for the cross sections. as discussed in Huang and Gudmundsson (2013).

Excited State Threesh. (eV) Ref.

4s 9.1 (Ganas, 1988)

5s 11.4 (Ganas, 1988)

6s 12.1 (Ganas, 1988)

4p 10.5 (Ganas, 1988)

5p 11.8 (Ganas, 1988)

3d 11.2 (Ganas, 1988)

4d 12.0 (Ganas, 1988)

5d 12.4 (Ganas, 1988)

6.7.3 Electron impact Cl reactions

The cross section for the elastic scattering reaction

e+Cl→ e+Cl (6.7.3.1)

has been taken from Wang et al. (2013) and extrapolated up to 104 eV. On the other
hand the cross section for the ionization

e+Cl→ Cl++2e (6.7.3.2)

is taken from Hayes et al. (1987), with a threshold energy of 12.99 eV (Wise et al.,
1995) and then extrapolated to higher energies using the cross section calculated by Ali
and Kim (2005). At 200 eV that is the same cross section as measured by Hayes et al.
(1987). Such a cross section is a typical Thomson cross section so that

for E = 2Ethreshold→ σ = σminimum (6.7.3.3)

for E � Ethreshold→ σ ∼ E −1. (6.7.3.4)

Table 6.5 shows the electron impact excitations of a Cl atom with threshold energies
and references for the cross sections, as discussed by Huang and Gudmundsson (2013).
Since none of the lowest excited states of the Cl atom are metastable, electron impact
excitations of the Cl atom are incorporated to only account for collisional energy loss
and these excited states are assumed to return instantaneously to the ground state Cl
(Huang and Gudmundsson, 2013).

6.7.4 Electron detachment from Cl−

The cross sections for the reactions

e+Cl−→ Cl+2e (6.7.4.1)

e+Cl−→ Cl++3e (6.7.4.2)
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are taken from Fritioff et al. (2003), with threshold energies equal to 3.4 eV (Chanson
et al., 2012) and 28.6 eV (Fritioff et al., 2003), respectively. For detachment by the Cl2
molecule

Cl2 +Cl−→ Cl+Cl2 + e, (6.7.4.3)

the cross section measured by Huq et al. (1984) has been used, along with threshold
of this reaction equal to the electron affinity of Cl, i.e. 3.61 eV. The calculation for the
detachment by Cl atom

Cl−+Cl→ Cl2 + e (6.7.4.4)

is a little bit more involved. Since such a reactions is the inverse of the dissociative
attachment, we assume the threshold of the process shown in (6.7.4.4) to have a threshold
energy corresponding to the potential difference between the ground state Cl2 and the
Cl-Cl+ pair, which is equal to 1.13 eV. The cross section for the detachment by Cl atom
is assumed to be

σ = σ0

(
1− Ethr

E

)
, (6.7.4.5)

where σ0 = 1.09× 10−19 m2, which is the same cross section as the detachment by
O atom (reaction (6.4.12.3)) for the ion energy above 0.184 eV (Gudmundsson et al.,
2013).

6.7.5 Recombination

For the dissociative recombination reaction

e+Cl+→ 2Cl, (6.7.5.1)

the cross section is taken from Zhang et al. (2011a). The cross section for ion-ion
mutual neutralization has been obtained from the rate coefficients using the formula

σ =
k

( 2eE
m

) 1
2
, (6.7.5.2)

where k is the rate coefficient of the reaction and m is the reduced mass of the reactants
(Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005). The rate constant for the reaction

Cl+2 +Cl−→ 3Cl (6.7.5.3)

is assumed to be 5×10−14 m3 s−1 at 300 K (Church and Smith, 1978) and it has been
modified in the following way

k = 5×10−14
(

300
Tg

) 1
2
. (6.7.5.4)

Regarding the reaction

Cl++Cl−→ 2Cl, (6.7.5.5)

it has been assumed to have the same rate constant as the Cl+2 + Cl− mutual neutraliza-
tion (Rogoff et al., 1986; Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson, 2010a; Lee and Lieberman,
1995; Kim et al., 2005).
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6.7.6 Charge exchange

In the following the first three charge exchange reactions shown in Table 6.3 will be
listed along with their rate constant:

Cl+Cl+→ Cl++Cl, k = 1×10−15 m3s−1, (Subramonium, 2003) (6.7.6.1)

Cl2 +Cl+2 → Cl+2 +Cl2, k = 0.8×10−15 m3s−1, (Subramonium, 2003) (6.7.6.2)

Cl++Cl2→ Cl2 +Cl+, k = 5.4×10−16 m3s−1, (Španěl et al., 1993). (6.7.6.3)

For the charge exchange between Cl atom and Cl− ion

Cl+Cl−→ Cl−+Cl (6.7.6.4)

a fit to the cross section calculated by Karmohapatro (1965) has been made. For the
reaction

Cl+2 +Cl→ Cl+Cl+2 , (6.7.6.5)

the same cross section (Stebbings et al., 1963) as for the (6.4.14.4) oxygen reaction
has been assumed, with a modified threshold energy equal to 1.52 eV, which is the
difference between the ionization threshold between Cl and Cl2.

6.7.7 Fragmentation

The cross section for the fragmentation reaction

Cl+2 +Cl2→ Cl+Cl2 +Cl+ (6.7.7.1)

has been assumed to be the same as for the (6.5.3.9) reaction in oxygen (Moran and
Roberts, 1968), where the threshold is assumed to be the potential energy required to
form the Cl + Cl+ pair, which is equal to 3.52 eV.

6.7.8 Heavy particle scattering

With regards to chlorine heavy-particles, their scattering has been treated analogous to
oxygen. The scattering between Cl2 molecules

Cl2 +Cl2→ Cl2 +Cl2 (6.7.8.1)

has been treated as the respective oxygen reaction

O2 +O2→ O2 +O2 (6.7.8.2)

and the cross section for oxygen measured by Brunetti et al. (1981) has been employed
in the calculations. The same applies for the scattering of Cl atoms by Cl2 molecules

Cl+Cl2→ Cl+Cl2, (6.7.8.3)
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where the same cross section (Brunetti et al., 1981) as for the oxygen reaction (6.5.1.2)
has been used for calculations. The following reaction

Cl−+Cl2→ Cl−+Cl2 (6.7.8.4)

is assumed to share the same cross section as the oxygen reaction (6.5.1.4). The
remaining three heavy-particle reactions, namely

Cl+Cl→ Cl+Cl (6.7.8.5)

Cl+2 +Cl2→ Cl+2 +Cl2 (6.7.8.6)

Cl++Cl2→ Cl++Cl2 (6.7.8.7)

are assumed to have half the cross section of the respective oxygen reactions (Brunetti
et al., 1981; Muschlitz, 1959).
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7 Summary of papers

Paper I: The role of surface quenching of the singlet delta molecule in a
capacitively coupled oxygen discharge

10 mTorr
25 mTorr
50 mTorr

Figure 7.1. The electronegativity in the discharge center as a function of the quenching
coefficient of the singlet metastable molecule O2(a1∆g) for a parallel plate capacitively
coupled oxygen discharge with a gap separation of 4.5 cm driven by a 222 V voltage
source at driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.

The one-dimensional object-oriented particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collision code
oopd1 was applied to explore the evolution of the electron heating mechanism and the
EEPF in a capacitively coupled oxygen discharge while the wall quenching probability
of the singlet delta metastable molecule O2(a1∆g) was varied. It was demonstrated that
at low pressure (10 mTorr) the surface quenching coefficient has no influence on the
electron heating mechanism. Moreover, at 10 mTorr the electron heating is dominated
by drift-ambipolar heating in the plasma bulk and electron cooling is observed in the
sheath region. At 25 mTorr the electron heating exhibits a combination of DA-mode
and α-mode. Furthermore, the higher is the quenching coefficient, the larger is the
contribution of the DA-mode to the electron heating. At 50 mTorr, the discharge operates
in α-mode and only for the highest quenching coefficients there is some electron power
absorption in the bulk region. Figure 7.1 shows that the surface quenching coefficient
of the singlet metastable molecule O2(a1∆g) dictates the electronegativity within the
discharge and therefore the electron heating mechanism, except at very low operating
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pressure (10 mTorr). At the higher pressures the higher the surface quenching, the
higher is the electronegativity.

Paper II: The influence of secondary electron emission and electron re-
flection on a capacitively coupled oxygen discharge

0 10 25 40 50
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20

40

60
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120
(b)

Figure 7.2. The electronegativity in the discharge center as a function of pressure for a
parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge with a surface quenching
coefficient for the singlet metastable molecule O2(a1∆g) as γwqa = 0.0001 and a gap
separation of 4.5 cm driven by a 222 V voltage source at a driving frequency of 13.56
MHz

The one-dimensional object-oriented PIC/MCC code oopd1 was applied to explore
the evolution of the EEPF and of the electron heating mechanism in a capacitively
coupled oxygen discharge while including and excluding the ion-induced secondary
electron emission and electron reflection into the model. We have demonstrated that
adding secondary electron emission enhances the EEPF with a high energy tail for all
the pressures. At 10 mTorr the EEPF curves outward and no significant difference in
the electron heating mechanism is observed including and excluding secondary electron
emission from the electrodes due to ion bombardment. At 25 mTorr, the EEPF starts to
develop an inward curving behaviour and a hybrid DA- and α-mode heating is observed.
At 50 mTorr the EEPF is bi-Maxwellian, while no electron heating is observed in
the plasma bulk. Figure 7.2 shows the electronegativity in the discharge center as a
function of pressure for all cases studied. We see that at 10 mTorr all four cases are very
close to each other, while at 25 mTorr, when secondary electron emission is included,
excluding the electron reflection enhances the electronegativity. The same occurred
when secondary electron emission was not included. At 50 mTorr the electronegativity is
lowest when secondary electron emission is included in the simulation and that electron
reflection did not play an important role. On the other hand, the electronegativity is
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highest when secondary electron emission and electron reflection is excluded from the
simulation.

Paper III: Electron heating mode transitions in a low pressure capacitively
coupled oxygen discharge

-3-2.5-2-1.5-1-0.50 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

0

5

10

15

20
d=25 mm
d=30 mm
d=35 mm
d=45 mm
d=60 mm

Figure 7.3. The time averaged electron power absorption for a parallel plate
capacitively coupled oxygen discharge at 50 mTorr driven by a 400 V voltage source at
driving frequency of 13.56 MHz as the gap separation is varied.

The one-dimensional object-oriented particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collision code
oopd1 was applied to explore the evolution of the electron heating mechanism in a
capacitively coupled oxygen discharge, while the pressure and the gap distance are
varied. At fixed pressure, while varying the gap distance, we find that at 30 mm the
electron heating in the sheath region dominates over the bulk. At 25 mm the electron
heating occurs both within the bulk and in the sheath region. For larger gap separation
(35, 45 and 60 mm) no heating is observed in the bulk and the discharge operates in
pure α-mode. The smaller the discharge gap, the higher the relative contribution of
surface quenching of the singlet metastable molecules, which results in lower singlet
metastable molecule density and thus lower reaction rate for detachment and therefore
higher electronegativity. Figure 7.3 shows the time averaged electron power absorption
for different gap distances. At 25 mm the electron heating is almost entirely within
the plasma bulk and the discharge is operated in the DA-mode. When the electrode
separation is 30 mm a combination of the time averaged electron heating in the plasma
bulk and in the sheath region is observed and the discharge operates in both DA-mode
and α-mode. For electrode separation 35–60 mm the electron heating is almost solely
in the sheath region and the discharge is operated in pure α-mode.
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Paper IV: Electron power absorption dynamics in a low pressure radio
frequency driven capacitively coupled discharge in oxygen
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Figure 7.4. The space-time averaged electron power absorption profile terms calculated
using the Boltmann equation at 10 mTorr (blue bars) and 100 mTorr (red bars) for a
parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge for 45 mm of gap separation
driven by a 400 V voltage source at a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.

The one-dimensional object-oriented particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collision code
oopd1 was applied to explore the properties of the electric field and the electron power
absorption at different time-steps and time averaged over a full rf cycle within the
plasma bulk in a capacitively coupled oxygen discharge at both 100 and 10 mTorr
for a gap distance of 45 mm. The output from the simulations is analyzed using
Boltzmann term analysis. At t/τrf = 0.50, the main contributions to both the electric
field and the electron power absorption come from the pressure gradient related terms
and from the Ohmic heating term (Term VI). Figure 7.4 shows the space-time averaged
electron power absorption profile terms calculated using the Boltzmann equation at
10 mTorr (blue bars) and 100 mTorr (red bars). We recognize a general pattern where
the Ohmic term (pressure term) contribution in the space-time averaged total electron
power absorption increases (decreases) when the total pressure decreases (increases).
Moreover, we observe that the lower is the pressure, the lower is the contribution of the
pressure terms in the absolute value. Finally, we see that each of the two pressure terms
flips the sign when the pressure is increased from 10 to 100 mTorr.

Paper V: Electron power absorption dynamics in radio frequency driven
capacitively coupled chlorine discharge

Boltzmann term analysis was applied on the output from particle-in-cell Monte Carlo
collision simulations in order to explore the origins of the electric field within the
electronegative core and electron power absorption mechanism of a capacitively coupled
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chlorine discharge operated in the pressure range 1 – 50 Pa, while the driving voltage
amplitude is kept fixed. The electron power absorption increases in amplitude and the
power absorption to the ions decreases with increased pressure. Figure 7.5 shows the
spatio temporal behaviour of the electron power absorption over the full gap length. At
the lowest pressure, 1 Pa, the electron power absorption is due to both the pressure and
the Ohmic terms. As the pressure is increased above 10 Pa, the Ohmic term becomes
dominating and all the other contributions to the electron power absorption become
negligible. Therefore, the discharge becomes more of a resistive load as the pressure is
increased. Striations become apparent at 25 Pa and are most significant at 35 Pa but
their importance decreases with further increase in pressure.
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Figure 7.5. The spatio temporal behaviour of the electron power absorption over the
full gap length for a parallel plate capacitively coupled chlorine discharge with 25.4
mm gap separation driven by a 222 V voltage source at driving frequency of 13.56
MHz. The left column (a) is the electron power absorption calculated using Eq. (4) in
Paper IV and the right column (b) the result from the simulation. The rows represent the
various pressures (1) 1 Pa, (2) 10 Pa, (3) 25 Pa, (4) 35 Pa and (5) 50 Pa.
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8 Conclusions
In conclusion, the behaviour of capacitively coupled discharges in both oxygen and
chlorine was explored via PIC/MCC simulations by tuning different parameters.

For capacitively coupled oxygen discharges, it has been demonstrated that the
oxygen metastables dictate the electronegativity and, consequently, the electron power
absorption mode. In fact as the overall pressure is increased (decreased), the electron
density increases (decreases) and the effective electron temperature decreases (increases).
The main source for O− ion production are the dissociative attachment reactions, while
the main source for O− ion loss are the detachment reactions. At low pressure the
effective electron temperature is high and there is efficient creation of O− ions through
dissociative attachment. As the pressure is increased the effective electron temperature
decreases along with the creation of O− ions. This means that the density of singlet
metastable molecule O2(a1∆g) increases with increased pressure, while the O− density
decreases, along with the electronegativity. Moreover, at low pressure the capacitively
coupled oxygen discharge operates in DA-mode and a Druyvesteyn-like EEPF has been
observed. On the other hand, at high pressure, the capacitively coupled oxygen discharge
operates in pure α-mode and a bi-Maxwellian like EEPF has been observed. In general,
the higher is the pressure, the higher is the population of low energy electrons. When the
surface quenching coefficient of the metastable O2(a1∆g) is increased (decreased), the
O2(a1∆g) density decreases (increases). When the surface quenching coefficient of the
metastable O2(a1∆g) is increased (decreased), both the detachment and the dissociative
attachment reactions are less (more) efficient. Since at fixed low pressure dissociative
attachment dominates over detachment and increasing the surface quenching coefficient
means to undermine such a supremacy and the creation of O− is less efficient. On the
other hand, at fixed low pressure, decreasing the surface quenching coefficient leads to
a balancing between the O− creation and loss, leading to a very small change in O− for
the lowest quenching coefficient. At fixed high pressure, detachment dominates over
dissociative attachment and increasing the surface quenching coefficient leads to less
efficient creation of O−. On the other hand, at fixed high pressure, decreasing the surface
quenching coefficient leads to a more efficient O− loss. At low pressure (1.33 Pa) the
surface quenching coefficient has no influence on the electron heating mechanism and
the discharge operates in hybrid DA- α-mode, where the former dominates on the
latter. At 3.33 Pa electron heating exhibits a combination of DA-mode and α-mode
and, for the highest (lowest) quenching coefficient, the DA-mode becomes more (less)
important. At 6.66 Pa the discharge operates in pure α-mode for the lowest quenching
coefficients. On the other hand, for the highest quenching coefficient some contribution
from DA-mode is observed.

We have also studied how the secondary electron emission and the electron reflection
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from the electrodes influence the heating mechanism and the EEPF in capacitively
coupled oxygen discharges. We observed that adding secondary electron emission to
the model increases the electron density as well as the the population of high energy
electrons, at all pressures. On the other hand, adding electron reflection does not lead to
any significant change in the EEPF, nor in the electron density. As regards to the time
averaged electron power absorption, we have observed that adding secondary electron
emission and fixed electron reflection does not lead to any significant change at the
lowest pressure (1.33 Pa). On the other hand, at higher pressure (3.33 and 6.66 Pa),
adding secondary electron emission and fixed electron reflection leads to an increase
(decrease) in the time averaged electron power absorption within the sheath (bulk)
region. On the other hand, at the lowest pressure (1.33 Pa) at fixed secondary electron
emission yield, adding electron reflection increases the time averaged electron power
absorption within the plasma bulk. At 3.33 Pa the situation is opposite and adding
electron reflection decreases (increases) the time averaged electron power absorption
within the bulk (sheath) region. Finally, at the highest pressure (6.66 Pa), adding electron
reflection does not lead to any significant change in the time averaged electron power
absortpion.

Then, we have explored the behaviour of a capacitively coupled oxygen discharge
when the gap distance is varied at fixed pressure (6.66 Pa). For the shortest gap distance
(25 mm), the electron heating occurs both within the bulk and in the sheath region,
where the former dominates over the latter. At 30 mm the electron heating in the sheath
region dominates over the bulk. For larger gap separation (35, 45 and 60 mm) no heating
is observed in the bulk and the discharge operates in pure α-mode. The smaller is the
discharge gap, the higher is the relative contribution of surface quenching of the singlet
metastable molecules, which results in lower singlet metastable molecule density and
thus lower reaction rate for detachment and higher electronegativity. Therefore, the
observed transition is related to the high electronegativity and the high electric field
within the electronegative core when the electrode separation is small.

We have also explored the the properties of the electric field and the electron power
absorption at different time-steps and time averaged over a full rf cycle within the
plasma bulk in a capacitively coupled oxygen discharge at 13.33 and 1.33 Pa for a gap
distance of 45 mm, by applying the Boltzmann term analysis to the simulation outputs.
We have shown that at t/τrf = 0.50, the main contributions to both the electric field and
the electron power absorption come from the pressure gradient related terms and from
the Ohmic heating term. We have recognized a general pattern where the Ohmic term
(pressure term) contribution in the space-time averaged total electron power absorption
increases (decreases) when the total pressure decreases (increases). Moreover, we have
observed that the lower is the pressure, the lower is the contribution of the pressure
terms in absolute value. Finally, we have seen that each of the two pressure terms flips
the sign when pressure is increased from 1.33 to 13.33 Pa.

Finally, we have explored the properties of the electric field and the electron power
absorption at different time-steps and time averaged over a full rf cycle within the plasma
bulk in a capacitively coupled chlorine discharge in the pressure range 1 – 50 Pa while
the driving voltage amplitude was kept fixed, by applying the Boltzmann term analysis
to the simulation outputs. We have found that at 1 Pa the electron power absorption is
due to both the pressure and the Ohmic terms. As the pressure is increased above 10
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Pa, the Ohmic term becomes dominating and the contributions of all the other terms to
the electron power absorption become negligible. Therefore, the discharge becomes
more of a resistive load as the pressure is increased. Striations become apparent at 25
Pa and are most significant at 35 Pa but their importance decreases with further increase
in pressure.
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Abstract

We use the one-dimensional object-oriented particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collision code oopd1

to explore the influence of the surface quenching of the singlet delta metastable molecule

O2(a
1
Δg) on the electron heating mechanism, and the electron energy probability function

(EEPF), in a single frequency capacitively coupled oxygen discharge. When operating at low

pressure (10 mTorr) varying the surface quenching coefficient in the range 0.000 01–0.1 has no

influence on the electron heating mechanism and electron heating is dominated by drift-

ambipolar (DA) heating in the plasma bulk and electron cooling is observed in the sheath

regions. As the pressure is increased to 25 mTorr the electron heating becomes a combination of

DA-mode and α–mode heating, and the role of the DA-mode decreases with decreasing surface

quenching coefficient. At 50 mTorr, electron heating in the sheath region dominates. However,

for the highest quenching coefficient there is some contribution from the DA-mode in the plasma

bulk, but this contribution decreases to almost zero and pure α–mode electron heating is

observed for a surface quenching coefficient of 0.001 or smaller.

Keywords: oxygen discharge, particle-in-cell, surface quenching, electron heating mechanism

1. Introduction

Low pressure radio frequency (rf) driven capacitively coupled

plasma (CCP) discharges have been applied in integrated

circuit manufacturing for a few decades. Currently the CCPs

consist of two parallel electrodes, typically with a radius of a

few tens of cm, separated by a few cm, and driven by a radio-

frequency power supply. In the capacitively coupled dis-

charges a plasma forms between the electrodes, from which it

is separated by space charge sheaths. The energy transport

mechanism and particle interactions in the plasma-surface

interface region play a significant role in the discharge

operation. Atomic species recombine to form molecules and

metastable species are quenched on the electrode surfaces.

Both of these processes influence the discharge operation and

can have determining influence on the electronegativity of the

discharge and the electron heating mechanisms and thus on

the electron kinetics. In turn the electron kinetics dictate the

ionization and dissociation processes that maintain the dis-

charge and create the radicals that are desired for materials

processing.

When operated at low pressure the electron heating

mechanism in a CCP is referred to as being collisionless and

is associated with the electron dynamics in the sheath region,

a rapid movement of the electrode sheaths or stochastic

electron heating [1, 2]. When the electrons interact with the

moving sheaths, they can be either cooled (collapsing sheath)

or heated (expanding sheath). Energetic electrons can also

bounce back and forth between the two sheaths. When they

hit the sheath edge during its expansion phase, energy is

transferred to the electrons. This electron heating process is

referred to as electron bounce resonance heating (BRH) and

can occur for certain combinations of driving frequency and

electrode gap [3–7]. The sheath motion and thus the sto-

chastic heating can also be enhanced by self-excited non-

linear plasma series resonance (PSR) oscillations [8–11].
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Collisionless electron heating via sheath oscillations is com-

monly referred to as the α-mode [12]. When the discharge is

operated at high applied voltages and pressures secondary

electron emission can contribute to or even dominate the

ionization, and the operating mode is then referred to as

γ-mode [12]. In electronegative discharges, large electron

density gradients can develop within the rf period which can

cause the generation of ambipolar fields along with drift

fields, that can accelerate the electrons, a heating mechanism

referred to as the drift-ambipolar (DA) mode [13, 14].

The oxygen discharge has been applied in plasma

materials processing for decades and its applications include

processes such as oxidation or anodization of silicon [15–17],

ashing of photoresist [18, 19], and surface modification of

polymer films [20–22]. The oxygen discharge is weakly

electronegative and the electronegativity depends on the

control parameters including pressure and power [23]. At low

operating pressure the negative O−-ion is the dominant

negative ion and it is created almost solely by electron impact

dissociative attachment, where the singlet metastables play a

significant role [24, 25]. Previously, we have demonstrated

how these singlet metastable molecular states influence the

electron heating mechanism and thus the electron kinetics in

the capacitively coupled oxygen discharge operated at a sin-

gle frequency of 13.56MHz [26–29] as well as the ion energy

distribution in both single and dual frequency discharges [30].

We have demonstrated that at low pressure (10 mTorr), the

electron heating is mainly within the plasma bulk (the elec-

tronegative core), and at higher pressures (50–500 mTorr) the

electron heating occurs mainly in the sheath region [27, 28].

When operating at low pressure the electron heating within

the discharge is due to combined drift-ambipolar-mode (DA-

mode) and α-mode and at higher pressures the discharge is

operated in the α-mode [31, 32].

Recent fluid model and PIC/MCC simulation studies

have indicated that there are significant changes in the elec-

tronegativity and the electron heating mechanism as the

quenching coefficient for the O2(a
1
Δg) on the electrode sur-

faces is varied [33–35]. Derzsi et al [34], using a PIC/MCC

simulation, demonstrate that the O2(a
1
Δg) density decreases

exponentially with increasing quenching coefficient γwqa in

the range 10−4�γwqa�5×10−2. In these PIC/MCC

simulation studies [34, 35] the O2(a
1
Δg) density is taken as a

fraction of the ground state oxygen molecule O2(X
3
Σg
−

).

Similarly, using a 1D fluid model, Greb et al [33] demon-

strated that the electronegativity depends strongly on the

O2(a
1
Δg) surface quenching coefficient and argued that

increased quenching coefficient leads to decreased O2(a
1
Δg)

density, decreased detachment by the O2(a
1
Δg) state, and thus

higher negative ion density. This is due to the very effective

annihilation of the O−-ions in the plasma bulk via detachment

by the singlet metastable molecules O2(a
1
Δg). More recently

Gibson and Gans [36] explored the particle dynamics in an

oxygen CCP while keeping the O2(a
1
Δg) as either 16% or

0.5% of the ground state density, to create a weekly and

highly, electronegative oxygen discharge, respectively. Using

a 1D fluid model they demonstrated that oxygen discharges

can operate in distinctly different modes dependent upon the

O2(a
1
Δg) density within the discharge. Less is known about

the role of the quenching of O2(b
1
Σg) on the electrodes.

Here we study how the surface quenching coefficients for

the singlet metastable molecules O2(a
1
Δg) influence the

electron heating processes, the electron energy probability

function (EEPF), the effective electron temperature, in the

single frequency voltage driven capacitively coupled oxygen

discharge by means of numerical simulation, for a fixed dis-

charge voltage, while the discharge pressure is varied from 10

to 50 mTorr. The simulation parameters and the cases

explored are defined in section 2, where we give an overview

of the known surface quenching coefficients for the singlet

metastable molecules on various surfaces and determine the

partial pressures of the neutral background species using a

global model. The results of the PIC/MCC simulations, the

various electron heating modes observed for the various

combinations of surface quenching coefficients and operating

pressures, are discussed in section 3. Finally, concluding

remarks are given in section 4.

2. The simulation

The one-dimensional object-oriented particle-in-cell Monte

Carlo collision (PIC/MCC) code oopd1 [37, 38] is applied to a

capacitively coupled oxygen discharge. In 1d-3v PIC codes, like

oopd1, the model system has one spatial dimension and three

velocity components. In our earlier work, we added oxygen

atoms in the ground state O(
3P) and ions of the oxygen atom

O+ and the relevant reactions to the oopd1discharge model

[39]. Later we added the singlet metastable molecule O2(a
1
Δg),

the metastable oxygen atom O(
1D) [26], and the singlet meta-

stable molecule O2(b
1
Σg
+
) [28], along with energy dependent

secondary electron emission coefficients for oxygen ions and

neutrals as they bombard the electrodes [28]. For this current

work the discharge model contains nine species: electrons, the
ground state neutrals O(

3P) and 4�( )O X2
3

g , the negative

ions O−, the positive ions O+ and �O2 , and the metastables

O(
1D), %( )O a2

1
g and O2(b 4

�)1
g . The full oxygen reaction set

and the cross sections used have been discussed in our earlier

works and will not be repeated here [26, 28, 39]. However, as

the role of the singlet metastable oxygen molecule O2(a
1
Δg) is

being explored two important reactions are mentioned here (see

further discussion in [26]). It is known from global model stu-

dies [24] that dissociative attachment of the oxygen molecule is

almost the sole source of O−-ions in the discharge and the

metastable oxygen molecules play a major role. In particular

dissociative attachment from the metastable oxygen molecule

O2(a
1
Δg) can be the dominant path for the creation of negative

ion O− through

� %
�

�

�

�

⎧
⎨
⎩

( ) ⟶
( )

( )
e O a

O P O

O D O
g2

1
3

1

Lower pressure, and thus higher effective electron temperature,

promotes the creation of the negative ion O−. The metastable

molecule O2(a
1
Δg) also contributes significantly to the loss of

2
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the negative ion O−-ion through the detachment process

� %� ( ) ⟶O O a productsg2
1

while detachment by the oxygen molecule in the ground state is

negligible. Here we use the rate coefficient measured at 400 K of

1.5×10−16 m3/s by Midey et al [40] to estimate the cross

section by assuming a Maxwellian velocity distribution of the

particles. The cross section is allowed to fall as �1 to

184 meV and then take a fixed value of 5.75×10−20 m2. Also

we assume that the detachment by the metastable molecule

O2(a
1
Δg) leads to the formation of O(

3P) + O2(X
3
Σg
−) + e,

instead of O3 + e and O +
�O2 . Increased discharge pressure

thus promotes the loss of the negative ion O−.

We assume a symmetric capacitively coupled discharge

where one of the electrodes is driven by an rf voltage

Q�( ) ( ) ( )V t V ftsin 2 10

while the other is grounded. Here V0 is the voltage amplitude, f

the driving frequency, and t is the time. For this current study

we assume the discharge to be operated with voltage amplitude

of V0=222V with an electrode separation of 4.5 cm and a

capacitor of 1 F in series with the voltage source, while the

surface quenching coefficient for the singlet delta metastable

%( )O a2
1

g and discharge pressure is varied. These are the same

parameters as assumed in our earlier work using oopd1

[26, 28, 29, 32, 39] and by Lichtenberg et al[41] using the

xpdp1 code. The discharge electrode separation is assumed to

be small compared to the electrode diameter so that the dis-

charge can be treated as one dimensional. We assume 10.25 cm

diameter electrodes in order to determine the absorbed power

and set the discharge volume for the global model calculations,

discussed in section 2.3. The time step Δt and the grid spacing

Δx resolve the electron plasma frequency and the electron

Debye length of the low-energy electrons, respectively,

according to ωpe Δt<0.2, where ωpe is the electron plasma

frequency, and the simulation grid is uniform and consists of

1000 cells. The electron time step is 3.68×10−11 s. The

simulation was run for 5.5×106 time steps or 2750 rf cycles. It

takes roughly 1700 rf cycles to reach equilibrium for all parti-

cles and the time averaged plasma parameters shown, such as

the densities, the electron heating rate, and the effective electron

temperature, are averages over 1000 rf cycles. All particle

interactions are treated by the Monte Carlo method with a null-

collision scheme [42]. For the heavy particles we use a sub-

cycling and the heavy particles are advanced every 16 electron

time steps and we assume that the initial density profiles are

parabolic [43].
The kinetics of the charged particles (electrons, �O2 -ions,

O+-ions and O−-ions) was followed for all energies. Since the

neutral gas density is much higher than the densities of

charged species, the neutral species at thermal energies

(below a certain cut-off energy) are treated as a background

with fixed density and temperature and maintained uniformly

in space. These neutral background species are assumed to

have a Maxwellian velocity distribution at the gas temper-

ature (here Tn=26 mV). The kinetics of the neutrals are

followed when their energy exceeds a preset energy threshold

value. The energy threshold values used here for the various

neutral species are listed in table 1. Due to recombination of

atomic oxygen and quenching of metastable atoms and

molecules on the electrode surfaces there is a drop in the high

energy (energy above the threshold value) atomic oxygen

density and increase in the high energy oxygen molecule

densities next to the electrodes as shown in our earlier work

[28]. Thus assuming uniformity of the background gas is thus

somewhat unrealistic.

The ratio of the number of physical particles to compu-

tational particles, the particle weight, is also listed in table 1

for all the neutral species. Note that in oopd1 the particles

can have different weights [44, 45] and the collisions among

particles with different weights is implemented in oopd1

following the method suggested by Miller and Combi [46].

In our earlier studies we have used fixed partial pressure

for each of the neutral species as we have varied the pressure

[27], the driving voltage amplitude [31], and the driving

frequency [32]. Here we take a different approach and cal-

culate the partial pressure for each combination of pressure

and surface quenching coefficient using a global (volume

averaged) model as discussed in section 2.3. The two elec-

trodes are assumed to be identical, and the surface coeffi-

cients, surface recombination and surface quenching, are kept

the same at both electrodes. We neglect the reflection of

electrons from the electrodes.

2.1. Wall recombination coefficients

As a neutral species hits the electrode it returns as a thermal

particle with a given probability and atoms can recombine to

form a thermal molecule with the given probability. The wall

recombination coefficient for the neutral atoms in ground

state O(
3P) is taken to be 0.5 as measured by Booth and

Sadeghi [47] for a pure oxygen discharge in a stainless steel

reactor at 2 mTorr. As the oxygen atom O(
3P) hits the elec-

trode we assume that half of the atoms are reflected as O(
3P)

at room temperature and the other half recombines to form the

Table 1. The parameters of the simulation, the particle weight, and
the energy threshold above which dynamics of the neutral particles
are followed.

Species particle energy

weight threshold

[meV]

4�( )O X2
3

g q5 107 500

O2( %a1 g) q5 106 100

O2( 4b1 g) q5 106 100

O(
3P) q5 107 500

O(
1D) q5 107 50
�O2 107 −

O+ 106 −

O− q5 107 −

e q1 107 −

3
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ground state oxygen molecule 4�( )O X2
3

g at room temper-

ature. Note that this is a rough assumption as it is known that

the wall recombination coefficient drops significantly with

increased pressure [24]. This could lead to underestimation of

the atomic oxygen density. However, the atomic oxygen

density is low and is expected to decrease with increased

pressure so this is not expected to have a significant influence

on the results reported here. Similarly, as the metastable atom

O(
1D) hits the electrode we assume that half of the atoms are

quenched to form O(
3P) and the other half recombines to form

the ground state oxygen molecule 4�( )O X2
3

g at room

temperature.

2.2. Wall quenching coefficients

It is difficult to determine an actual value for the surface

quenching coefficients of the singlet metastables on the

electrode surfaces either experimentally or theoretically. In

general we would expect that the quenching probability for

any excited species hitting the electrodes to depend not only

on the species itself, but also on the surface material, the

surface temperature, and the actual surface condition, such as

surface roughness and contamination, which can vary sub-

stantially. Indeed it has been pointed out by Du et al [48] that

the quenching probability of O2(a
1
Δg) increases with both the

duration of the exposure to and the concentration of

O2(a
1
Δg). The values for the measured wall quenching

coefficient, found in the literature, for O2(a
1
Δg) and O2(b 4

�1
g )

on various surfaces are listed in table 2. All of the values

listed in table 2 were measured at room temperature. We note

that the listed values span a few orders of magnitude and

depend on the surface material. Furthermore, we note that the

measured values also vary by orders of magnitude for the

same materials. We also note that the quenching probability

for O2(b 4
�1
g ) is in general significantly higher than for

O2(a
1
Δg). In our earlier studies [25, 27–29, 32] we have used

a quenching coefficients for the singlet metastable O2(a
1
Δg)

on the electrode surface of γwqa=0.007, estimated by

Sharpless and Slanger for iron [49]. As the measured wall

quenching probability for O2(a
1
Δg) on aluminum is lower

than for iron, as seen in table 2, we would expect that alu-

minum electrodes would therefore lead to higher singlet

metastable densities and lower electronegativity. In these

studies we assumed the quenching coefficient for O2(b
1
Σg
+
) to

be γwqb=0.1, an assumed value, based on the suggestion

that the quenching coefficient for the b1Σg
+ state is about two

orders of magnitude larger than for the %a1 g state [50]. We

will use this value for the surface quenching coefficient of

O2(b 4
�1
g ) in this current study. We are aware that this may be

overestimation based on the values listed in table 2. We have

seen in global model studies that wall quenching can be

the main loss mechanism for the singlet metastable state

O2(b 4
�1
g ) [25]. Gordiets et al [51] and Kutasi et al [52] use

Table 2. Overiew of the measured wall quenching coefficients for the singlet metastables O2( %a1 g) and O2( 4b1 g) that can be found in the

literature. All of the values listed were measured at room temperature.

Surface  O2( %a1 g) References O2( 4b1 g) References

Hwqa Hwqb

Pyrex o q �( )3.1 0.2 10 5 [54] q �2 10 3 [55]

q �1.3 10 5 [56] q �2.2 10 3 [57]

q �2.1 10 5 [58] q �1 10 2 [59]

q �4.3 10 5 [60]

Teflon � �10 3 [49] q �4.5 10 3 [55]

Fe q �7 10 3 [49]

q �4.4 10 3 [61]

Cu q �1.4 10 2 [49] q �1.0 10 2 [55]

q �8.5 10 4 [61]

q �2.9 10 4 [54]

� q �1.15 1.43 10 3 [48]

Ni q �2.7 10 3 [61] q �2.6 10 2 [55]

q �1.1 10 2 [49]

o q �( )3.1 0.2 10 4 [54]

� q �0.6 1.0 10 3 [48]

Monel (Cu/Ni) o q �( )2.8 0.2 10 4 [54]

q �1.2 10 2 [49]

Al � �10 3 [49]

q �5.9 10 5 [61]

Pt q �1 10 2 [49]

q �4.0 10 4 [61]

Ti q �6.5 10 5 [61]

� �10 3 [49]

Ag q �1.1 10 2 [61]

Si q �7.3 10 4 [61]

Graphite q �3 10 3 [49]

4
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wall quenching coefficient for O2(a
1
Δg) of 2×10−5 and for

O2(b
1
Σg
+
) of 2×10−2 for a quartz tube in their models of

flowing N2/O2 dc glow discharge and Ar/O2 surface-wave

microwave discharge, respectively. By comparing the 1D

fluid simulations to phase and space resolved optical emission

(PROES) measurements Greb et al [53] determine the wall

quenching coefficient for O2(a
1
Δg) to be 1×10−5 for

stainless steel and 3×10−3 for teflon. A comparison of PIC/
MCC simulation with experimental findings using PROES for

a CCP with aluminum electrodes and electrode spacing of

2.5 cm suggests a wall quenching coefficient of 0.006 [35].

Due to the fact that the measured surface quenching coeffi-

cients for O2(a
1
Δg) vary a few orders of magnitude from

roughly 10−5 to a few times 10−2 we allow the surface

quenching coefficients for O2(a
1
Δg) to vary in the range

0.000 01–0.1 as we explore the how it influences the electron

heating processes. The lowest value of 0.000 01 corresponds

to pyrex or aluminum and values of 0.01 correspond to Pt or

Ag electrodes.

2.3. Global model–partial pressures

To determine the partial pressures of the background thermal

neutral species we applied a global (volume averaged) model

of the oxygen discharge. The global model used is discussed

in detail by Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson [62] but 32

additional reactions have been added to improve the treatment

of O2(b
1
Σg
+
), O3, and

�O2 [63], and in order to make the

oxygen reaction set as detailed as the one discussed by Toneli

et al [25]. We explored the partial pressures at 10, 25 and

50 mTorr and the total absorbed power was found to be 1.8 W

after iteration between the oopd1 simulations and the global

model. We assume a cylindrical discharge of diameter

10.25 cm and length 4.5 cm. We vary the surface quenching

coefficient for the singlet metastable molecule O2(a
1
Δg) in the

range γwqa=0.000 01−0.1 while the surface quenching

coefficient for the singlet metastable molecule O2(b
1
Σg) is

kept constant γwqb=0.1. The fractional densities found by

the global model calculations involving the neutrals
O2(X

3
Σg
−), O(

3P), O2(a
1
Δg) and O2(b 4 )1

g are listed in

table 3. These values are used as input for the simulation in

the particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collision (PIC/MCC) code

oopd1 as the partial pressure of the neutral background gas.

Note that not all the neutrals considered in the global model

calculations are shown in the table. We see that the partial
pressure of the singlet metastable molecule O2(a % )1

g increa-

ses with decreasing surface quenching coefficient and takes

its highest value at 25 mTorr for the lowest surface quenching
coefficient. The partial pressure of O2(b 4 )1

g is always much

smaller, maybe due to too large surface quenching coefficient.

3. Results and discussion

Figures 1 show the spatio temporal behaviour of the electron

power absorption as the surface quenching coefficient for the
singlet metastable molecule O2(a % )1

g is varied in the range

0.000 01–0.1, for pressures of 10 mTorr (left column),

25 mTorr (center column) and 50 mTorr (right column). The

electron power absorption is calculated as ·J Ee , where Je

and E are the spatially and temporally varying electron cur-

rent density and electric field, respectively. For each of the

figures the abscissa covers the whole inter-electrode gap, from

the powered electrode on the left hand side to the grounded

electrode on the right hand side. Similarly the ordinate covers

the full rf cycle. As displayed in figure 1 left column, for low

pressure (10 mTorr), the change in the quenching coefficient

Hwqa does not alter the heating mechanism, which is a com-

bination of a drift ambipolar (DA) heating in the bulk plasma

and stochastic heating due to the sheath oscillation (α-mode).

As the operating pressure is raised to 25 mTorr (see figure 1

center column) varying the quenching coefficients clearly has

an influence on the heating mechanism. For a high quenching

coefficient the electron heating is a combination of DA- and

α-mode, as seen in figure 1 center column (e), similar to what

is seen at 10 mTorr independent of the quenching coefficient

(figure 1 left column (a)–(e)). As the quenching coefficient is

lowered the bulk heating decreases and stochastic heating in

the sheath region becomes more prominent, as seen in

figures 1 center column (d)–(a). At 50 mTorr we still see

some bulk heating for the highest quenching coefficients

(figures 1 right column (e)–(d)) but for low quenching coef-

ficients there is no electron heating observed in the plasma

bulk (figures 1 right column (c)–(a)) and pure B� mode is

observed. Figure 2 shows the time averaged electron heating

profile between the electrodes � §·J Ee . We see in figure 2 (a)

that at 10 mTorr almost all the electron heating occurs in the

plasma bulk (the electronegative core) and the electron

heating profile is almost independent of the surface quenching

Table 3. The partial pressures of the thermal neutrals at 10, 25 and
50 mTorr for different wall quenching coefficients of the singlet
metastable molecule O2(a % )1

g calculated by a global (volume

averaged) model.

Hwqa O2 4�( )X3
g O2(a % )1

g O2(b 4 )1
g (O 3 P)

10 mTorr

10−1 0.992 6 0.002 2 0.001 5 0.001 5

10−2 0.982 5 0.012 4 0.001 6 0.000 9

10−3 0.971 7 0.024 0 0.001 8 0.000 7

10−4 0.968 4 0.026 5 0.001 8 0.001 5

10−5 0.968 1 0.026 8 0.001 8 0.001 5

25 mTorr

10−1 0.991 8 0.001 8 0.001 2 0.000 6

10−2 0.984 7 0.010 5 0.001 5 0.000 7

10−3 0.966 7 0.029 0 0.001 9 0.000 7

10−4 0.960 7 0.035 0 0.001 9 0.000 7

10−5 0.960 0 0.035 7 0.002 0 0.000 7

50 mTorr

10−1 0.989 5 0.001 3 0.001 0.000 3

10−2 0.988 3 0.005 4 0.001 5 0.000 4

10−3 0.979 1 0.016 1 0.002 0 0.000 4

10−4 0.973 9 0.021 5 0.002 2 0.000 4

10−5 0.973 2 0.022 3 0.002 2 0.000 4

5
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coefficient for the singlet metastable molecule O2(a % )1
g . In

the sheath regions the time averaged � §·J Ee value indicates

electron cooling. This can occur in the sheath regions as the

DA-heating in the bulk maintains the discharge. At 25 mTorr

for high surface quenching coefficient the electron heating in

the plasma bulk region dominates as seen in figure 2(b). As

the surface quenching coefficient for the singlet metastable

molecule O2(a % )1
g decreases the electron heating in the bulk

region decreases and the heating in the sheath regions

increases. For surface quenching coefficient in the range

0.001–0.000 01 the time averaged heating profile remains

roughly the same, electron heating occurs both in the bulk and

in the sheath regions, and a combination of DA- and B�

mode is observed. When operating at 50 mTorr electron

heating in the sheath region dominates as seen in figure 2(c).

Only for the highest surface quenching coefficients 0.1 and

0.01 there is some electron heating observed in the bulk

region. For surface quenching coefficients �0.001 there is

almost no electron heating in the bulk region at 50 mTorr.

Furthermore, at the higher pressures 25 mTorr and 50 mTorr,

Figure 1. The spatio-temporal behaviour of the electron power absorption at 10 mTorr (left column), 25 mTorr (center column) and 50 mTorr
(right column) for surface quenching coefficient for the singlet metastable molecule O2(a % )1

g as (a) H � 0.000 01wqa , (b) H � 0.000 1wqa ,

(c) H � 0.001wqa , (d) H � 0.01wqa and (e) H � 0.1wqa for a parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge with electrode separation of

4.5 cm driven by a 222 V voltage source at driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.

6
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the more the quenching coefficient is raised, the more the

power absorbtion in the bulk is increased. Also, when the

power absorbtion in the bulk increases, the power absorbtion

in the sheath regions decreases. High frequency oscillations in

the electron power absorption density adjacent to the

expanding sheath edge are seen at 25 and 50 mTorr and

become more clear as the pressure is increased and the surface

quenching coefficient is decreased. These oscillations are a

beam-plasma instability at the electron plasma frequency, due

to an electron-electron two-stream instability between the

bulk electrons and electrons accelerated by the moving

sheath [11, 64].

In order to explore the observed transition further, we

plot the time averaged center electronegativity as a function of

the surface quenching coefficient for the singlet metastable
molecule O2(a % )1

g in figure 3. At 10 mTorr the discharge is

the most electronegative and the least electronegative at

50 mTorr. At 10 mTorr the electronegativity does not vary

much when the surface quenching coefficient is varied. The

electronegativity is high, in the range 107–114, as the surface

quenching coefficient is decreased from 0.1 to 0.000 01. At 25

and 50 mTorr an increase in the electronegativity is observed

with increasing surface quenching coefficient. At 25 mTorr

the electronegativity increases from 61 to 90, and at 50 mTorr

the electronegativity increases from 13 to 52 as the surface

quenching coefficient is increased. This is related to the fact

that, when the surface quenching coefficient is increased, the
number of singlet delta metastable molecules O2(a % )1

g

decreases, the negative ion density increases, and the elec-

tronegativity increases. This also means, as has been pointed

out by others [33–35], that the surface quenching coefficient

dictates the electronegativity of the oxygen discharge. We

note that the electronegativity in this current study is some-

what larger than we have reported in our earlier works

[28, 32], particularly at the higher pressures. This is due to

the fact that the density of the singlet metastable molecule
O2(a % )1

g is somewhat lower in this current study and the

density of the the singlet metastable molecule O2(b 4 )1
g is

significantly lower than assumed in the earlier studies. These

are the results of the improved global model calculations as

discussed in section 2.3. A few measurements of the elec-

tronegativity in capacitively coupled oxygen discharges have

been reported. Berezhnoj et al [65] report a value of around

10 in a symmetric capacitively coupled oxygen discharge

Figure 2. The time averaged electron heating profile for a parallel
plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge at (a) 10 mTorr,
(b) 25 mTorr, and (c) 50 mTorr, with a gap separation of 4.5 cm
driven by a 222 V voltage source at driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.

Figure 3. The electronegativity in the discharge center (B0) as a

function of the quenching coefficient of the singlet metastable
molecule O2(a % )1

g for a parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen

discharge with a gap separation of 4.5 cm driven by a 222 V voltage
source at driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.

7
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with stainless steel electrodes operated at 45 mTorr with

electrode spacing of 6 cm. At 50 mTorr we find electro-
negativity of 13 for H � �10wqa

5 and 18.7 for H � �10wqa
3.

Similarly, Katsch et al [66] estimated the electronegativity in

the discharge center of a capacitively coupled oxygen dis-

charge, with aluminum electrodes with 2.54 cm separation, to

be roughly 2 at 103 mTorr and 150 V and to fall below unity

at 280 V. We would expect the electronegativity to decrease

for aluminum electrodes and higher pressure. For higher

pressures Küllig et al [67] reported electronegativity of 5–6 at

225 mTorr in an asymmetric capacitively coupled discharge

with stainless steel electrodes and Kaga et al [68] measured

center electronegativity of 7.4–11.6 at 100 mTorr and

10.8–18.6 at 500 mTorr with aluminum electrodes with spa-

cing of 6 cm.

The time averaged electron density profile is shown in
figure 4. The center electron density at 10 mTorr is q8.6 1013

m−3 and is roughly independent of the surface quenching

coefficient as seen in figure 4(a). The electron density profile is

flat within the plasma bulk with a peak close to the sheath edge.
At 25 mTorr the center electron density is q1.25 1014 m−3 for

H � 0.1wqa and increases slightly with decreasing quenching

coefficient or to q1.57 1014 m−3 for H � 0.000 01wqa . The

electron density profile is flat within the plasma bulk and an

increase in the density is observed close to the sheath edge. At
50 mTorr the electron density is q2.4 1014 m−3 for H � 0.1wqa

and increases with decreasing quenching coefficient to

q7.7 1014 m−3 for H � 0.000 01wqa . The electron density

profile is flat within the plasma bulk and here no increase (or a

peak) is observed at the sheath edge. Kechkar et al [69] explored

experimentally slightly asymmetric capacitively couple oxygen

discarge operated at 13.56MHz, and report electron density in

the range 1015– q7 1016 m−3 for a discharge operated at 100

mTorr while the power is varied in the range 30–600 W. When

operating low power of 30 W, in what they refer to as the B�
mode, the electron density is in the range q6 1014– q1.6 1015

m−3, increasing with increasing pressure from 10–50 mTorr.

These values measured at low power of 30 W and in the pres-

sure range 10–50 mTorr are very similar to the simulated elec-

tron density values reported here. Also Katsch et al [66] report
eletron density of q3 1014 m−3 at 150 V and q1.4 1015 at

280 V when operating oxygen discharge at 100 mTorr and
Berezhnoj et al [65] report electron density of q1.1 1014 m−3

in a symmetric capacitively coupled oxygen discharge with

stainless steel electrodes operated at 45 mTorr with electrode
spacing of 6 cm, and current density of � �J 0.31 mA cm 2.

Figure 5 shows the electric field profile in the plasma bulk

for the various quenching coefficients at a fixed time slice

U �t 0.5rf . Note that these curves are not time averaged. At 10

mTorr there is a strong electric field gardient in the bulk region

and the electric field strength and profile is independent of the

surface quenching coefficient as seen in figure 5(a). The electric

field is almost flat and takes its lowest absolute value in the

center of the electronegative core, while it assumes strong

values as the sheath region is approached. The shape of the

electric field profile is similar to the one predicted by the simple

model of Schulze et al [13]. The resulting electric field is a

combination of a drift field and an ambipolar field. The drift

electric field is due to low bulk conductivity or low electron

density. We have seen in figure 4 that the electron density is

very low indeed. The peak in the electric field at the sheath edge

is mainly caused by a local maximum of the electron density at

the sheath edge and the corresponding high value ofs sn xe on

Figure 4. The electron density profile for a parallel plate capacitively
coupled oxygen discharge at (a) 10 mTorr, (b) 25 mTorr, and
(c) 50 mTorr, with a gap separation of 4.5 cm driven by a 222 V
voltage source at driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.
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the plasma bulk side of this maximum. At this location diffu-

sion directs the electrons into the plasma bulk, while positive

ions flow continuously toward the electrode. This generates an

ambipolar field, that couples electron and positive ion motion

and accelerates electrons towards the electrode. At 25 mTorr

and 50 mTorr (figures 5(b) and (c)) important changes are

observed. For both the pressures considered, the higher the

quenching coefficient, the higher is the electric field peak in

the sheath region. There is clearly a transition from DA-α-mode

to B� mode when increasing the operating pressure from

25 mTorr to 50 mTorr. At 50 mTorr and low quenching

coefficient the electric field is flat and no peaks are observed on

the plasma bulk side of the sheath edge. Transitions between the

DA-mode and the α-mode have been demonstrated by both

simulations and experiments on CF4 discharges [13, 70] where

Figure 5. The electric field U �/t 0.5rf in the bulk region for a

parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge at (a) 10 mTorr,
(b) 25 mTorr, and (c) 50 mTorr with a gap separation of 4.5 cm
driven by a 222 V voltage source at driving frequency of
13.56 MHz.

Figure 6. The electron energy probability function (EEPF) in the
discharge center for a parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen
discharge at (a) 10 mTorr, (b) 25 mTorr, and (c) 50 mTorr with a gap
separation of 4.5 cm driven by a 222 V voltage source at driving
frequencies of 13.56 MHz.
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by increasing the operating pressure at a fixed applied voltage, a

transition from the α-mode to the DA-mode is induced. Note

that the CF4 discharge is weakly electronegative at 75 mTorr

while it is strongly electronegative at 600 mTorr [14]. Also by

increasing the voltage at a fixed pressure, a transition from the

DA-mode to the α-mode is observed in a CF4 discharge [13].

Oxygen behaves in the opposite way, by increasing the pressure

at a given voltage a transition from the DA-α-mode to the

α-mode is observed in the oxygen discharge [31]. This is a

similar to the transition reported by Derzsi et al [35] which

observe an operation mode transition from DA-α-mode to

α-mode in an oxygen discharge as harmonics are added to the

voltage waveforms for 10 and 15MHz driving frequency, which

also coincides with a strong decrease in the electronegativity.

The evolution of the electron energy probability function

(EEPF) in the discharge center with surface quenching coef-

ficient Hwqa is shown in figure 6. At the lower pressures

10 mTorr and 25 mTorr (figures 6(a) and (b)) the EEPF

curves outward for every quenching coefficient value. This is

due to the significant contribution of the DA-mode to the bulk

electron heating as clearly seen in figures 2(a) and (b) for 10

and 25 mTorr, respecitvely. At the higher pressure of

50 mTorr the EEPF still curves outward for the highest

quenching coefficients (as there is DA-heating present) but it

transitions to curve inward (bi-Maxwellian) for the lowest

quenching coefficients. The bi-Maxwellian shape of the EEPF

in CCPs is commonly associated with predominant sheath

heating (α-mode). The low energy electron population

represents electrons confined in the bulk plasma by an

ambipolar potential, which are only weakly heated by the rf

field, while the high energy population participates in the

sheath heating. So the population of low energy electrons is

high, as the bulk heating mechanism is weak. At 50 mTorr the

electon probability function shows the highest value for low

surface quenching, i.e.it has transitioned to become a bi-

Maxwellian, that is when the sheath heating mechanism

predominates, as was seen in figure 1 right column (a)–(c),

where the bulk heating is almost absent.

4. Conclusion

The one-dimensional object-oriented particle-in-cell Monte

Carlo collision code oopd1 was applied to explore the evol-

ution of the electron heating mechanism and the EEPF in a

capacitively coupled oxygen discharge while the wall quenching
probability of the single metastable molecule O2(a %

1
g) is varied.

We find that at low pressure (10 mTorr) the surface quenching

coefficient has no influence on the electron heating mechanism

and electron heating is dominated by drift-ambipolar heating in

the plasma bulk and electron cooling is observed in the sheath

region. At 25 mTorr the electron heating exhibits a combination

of DA-mode and B� mode. For the highest quenching coeffi-

cient the DA-mode dominates, but the role of the DA-mode

decreases with decreasing quenching coefficient. At the highest

pressure explored, 50 mTorr, electron heating in the sheath

region dominates. However, for the highest quenching coeffi-

cient there is some contribution from the DA-mode in the

plasma bulk, but this contribution decreases to almost zero,

and thus a pure B�mode is observed for quenching coefficient

of 0.001 or smaller. We have demonstrated that the surface

quenching coefficient of the singlet metastable molecule
O2(a %

1
g), and thus the electrode material, more or less dictates

the electronegativity within the discharge and the electron

heating mechanism, except at very low operating pressure

(∼10 mTorr). However, the quenching coefficients, even for

the most common electrodes, are not very well known.
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Abstract: The one-dimensional object-oriented particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collision code oopd1 is
applied to explore the role of secondary electron emission and electron reflection on the properties of
the capacitively-coupled oxygen discharge. At low pressure (10 mTorr), drift-ambipolar heating of the
electrons dominates within the plasma bulk, while at higher pressure (50 mTorr), stochastic electron
heating in the sheath region dominates. Electron reflection has negligible influence on the electron
energy probability function and only a slight influence on the electron heating profile and electron
density. Including ion-induced secondary electron emission in the discharge model introduces a
high energy tail to the electron energy probability function, enhances the electron density, lowers the
electronegativity, and increases the effective electron temperature in the plasma bulk.

Keywords: capacitively-coupled discharge; oxygen; particle-in-cell/Monte Carlo collision;
electron heating; secondary electron emission

1. Introduction

Low pressure radio frequency (rf)-driven capacitively-coupled discharges have a range of material
processing applications such as plasma etching and plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
within the microelectronics industry. These discharges have been explored extensively over the past
few decades. However, a few issues remain to be fully understood, including the electron heating
mechanism, in particular when driven by multiple frequencies [1], and the role of surfaces regarding
recombination and quenching of various species and phenomena such as secondary electron emission
and electron reflection [2,3]. The modern capacitively-coupled discharge consists of two parallel
electrodes separated by a few cm and is driven by a radio-frequency power generator. The plasma
forms when rf voltage is applied between the electrodes. The electrons that gain enough energy
from the resulting electric field produce positive ions, negative ions, and electrons through electron
impact ionization of neutral atoms and molecules and electron impact dissociative attachment of
molecules, which forms the plasma. The plasma is separated from the electrodes by space charge
sheaths. Multiple frequencies are commonly applied in order to achieve separate control of ion flux
and ion energy, as the ion flux dictates the throughput of the process and the ion energy determines
the etching and deposition parameters on the wafer surface.

Atoms 2018, 6, 65; doi:10.3390/atoms6040065 www.mdpi.com/journal/atoms
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The particle-in-cell (PIC) method, when combined with Monte Carlo (MC) treatment of collision
processes, is a self-consistent kinetic approach that has become a predominant numerical approach
to investigate the properties of the low pressure capacitively-coupled discharge. This approach is
commonly referred to as particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collision (PIC/MCC) method. The basic idea of the
PIC method is to allow typically a few hundred thousand computer-simulated particles (superparticles)
to represent a significantly higher number of real particles (density in the range of 1014–1018 m−3)
[4–6]. In a PIC simulation, the motion of each particle is simulated and the various macro-quantities
are calculated from the position and velocity of these particles. The particle interaction is handled
through a macro-force acting on the particles, which is calculated from the field equations at points on
a computational grid. This method allows us to follow the spatio-temporal evolution of the various
plasma parameters such as particle density, particle energy, particle fluxes, and particle heating rates.

The kinetics of the capacitively-coupled oxygen discharge have been studied for over two decades
starting with the seminal work of Vahedi and Surendra [7] using the 1D xpdp1 PIC/MCC code.
Since then, a number of PIC/MCC studies have been reported on oxygen and Ar/O2 discharges
using the xpdx1 series of codes, in both symmetrical and asymmetrical geometry, performed over a
range of pressures and compared to experimental findings [8] and to analytical density profiles [9],
showing good agreement, to explore the formation of the ion energy distribution function in an O2/Ar
mixture in an asymmetric capacitively-coupled discharge [10], and the influence of the secondary
electron emission on the density profiles and the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) [11].
Other 1D PIC/MCC codes have been developed to explore the oxygen discharge. A 1D PIC/MCC
model developed in Greifswald, that includes the metastable oxygen molecule O2(a1∆g) as a fraction of
the ground state molecule, was used to determine the ion energy distribution function (IEDF) in oxygen
CCP [12,13]. Furthermore, they found by comparison with experiments that one sixth of the oxygen
molecules are in the metastable singlet delta state. A 1D PIC/MCC code, developed in Dalian [14,15],
was applied to explore the electrical asymmetry effect in a dual-frequency capacitively-coupled oxygen
discharge. Similar to Bronold et al. [12], this work assumed a constant density for the singlet metastable
molecule O2(a1∆g). More recently, a 1D PIC/MCC code that was developed in Budapest was used
to explore the heating mechanism in a capacitively-coupled oxygen discharge driven by tailored
waveforms (composed of N harmonics in addition to a fundamental frequency f1) [16,17]. Furthermore,
a PIC/MCC fluid hybrid model was applied to explore the electron power absorption and the influence
of pressure on the energetics and particle densities [18,19]. In all of these works, only electrons,
the positive ion O+

2 , and the negative ion O− were treated kinetically, and the positive ion O+ was
neglected. Furthermore, none of the metastable states were treated kinetically. The one-dimensional
object-oriented plasma device one (oopd1) code allows having the simulated particles of different
weights, which allows for tracking both charged and neutral particles in the simulation. Earlier,
we benchmarked the basic reaction set for the oxygen discharge in oopd1 to the xpdp1 code [20].

In recent years, the oxygen reaction set in the oopd1 code was improved significantly [20–22].
Using this improved discharge model, we showed that the singlet metastable molecular states
have a significant influence on the electron heating mechanism in the capacitively-coupled oxygen
discharge [21–24] as well as the ion energy distribution [25]. We demonstrated that, when operating
at low pressure (10 mTorr), the electron heating is mainly located within the plasma bulk
(the electronegative core), while, when operating at higher pressures (50–500 mTorr), the electron
heating appears almost solely within the sheath regions [22,23]. Furthermore, when operating at
low pressure, the electron heating within the discharge is due to a hybrid drift-ambipolar-mode
(DA-mode) and α-mode, and while operating at higher pressures, the discharge is operated in a pure
α-mode [26,27]. We have also shown that detachment by the singlet molecular metastable states is
the process that has the most influence on the electron heating process in the higher pressure regime,
while it has almost negligible influence at lower pressures [22–24].
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Secondary electron emission and electron reflection from the electrodes have often been neglected
in PIC/MCC simulations. When it is included, it is common to assume the secondary electron
emission to have a constant value (independent of the discharge conditions such as the energy of
the bombarding ions), while only the ion-induced secondary electron emission is taken into account,
and thus, the contributions of other species are neglected [2,3]. The effects of including a constant
secondary electron emission yield are increased electron density, enhancement of the density profiles
and the electron energy distribution functions (EEDFs), decreased sheath width, and the electron
heating rate profiles changing significantly in both argon [28] and oxygen [11] discharges. Furthermore,
it has been demonstrated that an asymmetry can be introduced by having electrodes with different
secondary electron emission properties in a capacitively-coupled discharge [29], which was later
extended to also include the electrical asymmetry effect in a dual-frequency capacitively-coupled
discharge driven by two consecutive harmonics with different electrode materials [30]. In these studies,
the secondary electron emission yield was set to be a constant. A few recent studies have emphasized
using realistic secondary electron emission yields for both fast neutrals and ions bombarding the
electrodes [2,3,22,28,31–33].

In an earlier study, we explored the role of including an energy-dependent secondary electron
emission yield for both O+ and O+

2 -ions and O and O2 neutrals in an oxygen discharge [22]. We noted
that this had a significant influence on the discharge properties, including increased electron and ion
densities and decreased sheath width. Here, we study systematically how the secondary electron
emission and the electron reflection from the electrodes influence the charged particle profiles,
the electron heating processes, the electron energy probability function (EEPF), and the effective
electron temperature, in a single frequency voltage-driven capacitively-coupled oxygen discharge by
means of numerical simulation, for a fixed discharge voltage, while the discharge pressure is varied
from 10–50 mTorr. The simulation parameters and the cases explored are defined in Section 2, and the
simulation results found by including and excluding the ion-induced secondary electron emission and
electron reflection are compared in Section 3. We give a summary and concluding remarks in Section 4.

2. The Simulation

The one-dimensional (1d-3v) object-oriented particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collision (PIC/MCC)
code oopd1 [34,35] is herein applied to a capacitively-coupled oxygen discharge. The oopd1
code, like the well-known xpdp1 code [7], is a general plasma device simulation tool capable of
simulating various types of plasmas, including breakdown, accelerators, beams, as well as processing
discharges [20].

The oxygen reaction set included in the oopd1 code is rather extensive. Like xpdp1, it includes the
ground state oxygen molecule O2(X3Σ−g ), the negative ion O−, the positive ion O+

2 , and electrons [7,20].
In addition, oxygen atoms in the ground state O(3P) and ions of the oxygen atom O+ [20], the singlet
metastable molecule O2(a1∆g), and the metastable oxygen atom O(1D) [21], and the singlet metastable
molecule O2(b1Σ+

g ) [22] were added along with the relevant reactions and cross-sections. The full
oxygen reaction set was discussed in our earlier works where the cross-sections used were also given
[20–22]. Furthermore, oopd1 has energy-dependent secondary electron emission coefficients for oxygen
ions and neutrals as they bombard both clean and dirty metal electrodes [22]. Thus, for this current
work, the discharge model contains nine species: electrons, the ground state neutrals O(3P) and
O2(X3Σ−g ), the negative ions O−, the positive ions O+ and O+

2 , and the metastables O(1D), O2(a1∆g),
and O2(b1Σ+

g ). We herein use the secondary electron emission yield for a dirty surface as given in our
earlier work [22].

We assume a geometrically-symmetric capacitively-coupled discharge where one of the electrodes
is driven by an rf voltage at a single frequency:

V(t) = V0 sin(2π f t) (1)
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while the other electrode is grounded. Here, V0 is the voltage amplitude, f the driving frequency,
and t the time. The discharge operating parameters assumed are the voltage amplitude of V0 = 222 V,
an electrode separation of 4.5 cm, and a capacitor of 1 F connected in series with the voltage source.
The driving frequency is assumed to be 13.56 MHz. These are the parameters used in our earlier works
using oopd1 [20–22,24,27] and in the work of Lichtenberg et al. [9] using the xpdp1 code. The discharge
electrode separation is assumed to be small compared to the electrode diameter so that the discharge
can be treated as one dimensional. We assume the electrode diameter to be 10.25 cm, which is
needed in order to determine the absorbed power, and set the discharge volume for the global model
calculations applied to determine the partial pressure of the neutral species. The time step ∆t and
the grid spacing ∆x are set to resolve the electron plasma frequency and the electron Debye length
of the low-energy electrons, respectively, according to ωpe∆t < 0.2, where ωpe is the electron plasma
frequency, and the simulation grid is taken to be uniform and consists of 1000 cells. The electron
time step is set to 3.68× 10−11 s. The simulation was run for 5.5× 106 time steps, which corresponds
to 2750 rf cycles. It takes roughly 1700 rf cycles to reach equilibrium for all particles, and the time
averaged plasma parameters shown, such as the densities, the electron heating rate, and the effective
electron temperature, are averages over 1000 rf cycles. All particle interactions are treated by the Monte
Carlo method with a null-collision scheme [4]. For the heavy particles, we use sub-cycling, and the
heavy particles are advanced every 16 electron time steps [36]. Furthermore, we assume that the initial
density profiles are parabolic [36].

The kinetics of the charged particles (electrons, O+
2 -ions, O+-ions, and O−-ions) was followed

for all energies. Since the neutral gas density is much higher than the densities of charged species,
the neutral species at thermal energies (below a certain cut-off energy) are treated as a background with
fixed density and temperature and maintained uniformly in space. These neutral background species
are assumed to have a Maxwellian velocity distribution at the gas temperature (here, Tn = 26 mV).
The kinetics of the neutrals are followed when their energy exceeds a preset energy threshold value.
The energy threshold values and the particle weights used here for the various neutral species included
in the simulation are listed in Table 1. The partial pressures of the background thermal neutral species
were calculated using a global (volume averaged) model of the oxygen discharge, as discussed in
Proto and Gudmundsson [37]. The fractional densities for the neutrals O2(X3Σ−g ), O(3P), O2(a1∆g),
and O2(b1Σg), estimated using the global model calculations at 10, 25, and 50 mTorr, are listed in
Table 2. These values are used as input for the PIC/MCC simulation as the partial pressures of the
neutral background gas. Note that not all the neutrals considered in the global model calculations
are shown in Table 2. Due to recombination of atomic oxygen and quenching of metastable atoms
and molecules on the electrode surfaces, discussed below, there is a drop in the high energy (energy
above the threshold value) atomic oxygen density and an increase in the high energy oxygen molecule
densities next to the electrodes, as shown in our earlier work [22]. Thus, assuming uniformity of the
background gas is thus somewhat an unrealistic assumption.

Table 1. The parameters of the simulation, the particle weight, and the energy threshold above which
kinetics of the neutral particles are followed.

Species Particle Weight Energy Threshold (meV)

O2(X3Σ−g ) 5× 107 500
O2(a1∆g) 5× 106 100
O2(b1Σg) 5× 106 100
O(3P) 5× 107 500
O(1D) 5× 107 50
O+

2 107 -
O+ 106 -
O− 5× 107 -
e 1× 107 -
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The electrode surfaces have significant influence on the discharge properties. There are a few
parameters regarding the surface interaction of the neutral species that have to be set in the discharge
model. For a neutral species that hits the electrode, we assume it returns as a thermal particle with a
given probability. Similarly atoms can recombine on the electrode surfaces to form a thermal molecule
with a given probability. As the oxygen atom O(3P) hits the electrode, we assume that half of the
atoms are reflected as O(3P) at room temperature, and the other half recombines to form the ground
state oxygen molecule O2(X3Σ−g ) at room temperature. Thus, for a neutral oxygen atom in the ground
state O(3P), we use a wall recombination coefficient of 0.5, as measured by Booth and Sadeghi [38],
for a pure oxygen discharge in a stainless steel reactor at 2 mTorr. Similarly, as the metastable oxygen
atom O(1D) hits the electrode, we assume that half of the atoms are quenched to form O(3P) and that
the other half recombines to form the ground state oxygen molecule O2(X3Σ−g ) at room temperature.
For the surface quenching coefficients of the singlet metastables molecules on the electrode surfaces,
we assume for the singlet metastable O2(a1∆g) a value of γwqa = 0.0001, and for the singlet metastable
O2(b1Σ+

g ), we assume a value of γwqb = 0.1, based on the suggestion by O’Brien and Myers [39]
that the surface quenching coefficient for the b1Σ+

g state is significantly larger than for the a1∆g state.
We explored the influence of the surface quenching coefficients of the singlet metastable molecule
O2(a1∆g) on the discharge properties in an earlier work [37]. There, we demonstrated that the influence
of γwqa on the discharge properties and the electron heating mechanism can be significant indeed.
The partial pressures listed in Table 2 were calculated by a global model using these surface quenching
and recombination parameters as discussed in our earlier study [37].

Table 2. The partial pressures of the thermal neutrals at 10, 25, and 50 mTorr for the wall quenching
coefficient for the singlet metastable molecule O2(a1∆g) of γwqa = 0.0001 calculated by a global
(volume averaged) model.

Pressure O2(X3Σ−
g ) O2(a1∆g) O2(b1Σg) O(3P)

10 mTorr 0.9684 0.0265 0.0018 0.0015

25 mTorr 0.9607 0.0350 0.0019 0.0007

50 mTorr 0.9739 0.0215 0.0022 0.0004

In the simulations, we either neglect electron reflection from the electrode or assume that electrons
are reflected from the electrodes with a probability of 0.2, which is the number of elastically-reflected
electrons per incoming electron, independent of their energy and angle of incidence. This value is
based on the summary of values presented by Kollath [40] for various materials. This value has been
used by others in PIC/MCC simulations of capacitively-coupled discharges [2,3]. However, in reality,
the reflection of electrons is known to depend on the electrode material, incident electron energy and
the angle of incidence [40,41]. Furthermore, for all the cases explored here, we neglect secondary
electron emission due to electron impact of the electrodes. The four cases explored for each pressure
are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. The four cases explored for each pressure.

Case γsee Electron Reflection

1 γsee(E) [22] none
2 γsee(E) [22] 20%
3 γsee = 0.0 none
4 γsee = 0.0 20%
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3. Results and Discussion

The choice of the surface quenching coefficient for the singlet metastable O2(a1∆g) of
γwqa = 0.0001 was based on our earlier study of the time averaged electron heating profile
between the electrodes 〈Je · E〉 [37]. In this study, we found that at 10 mTorr, almost all the electron
heating occurred within the plasma bulk (the electronegative core), and the electron heating profile
was almost independent of the surface quenching coefficient for the singlet metastable molecule
O2(a1∆g), while the DA-heating mode dominated the time averaged electron heating over one rf cycle.
At 25 mTorr, the time averaged electron heating occurred both in the bulk (the electronegative core)
and in the sheath regions, and a hybrid DA- and α-mode heating was observed. When operating
at 50 mTorr, electron heating in the sheath region dominated, and the discharge was operated in a
pure α-mode. Thus, this choice of pressure values and γwqa = 0.0001 gave us three distinct operating
regimes to analyze further.

The electron energy probability function (EEPF) in the discharge center is shown in Figure 1,
for the various combinations of pressures, including and excluding secondary electron emission and
electron reflection from the electrodes, for a total of four cases for each pressure, as shown in Table 3.
Figure 1a shows the electron probability function (EEPF) at 10 mTorr. At low electron energy, the EEPF
curved outwards, and a high energy tail was apparent when secondary electron emission was excluded
from the simulation. We see that adding secondary electron emission to the discharge model enhanced
the EEPF. When including the ion-induced energy-dependent secondary electron emission yield,
more electrons were created at the electrodes, which were subsequently accelerated to the plasma
bulk across the sheath. Thus, more high energy electrons were created in the discharge, and the EEPF
exhibits a high energy tail when secondary electrons were emitted from the electrodes. This high
energy tail extended up to roughly 240 eV. At 10 mTorr, both cases (including and excluding electron
reflection) including secondary electron emission overlapped, and both cases (including and excluding
electron reflection) neglecting the secondary electron emission overlapped. Thus, including electron
reflection from the electrodes had negligible effects on the EEPF. Figure 1b shows the EEPF at 25 mTorr.
We see that the shape changed for all four cases as the pressure increased. The electron reflection had a
negligible effect on the EEPF. This can be seen from the overlap of the green dashed line on the black
one, when secondary electron emission was excluded, and from the overlap of the red line on the
blue one, where secondary electron emission was included. Furthermore, an overall reduction of the
high energy part of the curve, compared to the 10 mTorr case, was observed when secondary electron
emission was neglected. This means that, when the pressure was raised and the secondary electron
emission was neglected, there were fewer hot electrons within the bulk. Figure 1c shows the EEPF
at 50 mTorr. Here, the transition, which already started at 25 mTorr, was fully accomplished and the
shape of the EEPF now curved inwards or was bi-Maxwellian for all four cases. As before including
secondary electron emission led to a high energy tail. Furthermore, now, the black dashed line with
the green one and the blue dashed line with the red one overlapped almost perfectly, which indicates
that the electron reflection from the electrodes had negligible effects.

Figure 2 shows the profile of the time averaged power absorption by the electrons over an rf cycle
〈Je · E〉. A predominance of the electron heating within plasma bulk was observed in all four cases at
10 mTorr. We see that, when including the ion-induced secondary electron emission, the difference
between including and excluding the electron reflection at the electrodes was very small within the
plasma bulk. The same occurred when the secondary electron emission was excluded. A maximum
in the power absorption in the bulk and a minimum in the sheath region were observed when the
secondary electron emission was excluded and the electron reflection was included in the simulation
(black line in Figure 2a). On the contrary, a maximum in the power absorption in the sheath edge and a
minimum in the bulk were seen when the secondary electron emission was included and the electron
reflection was excluded (red line in Figure 2a). At the transition pressure of 25 mTorr, the situation
was drastically changed. A combination of the electron heating in the plasma bulk and in the sheath
region was observed in all four cases. Indeed Figure 2b shows that there was a maximum in the power
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absorption in the bulk and a minimum in the sheath edge when both secondary electron emission
and electron reflection were excluded (green line in Figure 2b), while a minimum in the bulk and a
maximum in the sheath edge were observed when the secondary electron emission and the electron
reflection were included (blue line in Figure 2b). At 50 mTorr, the transition was fully accomplished
and the electron heating was almost solely in the sheath region or stochastic electron heating. This is
clearly seen in Figure 2c when averaged over the rf cycle. Indeed, the electron reflection did not
play much of a role. The maximum in the power absorption was observed when secondary electron
emission was included in the simulation and the sheath was slightly narrower.
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Figure 1. The electron energy probability function (EEPF) in the discharge center for a parallel plate
capacitively-coupled oxygen discharge at (a) 10 mTorr, (b) 25 mTorr, and (c) 50 mTorr with a surface
quenching coefficient for the singlet metastable molecule O2(a1∆g) as γwqa = 0.0001 and a gap
separation of 4.5 cm driven by a 222 V voltage source at a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.
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Figure 2. The time averaged electron heating profile for a parallel plate capacitively-coupled oxygen
discharge at (a) 10 mTorr, (b) 25 mTorr, and (c) 50 mTorr with a surface quenching coefficient for the
singlet metastable molecule O2(a1∆g) as γwqa = 0.0001 and a gap separation of 4.5 cm driven by a
222 V voltage source at a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.

In order to explore the observed transition further, we plot the center electron density as a
function of pressure in Figure 3a. The electron density increased with increased pressure. At 10 mTorr,
all four cases exhibited a similar electron density, and the electron density was slightly enhanced
when the electron reflection was included in the simulation. At 25 mTorr, we see that including both
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the secondary electron emission and the electron reflection gave the highest center electron density,
while excluding both processes led to the lowest center electron density. The differences in electron
density between including and excluding both secondary electron emission and electron reflection
were bigger than at 10 mTorr. At 50 mTorr, we see that including the ion induced secondary electron
emission increased the center electron density and that including electron reflection increased the
electron density even further.

Further insights about the observed transition are shown in the plot of the center electronegativity
as a function of pressure in Figure 3b. At 10 mTorr, the discharge was the most strongly electronegative.
The electronegativity decreased from ∼110 at 10 mTorr to ∼20 at 50 mTorr. The electronegativity was
higher (lower) when electron reflection was excluded (included) in the simulation; however, all four
cases were very close to each other. The maximum (minimum) value of the electronegativity was
reached when both secondary electron emission and electron reflection were excluded (included).
At 25 mTorr, we observe that the gap between including and excluding both secondary electron
emission and electron reflection was bigger than at 10 mTorr. We observe that, when secondary electron
emission was included, excluding the electron reflection enhanced the electronegativity. The same
occurred when secondary electron emission was included. Indeed, in this case, excluding both
secondary electron emission and electron reflection gave the highest electronegativity. At 50 mTorr,
the electronegativity was drastically reduced. We observed that electronegativity was lowest when
secondary electron emission was included in the simulation and that electron reflection did not play
much of a role. On the other hand, the electronegativity was highest when secondary electron emission
and electron reflection were excluded from the simulation.
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Figure 3. The (a) electron density and the (b) electronegativity in the discharge center as a function of
pressure for a parallel plate capacitively-coupled oxygen discharge with a surface quenching coefficient
for the singlet metastable molecule O2(a1∆g) as γwqa = 0.0001 and a gap separation of 4.5 cm driven
by a 222 V voltage source at a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.

Figure 4 shows the spatio-temporal behavior of the electron power absorption Je · E, where Je

and E are the spatially and temporally-varying electron current density and electric field, respectively.
The figures show the electron power absorption for the various combinations of pressures,
including and excluding secondary electron emission, while excluding electron reflection from the
electrodes. For each of the figures, the abscissa covers the whole inter-electrode gap, from the
powered electrode on the left-hand size to the grounded electrode on the right-hand size. Similarly,
the ordinate covers the full rf cycle. Note that each of the six figures may have different magnitude
scales, represented by the color scales on the right-hand side of each figure. Therefore, there can
be differences in the six figures, not only qualitative, but also quantitative. Figure 4a,b shows the
spatio-temporal behavior of the electron power absorption including and excluding γsee(E) at 10 mTorr,
respectively. Figure 4c shows the difference between including and excluding the ion-induced
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secondary electron emission from the electrodes. In Figure 4a,b, the most significant heating is
observed in the sheath region, during the sheath expansion, and the most significant cooling is
observed during the sheath collapse. Here, significant energy gain (red and yellow areas) and small
energy loss (dark blue areas) were evident within the plasma bulk region. We observe electron
heating during the sheath collapse on the bulk side of the edge of the collapsing sheath (next to the
instantaneous anode), while there was cooling (electrons loose energy) on the electrode side (the lower
left-hand corner and upper center on the right-hand side). This kind of electron heating structure
was observed experimentally in a capacitively-coupled SF6/N2 discharge [42] and SiH4 discharge
[43] using spatiotemporal optical emission spectroscopy. This heating mechanism was explored
further using the relaxation continuum model [44], where electron heating due to three processes
was identified: sheath expansion (α-mode), high electric field within the bulk, and ionization due
to formation of a double layer on the instantaneous anode side, which resulted in acceleration of
electrons. Indeed, in electronegative discharges, this electron heating within the plasma bulk can be
the dominating electron heating mechanism [42,44]. This heating mechanism, which is due to electrons
that are accelerated by strong drift and ambipolar electric fields within the plasma bulk and at the
sheath edges in strongly electronegative discharges, was later coined as drift ambipolar (DA) electron
heating [45]. In highly electronegative discharges, these electrons are often found to dominate the
ionization processes. As seen in Figure 3b, the electronegativity was high ∼110 at 10 mTorr, which
is essential for the DA-heating to be effective. The electron heating occurred both within the bulk
and in the sheath regions, and a hybrid DA- and α-mode heating was observed. By looking at the
time averaged electron heating profile in Figure 2a, we see that there was electron cooling in the
sheath region and all the electron heating occurred in the bulk region averaged over one rf cycle.
Figure 4c shows that there were no significant differences in the power absorption between the two
cases, and in fact, there was a slightly higher electron heating within the discharge when secondary
electron emission was excluded. Figure 4d,e shows the spatio-temporal behavior of the electron power
absorption for γsee(E) and γsee = 0.0, respectively, at 25 mTorr. Figure 4f shows the difference between
including and excluding secondary electron emission from the electrodes. At 25 mTorr, a transition
process was observed. Indeed, Figure 4e shows that the heating and the cooling in the sheath regions
were reduced, while Figure 4d shows that a significant contribution to the electron heating in the
bulk region was observed. Therefore, a hybrid DA- and α-mode heating was observed, where the
DA-heating was more important when secondary electron emission was excluded (Figure 4e) than
when it was included (Figure 4d). This is clearly seen in the difference plot shown in Figure 4f when
cooling was seen as the difference. We see in Figure 2b that in this case, the time averaged power
absorption was observed both in the plasma bulk, as well as in the sheath regions. Figure 4g,h shows
the spatio-temporal behavior of the electron power absorption for γsee(E) and γsee = 0.0 at 50 mTorr,
respectively. Figure 4i shows the difference between including secondary electron emission (Figure 4g)
and excluding secondary electron emission (Figure 4h). Here, the electron heating rate in the sheath
regions reduced again, and there was almost no heating in the plasma bulk, as seen in Figure 4g,h;
a pure α-mode was observed for both plots. This is clearly seen in Figure 2a when averaged over
the rf cycle. As seen from the difference plot shown in Figure 4i, the electron heating in the sheath
region was quantitatively more important for γsee(E) than for γsee = 0.0. There was clearly higher
electron heating at sheath expansion when secondary electron emission was included. However,
including ion-induced secondary electron emission from the electrodes decreased the overall electron
power absorption.
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Figure 4. The spatio-temporal behavior of the electron power absorption for a parallel plate
capacitively-coupled oxygen discharge at 10 mTorr for (a) γsee(E) and (b) γsee = 0.0, (c) the difference
between γsee(E) and γsee = 0.0, at 25 mTorr, for (d) γsee(E) and (e) γsee = 0.0, (f) the difference
between γsee(E) and γsee = 0.0, at 50 mTorr for, (g) γsee(E) and (h) γsee = 0.0, and (i) the difference
between γsee(E) and γsee = 0.0 with a surface quenching coefficient for the singlet metastable molecule
O2(a1∆g) as γwqa = 0.0001, r = 0.0, and a gap separation of 4.5 cm driven by a 222 V voltage source at
a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.

Figure 5 shows the spatio-temporal behavior of the effective electron temperature. It shows the
effective electron temperature as a function of position between the electrodes within one rf cycle,
for the various combinations of pressures including and excluding secondary electron emission from
the electrodes. At 10 mTorr, the effective electron temperature was high within the plasma bulk,
and no important difference was observed in the spatio-temporal behavior of the effective electron
temperature between γsee(E) and γsee = 0.0, as seen in Figure 5a,b, respectively. A peak in the
effective electron temperature was observed within the bulk region on the instantaneous anode side
and agrees with the region of peak electron heating seen in Figure 4a,b. The difference in the effective
electron temperature calculated excluding and including the secondary electron emission is seen in
Figure 5c. We see that the effective electron temperature within the plasma bulk was slightly higher
when secondary electron emission was included. The peaks in the effective electron temperature were
higher when secondary electron emission was included. We also observe that the effective electron
temperature had a peak within the plasma bulk at the instantaneous anode side and at the sheath
expansion at 25 mTorr for both γsee(E) and γsee = 0.0, as seen in Figure 5d,e, respectively. This is
clearly seen in the difference plot in Figure 5f. The electron effective temperature was higher for γsee(E)
than for γsee = 0.0 in the bulk region. In particular, the peak in the bulk region on the instantaneous
anode side increased when secondary electron emission was included. At 50 mTorr, we observe a
peak in the effective electron temperature during the sheath expansion. We also see that there was an
increase in the effective electron temperature within the bulk when secondary electron emission was
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included. For γsee = 0.0, the effective electron temperature in the bulk and in the sheath region was
lower than when secondary electron emission was included, as seen in Figure 5g,h. This behavior is
clearly manifest in the difference plot shown in Figure 5i. At all pressures, we found that including
secondary electron emission in the discharge model increased the electron energy.
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Figure 5. The spatio-temporal behavior of the effective electron temperature for a parallel plate
capacitively-coupled oxygen discharge at 10 mTorr for (a) γsee(E) and (b) γsee = 0.0, (c) the difference
between γsee = 0.0 and γsee(E), at 25 mTorr, for (d) γsee(E), and (e) γsee = 0.0, (f) the difference
between γsee = 0.0 and γsee(E), at 50 mTorr for, (g) γsee(E) and (h) γsee = 0.0, and (i) the difference
between γsee = 0.0 and γsee(E) with a surface quenching coefficient for the singlet metastable molecule
O2(a1∆g) as γwqa = 0.0001, r = 0.0, and a gap separation of 4.5 cm driven by a 222 V voltage source at
a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.

4. Conclusions

The one-dimensional object-oriented PIC/MCC code oopd1 was applied to explore the evolution
of the EEPF and of the electron heating mechanism in a capacitively-coupled oxygen discharge
while including and excluding the ion-induced secondary electron emission and electron reflection.
Adding secondary electron emission enhances the EEPF with a high energy tail for all the pressures.
At 10 mTorr, the EEPF curves outwards. The electron heating at 10 mTorr is a hybrid DA- and
α-mode heating, and no significant difference is observed including and excluding secondary electron
emission from the electrodes. Averaged over one rf cycle, a predominance of the electron heating in
the plasma bulk was observed for all the cases. At 25 mTorr, the shape of the EEPF starts to develop
an inward curving behavior and a hybrid DA- and α-mode heating is observed. The role of sheath
heating increases when secondary electron emission from the electrodes is included in the simulation.
At 50 mTorr, the transition, which had already started at 25 mTorr, is fully accomplished, and the shape
of the EEPF is now bi-Maxwellian, while no electron heating is observed in the plasma bulk.
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Abstract

Using particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collision simulations we have demonstrated an electron

heating mode transition from drift-ambipolar (DA) mode to α-mode in the capacitively coupled

oxygen discharge as the operating pressure and/or electrode separation are increased. Here we

explore further the transition as pressure and electrode separation are varied. At fixed electrode

spacing of 45 mm when operating at low pressure (10 mTorr) the electron heating is a

combination of DA- and α-mode heating while at higher pressures (>30 mTorr) electron heating

in the sheath regions dominates. When varying the electrode spacing from 25 to 60 mm at fixed

operating pressure at the higher pressures (50 mTorr) the electron heating is a combination of

DA- and α-mode heating for small electrode spacing and it transitions to pure α-mode heating as

the electrode spacing is increased. We relate the transition to increased electronegativity and

generation of drift and ambipolar electric field within the electronegative core when the

discharge pressure is low or electrode spacing is small.

Keywords: cpacitively coupled discharge, particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collision, oxygen,

electron heating, detachment

1. Introduction

The low pressure radio frequency (rf) driven capacitively

coupled discharges have a wide range of applications.

Modern capacitively coupled discharges consist of two par-

allel electrodes, typically few tens of cm in radius and sepa-

rated by a few cm. In the capacitively coupled discharge a

plasma forms between the electrodes when a rf field is applied

between the electrodes. A number of operating modes exist in

the capacitively coupled discharge including bulk electron

heating during sheath expansion (α-mode) [1–3], secondary

electron emission from the electrodes (H‐ mode) [1, 2, 4], the

drift-ambipolar (DA)-mode [5], and striation mode [6, 7]. The

oxygen discharge has been applied in materials processing

applications for over five decades. The initial application of

the oxygen discharge was ashing of photoresist [8] where its

role has remained significant over the years [9, 10]. Other

applications include surface modification of polymer films

[11, 12], and oxidation or anodization of silicon [13, 14]. The

electron heating mechanism and the electron kinetics dictate

the ionization and dissociation processes that maintain the

discharge and create the radicals that are desired for materials

processing.

There have been a number of studies of the capacitively

coupled oxygen discharge over the years starting with the

seminal work of Vahedi and Surendra [15] using the 1D

xpdp1 particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collision (PIC/MCC)

code. This includes a number of PIC/MCC studies using the

xpdx1 series of codes [16–18]. In addition few 1D PIC/
MCC codes have been developed to explore the oxygen

discharge, including a code developed in Greifswald [19, 20],

and a code developed in Dalian [21, 22] that both include the

metastable oxygen molecule O2(a % )1
g as a fraction of the

ground state molecule. More recently, a 1D PIC/MCC

code that was developed in Budapest has been used to explore

the heating mechanism in an capacitively coupled oxygen
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discharge driven by tailored waveforms (composed of N

harmonics in addition to a fundamental frequency f1) [23–25].

Donkó et al [25] benchmarked the Budapest code to an

extensive set of experimental data and performed a limited

sensitivity analysis regarding some of the parameters such as

surface quenching of metastables and a few selected cross

sections. In all of these works only electrons, the positive ion
�O2 , and the negative ion O− are treated kinetically and the

positive ion O+ is neglected. Also none of the metastable

states are treated kinetically. The one-dimensional object-

oriented plasma device one (oopd1) code allows having the

simulated particles of different weights so that both charged

and neutral particles can be tracked in the simulation. Earlier

the basic reaction set for the oxygen discharge in oopd1 was

benchmarked to the xpdp1 code [26].

Recently we have applied the oopd1 code to explore the

electron heating mechanism in the capacitively coupled

oxygen discharge while varying the various external para-

meters and operating conditions such as discharge pressure

[27–29], driving voltage amplitude [30], driving frequency

[31], the secondary electron emission [28, 32], and the surface

quenching of the metastable states [33]. We have observed

that, when operating at low oxygen pressure (10 mTorr), the

time averaged electron heating appears mainly within the

plasma bulk (the electronegative core) and when operating at

higher pressures (50–500 mTorr) electron heating is observed

almost solely within the sheath regions [27, 28]. Thus when

the oxygen discharge is operated at low pressure, the electron

heating within the discharge is a hybrid drift-ambipolar-mode

(DA-mode) and α-mode and, while operating at higher

pressures, the electron power absorption is due to stochastic

heating during sheath expansion and a pure α-mode is

observed [30, 31]. We have also demonstrated that the driving

frequency plays a role in determining the electron heating

mode. At low driving frequency and low operating pressure

(5 and 10 mTorr) a combination of stochastic (α-mode) and

DA-mode heating in the bulk plasma (the electronegative

core) is observed and the DA-mode dominates the time

averaged electron heating. As the driving frequency or pres-

sure are increased the heating mode transitions into a pure

α-mode, where sheath heating dominates [31]. We have also

demonstrated that the singlet metastable molecular states have

a significant influence on the electron heating mechanism in

the capacitively coupled oxygen discharge and in particular it

is the associate deteachment by the singlet delta metastable

state that has a determining influence on the discharge

properties [34]. In fact the associate detachment by the singlet

molecular metastable states has significant influence on the

electron heating process in the higher pressure regime, while

it has negligible effect at lower pressures [27–29]. It has to

be emphasized that the transition in the electron heating mode

with increased operating pressure and increased driving fre-

quency is only observed when the singlet metastable states are

properly included in the discharge model. When the singlet

metastable states are neglected in the simulation the electro-

negativity is high and there is significant electron heating in

the electronegative core up to 100 mTorr [27, 34]. The

dominating negative ion in the oxygen discharge at low

operating pressure is the O− ion. This negative ion is created

almost solely through electron impact dissociative attachment

of the oxygen molecule and the metastable oxygen molecules

have a significant contribution. The loss of the negative ion

O− is dominated by heavy particle detachment where the

metastable oxygen molecules play a significant role and ion–

ion recombination plays somewhat smaller role. The dis-

sociative attachment is an electron impact reaction and its

reaction rate increases with decreasing discharge pressure and

higher effective electron temperature, while the role of the

heavy particle detachment decreases with decreasing pressure.

In the capacitively coupled discharge the electron density is

low but it increases with increasing discharge pressure. The

increased electron density along with higher discharge pres-

sure increases the number of metastable oxygen molecules

and thus the reaction rate of the detachment process. Thus the

discharge electronegativity is high at low pressure and

decreaes with increasing discharge pressure. It turns out that it

is the discharge electronegativity that determines the electron

heating dynamics in the capacitively coupled oxygen dis-

charge [31]. The electronegativity is set by the singlet meta-
stable molecules O2(a %g

1 ) and O2(b 4g1 ) through the

detachment process and thus their presence dictate the overall

discharge properties [27–29, 34]. The surface quenching of

the singlet metastable states on the electrode surfaces can thus

have a significant influence on the electron heating mode [33].

Recently, You et al [35] explored a geometrically sym-

metric capacitively coupled oxygen discharge both experi-

mentally and by PIC/MCC simulations using the Budapest

code. Experimentally they find at fixed operating pressure of

20 mTorr that the central electron density increases with

increased electrode spacing in the range 30–90 mm. They

applied the PIC/MCC simulations to to show that the electron

density increases due to a mode transition from the DA-mode

to the α-mode as the electrode spacing is increased.

Here we give an overview of our recent findings and

present the full reaction set included in the current version of

the oopd1 code and apply it to explore the electron heating

mode transition in an oxygen discharge, including the varia-

tion in the electronegativity and electric field within the

electronegative core, as the operating pressure and the elec-

trode separation is varied. We use more realistic values for the

partial pressures of the metastable states than used in our

earlier studies. Furthermore, we allow the partial pressures to

vary with discharge pressure and electrode separation.

2. The oxygen reaction set

We use the one-dimensional (1D-3v) object-oriented PIC/
MCC code oopd1 [36, 37] to simulate a capacitively coupled

oxygen discharge. Like the well known xpdp1 code [15], the

oopd1 code, is a general simulation tool capable of simu-

lating various types of plasma devices and plasma phenom-

ena, including particle beams, electrical breakdown, particle

accelerators, as well as processing discharges [26].

The oxygen reaction set included in the oopd1 code is

rather extensive. The current discharge model for oxygen
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included in oopd1 contains nine species: electrons, the

ground state neutrals O(
3P) and 4�( )O X2

3
g , the negative ions

O−, the positive ions O+ and �O2 , and the metastables O(
1D),

%( )O a2
1

g and O2(b 4
�)1
g . The full oxygen reaction set has been

discussed in our earlier works where the cross sections used

are also given [26, 28, 34]. The basic reaction set included the

ground state oxygen molecule 4�( )O X2
3

g , the negative ion

O−, the positive ion �O2 , and electrons [15, 26]. In addition it

includes oxygen atoms in the ground state (O 3P) and ions of

the oxygen atom O+ [26]. Later the singlet metastable

molecule O2(a %1 g) and the metastable oxygen atom O(
1D)

were added [34], and then the singlet metastable molecule

O2(b 4
�1
g ) [28], along with the relevant reactions and cross

sections. The full reaction set included in the oopd1 code is

listed in table 1 for the basic reaction set and in table 2 for

reactions involving the metastable oxygen atom O(
1D) and

the singlet metastable molecules O %( )a2
1

g and O2(b 4
�)1
g .

Energy-dependent secondary electron emission coeffi-

cients for oxygen ions and neutrals as they bombard both

clean and dirty metal electrodes have been incorporated into

the discharge model [28]. We here use the secondary electron

emission yield for a dirty surface. We assume that electrons

are reflected from the electrodes with a probability of 0.2,

which is the number of elastically reflected electrons per

incoming electron, independently of their energy and angle of

incidence. This value is based on the summary of values

presented by Kollath [68] for various materials. This value

has been used by others in PIC/MCC simulations of capa-

citively coupled discharges [69, 70]. Note that in reality

the reflection of electrons is known to depend on the electrode

material, incident electron energy and the angle of incidence

[68, 71]. Furthermore, for all the cases explored here, we

neglect secondary electron emission due to electron impact of

the electrodes.

For neutral atoms and molecules that hit the electrode we

assume that it returns as a thermal particle with a given

probability. Also atoms can recombine on the electrode sur-

faces to form a thermal molecule with a given probability. As

the ground state oxygen atom O(
3P) hits the electrode we

assume that half of the atoms are reflected as O(
3P) at room

temperature and the other half recombines to form the ground

state oxygen molecule 4�( )O X2
3

g at room temperature. Thus

for a neutral oxygen atom in the ground state O(
3P) we use a

wall recombination coefficient of 0.5 as measured for a pure

oxygen discharge in a stainless steel reactor at 2 mTorr [72].

This is a rough assumption as it is known that the wall

recombination coefficient drops significantly with increased

operating pressure [73]. Also as the metastable oxygen atom

O(
1D) hits the electrode we assume that half of the atoms are

quenched to form O(
3P) and the other half recombines to form

the ground state oxygen molecule 4�( )O X2
3

g at room temp-

erature. For the surface quenching coefficients of the singlet

metastable molecules on the electrode surfaces we assume for

the singlet metastable O2(a %1 g) a value of γwqa=0.007,
based on measurements for iron [74], while for the singlet

metastable O2(b 4
�1
g ) we assume a value of γwqb=0.1, based

on the suggestion that the surface quenching coefficient for

the 4�b1 g state is significantly larger than for the %a1 g state

[75]. We have explored the influence of the surface quenching
coefficients for the singlet metastable molecule O2(a %

1
g) on

the electron heating mechanism of an oxygen discharge ear-

lier [33] and demonstrated that the influence of γwqa on the

discharge properties can be significant indeed. There we also

list the known surface quenching coefficients for various

electrode materials.

A comparison has been made of the simulation results to

the experimental work of Kechkar et al [76–78] on a slightly

asymmetric discharge, as the diameter of the driven electrode

was 205 mm and the grounded electrode was 295 mm [28].
When both the singlet metastable molecules O2(a %1 g) and

O2(b 4
�1
g ) and energy-dependent secondary electron emission

yield are included in the discharge model, we found the

results of the simulation agree very well with the measured

electron density in the entire pressure range up to 600 mTorr.

Similarly, the simulated and measured effective electron

temperature in the discharge center �� � §( ( )T 2 3eff is the

average electron energy) in the pressure range up to

200 mTorr agree very well. The center effective electron

temperature decreases as the pressure is increased, from

around 7 eV at 10 mTorr to less than 1 eV for operating

pressure in the range 50–200 mTorr. Note that the addition of

the single metastable molecules and secondary electron

emission to the oxygen discharge model has a significant

influence to lower the effective electron temperature [28, 29].

3. The simulation setup

For this current study we assume a geometrically symmetric

capacitively coupled discharge where one of the electrodes is

driven by an rf voltage at a single frequency

Q�( ) ( ) ( )V t V ftsin 2 10

while the other electrode is grounded. Here, V0 is the voltage

amplitude, f the driving frequency and t is the time. For this

study the driving frequency is assumed to be 13.56MHz. We

assume a capacitor of 0.1 μF connected in series with the

voltage source. The discharge electrode separation is assumed

to be small compared to the electrode diameter so that the

discharge can be treated as one-dimensional. We assume the

electrode diameter to be 10.25 cm, which is needed in order to

determine the absorbed power and set the discharge volume

for the global model calculations applied to determine the

partial pressure of the neutral species. To resolve the electron

plasma frequency the time step Δt is determined from

X % �t 0.2pe , where ωpe is the electron plasma frequency and

the electron time step is set 3.68×10−11 s. The simulation

was run for 5.5×106 time steps which corresponds to

2750 rf cycles. It takes roughly 1700 rf cycles to reach

equilibrium for all particles. The time averaged plasma

parameters shown, such as the particle densities and the

electron heating rate, are averages over 1000 rf cycles. The

grid spacing Δx is set to resolve the electron Debye length of

the low-energy electrons and the simulation grid is taken to be

3
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uniform and consists of 1000 cells. For the heavy particles we

use sub-cycling and the heavy particles are advanced every 16

electron time steps [79]. All particle interactions are treated by

the Monte Carlo method with a null-collision scheme [80].

Furthermore, we assume parabolic initial density profile [79].
The kinetics of the charged particles (electrons, �O2 -ions,

O+-ions and O−-ions) was followed for all energies. Since the

neutral gas density is much higher than the densities of

charged species, the neutral species at thermal energies

(below a certain cut-off energy) are treated as a background

with fixed density and temperature and maintained uniformly

in space. These neutral background species are assumed to

have a Maxwellian velocity distribution at the gas temper-

ature (here Tn=26 meV). The kinetics of the neutrals are

followed when their energy exceeds a preset energy threshold

value. The energy threshold values and the particle weights

used here for the various neutral species included in the

simulation are listed in table 3.

The partial pressures of the background thermal neutral

species were calculated using a global (volume averaged)

model of the oxygen discharge as discussed in Proto and

Gudmundsson [33]. These values are used as input for the

Table 1. The basic reaction set for oxygen used in the oopd1 code.

Reaction Process References for cross section

Electron impact O2

e+O2 ⟶ O2 + e Elastic scattering [38]

e + �( )rO 02 ⟶ e + �( )rO 02 Rotational excitation [39]

e + �( )vO 02 ⟶ e + �( )vO 02 Vibrational excitation [39]

e+O2 ⟶ e + (O2 a % )1
g Metastable excitation (0.98 eV) [39]

e+O2 ⟶ e + (O2 b 4�)1
g Metastable excitation (1.63 eV) [39]

e+O2 ⟶ e + (O2 A 4�,u
3 Aa % ,u

3 c 4�)u
1 Metastable excitation (4.05 eV) [38, 40, 41]

e+O2 ⟶ O(
3P) + O(

3P) + e Dissociation (6.12 eV) [39]

e+O2 ⟶ O(
3P) + O(

1D) + e Dissociation (8.4 eV) [39]

e+O2 ⟶ O(
1D) + O(

1D) + e Dissociation (9.97 eV) [39]

e+O2 ⟶ �O2 + 2e Electron impact ionization (12.06 eV) [42]

e+O2 ⟶ e+O+O(3p3P) Dissociative excitation (14.7 eV) [39]

e+O2 ⟶ O+O− Dissociative attachment [43]

e+O2 ⟶ O+ + O− + e Polar dissociation [43]

e+O2 ⟶ O+ + O+2e Dissociative ionization [42]

Electron impact O

e+O ⟶ O+e Elastic scattering [44, 45]

e+O(
3P) ⟶ O(

1D) + e Excitation to 1D (1.96 eV) [46]

e+O(
3P) ⟶ O(

1S) + e Excitation to 1S (4.18 eV) [46]

e+O(
3P) ⟶ O(

3P0) + e Excitation to 3P0 (15.65 eV) [46]

e+O(
3P) ⟶ O(

5S0) + e Excitation to 5S0 (9.14 eV) [46]

e+O(
3P) ⟶ O(

3S0) + e Excitation to 3S0 (9.51 eV) [46]

e+O ⟶ O+ + 2e Ionization (13.62 eV) [47]

Detachment

e+O− ⟶ O+2e Electron impact detachment [48]

O− + O2 ⟶ O+O2 +e Detachment by oxygen molecule [49]

O− + O ⟶ O2 + e Detachment by oxygen atom [50]

Recombination

e + �O2 ⟶ O(
3P) + O(

1D) Dissociative recombination [51, 52]

O− + �O2 ⟶ O+O2 Mutual neutralization [53, 54]

O+ + O− ⟶ O+O Mutual neutralization [53, 55]

Charge exchange and scattering

O2
+
+ O2 ⟶ O2 +

�O2 Charge exchange [56–58]

O+ + O2 ⟶ O + �O2 Charge exchange [59]

O+ + O ⟶ O+O+ Charge exchange [60]

O2
+
+ O ⟶ O2 + O+ Charge exchange (1.56 eV) [61, 62]

O2
+
+ O2 ⟶ O+ + O+O2 Fragmentation by energetic �O2 [26]

O− + O2 ⟶ O− + O2 Scattering [63]

O+O2 ⟶ O+O2 Scattering [64]

O2
+
+ O2 ⟶ �O2 + O2 Scattering [26]

O+ + O2 ⟶ O+ + O2 Scattering [26]

O2 + O2 ⟶ O2 + O2 Scattering [64]

O+O ⟶ O+O Scattering [26]
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Table 2. The reactions involving the metastable atom O(
1D) and the singlet metastable molecules O2(a %1 g) and O2(b 4

�1
g ).

Reaction Process References for cross section

The metastable O(
1D) atom

e+O(
1D) ⟶ O+ + e+e Ionization Threshold reduced

e+O(
1D) ⟶ O(

3P) + e Deexcitation Detailed Balancing

O(
1D) + O2(X 4

�)3
g l O(

1D) + O2(X 4
�)3
g Scattering [64]

The metastable O2(a %1 g) molecule

e+O2(a %1 g) ⟶
�O2 + e+e Ionization Threshold reduced

e+O2(a %1 g) ⟶ O(
3P) + O− Dissociative attachment [65]

e+O2(a %1 g) ⟶ O2(X 4
�)3
g + e Deexcitation Detailed balancing 

e+O2(a %1 g) ⟶ O2(A 4
�
u

3 , %A u
3 , 4�c u

1 ) + e Metastable excitation (3.07 eV) Threshold reduced

e+O2(a %1 g) ⟶ O(
3P) + O(

3P) + e Dissociation (5.14 eV) Threshold reduced

e+O2(a %1 g) ⟶ O(
3P) + O(

1D) + e Dissociation (7.42 eV) Threshold reduced

e+O2(a %1 g) ⟶ O(
1D) + O(

1D) + e Dissociation (8.99 eV) Threshold reduced

e+O2(a %1 g) ⟶ O(
3P) + O+ + 2e Dissociative ionization Threshold reduced

O− + O2(a %1 g) ⟶ products Detachment [34]

O2(a %1 g) + O2(X 4
�)3
g l O2(a %1 g) + O2(X 4

�)3
g Scattering [64]

O2
+
+ O2(a %1 g) l O2(X 4

�)3
g +

�O2 Charge exchange [56–58]

O+ + O2(a %1 g) l
�O2 + O(

3P) Charge exchange [59]

The metastable O2(b 4
�1
g ) molecule

e+O2(b 4
�1
g ) l �O2 + e+e Ionization Threshold reduced

e+O2(b 4
�1
g ) l O(

3P) + O− Dissociative attachment [65] 

e+O2(b 4
�1
g ) l O2(X 4

�)3
g + e Deexcitation Detailed balancing 

e+O2(b 4
�1
g ) l O2(A 4

�
u

3 , %A u
3 , 4�c u

1 ) + e Metastable excitation (2.42 eV) Threshold reduced 

e+O2(b 4
�1
g ) l O(

3P) + O(
3P) + e Dissociation (4.49 eV) Threshold reduced 

e+O2(b 4
�1
g ) l O(

3P) + O(
1D) + e Dissociation (6.77 eV) Threshold reduced 

e+O2(b 4
�1
g ) l O(

1D) + O(
1D) + e Dissociation (8.34 eV) Threshold reduced 

e+O2(b 4
�1
g ) l O(

3P) + O+ + 2e Dissociative ionization Threshold reduced 

O− + O2(b 4
�1
g ) l O(

3P) + O2(X 4
�)3
g + e Detachment Rate coefficient from [66]

O(
1D) +O2(X 4�)3

g l O(
3P) + O2(b 4

�1
g ) Energy—transfer Rate coefficient from [67]

O2(b 4
�1
g ) + O2(X 4

�)3
g l O2(X 4

�)3
g + O2(X 4

�)3
g Quenching Rate coefficient from [67] 

O2(b 4
�1
g ) + O2(X 4

�)3
g l O2(b 4

�1
g ) + O2(X 4

�)3
g Scattering Same as for the ground state in [64] 

O2
+
+ O2(b 4

�1
g ) l O2(X 4

�)3
g +

�O2 Charge exchange Same as for the ground state in [56–58] 

O+ + O2(b 4
�1
g ) l �O2 + O(

3P) Charge exchange Same as for the ground state in [59]

Table 3. The parameters of the simulation, the particle weight, and the energy threshold above which kinetics of the neutral particles are
followed.

Species Particle weight Energy threshold Recombination Quenching

(range) (meV) coefficient coefficient

4�( )O X2
3

g q5 107 500

O2( %a1 g) q5 106 100 0.007 [74]

O2( 4b1 g) q5 106 100 0.1

O(
3P) 5×107 500 0.5 [72]

O(
1D) 5×107 50 0.5 0.5
�O2 �10 107 8 — —

O+ �10 106 7 — —

O− q �5 10 107 8 — —

e �10 107 8 — —
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PIC/MCC simulation as the partial pressures of the neutral

background gas. Due to recombination of atomic oxygen and

quenching of metastable atoms and molecules on the elec-

trode surfaces, discussed earlier, there is a drop in the high

energy (energy above the threshold value) atomic oxygen

density and increase in the high energy oxygen molecule

densities next to the electrodes as shown in our earlier work

[28]. Thus assuming uniformity of the background gas is thus

somewhat unrealistic assumption.

4. Results and discussion

We explore the electron heating mode transition in a capa-

citively coupled oxygen discharge as the pressure is varied at

fixed electrode separation as discussed in section 4.1 and as

the electrode separation is varied at fixed operating pressure

which is discussed in section 4.2.

4.1. Pressure dependence

First we explore how the electron heating mechanism depends

on the operating pressure. The electrode separation is

assumed to be 45 mm and the voltage amplitude 400 V. The

operating pressure is varied and the simulation performed for

pressure values of 10, 20, 30, 50, and 100 mTorr. The relative

partial pressures of the background thermal neutrals calcu-

lated using the global model are given in table 4 for discharge

power of 1.8 W. Note that not all the neutrals considered in

the global model calculations are shown in table 4. We see
that the O2(a % )1

g density is roughly 1.5 % of the total dis-

charge pressure at 10 mTorr while it is only 0.17 % at
100 mTorr. The contribution of O2(b 4 )1

g is always almost

one order magnitude smaller. The partial pressures are much

lower than used in our earlier studies of the pressure

dependence of the electron heating mechanism in capacitively

coupled oxygen discharges [27, 28]. However these partial

pressures are in line with recently measured partial pressures

of the singlet metastable molecules in dc oxygen discharge

[81] and inductively coupled oxygen discharge at low

power [82].

The spatio-temporal behavior of the electron power

absorption for a parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen

discharge driven by a 400 V voltage source at driving

frequency of 13.56MHz operated at various pressure is

shown in figure 1. At 10 mTorr a significant electron power

Table 4. The relative partial pressures of the thermal neutrals at 10,
20, 30, 50 and 100 mTorr calculated by a global (volume averaged)
model for 1.8 W power.

O2 4�( )X3
g O2(a % )1

g O2(b 4 )1
g (O 3P)

10 mTorr 0.9802 0.0148 0.0017 0.0008

20 mTorr 0.9810 0.0146 0.0016 0.0015

30 mTorr 0.9835 0.0112 0.0016 0.0020

50 mTorr 0.9875 0.0067 0.0016 0.0037

100 mTorr 0.9877 0.0017 0.0009 0.0095

Figure 1. The spatio-temporal behavior of the electron power
absorption for 45 mm gap distance for a parallel plate capacitively
coupled oxygen discharge at (a) 10 mTorr, (b) 20 mTorr,
(c) 30 mTorr, (d) 50 mTorr, and (e) 100 mTorr driven by a 400 V
voltage source at driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.
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absorption (red and yellow areas) and some electron cooling

(dark blue areas) are evident in the plasma bulk region as seen

in figure 1(a). The electron power absorption appears during

the sheath collapse on the bulk side of the sheath edge, while

there is electron cooling on the electrode side (the lower left

hand corner and upper center on the right hand side). We refer

to this bulk electron heating as Ohmic heating in our earlier

study of the pressure dependence of the electron heating mode

in a capacitively coupled oxygen discharge [27]. Furthermore,

in this earlier study only the singlet metastable molecule
O2(a % )1

g was included in the discharge model while the

singlet metastable O2(b 4 )1
g and secondary electron emission

caused by ion and neutral bombardment of the electrodes was

neglected. This Ohmic heating is due to acceleration of

electrons due to strong drift and ambipolar electric fields

within the electronegative core and the electron heating mode

is referred to as DA-mode [5]. There is also apparent sig-

nificant electron power absorption in the sheath region during

sheath expansion and cooling during sheath collapse. Thus

the electron heating within the discharge is a hybrid DA-mode

and α-mode. At 20 mTorr, as seen in figure 1(b), the electron

power absorption within the bulk region has decreased

somewhat, and there is apparent power absorption during

during sheath expansion and cooling during sheath collapse.

At 30 and 50 mTorr the electron power absorption within the

bulk has drastically decreased and electron heating is almost

only observed within the sheath regions during the sheath

expansion phase as seen in figures 1(c) and (d). Furthermore,

the electron cooling during sheath collapse has decreased

substantially. Similar behavior is observed at 100 mTorr and

the electron power absorption is only observed in the sheath

region during sheath expansion, as seen in figure 1(e). Here in

the pressure range 30–100 mTorr the electron heating within

the discharge is due to stochastic electron heating during

sheath expansion and a pure α-mode is observed.

We note that at 30 and 50 mTorr (figures 1(c) and (d),

respectively) high frequency oscillations in the electron

heating rate are clearly seen adjacent to the expanding sheath

edge. This kind of oscillations were first reported by Vender

and Boswell [83]. Due to the sheath collapse there is a build

up of an electric field that is large enough to accelerate bulk

electrons toward the powered electrode. As the rf sheath

expands again, these electrons are accelerated back into the

bulk plasma with high kinetic energy. This leads to an elec-

tron–electron two-stream instability between the bulk elec-

trons and the electrons accelerated by the moving sheath

which is the cause of the oscillations observed [84]. The

origins of the electric fields and the kinetics of multiple

electron beams and the interactions of cold and hot electrons

have been explored by Wilczek et al [85]. These oscillations

have been confirmed experimentally using phase resolved

optical emission spectroscopy [84, 86].

Figure 2 shows the time averaged electron power

absorption � §·J Ee profile between the electrodes as the

pressure is varied where Je is the electron current density and

E is the electric field. At 10 mTorr the time averaged power

absorption is almost entirely within the plasma bulk and the

discharge is operated in DA-mode. The strong electron power

absorption observed during the sheath expansion is cancelled

out by the strong cooling during the sheath collapse as seen in

figure 1(a). At 20 mTorr we have electron heating both in the

plasma bulk and in the sheath region. Here a transition

between the DA-mode and the α-mode occurs. At 30 mTorr

the transition has been accomplished and the electron heating

is almost solely in the sheath region and the discharge is

operated in α-mode. At 50 mTorr the peak in the electron

heating in the sheath region increases and approaches its

maximum value when the pressure is 100 mTorr.

In our earlier discussion, we explored the evolution of the

electron energy probability function (EEPF) with pressure

[27, 28]. The EEPF is related to the electron energy dis-

tribution function (EEDF) through � � �� �( ) ( )g gp
1 2

e where

�( )gp is the EEPF, �( )ge is the EEDF and � is the electron

energy. We demonstrated that at low operating pressure

(<20 mTorr) the EEPF curves outward, as the population of

low-energy electrons is relatively low. As the operating

pressure is increased the number of low-energy electrons

increases and the number of higher energy electrons (>10 eV)

decreases. Thus, the EEPF curves inward or becomes bi-

Maxwellian as the pressure is increased. This bi-Maxwellian

shape is commonly associated with predominantly stochastic

sheath heating [87, 88]. For the oxygen discharge operated at

the higher pressure (>30 mTorr) the electron heating occurs

mainly in the sheath region as seen in figure 2. Note that these

results seem to contradict what is commonly found for the

capacitively coupled argon discharge as it is well known for a

capacitively coupled argon discharge that the EEPF evolves

from being bi-Maxwellian at low pressure and transition to

curve outwards at high operating pressure as has been

demonstrated experimentally [87, 89] and confirmed by par-

ticle-in-cell simulations [88, 90]. The explanation is that the

oxygen discharge becomes highly electronegative when

operating at pressures below 40 mTorr and drift and ambi-

polar electric fields develop within the electronegative core as

Figure 2. The time averaged electron power absorption for a parallel
plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge for 45 mm gap distance
driven by a 400 V voltage source at driving frequency of 13.56 MHz
as the pressure is varied.
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discussed below. Thus at low pressure the electron heating

mode is the DA-mode which results in outward cur-

ving EEPF.

In order to explore the observed transition further we plot

the center electron density and the center electronegativity as a

function of pressure in figure 3. The electron density increases

while the electronegativity decreases with increased pressure. At

low pressure the effective electron temperature is high [27, 28]

and effective production of the negative ions through electron

impact dissociative attachment, while due to low density of the

singlet metastable molecules the detachment processes are not

very efficient. At 10mTorr the discharge is the most strongly

electronegative. The electronegativity (electron density) slightly

decreased (increased) from 10 to 20mTorr. With increased

pressure the effective electron temperature decreases and the

number of metastable molecules increases. At 30mTorr the

electronegativity (electron density) has drastically reduced

(enhanced). At 50mTorr an analogous decrease (increase) in the

electronegativity (electron density) is observed. Finally, at

100mTorr, the electronegativity (electron density) approaches

its lowest (highest) value.

As discussed previously, the DA-mode is a consequence

of high electric field within the electronegative core. This

electric field is a combination of a drift field and an ambipolar

field. The drift electric field is due to low bulk conductivity or

low electron density. Figure 4 shows the electric field profile

in the plasma bulk for various time slices t/τrf=0.25 (red

dash dotted line), t/τrf=0.50 (green dashed line),

t/τrf=0.75 (violet dotted line), and fully time averaged (blue

solid line) at 10, 20, 30, 50 and 100 mTorr with a gap

separation of 45 mm. At 10 mTorr for all the time slices a

strong electric field gradient and electric field strength are

observed within the plasma bulk and the electric field shapes

at the time slices t/τrf=0.25 and t/τrf=0.75 are almost

specular along the bisector going from the lower left hand

corner up to the upper right hand corner, as seen in

figure 4(a). The electric field takes its lowest absolute value in

the center of the electronegative core, while it assumes higher

Figure 3. The electron density in the discharge center (left y axis) and
the electronegativity in the discharge center (right y axis) as a
function of pressure for a parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen
discharge for 45 mm gap distance driven by a 400 V voltage source
at driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.

Figure 4. The electric field within the bulk region for various time
slices t/τrf=0.25 (red dash dotted line), t/τrf=0.50 (green dashed

line), t/τrf=0.75 (violet dotted line), and fully time averaged (blue

solid line), for a parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge
at (a) 10 mTorr, (b) 20 mTorr, (c) 30 mTorr, (d) 50 mTorr, and
(e) 100 mTorr with a gap separation of 45 mm driven by a 400 V
voltage source at driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.
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absolute values as the sheath region is approached. The peak

in the electric field at the sheath edge is mainly caused by a

local maximum of the electron density at the sheath edge and

the corresponding high value of the electron density gradient

on the plasma bulk side of this maximum. At this location

diffusion directs the electrons into the plasma bulk, while

positive ions flow continuously toward the electrode. This

generates an ambipolar field, that couples electron and posi-

tive ion motion and accelerate electrons toward the electrode.

The time averaged electric field is zero within the plasma

bulk. At 20 mTorr the electric field shapes at the time slices

t/τrf=0.25 and t/τrf=0.75 are almost specular specular

along the bisector going from the lower left hand corner up to

the upper right hand corner, as observed at 10 mTorr. Fur-

thermore, the electric field gradient within the plasma bulk

has decreased and the shape is flatter than in the 10 mTorr

case for all the three time slices, as seen in figure 4(b). At

30 mTorr the time averaged electric field and the electric field

at the time slices profiles t/τrf=0.25, t/τrf=0.50 and

t/τrf=0.75 do almost overlap and the electric field is low. At

50 mTorr the electric field within the plasma bulk is roughly

zero for all the four cases considered and the electric field

profile is flat and electronegative core is wider than at

30 mTorr, as seen in figure 4(d). At 100 mTorr the electric

field is zero and the electronegative core is the widest, as

shown in 4(e).

4.2. Dependency on electrode spacing

Here we explore how the electron heating mechanism

depends on the electrode separation. We vary the electrode

separation from 25 to 60 mm while we keep the voltage

amplitude at 400 V and the discharge pressure at 50 mTorr.

Table 5 shows the relative partial pressure of the most

important neutrals. Note that not all the neutrals considered in

the global model calculations are shown in table 5 for dis-

charge power of 5 W. The spatio-temporal behavior of the

electron power absorption at 50 mTorr for a parallel plate

capacitively coupled oxygen discharge driven by a 400 V

voltage source at driving frequency of 13.56MHz is shown in

figure 5. For 25 mm electrode spacing a significant electron

power absorption (red and yellow areas) and small energy

loss (dark blue areas) are evident in the plasma bulk region as

seen in figure 5(a). The electron heating appears during the

sheath collapse on the bulk side of the sheath edge, while

there is cooling (electrons loose energy) on the electrode side

(the lower left hand corner and upper center on the right hand

side). There is also apparent significant electron power

absorption in the sheath region during sheath expansion and

significant power loss during sheath collapse. It is worth to

note that the electron power absorption in the plasma bulk is

much higher than at 10 mTorr for 45 mm gap distance shown

in figure 1(a). For 30 mm electrode spacing, seen in

figure 5(b), the electron power absorption within the bulk

region has decreased somewhat, and there is strong power

absorption during during sheath expansion while the cooling

during sheath collapse has decreased. Similarly to the pre-

vious case, the electron power absorption within the plasma

bulk is much higher than at 20 mTorr for 45 mm gap distance

shown in figure 1(b). For 35 mm electrode spacing, the

electron power absorption is observed almost solely within

the sheath regions and there is almost no electron power

absorption within the plasma bulk as seen in figure 5(c).

Furthermore, the electron cooling during sheath collapse has

decreased substantially. Similar behavior is observed for

electrode spacing of 45 and 60 mm seen in figures 5(d)

and (e). High frequency oscillations in the electron heating

rate, indicating electron–electron two-stream instability, are

seen adjacent to the expanding sheath edge in figures 5(d) and

(e) for gap sizes 45 and 65 mm, respectively.

Figure 6 shows the time averaged electron power

absorption � §·J Ee profile between the electrodes for a par-

allel plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge at 50 mTorr

driven by a 400 V voltage source at driving frequency of

13.56MHz as the gap separation is varied. When the elec-

trode separation is 25 mm the electron heating is almost

entirely within the plasma bulk and the discharge is operated

in the DA-mode. When the electrode separation is 30 mm a

combination of the time averaged electron heating in the

plasma bulk and in the sheath region is observed and the

discharge operates in both DA-mode and α-mode. We see

that for electrode separation 35–60 mm the electron heating is

almost solely in the sheath region and the discharge is oper-

ated in pure α-mode. The peak in the electron power absorbed

in the sheath region (within the bulk) has its lowest (highest)

value when the gap distance is 25 mm, and it increases

(decreases) when the gap distance is enhanced until 45 mm,

where a maximum (minimum) in the power absorbed in

the sheath region is observed. Then a slight decrease in the

absorbed power in the sheath region with respect to the

maximum value is observed at 60 mm. The value of the time

averaged absorbed power within the bulk is approximatively

zero for electrode separation in the range 35–60 mm. In order

to explore the observed electron heating mode transition

further we plot the center electron density and the center

electronegativity as a function of the gap separation in

figure 7. The electron density increases while the electro-

negativity decreases with increased gap separation. At 25 mm

gap separation the discharge is the most strongly electro-

negative. The electronegativity (electron density) slightly

decreased (increased) when varying the gap size from 25 to

30 mm. When the gap separation was 35 mm the electro-

negativity (electron density) has drastically reduced

(enhanced). Finally at 45 and 60 mm the electronegativity

Table 5. The relative partial pressures of the thermal neutrals
assuming electrode gaps 25, 30 35, 45 and 60 mm for 50 mTorr
pressure calculated by a global (volume averaged) model for 5 W
power.

O2 4�( )X3
g O2(a % )1

g O2(b 4 )1
g (O 3P)

25 mm 0.9970 0.0203 0.0023 0.0045

30 mm 0.9688 0.0215 0.0027 0.0047

35 mm 0.9681 0.0219 0.0030 0.0044

45 mm 0.9683 0.0212 0.0036 0.0044

60 mm 0.9711 0.0177 0.0044 0.0047
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(electron density) approaches its lowest (highest) values. This

is consistent with the findings of You et al [35], who find that

the electron density is found to depend on the electrode

separation, observed both experimentally and through

PIC/MCC simulation. For a small gap size they observe first a

weak increase in the electron density with increased electrode

separation, then a strong increase (a jump) around certain gap

length followed by a weak increase with further increasing the

electrode separation. The smaller the electrode separation the

larger is the relative contribution of the electrodes to quenching

of the metastables. As the metastable density decreases the role

of the detachment processes decrease and the negative ion

density increases and the electron density decreases which

shows up as increased electronegativity.

The DA-mode is accompanied with generation of an

electric field within the electronegative core. Figure 8 shows

Figure 6. The time averaged electron power absorption for a parallel
plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge at 50 mTorr driven by a
400 V voltage source at driving frequency of 13.56 MHz as the gap
separation is varied.

Figure 7. The electron density in the discharge center (left y axis) and
the electronegativity in the discharge center (right y axis) as a
function of the gap separation for a parallel plate capacitively
coupled oxygen discharge at 50 mTorr driven by a 400 V voltage
source at driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.

Figure 5. The spatio-temporal behavior of the electron power
absorption at 50 mTorr for a parallel plate capacitively coupled
oxygen discharge with electrode separation of (a) 25 mm, (b)
30 mm, (c) 35 mm, (d) 45 mm and (e) 60 mm driven by a 400 V
voltage source at driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.
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the electric field profile in the plasma bulk for various time

slices t/τrf=0.25 (red dash dotted line), t/τrf=0.50 (green

dashed line), t/τrf=0.75 (violet dotted line), and fully time

averaged (blue solid line) at 50 mTorr for 25, 30, 35, 45 and

60 mm gap separation. At 25 mm gap separation the electric

field shapes at the time slices t/τrf=0.25 and t/τrf=0.75
are almost specular along the bisector going from the lower

left hand corner up to the upper right hand corner. Further-

more, a strong electric field gradient and electric field strength

are observed, as seen in figure 8(a). The electric field takes its

lowest absolute value in the center of the electronegative core,

while it assumes strong values as the sheath region is

approached. The time averaged electric field is flat and zero

within the plasma bulk. At 30 mm the electric field gradient

within the plasma bulk has decreased and the shape is flatter

than in the 25 mm case for all the four cases considered, as

seen in figure 8(b), but there is still a significant electric field

apparent within the plasma bulk. At 35 mm the electric field

do overlap almost perfectly and the electric field profile is flat

within the plasma bulk a for the three time slices and the time

averaged electric field, as observed in figure 8(c). At 45 mm

the shape of the electric field in the plasma bulk is flat for all

the four cases considered and the electric field profile is flat

and zero along a bigger interval within the gap separation, as

seen in figure 8(d). At 100 mTorr the electric profile indicates

the widest electronegative core within the gap separation, as

shown in figure 8(e).

5. Conclusion

The one-dimensional object-oriented particle-in-cell Monte

Carlo collision code oopd1 was applied to explore the

evolution of the electron heating mechanism in a capacitively

coupled oxygen discharge while the pressure and the gap

distance are varied. Keeping the electrode separation fixed at

45 mm and varying the pressure we find that at low pressure

(10 mTorr) electron heating occurs both within the bulk and

in the sheath regions, and a hybrid DA- and α-mode heating

was observed. At 20 mTorr the electron heating in the sheath

region dominates and the electron cooling in the sheath region

has decreased. At higher pressures (30, 50 and 100 mTorr) the

electron heating exhibits an almost pure α-mode and the

electron cooling during sheath collapse has decreased sub-

stantially. These findings are related to higher electro-

negativity and generation of electric field when operating at

low pressure. At low pressure the effective electron temper-

ature is high and there is efficient creation of negative ions

through dissociative attachment. As the pressure is increased

the effective electron temperature decreases along with the

creation of negative ions. Furthermore, the density of the

singlet metastable molecules increases with increased pres-

sure and increased electron density and thus the role of

detachment increases. Keeping the pressure fixed while

varying the gap distance we find that at 25 mm the electron

heating occurs both within the bulk and in the sheath region,

where the former dominates over the latter. At 30 mm the

Figure 8. The electric field within the bulk region for various time
slices t/τrf=0.25 (red dash dotted line), t/τrf=0.50 (green dashed

line), t/τrf=0.75 (violet dotted line), and fully time averaged (blue

solid line), for a parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge
at 50 mTorr for (a) 25 mm, (b) 30 mm, (c) 35 mm, (d) 45 mm, and
(e) 60 mm gap separation driven by a 400 V voltage source at
driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.
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electron heating in the sheath region dominates over the bulk.

For larger gap separation (35, 45 and 60 mm) no heating is

observed in the bulk and the discharge operates in pure

α-mode. The smaller the discharge gap, the higher the relative

contribution of surface quenching of the singlet metastable

molecules, which results in lower singlet metastable molecule

density and thus lower reaction rate for detachment and

higher electronegativty. Thus the observed transition is rela-

ted to high electronegativity and high electric field within the

electronegative core when the electrode separation is small.
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ABSTRACT

We use the one-dimensional object-oriented particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collision code oopd1 to explore the properties and the origins of
both the electric field and electron power absorption within the plasma bulk for a capacitively coupled oxygen discharge operated at 10 and
100 mTorr for a gap distance of 45 mm. The properties of the electric field at three different time slices as well as time averaged have been
explored considering the moments of the Boltzmann equation. The electron power absorption is distinctly different at these operating
pressures. The most relevant contributions to the electric field at different time steps come from the pressure terms, the ambipolar and the
electron temperature gradient terms, along with the ohmic term. The same applies for the electron power absorption. At both 10 and
100 mTorr, the relative ohmic contribution to the electron power absorption remains roughly the same, while the ambipolar term
contributes to power absorption and the temperature gradient term to electron cooling at 100 mTorr, and the opposite applies at 10 mTorr.
At 100 mTorr, the discharge is weekly electronegative, and electron power absorption is mainly due to sheath expansion, while at 10 mTorr,
it is strongly electronegative, and the electron power absorption occurs mainly within the electronegative core and the drift-ambipolar mode
dominates. The agreement between the calculated values and the simulations is good for both the electric field and the electron power
absorption within the plasma bulk and in the collapsed sheath region for all the cases considered.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0019340

I. INTRODUCTION

The low pressure radio frequency (rf) driven capacitively
coupled discharge has been applied in integrated circuit manufactur-
ing for a few decades. The capacitively coupled discharge consists of
two parallel electrodes, typically with a radius of a few tens of cm,
separated by a few cm and driven by a power generator. These dis-
charges have been explored extensively over the past few decades.
The power transfer mechanism, which is commonly referred to as
“electron heating” or “electron power absorption” in the literature,1

is still a topic rather poorly understood. Although the electron power
absorption mechanism is a topic widely studied and discussed over
the past decades, a fully consistent and general mathematical–
physical explanation of the several physical mechanisms involved in
the power transfer mechanism is still lacking. This is, in particular,
true for the electronegative capacitively coupled discharge.

It is widely accepted that the electron heating can be divided
into two components: the ohmic heating (collisional) and the sto-
chastic heating (collisionless), while several operating modes have

been identified in the capacitively coupled discharge including the
stochastic electron heating due to the sheath motion (α-mode),2

secondary electron emission due to ion and neutral bombardment
of the electrodes,3 the drift-ambipolar (DA) mode,4 non-linear elec-

tron resonance heating (NERH),5–9 the electron bounce resonance
effect,10,11 and the generation of series resonance oscillations.5,7 In

a strongly electronegative discharge, the electrical conductivity tends
to be low, and due to large ion inertia, high electric field is induced

within the plasma bulk (electronegative core). Furthermore, ambipo-
lar fields appear near the sheath edges.

The particle-in-cell (PIC) method, when combined with
the Monte Carlo (MC) treatment of collision processes, is the
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most frequently used numerical approach to investigate the
properties and the operating modes of low pressure capacitively
coupled-discharges. The combination of the particle-in-cell
(PIC) method and the Monte Carlo collision (MCC) treatment
of collision processes is commonly referred to as the PIC/MCC
method. The PIC/MCC method is a self-consistent kinetic
approach that has become a predominant numerical approach
to investigate the properties of the low pressure capacitively
coupled discharge.

The one-dimensional-object-oriented plasma device one
(oopd1) code allows having the simulated particles of different
weights so that in principle, both charged and neutral particles can
be tracked during the simulation. Earlier, we benchmarked the
basic reaction set for the oxygen discharge in the oopd1 code to the
xpdpl code.12 In recent years, the oxygen reaction set in the oopd1
code has been improved significantly.12–14 The oopd1 code has been
applied to explore the electron power absorption in the capacitively
coupled oxygen discharge while varying the various external parame-
ters and operating conditions such as discharge pressure,14–16

driving voltage amplitude,17 driving frequency,18 the secondary elec-
tron emission,14,19 the surface quenching of the metastable states,20

and the electrode gap distance.21

During the past decades, several attempts to describe correctly
the behavior of the electron heating using the Boltzmann equation
have been made. Surendra and Dalvie22 were the first to set up a
mathematical model to describe the electron power absorbed using
the Boltzmann equation for both electrons and ions using the PIC
results as input. In the years that followed, several authors used the
formulation set by Surendra and Dalvie22 to develop similar
models inspired by their results.23–29 Among these, Brinkmann27

derived a unified description of electron power absorption in
capacitively coupled discharges using a mathematical formulation
where the electron density profile has been approximated by a
smooth step function, finding that the total time averaged electron
power absorption is the sum of four terms, each one corresponding
to one of the heating mechanism known from separate previous
theories, i.e. NERH, stochastic heating (hard wall model), ambipo-
lar/pressure heating, and ohmic heating. Brinkmann also demon-
strated that a time dependent temperature is necessary to obtain a
non-zero time averaged electron power absorption. More recently,
Schulze et al. used a simplified moment analysis of the Boltzmann
equation (the Boltzmann term analysis) where the electron temper-
ature gradient was both neglected and considered30,31 in order to
describe both the electric field and the electron power absorbed in
an electropositive low pressure capacitively coupled argon dis-
charge. They found that the time averaged ambipolar electron
power absorption completely vanishes for a temporally indepen-
dent electron temperature. This approach has recently been applied
to explore the electron power absorption mechanisms in a capaci-
tively coupled oxygen discharge by Vass et al.32 Using the
Boltzmann term analysis, they found that the ohmic contribution
to the electron power absorption is small at different time steps at
low pressure while it becomes important at higher pressures.
Finally, they observed that at low pressure, the space-time averaged
electron power absorbed was entirely given by the ohmic term and
that the pressure term contribution increases as the pressure is
increased. Here, we use the Boltzmann term analysis to investigate

the origins of both the electric field and the power absorbed by the
electrons at different time steps within both the plasma bulk and
the sheath collapsed region and the related time averaged quantities
within the plasma bulk in a capacitively coupled oxygen discharge
at 10 and 100 mTorr for a gap distance of 45 mm. The electron
power absorption in the capacitively coupled oxygen discharge is
distinctly different when the discharge is operated at 100 mTorr
than when it is operated at 10 mTorr.14,15,21 When operating at
100 mTorr with a gap size of 45 mm, the discharge is operated in
an α-mode and stochastic electron heating dominates, while at
10 mTorr, the discharge is more electronegative and the DA-mode
dominates. The main task of the current work is to perform a
Boltzmann term analysis of a capacitively coupled oxygen discharge
in order to shed light on the underlying physical mechanism
behind the electric field and the electron power absorbed and to
gain understanding of the electron power absorption in a capaci-
tively coupled oxygen discharge operated at different pressures (10
and 100 mTorr), which represent the hybrid DA-α mode and the
pure α mode, respectively. We will follow the framework of the
Boltzmann term analysis given in the recent work of Schulze
et al.31 with some modifications since the physical conditions and
gas considered are different. The current work is structured as
follows. In Sec. II, we give a brief overview of the simulation setup.
In Sec. III, we show the spatiotemporal profiles of both the total
charge density and the quasineutrality deviation along with both
the total charge density and the density profiles for all the species
involved at different time steps and time averaged. Section IV dis-
cusses the model. In Subsection IV A, a simple fluid model based
on the work of Schulze et al.31 is employed to explore the behavior
of both the electric field and the electron power absorbed at both
100 and 10 mTorr. The results from both the simulations and the
calculations at both 10 and 100 mTorr are discussed and compared
in Sec. V. Finally, Sec. VI summarizes our findings.

II. THE SIMULATION

The one-dimensional (1d-3v) object-oriented particle-in-cell
Monte Carlo collision (PIC/MCC) code oopd112 is applied to a
capacitively coupled oxygen discharge. In 1d-3v PIC codes, the
model system has one spatial dimension and three velocity compo-
nents. The oopd1 code, such as the well known xpdp1 code, is a
general plasma device simulation tool capable of simulating various
types of devices, where the plasma is the main actor, such as parti-
cle beams, electrical breakdown, particle accelerators as well as pro-
cessing discharges.12 The oxygen reaction set included in the oopd1
code is rather extensive, and nine different species are considered:
electrons, the ground state neutrals O(3P) and O2(X

3Σ�
g ), the nega-

tive ions O�, the positive ions Oþ and Oþ
2 , and the metastables O

(1D), O2(a
1Δg), and O2(b

1Σþ
g ). The basic reaction set included

O2(X
3Σ�

g ), O
þ
2 , and O�. In our earlier work, we added oxygen

atoms in the ground state O(3P) and ions of the oxygen atom Oþ

to the oopd1 code.12 In a later work, the singlet metastable mole-
cule O2(a

1Δg) and the metastable oxygen atom O(1D) were
added,13 as well as the singlet metastable molecule O2(b

1Σþ
g ).

14 The
full oxygen reaction set together with the cross sections used has
been discussed in our earlier works and will not be repeated
here.12–14,21 We assume a geometrically symmetric capacitively
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coupled discharge where one of the electrodes is driven by an rf
voltage at a single frequency,

V(t) ¼ V0 sin 2πftð Þ, (1)

while the other electrode is grounded. Here, V0 is the voltage
amplitude, f the driving frequency, and t the time. For this current
study, we assume the discharge to be operated at the pressure of
10 mTorr and 100 mTorr with voltage amplitude V0 ¼ 400V with
an electrode separation of 4.5 cm. A capacitor of 0:1 μF is
connected in series with the voltage source. The electrode diameter
and the driving frequency are assumed to be 10.25 cm and
13.56MHz, respectively. These are the same parameters as
assumed in our previous work.21 The time step Δt and the grid
spacing Δx are set to resolve the electron plasma frequency and the
electron Debye length of the low energy electrons, respectively,
according to ωpeΔt , 0:2, where ωpe is the electron plasma fre-
quency and the simulation grid consists of 1000 equal cells. The
electron time step is 3:68� 10�11 s. The simulation was run for
5:5� 106 time steps, which corresponds to 2750 rf cycles as it takes
roughly 1700 rf cycles to reach equilibrium for all particles. Time
averaged plasma parameters shown, such as the densities, the elec-
tron power absorption, and the effective electron temperature, are
averaged over 1000 rf cycles. All particle interactions are treated by
the Monte Carlo method with a null-collision scheme.33 For the
heavy particles, we apply sub-cycling, where the heavy particles are
advanced every 16 electron time steps34 and an initial parabolic
density profile has been assumed.34

The kinetics of the charged particles (electrons, Oþ
2 ions, Oþ

ions, and O� ions) was followed for all energies. Since the neutral
gas density is much higher than the densities of charged species,
the neutral species at thermal energies (below a certain cut-off
energy) are treated as a background with a fixed density and tem-
perature and maintained uniformly in space. The main challenge
when PIC/MCC simulations are applied to simulate molecular
gases has to due with the timescale difference between the processes
of dissociation and the processes involving charged particles.
Therefore, a global model35 is used beforehand to determine the
partial pressure of the various neutrals created in the discharge as
discussed in Proto and Gudmundsson,20 i.e., the ground state
neutral atoms O(3P) and the metastables O(1D), O2(a

1Δg), and
O2(b

1
Σþ
g ) under certain control parameters including the discharge

pressure, the absorbed power, the gap separation between the two
electrodes, etc. The absorbed power determined by the PIC/MCC
simulation is used as an input parameter in the global model calcu-
lations, iteratively. The partial pressure of the atoms and metastable
species obtained from the global model calculation is then used as
the partial pressure of these species in the neutral background gas
in the simulation. Note that a global model is mainly developed to
model high density low pressure discharges such as inductively
coupled discharges rather than capacitively coupled discharges, and
the proportion of the power absorbed by the electrons in the
former is much larger than in the latter. Therefore, the global
model may overestimate the atom and metastable density within
the discharge, especially when operating at low pressure. The frac-
tional densities for the neutrals O2(X

3Σ�
g ), O2(a

1Δg), O2(b
1
Σg),

O(3P), and O(1D), estimated using the global model calculations,

are listed in Table I. These values have been used as input for the
PIC/MCC simulation as the partial pressures of the neutral back-
ground gas. These neutral background species are assumed to have
a Maxwellian velocity distribution at the gas temperature (here,
Tn ¼ 26meV). The kinetics of the neutrals are followed when their
energy exceeds a preset energy threshold value. The energy thresh-
old values used here for the various neutral species are listed in
Table II. The thresholds were chosen in order to keep the number
of simulated particles within a suitable range, typically 104–105

particles. Particles with energy below this threshold energy are
assumed to belong to the neutral background.

Note that the background neutrals are assumed to be
uniform within the discharge. However, we are aware that the
electrode surfaces have a significant influence on the neutral
density profiles. The density profiles for fast neutrals indicate that
the oxygen atom density decreases and the molecular metastable
density increases in the electrode vicinity.14 As an oxygen atom O
(3P) hits the electrode, it is assumed that half of the atoms are
reflected as O(3P) at room temperature and the other half recom-
bines to from the ground state oxygen molecule O2(X

3Σ�
g ) at

room temperature. Similarly, as a metastable oxygen atom O(1D)
hits the electrode, half of the atoms are quenched to form O(3P)
and the other half is assumed to recombine to form the ground
state oxygen molecule O2(X

3Σ�
g ) at room temperature. The

surface quenching coefficients for the singlet metastable molecules
on the electrode surfaces are assumed to have a value of γwqa ¼
0:007 and γwqb ¼ 0:1 for O2(a

1Δg) and O2(b
1
Σg), respectively. The

influence of the surface quenching coefficients of the singlet
metastable molecule on the electron heating mechanism has been

TABLE II. The parameters of the simulation, the particle weight, the energy thresh-
old above which kinetics of the neutral particles are followed, and the wall recombi-
nation and quenching coefficients for the neutral species on the electrode surfaces.

Species
Particle weight

Energy
threshold Coefficient

(range) (meV) (recomb./quenching)

O2(X
3Σ�

g ) 5 × 107 500
O2(a

1
Δg) 5 × 106 100 0.007

O2(b
1
Σg) 5 × 106 100 0.1

O(3P) 5 × 107 500 0.5
O(1D) 5 × 107 50 0.5/0.5
Oþ

2 107− 108 …

O+ 106− 107 …

O− 5 × 107− 108 …

e 107− 108 …

TABLE I. The relative partial pressures of the thermal neutrals at 10 and 100 mTorr
calculated by a global (volume averaged) model for 1.8 W power.

O2(X
3Σ�

g ) O2(a
1
Δg) O2(b

1
Σg) O(3P)

10 mTorr 0.9801 0.0148 0.0016 0.0008
100 mTorr 0.9877 0.0017 0.0009 0.0095
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explored in detail in an earlier work,20 where it has been demon-
strated that the influence of γwqa on the overall discharge proper-
ties can be rather significant. The surface quenching and
recombination coefficients used in this current work are listed in
Table II. Note that the oxygen reaction set used in this current
study is significantly more extensive than the one used by Vass
et al.32 where the only metastable state included is the singlet
metastable molecule O2(

1
Δg). To estimate the density of the

singlet metastable molecule O2(
1
Δg), they assume a homogeneous

spatial density where there is a balance between electron impact
excitation and quenching at the electrodes.36,37

Secondary electron emission and electron reflection have been
incorporated into the discharge model.14 The energy dependent
secondary electron emission yield for a dirty surface has been
employed,14 and the electrons are assumed to be elastically reflected
from the electrodes independently of their energy and their angle
of incidence with a probability of 0.2.19 The secondary electron
emission due to the electron impact on the electrodes has been
neglected here as in all our previous works on the oxygen
discharge.

III. RESULTS FROM THE SIMULATION

Through recent PIC/MCC simulations of a capacitively
coupled oxygen discharge, it has been demonstrated that the singlet
metastable molecular states have a significant influence on the elec-
tron power absorption mechanism13–16 as well as the ion energy
distribution.38 At low (high) pressure and high (low) electronega-
tivity, i.e., 10 mTorr (50–500 mTorr), the electron power absorption
is mainly located within the plasma bulk (the sheath regions).14,15

Furthermore, when operating at low pressure, the time averaged
electron power absorption within the discharge is due to a hybrid
drift-ambipolar mode, a (DA-mode), and an α-mode, and while
operating at higher pressures, the electron power absorption is due

to stochastic heating and the discharge is operated in a pure
α-mode.17,18 It has also been demonstrated that detachment by
singlet molecular metastable states is the process that has the most
influence on the electron power absorption process in the higher
pressure regime, while it has almost a negligible influence at
lower pressures.14–16 All the quantities returned by the simulations
and involved in the calculations for both the electric field and the
electron power absorption in the following sections are arrays
extended along the x-axis, i.e., the discharge gap length. In particu-
lar, every single component of the electron temperature has been
calculated as Te,ii ¼

2
e
Ee,ii �

me

e
u2e,i, where Ee,ii and u2e,ii, with

i ¼ x, y, z, are the mean electron energy density and the electron
mean velocity, respectively. Since Ee,i ¼

me

2
hv2e,ii by definition, the

expression for the electron temperature given above is the same as
the one shown by Wilczek et al.,1 when the particle mean velocity
is not negligible.

Figure 1 shows the density profiles for Oþ
2 ions, Oþ ions,

O� ions, and electrons at 100 and 10mTorr. At 100 mTorr, the
center electronegativity is 3.55 and at 10 mTorr, it is 93.64. The
electronegative discharge consists of an electronegative core con-
nected to electropositive edge plasma regions.39,40 At 100 mTorr
[Fig. 1(a)], both O� ion and Oþ

2 ion density profiles have a similar
shape within the bulk region, while the O� ion density decreases
more steeply than the Oþ

2 ion density profile approaching the
sheath edges. We also see that the electron density profile is some-
what lower than both the O� ion and the Oþ

2 ion density profiles
within the bulk region while it decreases sharply within both the
sheath regions. At 10 mTorr [Fig. 1(b)], the situation is different.
First of all, we see that O� and the Oþ

2 ion density profiles perfectly
overlap within the bulk region and that the O� ion density profile
decreases more steeply than the Oþ

2 density profile beyond the
sheath edges. The time averaged value of both the O� and the Oþ

2

ion density profiles within the bulk region is slightly lower than in
the 100 mTorr case. The electron density in the bulk plasma is

FIG. 1. The density profiles for charged particles at (a) 100 mTorr and at (b) 10 mTorr in a parallel plate capacitively coupled discharge with a gap separation of 45 mm
driven by a 400 V voltage source at 13.56 MHz.
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roughly two orders of magnitude lower than the Oþ
2 and O� densi-

ties. Moreover, we observe that the Oþ density is higher than the
electron density within the bulk region, contrary to the 100 mTorr
case. We also observe that the Oþ density profile is more flattened
within the bulk region and that it decreases more steeply than for
the 100 mTorr case. The electron density profile is flat and constant
within the bulk region, and it has equal absolute maxima on both
the sheath edges.

Figure 2(a) shows the spatiotemporal behavior of the total
charge density at 100 mTorr over the full gap length for a full
period defined as follows.

Total Charge Density ¼ e nOþ
2
þ nOþ � nO� � ne

� �

: (2)

First, we observe a net zero charge density within the bulk region
and the fully collapsed sheath regions. Second, the right (left)
sheath region is positively charged and reaches its maximum exten-
sion at t=τrf ¼ 0:25 (t=τrf ¼ 0:75). Moreover, the right (left)
sheath positive net charge has a peak on the bulk side of the right
(left) sheath edge and slowly decreases while approaching the right
(left) electrode. Figure 2(b) shows the spatiotemporal behavior of
the quasineutrality deviation at 100 mTorr over the full gap length
defined as follows:

Quasineutrality deviation ¼
nOþ

2
þ nOþ � nO� � ne

� �

nOþ
2
þ nOþ

: (3)

We observe that the quasineutrality deviation uniquely identifies
the sheath region. Indeed, the quasineutrality deviation value is 1
within the expanded sheaths, while it is 0 within the plasma bulk
and the sheath collapse regions and it has an intermediate value on
the bulk-sheath time varying interface. Figure 3(a) shows the spa-
tiotemporal behavior of the total charge density at 10 mTorr over

the full gap length for a full period defined by Eq. (2). First, we
observe a net positive (negative) charged stripe that appears on the
sheath side (on the bulk side) of both the sheath edges over the full
rf cycle (on both the collapsing sheath edges). The positive charged
stripe density strongly increases on the sheath side of the expanded
sheath edge. This positive charged stripe was absent in the
100 mTorr case as shown in Fig. 2(a). Such a difference with
respect to the 100 mTorr case is due to the fact that the electron
mean free path is longer at low pressures so that they leave the pos-
itive ions behind while crossing the sheath edge during the sheath
collapse. For example, at t=τrf ¼ 0:25, on very short time scales, a
net negative ambipolar field builds up [Fig. 3(a)], which induces a
recall force on the bulk electrons and a pushing force on the bulk
positive ions toward the collapsing sheath edge. For this reason, an
excess of positive charges on the immediate sheath side of both the
collapsed sheath edges. It is worth noting that, once crossed the
sheath side of the collapsed sheath edge, the electrons are free to
accelerate toward the left electrode due to the flux compensation
effect. On the other hand, a positive peak in the ambipolar field is
observed on the bulk side of the collapsed sheath edge at 10 mTorr
[Fig. 3(a)]. Such a peak is absent at 100 mTorr [Fig. 2(a)]. This can
be explained considering that, at longer time scales, when the elec-
trons are repelled from the sheath side of the collapsed sheath edge,
the ambipolar field changes the sign and becomes positive on the
bulk side of the collapsed sheath edge. Such a behavior is responsi-
ble for the negative charge excess observed on the bulk side of the
collapsed sheath edge. Moreover, under the action of the ambipolar
force, the electrons are confined within the bulk and the collapsed
sheath region. The same reasoning can also be applied at both
t=τrf ¼ 0:50 and t=τrf ¼ 0:75. We also observe that the sheath
regions reach a larger extension at both t=τrf ¼ 0:25 and t=τrf ¼
0:75 with respect to the 100 mTorr case, while the net positive
charge present on the sheath side of both the sheath edges has a
lower value when the sheath approaches its maximum extension.
The net charge in the fully expanded sheath regions at 10 mTorr is

FIG. 2. The spatiotemporal behavior of the (a) total charge density and of the (b) quasineutrality deviation, defined by Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively, over the full gap
length for a parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge at 100 mTorr for 45 mm of gap separation driven by a 400 V voltage source at a driving frequency of
13.56 MHz.
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globally lower than in the 100 mTorr case. Figure 3(b) shows the
spatiotemporal behavior of the quasineutrality deviation at
10 mTorr over the full gap length defined as in Eq. (3). As in the
100 mTorr case shown in Fig. 2(b), the quasineutrality deviation
uniquely identifies the sheath region. We observe a non-
quasineutral stripe on both the sheath edges, which is related to the
positive charged stripe observed in Fig. 3(a). At 100 mTorr, the
sheath has a smooth contour over the full rf cycle [Fig. 2(b)], while
at 10 mTorr, it ends abruptly on the non-quasineutral stripe on
both the sheath edges. Figure 4(a) shows the total charge density
profile at 100 mTorr defined by Eq. (2) at different time steps and
time averaged over all the full gap length. We observe that the total
charge density profile is flat and very close to zero over the full
bulk width for all the cases considered. At t=τrf ¼ 0:25

(t=τrf ¼ 0:75), the total charge density steeply increases while
approaching the sheath edge of the right (left) bulk-sheath interface
and sharply decreases toward the right (left) electrode. On the
other hand, the total charge density is approximatively constant at
t=τrf ¼ 0:25 (t=τrf ¼ 0:75) and zero within the fully collapsed
sheath region and slowly increases toward the right (left) electrode.
The charge density profile at t=τrf ¼ 0:25 is a mirror image of the
charged density profile at t=τrf ¼ 0:75. At t=τrf ¼ 0:50, the total
charge density slightly decreases once past both the sheath edges
and steeply increases on the sheath side of both the sheath edges.
Then, it slowly decreases while approaching both the electrodes
overlapping with both the t=τrf ¼ 0:25 and the t=τrf ¼ 0:75 cases.
In the time averaged case, the total charge density steeply increases
once past both the sheath edges reaching a lower maximum with

FIG. 4. The total charge density at (a) 100 mTorr and (b) 10 mTorr over the full gap length at t=τ rf ¼ 0:25 (green line), t=τ rf ¼ 0:50 (red dashed line), t=τ rf ¼ 0:75 (blue
dotted dashed line), and time averaged (black dashed line) for a parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge for 45 mm of gap separation driven by a 400 V
voltage source at a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.

FIG. 3. The spatiotemporal behavior of the (a) total charge density and the (b) quasineutrality deviation, defined by Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively, over the full gap length
for a parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge at 10 mTorr for 45 mm of gap separation driven by a 400 V voltage source at a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.
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respect to all the other cases considered. We observe the time aver-
aged case to be almost zero within the plasma bulk and to have an
almost constant profile within the sheath regions while approaching
both the electrodes.

Figure 4(b) shows the total charge density profile at 10 mTorr
defined by Eq. (3) at different time steps and time averaged over
the full gap length. The total charge density is zero within the dis-
charge center (x ¼ 0) for all the four cases considered even though
there is always some charge density within the plasma bulk (either
positive or negative), and the time average is zero. Also, the total
charge density profile at t=τrf ¼ 0:25 (t=τrf ¼ 0:75) shows an
additional local maximum on the left (right) sheath edge with
respect to the 100 mTorr case [Fig. 4(a)]. The same applies to the
t=τrf ¼ 0:50 and the time averaged case, with the presence of two
almost equal local maxima on both the sheath edges, which are
absent in the 100 mTorr case. At t=τrf ¼ 0:25, the total charge
density profile sharply increases (decreases) while approaching the
bulk side of the right (left) sheath edge, and it has an absolute
maximum (minimum) on the sheath side (bulk side) of the right
(left) sheath edge. Then, the total charge density profile sharply
decreases (steeply increases) once past the right (left) sheath edge,
reaching a positive value (a local maximum) toward the right elec-
trode (on the sheath side of the left sheath edge). We also observe
that the total charge density profile is approximatively constant
within the left sheath region.

IV. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS

During the past years, several attempts have been made to
describe correctly the behavior of the electric field using the
Boltzmann equation. Surendra and Dalvie22 used the first momen-
tum Boltzmann equation to decompose the electric field into a
sum of different terms, each one corresponding to different physi-
cal mechanisms. They were able to isolate all the single terms con-
tributing to both the electric field and the electron power absorbed.
Moreover, they found the electron pressure term to be important
for the collisionless heating and that, for a constant electron tem-
perature, the collisionless electron heating vanishes upon time
average. Since then, several attempts have been made to explain the
behavior of the electric field at different time steps and upon time
average. In recent years, Surendra’s framework has been employed
to explain the behavior of the electric field within the bulk and in
the sheath regions. In particular, Schulze and co-workers have used
the zeroth momentum Boltzmann equation (stationary continuity
equation), with a stationary density profile30 and with a temporally
dependent density profile together with a non-zero ionization
rate,31 combined with the first momentum Boltzmann equation,
with and without the change in the momentum term30,31 to derive
a space- and time-resolved expression for the different electric field
terms involved. The Surendra–Dalvie framework has improved our
knowledge of the physical mechanisms behind the origins of the
electric field within the bulk region and within the collapsed sheath
region but has not given a general consensus on the origin of the
electric field within the expanded sheath region.

The DA-mode is associated with the creation of electric field
within the plasma bulk. The electric field within a plasma discharge
is built up by several different phenomena, depending on the gas

considered. The electronegative discharges present a bigger number
of phenomena than the electropositive discharges, and the situation
is much more complicated. For both electropositive and electroneg-
ative discharge sheaths form near the electrodes, a positive net
charge within the sheath region builds up, leading to a potential
profile that is positive within the bulk region and falls to zero near
both electrodes.41 However, a strong electric field within the bulk
region has been observed, both experimentally and by simulations
in electronegative discharges. The high value of the electric field
has been related to the low dc conductivity within the bulk as dis-
cussed by Schulze et al.4 Furthermore, strong peaks in the electric
field at the sheath edges have been observed.42 The observed peaks
have been related to the corresponding local maxima of the elec-
tron density at the sheath edges, which are caused by the ambipolar
field built up by a net charge separation between the positive
charges as they are accelerated toward the electrode and the elec-
trons, together with the negative ions, confined within the bulk
region. This is completely different from the situation observed in
the electropositive discharges, where the ambipolar field accelerates
the electrons toward the discharge center.4

A. Simple fluid model

When operated at 100 mTorr (10 mTorr), the electronegativity
is low (high) and the discharge operates in a pure α-mode (hybrid
DA-mode and α-mode). Irrespective of the different discharge
modes and conditions, a simple fluid model for an electronegative
discharge is sufficient to describe the physics of such a system. In
this subsection, the simple fluid model applied to a discharge
operated at both 100 mTorr and 10 mTorr is discussed. The model
describes the behavior of the electric field and of the electron
power absorption within the bulk region. This model is based on
the approach used by Schulze et al.,31 with the only difference that
here, both the ionization rate and the change of momentum
terms are assumed to be negligible and are set equal to zero.
The model is valid within the bulk region and in the collapsed
sheath regions only since the electron density in the expanded
sheath region is very small. Moreover, the quasineutrality
condition has not been imposed, and the ideal gas law has
been employed in the first momentum Boltzmann equation.
At 100 mTorr, the pressure tensor (the temperature) is taken as
(not) isotropic. Setting pe ; pe, xx ¼ pe, yy ¼ pe, zz, one finds
Tr(pe,ij) ¼ 3pe, xx ¼ 3pe ¼ 3eneTe ¼ ene Te, xx þ Te, yy þ Te, zz

� �
so

that Te ; Te, xx þ Te, yy þ Te, zz

� �
=3; i.e., the electron temperature

is direction averaged. Accordingly to the current setup and in
order to make the physical system consistent, the ideal gas law has
to be seen as an approximation. On the other hand at 10 mTorr,
neither the pressure tensor nor the temperature is isotropic. Since
pe, xx = pe, yy = pe, zz and Te, xx = Te, yy = Te, zz, we are left with
pe; pe, xx ¼ ene, xxTe, xx, pe, yy ¼ ene, yyTe, yy , and pe, zz ¼ ene, zzTe, zz.
The zeroth and the first momentum Boltzmann equation for elec-
trons in a plasma discharge in the absence of magnetic field are the
continuity equation,

@ne
@t

þ
@

@x
uneð Þ¼G�L, (4)
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where G and L are the reaction rates involving the creation and
destruction of electrons, respectively, and the momentum balance
equation,

@

@t
meneue½ �þ

@

@x
meneu

2
e

� �
þ

@

@x
eneTe½ �þ eneEþΠc ¼ 0, (5)

respectively. According to this setup, there is no need for keeping
the continuity equation [Eq. (4)]. Now, according to Lieberman
and Lichtenberg,41 the momentum change term Πc can be approxi-
mated by a Krook collisional operator as follows:

Πc ¼
X

β

meneνe β ue�uβ
� �

�me ue�uGð ÞGþme ue�uLð ÞL, (6)

where the summation is over all species; ue and uβ are the mean
velocities of the electrons and the species β, respectively; and νeβ is
the momentum transfer frequency for collisions between electrons
and species β. Now, neglecting the reactions involving the creation
and destructions of particles (e.g., ionization, recombination) and
considering only the O2 neutral species, with a negligible velocity
compared to the electrons, the momentum change term becomes

Πc ¼meνeneue, (7)

along with the continuity equation,

@ne
@t

þ
@

@x
ueneð Þ¼ 0: (8)

Solving Eq. (8) with respect to the velocity gradient, one finds

@ue
@x

¼�
ue

ne

@ne
@x

�
1

ne

@ne
@t

: (9)

Combining Eqs. (9), (7), and (5) together with the ideal gas law,
one finds an expression for the electric field

E¼�
me

e

@ue
@t

|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}

I

þ
me

e

u2e
ne

@ne
@x

|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}

II

þ
me

e

ue

ne

@ne
@t

|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}

III

�
Te

ne

@ne
@x

|fflffl{zfflffl}

IV

�
@Te

@x
|{z}

V

�
meueνc

e
|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}

VI

:

(10)

Each electric field term in Eq. (10) has its own origin. The first and
the third term (I and III) are electron inertia terms due to the tem-
poral variation in the electron velocity and density, respectively.
The second term (II) corresponds to an electric field due to the
normalized electron density gradient. The fourth (IV) term corre-
sponds to diffusion (ambipolar field).4,30 The fifth term (V) corre-
sponds to the electron temperature gradient. Therefore, terms IV
and V represent electron heating due to pressure effects, which is a
collisionless mechanism.23 The sixth term (VI) is due to electron
collisions with atoms and molecules (drift field). Equation (10) has
been applied to a given set of input parameters. The input parame-
ters are the electron density and the electron temperature from the
simulation. The collision term (Term VI) was taken from the reac-
tion rate given by the simulation for an electron neutral elastic

collision. The electron collision frequency values at 100 and
10 mTorr are νc ¼ 8:16�107 s�1 and νc ¼ 5:06�107 s�1 within the
discharge center, respectively. Multiplying the electric field coming
from Eq. (10) times the electron current density Je ¼�eneue, it is
possible to find the electron absorbed power as follows:

Je �E¼meuene
@ue
@t

|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

I

�meu
3
e

@ne
@x

|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}

II

�meu
2
e

@ne
@t

|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}

III

þeueTe
@ne
@x

|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}

IV

þ eneue
@Te

@x
|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}

V

þmeneνcu
2
e

|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}

VI

: (11)

Each electron power absorption term that constitutes Eq. (11) has
its own origin, which is strictly related to the electric field given by
Eq. (10). The first and the third term (I and III) are electron inertia
power absorption terms. The second term (II) corresponds to the
power absorption term related to the electron density gradient. The
fourth (IV) term is related to the ambipolar field originating from
the electron density gradient.4,30 The fifth term (V) is related to the
electron temperature gradient term for the electric field [Eq. (10)].
The fourth and fifth terms are usually known in the literature as
pressure heating terms, respectively.22,23,31 The sixth term (VI) is
related to the collisions and represents ohmic heating. It is worth
noting that the electron power absorption formula shown in
Eq. (11) can be split as follows:22

(Je �E)¼ (Je �E)Non ohmicþ (Je �E)ohmic, (12)

where

(Je �E)Non ohmic ¼Term IþTerm IIþTerm IIIþTerm IVþTerm V,

(13)

(Je �E)ohmic ¼Term VI: (14)

In turn, the non-ohmic contribution can be split up as follows:25

(Je �E)Non ohmic ¼ (Je �E)Inertiaþ (Je �E)Pressure, (15)

where

(Je �E)Inertia ¼Term IþTerm IIþTerm III, (16)

(Je �E)Pressure ¼Term IVþTerm V: (17)

This will be useful later when we identify the different contribu-
tions to the electron power absorption. We underline that the same
split applied to the electron power absorption can be applied to the
electric field formula shown in Eq. (10).

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The sheath location is determined by assuming that the
density of negatively charged species has fallen to half the density
of the positive charged species. In more detail, the sheath edge
position, which is defined as xsh(t), is taken to be the position x,
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where the condition ne(x, t)=ni ¼ 1=2 is satisfied. This determines
the location of the gray shadowed rectangles hiding the sheath
regions in the various plots shown in this section. We hide the
sheath regions directly adjacent to the electrodes as the electron
density is very low. Figure 5 shows the electric field profile of the
terms that constitute Eq. (10) and their summation compared with
the results of simulations at t=τrf ¼ 0:25 from the left electrode to
the right sheath edge, at t=τrf ¼ 0:50 from the left to the right
sheath edge, and at t=τrf ¼ 0:75 from the left sheath edge to the
right electrode. For all the three time slices, an almost perfect
match between the overall term summation and the result from the
simulations is observed.

At t=τrf ¼ 0:25 [Fig. 5(a)], we see that the contribution from
Terms II and III is negligible. On the other hand, the main

contribution comes from Terms I, IV, V, and VI. Term I is almost
zero within the bulk region up to the right sheath edge, while it
decreases to negative values as it approaches the left sheath edge up
to the left electrode. The electric field inertia term due to a tempo-
rally varying electron velocity becomes negative approaching the
left electrode, indicating that the electron velocity gradient is posi-
tive near the left electrode [Eq. (10)]. Term IV is flat and zero
within the bulk region and sharply increases (sharply decreases)
while approaching the right (left) sheath edge. An absolute
minimum in the Term IV profile is observed on the sheath side of
the left sheath edge. Moreover, once past this minimum, the profile
of Term IV is approximatively constant over the left sheath region
and it decreases while approaching the left electrode. Term V is flat
and zero over the full bulk gap length. A small local minimum

FIG. 5. The electric field profile of the terms that constitute Eq. (10) and their summation compared with the result of the simulations at (a) t=τ rf ¼ 0:25 from the left elec-
trode to the right sheath edge, at (b) t=τ rf ¼ 0:50 from the left to the right sheath edge, and at (c) t=τ rf ¼ 0:75 from the left sheath edge to the right electrode for a paral-
lel plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge at 100 mTorr for 45 mm of a gap separation driven by a 400 V voltage source at a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.
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(maximum) in the Term V profile is observed on the sheath side of
the right (left) sheath edge. Then, it steeply increases (sharply
decreases) while approaching the sheath side of the right sheath
edge (the left electrode). Term VI is flat and zero within the bulk
region up to the right sheath edge, while it slightly increases as it
approaches the left sheath keeping an almost constant value while
approaching the left electrode. Finally, Fig. 5(a) shows that the only
important contributions to the electric field at t=τrf ¼ 0:25 come
from the inertia term related to the temporal gradient of the elec-
tron velocity (Term I), from the pressure gradient related terms
(Term IV and V), and from the ohmic heating term (Term VI). At
t=τrf ¼ 0:50 [Fig. 5(b)], we see that the contribution from Terms I
and III is negligible and Term II is small except near the sheath
edges. Term IV is flat and zero within the bulk region and it
sharply increases (steeply decreases) as it approaches the bulk side
of the right (left) sheath edge. Term V is flat and zero within the
bulk region and slightly decreases (sharply increases) as it
approaches the sheath side of the right (left) sheath edge. Term VI
is flat and zero within the bulk region up to both the sheath edges,
and it sharply decreases as it approaches the bulk side of both the
sheath edges. Figure 5(b) shows that the only important contribu-
tions to the electric field at t=τrf ¼ 0:50 come from the pressure
gradient related terms (Terms IV and V) and from the ohmic con-
tribution (Term VI). At t=τrf ¼ 0:75 [Fig. 5(c)], we see almost a
mirror image of Fig. 5(a). The contributions from Terms II and III
are negligible and Term VI is small. The main contribution comes
from Terms I, IV, and V. The only significant contributions to the
electric field at t=τrf ¼ 0:75 come from the inertia term related to
the temporal gradient of the electron velocity and from the pressure
gradient related terms. Therefore, the most significant contribution
to the electric field within the bulk plasma at 100 mTorr is due to
the pressure gradient terms. An almost perfect match between the
calculated electric field profile and the result from simulation can
be observed for all the time steps considered as shown in
Figs. 5(a)–5(c).

Figure 6 shows the electric field profile at 10 mTorr of the
terms that constitute Eq. (10) and their summation compared with
the result of the simulations at (a) t=τrf ¼ 0:25 from the left elec-
trode to the right sheath edge, at (b) t=τrf ¼ 0:50 from the left to
the right sheath edge, and at (c) t=τrf ¼ 0:75 from the left sheath
edge to the right electrode. At t=τrf ¼ 0:25 [Fig. 6(a)], we see that
the contribution from terms II and VI is negligible, while Term III
is small. We observe that the main contribution to the electric field
comes from terms IV and V. Term IV is zero within the discharge
center and approximatively flat and zero within the inner bulk
region and sharply increases while approaching the bulk side of
both the sheath edges. A lower (higher) maximum on the bulk side
of the left (right) sheath edge is observed. On the other hand, Term
V has a similar behavior except that it increases less steeply while
approaching the bulk side of the right sheath edge. The local
maximum in Term V on the left sheath edge overlaps almost per-
fectly with the local maximum in Term IV, total term summation,
and the result from the simulations placed in the same location as
well as the respective profiles within the inner bulk region. Finally,
Fig. 6(a) shows that the only important contributions to the electric
field at t=τrf ¼ 0:25 come from the pressure gradient related terms
(Terms IV and V). At t=τrf ¼ 0:50 [Fig. 6(b)], we see that the

contribution from Term I is negligible and Terms II, III, and VI are
small. We also observe that the main contribution to the electric
field comes from terms IV and V. Term IV is flat and zero within
the inner core of the plasma bulk and decreases (increases) while
approaching the bulk side of the right (left) sheath edge. Then, it
increases again once past the right sheath edge building an absolute
minimum. Finally, Fig. 6(b) shows that the only important contri-
butions to the electric field at t=τrf ¼ 0:50 come from the pressure
gradient related terms (Terms IV and V). Moreover, we observe
that in the t=τrf ¼ 0:50 case, Terms II, IV, and V share the same
importance in contribution to the electric field at both 10 and
100 mTorr, while the contribution from Term III (Term VI) is
lacking at 100 mTorr (10 mTorr). At t=τrf ¼ 0:75 [Fig. 6(c)], we
see a mirror image of the t=τrf ¼ 0:25 case. Terms II, III, and VI
are negligible and Term I is small. The main contribution to the
electric field comes from terms IV and V. The local minimum in
Term V on the right sheath edge overlaps almost perfectly with the
local minimum in Term IV, total term summation, and the result
from the simulations placed in the same location as well as the
respective profiles within the inner bulk region. To summarize, the
only important contributions to the electric field at t=τrf ¼ 0:75
come from the pressure gradient related terms (Terms IV and V).

An almost perfect match between the calculated electric field
profile and the result from simulation can be observed over the full
gap length up to the bulk side of the expanding sheath edge for all
the three time slices considered. Moreover, at t=τrf ¼ 0:25 and
t=τrf ¼ 0:75, the calculated electric field sharply understimates the
electric field coming from the simulations while approaching the
bulk side of the fully collapsed sheath edge, while at t=τrf ¼ 0:50,
the difference is very small. We observe that the inertia term (Term
I), for all the three time slices considered, is negligible compared to
the 100 mTorr case (Fig. 5). Such a term is absent due to the pres-
ence of the negatively charged stripes placed on bulk side of the
collapsing sheath edge, which prevents the electrons from crossing
the collapsing sheath edge (see discussion in Sec. III). Moreover,
due to the presence of the positively charged stripes placed on the
sheath side over the full rf period, the electrons are prevented from
increasing their own velocity. Since at 10 mTorr, there is a higher
number of electrons within the collapsing sheath region than at
100 mTorr [Figs. 2(a) and 3(a), respectively], the displacement
current is lower, and the temporal change in the electron velocity
due to the time varying electric field is also lower.

Figure 7(a) shows the time averaged electric field profile at
100mTorr for the three main contributing terms to the calculated
electric field using Eq. (10) from the left to the right (time averaged)
sheath edge: Terms IV (red line), V (blue dashed line), and VI
(green dotted dashed line). We see that all the three terms consid-
ered are flat and zero within the bulk region. Term IV steeply
increases (decreases) while approaching the right (left) sheath edge.
On the other hand, Term V sharply increases (decreases) while
approaching the sheath side of the left (right) edge. Finally, Fig. 7(a)
shows that the only important contribution to the time averaged
electric field comes from the pressure terms (Terms IV and V).

Figure 7(b) shows the time averaged electric field profile in a
discharge operated at 10 mTorr for the three main contributing
terms to the calculated electric field using Eq. (10) from the left to
the right (time averaged) sheath edge: Terms IV (red line), V (blue
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dashed line), and VI (green dotted dashed line). We see that all the
three terms considered are zero within the discharge center. Term
IV sharply increases (decreases) while approaching the bulk side of
the right (left) sheath edge. Term V steeply decreases (increases)
while approaching the bulk side of the right (left) sheath edge, and
it steeply increases (decreases) while crossing the right (left) sheath
edge. Finally, Fig. 7(b) shows that the only important contribution
to the time averaged electric field comes from the pressure terms
(Terms IV and V), just like at 100 mTorr.

Figure 8(a) shows the time averaged electric field at 100 mTorr
calculated using Eq. (10) (blue dashed line) and the result from
simulations (red line) from the left to the right sheath edge. An
almost perfect match is observed over the gap length considered.
Figure 8(b) shows the time averaged electric field at 10 mTorr

calculated using Eq. (10) (blue dashed line) and the result from
simulations (red line) from the left to the right sheath edge. We
observe an almost perfect match within the inner bulk gap length.
However, the calculated electric field overestimates (underestimates)
the electric field from the simulation on the bulk side of both the
sheath edges, resembling the observed slight difference between
the calculated and simulated electric field at different time steps on
the bulk side of the expanding sheath edge (Fig. 6).

Figure 9 shows the spatiotemporal behavior of the electron
power absorption Je � E at 100 mTorr. The figures show the electron
power absorption calculated using Eq. (11) [Fig. 9(a)] and from the
simulation over the full gap length [Fig. 9(b)]. The ordinate covers
the full rf cycle. We see that almost all the electron power absorp-
tion occurs during the sheath expansion and that the electron

FIG. 6. The electric field profile of the terms that constitute Eq. (10) and their summation compared with the result of the simulations at (a) t=τ rf ¼ 0:25 from the left elec-
trode to the right sheath edge, at (b) t=τ rf ¼ 0:50 from the left to the right sheath edge, and at (c) t=τ rf ¼ 0:75 from the left sheath edge to the right electrode (c) for a
parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge at 10 mTorr for 45 mm of gap separation driven by a 400 V voltage source at a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.
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power absorption mode is a pure α-mode. The calculated electron
power absorption almost perfectly matches the result from the sim-
ulation on both the sheath edges. We recall that the theoretical
model does not take the sheath dynamics into account since it has
been built for the bulk and collapsed sheath region only. Within
the gap length, we see an almost perfect match between the elec-
tron power absorption coming from the theoretical model and the
simulation.

Figure 10 shows the spatiotemporal behavior of the electron
power absorption Je � E at 10 mTorr, where Je and E are the

spatially and temporally varying electron current density and elec-
tric field, respectively. The figures show the electron power absorp-
tion for the theoretical model [Eq. (11); [Fig. 10(a)] and from the
simulation results over the full gap length [Fig. 10(b)]. The ordinate
covers the full rf cycle. First, we observe that at 10 mTorr, a signifi-
cant power absorption (red and yellow areas) and some electron
cooling (dark blue areas) are evident within the plasma bulk
region. The electron power absorption appears during the sheath
expansion (collapse) on the sheath side (on the bulk side) of the
sheath edge, while there is electron cooling during the sheath

FIG. 7. The time averaged electric field profile at (a) 100 mTorr and at (b) 10 mTorr of Term IV (red line), Term V (blue dashed line), and Term VI (green dotted dashed
line) from Eq. (10) from the left to the right sheath edge for a parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge for 45 mm of gap separation driven by a 400 V voltage
source at a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.

FIG. 8. The time averaged electric field profile calculated using Eq. (10) (blue dashed line) and the result from simulations (red line) from the left to the right sheath edge
at (a) 100 mTorr and at (b) 10 mTorr for a parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge for 45 mm of gap separation driven by a 400 V voltage source at a driving
frequency of 13.56 MHz.
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expansion (collapse) on the bulk side of the sheath edge (on the
electrode side). Indeed, at 10 mTorr, the electron heating mecha-
nism is a combination of a drift-ambipolar (DA) heating in the
bulk plasma and stochastic heating due to the sheath oscillation
(α-mode), as it has been shown in our previous works.19–21

Second, we observe that the calculated electron power absorption
resembles well the result from the simulation, which is slightly
overestimated within the sheath region only.

Figure 11 shows the electron power absorption profile at
100mTorr calculated using Eq. (11) (blue dashed line) and the result
from simulations (red line) at (a) t=τrf ¼ 0:25 from the left electrode
to the right sheath edge, at (b) t=τrf ¼ 0:50 from the left to the right
sheath edge, and at (c) t=τrf ¼ 0:75 from the left sheath edge to the
right electrode. An almost perfect match is observed for all the time
steps considered as shown in Figs. 11(a)–11(c).

Figure 12 shows the electron power absorption profile at
10 mTorr calculated using Eq. (11) (blue dashed line) and the
result from simulations (red line) at t=τrf ¼ 0:25 from the left elec-
trode to the right sheath edge (a), at t=τrf ¼ 0:50 from the left to
the right sheath edge (b), and at t=τrf ¼ 0:75 from the left sheath
edge to the right electrode (c). An almost perfect match is observed
for all the time steps considered as shown in Figs. 12(a)–12(c).

Figure 13(a) shows the time averaged electron power absorp-
tion profile at 100 mTorr of Terms IV (red line), V (blue dashed
line) and VI (green dotted dashed line) calculated using Eq. (11)
from the left to the right sheath edge. All the three terms consid-
ered are flat and zero within the bulk gap length. We observe that
Term IV (Term V) steeply increases (decreases) while approaching
the sheath side of both the sheath edges. On the other hand, we
observe that Term VI slightly increases while crossing both the

FIG. 9. The spatiotemporal behavior of the electron power absorption over the full gap length (a) calculated using Eq. (11) and (b) the result from simulations for a parallel
plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge at 100 mTorr for 45 mm of gap separation driven by a 400 V voltage source at a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.

FIG. 10. The spatiotemporal behavior of the electron power absorption over the full gap length calculated (a) using Eq. (11) and (b) the result from simulation for a parallel
plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge at 10 mTorr for 45 mm of gap separation driven by a 400 V voltage source at a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.
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sheath edges reaching small positive values on the sheath side of
both the sheath edges. Finally, Fig. 13 shows that the main contri-
butions to the time averaged electron power absorption at
100 mTorr comes from the pressure gradient related terms (Terms
IV and V) and from ohmic term (Term VI).

Figure 13(b) shows the time averaged electron power absorp-
tion profile at 10 mTorr of Terms IV (red line), V (blue dashed
line), and VI (green dotted dashed line) calculated using Eq. (11)
from the left to the right sheath edge. We observe that all the three
terms considered have a parabolic behavior over the bulk gap
length. Moreover, Term V is higher (lower) on the bulk side of
both the sheath edges (within the inner electronegative core) than
Term VI, while Term IV is sharply lower over the full gap length.
In more detail, we see that Term IV is almost flat and zero within

the discharge center up to the bulk side of both the sheath edges
and that it slightly increases while approaching both the sheath
edges building equal local maxima. Then, it steeply decreases while
crossing both the sheath edges, building two almost equal local
minima. On the other hand, Term V slightly increases while
approaching the bulk side of both the sheath edges, building two
almost equal local maxima, and it sharply decreases while
approaching both the sheath edges. As regards Term VI, we see
that it builds an absolute maximum at the discharge center and
that it sharply decreases while approaching both the sheath edges.

Figure 14(a) shows the comparison between the time averaged
electron power absorption calculated using Eq. (11) (blue dashed
line) and the result from simulations (red line) over the full gap
length at 100 mTorr. In Fig. 14(a), we see that the calculated time

FIG. 11. The electron power absorption profile from Eq. (11) (blue dashed line) at (a) t=τ rf ¼ 0:25 and the result from simulations (red line) from the left electrode to the
right sheath edge, at (b) t=τ rf ¼ 0:50 from the left to the right sheath edge, and at (c) t=τ rf ¼ 0:75 from the left sheath edge to the right electrode for a parallel plate
capacitively coupled oxygen discharge at 100 mTorr for 45 mm of gap separation driven by a 400 V voltage source at a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.
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averaged electron power absorption overlaps almost perfectly with
the result from the simulation over the bulk gap length up to the
sheath side of both the sheath edges. Moreover, it slightly understi-
mates the result from the simulation within the inner core of both
the sheath regions up to the respective electrodes.

Figure 14(b) shows a comparison between the time averaged
electron power absorption calculated using Eq. (11) (blue dashed
line) and the result from simulation (red line) over the full gap
length at 10 mTorr. In Fig. 14(b), we see that the calculated time
averaged electron power absorption calculated using Eq. (11) over-
laps almost perfectly with the result from the simulation over the
bulk gap length up to the sheath side of both the sheath edges.
Moreover, the closer to the electrodes, the bigger is the difference
between the calculation and the simulation.

Figure 15 shows a comparison between the space-time aver-
aged electron power absorption within the plasma bulk at
10 mTorr calculated using Eq. (11) (blue bars) and at 100 mTorr
calculated using Eq. (11) (red bars). The space average has been
taken within the bulk region only using the time averaged sheath
locations as already discussed at the beginning of Sec. V. The histo-
gram has been constructed considering the calculated space-time
averaged electron absorbed power and then building the following
quantity:

Je � Eð ÞX Term Percentage¼
100� Je � Eð ÞX Term

Je � Eð Þ
, (18)

FIG. 12. The electron power absorption profile from Eq. (11) (blue dashed line) at (a) t=τ rf ¼ 0:25 and the result from simulations (red line) from the left electrode to the
right sheath edge, at (b) t=τ rf ¼ 0:50 from the left to the right sheath edge, and at (c) t=τ rf ¼ 0:75 from the left sheath edge to the right electrode for a parallel plate
capacitively coupled oxygen discharge at 10 mTorr for 45 mm of gap separation driven by a 400 V voltage source at a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.
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where Je � Eð ÞX Term labels the space-time averaged electron power
absorption related to the X term, where X refers to terms I, II, . . .,
VI in Eq. (11). In Fig. 15, we observe that in the 100 mTorr case,
the space-time averaged electron power absorption comes from the
pressure terms (Terms IV and V) and the ohmic Term (Term VI).
Moreover, we see that Term IV is positive, while Term V is nega-
tive, and they share almost the same magnitude in the absolute
value, while Term VI is the smallest. Therefore, the ambipolar term

is a power absorption term, while the electron temperature gradient
presents power loss (electron cooling). The main electron power
absorption at 100 mTorr is due to the pressure gradient terms. At
10 mTorr, the situation has changed drastically. First of all, Terms
IV and V flip their sign with respect to the 100 mTorr case and are
sharply smaller in the absolute value compared to the 100 mTorr
case. In this context, the ohmic term’s magnitude (Term VI) has
not significantly changed compared to the 100 mTorr case but now

FIG. 13. The time averaged electron power absorption profile of Term IV (red line), Term V (blue dashed line), and Term VI (green dotted dashed line) from Eq. (11) from
the left to the right (time averaged) sheath edge at (a) 100 mTorr and at (b) 10 mTorr for a parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge for 45 mm of gap separa-
tion driven by a 400 V voltage source at a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.

FIG. 14. The time averaged electron power absorption profile calculated using Eq. (11) (a) (blue dashed line) and the result from simulations (red line) over the full gap
length at (a) 100 mTorr and at (b) 10 mTorr for a parallel plate capacitively coupled oxygen discharge for 45 mm of gap separation driven by a 400 V voltage source at a
driving frequency of 13.56 MHz.
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shares the same order of magnitude with respect to both Terms IV
and V. Moreover, in Fig. 15, we recognize a general pattern where
the ohmic term (pressure term) contribution in the space-time
averaged total electron power absorption increases (decreases)
when the total pressure decreases (increases). Such a behavior is
expected and has also been observed by Vass et al.32 The only dif-
ference is that Vass et al.32 find the pressure term contribution in
the space-time averaged electron power absorption to be negligible
at low pressure. Like Vass et al.,32 we find the ohmic power absorp-
tion to be important even at low pressure. Finally, at 10 mTorr, we
observe the presence of small contributions coming from Terms I,
II, and III, respectively. The inertia terms I and III provide electron
cooling, while the electron density gradient term II contributes to
electron power absorption.

VI. CONCLUSION

The one-dimensional object-oriented particle-in-cell Monte
Carlo collision code oopd1 was applied to explore the properties of
the electric field and the electron power absorption at different
time steps and time averaged over a full rf cycle within the plasma
bulk in a capacitively oxygen coupled discharge at both 100 and
10 mTorr for a gap distance of 45 mm. At both 100 and 10 mTorr,
the fluid model presented by Schulze et al.31 was applied.

At 100 mTorr at both t=τrf ¼ 0:25 and t=τrf ¼ 0:75, the main
contributions to both the electric field and the electron power
absorption are due to the electron inertia term related to the tem-
poral gradient of the electron velocity (Term I), the gradient pres-
sure related terms (Term IV and V), and the ohmic heating term.
At t=τrf ¼ 0:50, the main contributions to both the electric field
and the electron power absorption come from the pressure gradient
related terms (Terms IV and V) and from the ohmic heating term

(Term VI). We have also shown that the pressure gradient related
terms and the ohmic term contribute to the time averaged electron
power absorption, while only the pressure gradient related terms
contribute to the time averaged electric field.

At 10 mTorr at t=τrf ¼ 0:25 and t=τrf ¼ 0:75, the main con-
tributions to both the electric field and the electron power absorp-
tion come from the pressure gradient related terms (Terms IV and
V) only, while at t=τrf ¼ 0:50, a small additional but not negligible
contribution from the drift field (Term VI) has been observed.
Moreover, in the time averaged case, the main contributions to the
electron power absorption come from both the drift field (Term
VI) and the pressure gradient related terms (Terms IV and V). We
have also shown that the pressure gradient related terms and the
ohmic term contribute to the time averaged electron power
absorption.
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Electron power absorption in radio frequency driven capacitively coupled chlorine
discharge
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Particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collision simulations and Boltzmann term analysis are applied to
study the origination and properties of the electric field and the electron power absorption within
the electronegative core of a capacitively coupled discharge in chlorine as the pressure is varied from
1 to 50 Pa. The capacitively coupled chlorine discharge exhibits high electronegativity and high
electric field develops within the electronegative core. It is found that the electron power absorption
increases and the ion power absorption decreases as the pressure is increased. At 1 Pa the electron
power absorption is due to both the pressure and Ohmic terms. At the higher pressures > 10
Pa the Ohmic term dominates and all the other contributions to the electron power absorption
become negligible. Therefore, the discharge becomes increasingly Ohmic with increased pressure
and eventually behaves as a resistive load.

I. INTRODUCTION

A capacitively coupled discharge is composed of two
parallel metallic electrodes, one driven by an rf voltage
or current source while the other electrode is grounded
[1, 2]. A neutral gas pressure is maintained between the
electrodes, typically in the range from 0.1 to 100 Pa. The
applied voltage amplitude is typically few hundred volts
while the driving frequency is in the range between hun-
dreds of kHz and few hundred MHz. Such discharges are
used in a wide range of applications and they are indis-
pensable for deposition, etching, and sputtering, which
are all vital processes in microelectronic and solar cell
fabrication. The chlorine discharge is commonly applied
for etching processes in integrated circuit fabrication, in
particular to etch poly-silicon, aluminum, and compound
semiconductors [3]. Chlorine based plasma discharges are
often applied when highly anisotropic etching is desired,
in particular for conductive materials such as for poly-
silicon gate definition [4–6]. Due to its importance, the
etching of silicon in chlorine discharges has been studied
extensively for decades [4, 7–12].

The capacitively coupled chlorine discharge is known
to exhibit high electronegativity [13, 14] and electric field
is known to develop within the discharge electronegative
core. In electronegative discharges, large electron density
gradients are established as there appears a local maxima
at the bulk-sheath interface and consequently ambipolar
fields develop. Drift fields are also known to develop as
the electron density is typically low and therefore, the
bulk conductivity is low. Consequently, due to the drift
and ambipolar fields, electron power absorption appears
within the discharge electronegative core, as electrons
are accelerated by these fields. In capacitively coupled

∗tumi@hi.is

discharges this mode of operation has been called drift-
ambipolar (DA) mode [15, 16]. Such electron power ab-
sorption structure has been observed experimentally in a
capacitively coupled SF6/N2 [17] and SiH4 [18] discharges
using spatiotemporal optical emission spectroscopy, and
in CF4 discharges using phase resolved optical emission
spectroscopy [19, 20]. Furthermore, this electron power
absorption mechanism has been identified by relaxation
continuum modeling [21]. In fact DA electron power
absorption can be the dominating electron power ab-
sorption mechanism in highly electronegative discharges
[17, 21]. The electronegative discharge can also exhibit
striations, where under certain conditions the positive
and negative ions can be driven to oscillations as their
densities are modulated by the external driving potential,
and therefore, induce electric field, that is superimposed
onto the drift field [22–25].

Particle-in-cell/Monte Carlo collision (PIC/MCC)
simulations have been applied to study the capacitively
coupled chlorine discharge, including the impact of dis-
charge pressure on a voltage driven single frequency (SF)
discharge [13], the influence of the current amplitude,
the frequency and the secondary electron emission in a
current driven SF discharge [26], a ’classical’ dual fre-
quency (DF) discharge [26, 27], and a current driven
DF discharge, while varying the high frequency (HF)
and the low frequency (LF) source control parameters
independently [28]. It has been demonstrated that the
electron power absorption is dominated by the drift-
ambipolar (DA) mode within the electronegative core
[13, 14]. Furthermore, at higher operating pressures it
has been shown that electron power absorption domi-
nates over ion power absorption. The fractional power
absorbed by the electrons, Cl+2 ions, and Cl+ ions, varies
with pressure [13, 14]. At low pressure ∼1 Pa the Cl+2 ion
power absorption dominates, with roughly 69 % contri-
bution, while the electrons absorb about 29 %. At 10 Pa
69 % of the power is absorbed by the electrons, while Cl+2
ions exhibit about 31 % contribution [14]. At pressure
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2

of 50 Pa the electron power absorption has increased sig-
nificantly to about 85 % of the overall power absorption.
Power absorption due to the Cl+ ions has much smaller
or almost negligible contribution at all pressures [13, 14].
Note that the total electron power absorption increases
with increasing pressure and is significantly higher at 50
Pa than at 1 Pa. In the more recent study PIC/MCC
simulations were applied to study a capacitively coupled
chlorine discharge that was driven by a tailored voltage
waveform [14]. The voltage waveform was constructed
from a fundamental frequency of 13.56 MHz and a sec-
ond harmonic of 27.12 MHz. It was there demonstrated
that a dc self-bias and therefore asymmetric response can
be created. This can be used to control the ion energy in-
dependent of the ion flux onto the electrodes in the pres-
sure range 1 – 10 Pa. However, the achievable control
range for the ion energy bombarding the grounded elec-
trode is found to be rather limited [14], significantly nar-
rower range than achieved for electropositive discharge
operated in the α-mode [29–31]. At 50 Pa, the highest
operating pressure studied, the electrical asymmetry ef-
fect was found to be unsuited for ion energy control in
the chlorine discharge. Operation in DA-mode therefore,
appears to restrict the application of the electrical asym-
metry effect, to independently control the ion energy and
ion flux onto the electrodes, in capacitively coupled chlo-
rine discharges.

There have been several attempts to use the Boltz-
mann equation to describe the electron power absorp-
tion process in capacitively coupled discharges [32–36].
Schulze et al. [35, 36] presented a streamlined moment
analysis of the Boltzmann equation (referred to as Boltz-
mann term analysis). This approach was subsequently
applied to study the power absorption processes for the
electrons in capacitively coupled argon discharges [36–38]
and oxygen discharges [39, 40]. Using Boltzmann term
analysis, Ohmic power absorption is found to play a sig-
nificant role even at low pressure in argon [37] and oxygen
discharges [39, 40]. Note that the electron power absorp-
tion processes in oxygen discharges are distinctly differ-
ent depending on the operating pressure, at low pres-
sure < 2 Pa, the discharge is highly electronegative and
DA-power absorption dominates, while at higher pres-
sure > 4 Pa, the discharge is weakly electronegative and
is operated in α-mode [41, 42]. In the oxygen discharge,
the pressure terms dominate, the temperature gradient
term contributes to electron cooling, and the ambipolar
term to electron power absorption, when operating at the
higher pressures > 10 Pa, and the opposite applies at low
pressure ∼ 1 Pa [40].

Here, 1d-3v PIC/MCC simulations are applied to
study the various contributions to the electric field and
therefore, the power absorption by the electrons within
the electronegative core of a capacitively coupled chlorine
discharge. Section II is a brief overview of the method of
the simulation and its set up. In Section III the density
profiles of the charged particles and the spatio-temporal
plots showing the total charge density are discussed. In

Section IV a simple Boltzmann term analysis based on
the method described by Schulze et al. [36] is employed
to study the origins, and the behavior of the electric field
as well as the electron power absorption mechanisms, in
the operating pressure range 1 – 50 Pa, and the terms,
contributing to creation of electric field and consequent
electron power absorption, identified. Finally, a summary
and conclusions are given in Section VI.

II. THE SIMULATION METHOD AND SETUP

Here, the one-dimensional object-oriented PIC/MCC
code oopd1 [43] is applied to explore a capacitively cou-
pled chlorine discharge. oopd1 is a 1d-3v PIC/MCC
code and the model system has one spatial dimension
and three velocity components. The Cl2 molecule ex-
hibits low (near zero) threshold for dissociative attach-
ment and low dissociation energy (2.5 eV), while the
electron affinity is high (2.45 eV). The PIC/MCC model
for chlorine is constituted of the ground state molecule
Cl2(X1

∑+
g ,v = 0), the ground state atom Cl(2Pu), the

negative ion Cl−(1Sg), and the positive ions Cl+(3Pg)
and Cl+2 (2Πg). The reactions taken into account in our
PIC/MCC study and the cross sections are described
in detail elsewhere [13]. All interactions between par-
ticles are treated through the null-collision scheme in the
Monte Carlo method [44]. The dc self-bias is calculated
in oopd1 to ensure that the fluxes of charged particles
at both the electrodes, averaged over one period of the
fundamental driving frequency, are equal [45, 46]. This
is done iteratively.

In oopd1 the particle weights, the ratio of the number
of real particles to computational particles, can be im-
plemented separately for each species [43]. The charged
particles are tracked for all energies, while only the neu-
tral particles that exhibit kinetic energy exceeding a pre-
set threshold value are tracked kinetically. The preset
thresholds and particle weights were chosen to maintain
the number of simulated particles within a suitable range,
typically 104 − 105 particles. Neutral particles with en-
ergy below this set threshold energy belong to the fixed
background density. The species of the fixed background
density have a Maxwellian energy distribution for a tem-
perature of Tn = 26 mV. For both Cl2 molecules and
Cl atoms the set threshold energy is 500 meV for all the
discharges studied here.

When modeling and simulating molecular gases, the
dissociation processes, and the processes that involve
charged particles, occur on widely different timescales.
For a pure Cl2 feedstock gas, the creation of Cl atoms
is dominated by electron impact dissociation of Cl2
molecules. Here we take a hybrid approach, where a
global model [47, 48] is used to determine the dissocia-
tion fraction within the discharge, beforehand, for a given
operating pressure, absorbed power and electrode separa-
tion, etc. In a volume averaged global model the plasma
chemistry is described by a set of nonlinear first order dif-
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TABLE I: The composition of the thermal background
neutrals used in the PIC/MCC simulations. The partial

pressure is determined by global (volume averaged)
model calculations.

p [Pa] Cl Cl2

1 0.0422 0.9578

10 0.0638 0.9362

25 0.0246 0.9754

35 0.0218 0.9782

50 0.1790 0.8210

ferential equations; a particle balance equation for each of
the species included in the discharge model and an equa-
tion describing the conservation of energy. The species
are assumed to be nearly spatially uniform and the power
deposited uniformly into the volume. Furthermore, the
acceleration of ions towards the surfaces is significantly
smaller than that expected in a capacitively coupled dis-
charge, so higher fraction of the absorbed power will be
dissipated in electron heating in the global model cal-
culation which may overestimate the Cl atom density
somewhat, in particular at lower pressure. Global mod-
els neglect spatial variations in the plasma parameters as
well as the kinetics of the discharge. The absorbed power
calculated by the PIC/MCC simulation for a given pres-
sure and gap size becomes an input parameter for the
global model calculations, iteratively. This gives the par-
tial pressures for Cl2 molecules and Cl atoms that are
used to set the composition of the neutral background
gas in the PIC/MCC simulation and are listed in Ta-
ble I. The calculated values are in agreement with the
experimentally determined values, as the fraction of Cl
atoms is found to be roughly few percent at 1.33 Pa for
absorbed power below 10 W [49–51].

The fraction of Cl atoms that recombine to form Cl2
molecules as they hit the electrodes is given by the surface
recombination coefficient. This parameter determines
the dissociation fraction and the negative ion density in
a chlorine discharge [52]. The measured surface recom-
bination coefficients span the range 0.01 – 0.85 [53–56].
Therefore, we assume here that a Cl atom hits the elec-
trode, it is assumed to return as a thermal Cl atom with
50 % probability or to recombine and form a thermal Cl2
molecule with 50 % probability. This is the same assump-
tion as made in our previous studies [13, 26, 27]. The
electron reflection coefficient as well as the ion and neu-
tral impact secondary electron emission yield from the
electrodes are assumed to be zero. Therefore, secondary
electrons and their influence on the discharge properties
are neglected in this study.

The discharge is sustained between two electrodes of
equal size where one of the electrodes is driven by an rf
voltage

V (t) = V0 sin(2πft) (1)

for single frequency operation, where f is the frequency,
V0 is the voltage amplitude, and t is time. For this
present study the voltage amplitude is V0 = 222 V the
frequency f = 13.56 MHz and the electrode separation
25.4 mm. A capacitor of 1 µF is connected in series with
the voltage source. The other electrode is grounded. The
pressure is varied in the range from 1 to 50 Pa.

The sheath edge xsh(t) is assumed to be located where
the electron density has dropped to half the density of
the positively charged species or ne(x, t)/ni = 1/2. This
determines the location of the vertical dashed lines indi-
cating the time averaged position of the sheath edge in
the various plots shown below.

III. RESULTS FROM THE SIMULATION

An electronegative discharge consists of an electroneg-
ative core with electrons and negative ions in Boltzmann
equilibrium and electropositive edge plasma regions next
to the electrodes [57, 58]. When operating at high pres-
sure (> 10 Pa) and low power the electronegative core
almost fills the entire gap between the electrodes, and
the positive and negative ion densities can be assumed
to exhibit parabolic profiles, while the electron density
is significantly lower and uniform, except at the plasma
sheath interface [57, 58].

The charged particle density profiles for Cl+2 ions, Cl+

ions, Cl− ions, and electrons at 1, 10, 25, 35 and 50 Pa,
from the discharge center up to the right electrode, are
shown in Figure 1. At all pressures the Cl+2 and Cl−

ion densities are similar within the plasma bulk, or the
electronegative core, and their densities increase with in-
creased pressure. That is the same pattern that has been
observed in oxygen discharge operated at very low pres-
sure (< 4 Pa) [40, 59] and for CF4 discharge operated
above few tens of Pa [60]. At 1 Pa (Figure 1 (a)) both
the Cl− ion and Cl+2 ion density profiles are very sim-
ilar, but closer to the sheath edge the Cl− ion density
decreases faster than the Cl+2 ion density. The presence
of negative ions is met by depletion in the electron den-
sity to maintain quasi-neutrality. Therefore, the electron
density profile is roughly two orders of magnitude lower
than both the Cl− ion and the Cl+2 ion densities and
rather uniform within the plasma bulk region. The elec-
tron density peaks at the edge of the electronegative core
and then sharply decreases in the sheath regions, remain-
ing lower than the Cl+2 ion density but becoming higher
than the Cl− ion density. The Cl+2 and Cl− ion densities
increase as the pressure is increased, as seen by compar-
ing Figures 1 (a) – (e). Also the electron density increases
with increasing pressure. The Cl+ ion density is almost
constant within the electronegative core and decreases
sharply as the sheath edge is approached. We observe
that the Cl+ density decreases with increased pressure
but increases again at 50 Pa where it is higher than at
35 Pa. The center electronegativity is in the range 104
– 144 and the spatially averaged electronegativity some-
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FIG. 1: The time averaged charged particle density profiles of a parallel plate capacitively coupled chlorine
discharge at (a) 1 Pa, (b) 10 Pa, (c) 25 Pa, (d) 35 Pa, and (e) 50 Pa, from the discharge center up to the right

electrode. The gap separation is 25.4 mm, the voltage amplitude 222 V and driving frequency 13.56 MHz.

what lower or in the range 69 – 95 [14]. Therefore, the
electronegativity is high, indeed.

Figure 2 shows the spatio-temporal behavior of the to-
tal charge density ρtotal at various pressures between the
electrodes spanning a full rf period. The total charge
density is defined

ρtotal = e
(
nCl+2

+ nCl+ − nCl− − ne
)
, (2)

where nCl+2
is the density of Cl+2 ions, nCl+ is the den-

sity of Cl+ ions, nCl− is the density of Cl− ions and
ne is the electron density. For all pressures a net pos-
itively charged stripe is observed on the sheath side of
both the sheath edges over the full rf-cycle. Also a net
negative charged stripe appears on the bulk side of both
the collapsing sheath edges for all pressures. Moreover,
both the positive and negative charged stripes decrease
in width with increased pressure. Finally, the sheath re-
gions tighten as the pressure is increased. That is the
same general pattern as has already been observed in
oxygen discharges [40]. The spatio-temporal behavior of
the total charge density at 1 Pa is shown in Figure 2
(a). Apart from the already mentioned positive and neg-
ative charged stripes, we observe vertical negative stripes
within the bulk region. In fact the bulk region is neutral
only for small space intervals. At 10 Pa (Figure 2 (b)) we
observe almost the same situation encountered at 1 Pa,
with a few differences. The charge density has increased
everywhere and both the positive and negative charged
stripes are narrower compared to the 1 Pa case (Figure
2 (a)). At 25 Pa (Figure 2 (c)) we observe that both the
positive and negative charged stripes have become still
narrower compared to the 1 and 10 Pa cases. The charge
density has increased everywhere with respect to the 10
Pa case. At 35 Pa (Figure 2 (d)) we observe that both the
positive and negative charged stripes are very weak, as
well as the vertical negative lines within the bulk region.
The charge density has increased within the sheath re-
gions with respect to both the 10 Pa and the 25 Pa cases.
At 50 Pa (Figure 2 (e)) we observe that both the positive

and negative charged stripes are even fainter (Figure 2
(d)).

IV. BOLTZMANN TERM ANALYSIS

The DA-electron power absorption is related to the
development of electric field within the electronegative
core. The appearance of electric field within the elec-
tronegative core, or the plasma bulk, constitutes con-
tributions through various different phenomena, and de-
pends on the gas considered and its pressure. The elec-
tron power absorption process is more complicated in the
electronegative discharge. Surendra and Dalvie [32] pro-
posed an approach based on the moments of the Boltz-
mann equation, where the electric field was decomposed
into a sum of terms, each representing a particular phys-
ical mechanism. Furthermore, they determined that the
electron pressure terms (or collisionless heating), are in-
deed important. Recently, the Surendra-Dalvie frame-
work has been used to describe the behavior of the elec-
tric field within the plasma bulk of capacitively coupled
discharges. Based on this framework, Boltzmann term
analysis describes the electric field origins and behav-
ior as well as the electron power absorption mechanisms
within the electronegative core [36]. However, here we
neglect both ionization and momentum change. Due to
the very small electron density in the expanded sheath re-
gions the electric field model is only applicable within the
discharge bulk region as well as in the collapsed sheath
regions. Furthermore, the ideal gas law is employed and
the quasi-neutrality condition has not been imposed. The
pressure tensor and the temperature are not isotropic for
all pressures explored here for chlorine. Therefore, since
pe,xx 6= pe,yy 6= pe,zz and Te,xx 6= Te,yy 6= Te,zz, we are left
with pe ≡ pe,xx = ene,xxTe,xx, pe,yy = ene,yyTe,yy, and
pe,zz = ene,zzTe,zz. In this framework, the electric field is
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FIG. 2: The spatio-temporal behavior of the total
charge density, defined by Eq. (2), at (a) 1 Pa, (b) 10

Pa, (c) 25 Pa, (d) 35 Pa and (e) 50 Pa, over the full gap
length, for a capacitively coupled chlorine discharge.

The gap separation is 25.4 mm, the voltage amplitude
222 V and the driving frequency 13.56 MHz.

composed of six terms [40]

E =− me

e

∂ue
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸

I

+
me

e

u2e
ne

∂ne
∂x︸ ︷︷ ︸

II

+
me

e

ue
ne

∂ne
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸

III

− Te
ne

∂ne
∂x︸ ︷︷ ︸

IV

− ∂Te
∂x︸︷︷︸
V

− meueνc
e︸ ︷︷ ︸
VI

, (3)

where the first and the third term (I and III) repre-
sent electron inertia due to the time derivative of elec-
tron velocity and density, respectively, and term II rep-
resents the contribution from a normalized electron den-
sity gradient. Term IV is due to diffusion (ambipolar
field) [15, 35] and term V represents the electron temper-
ature gradient. Consequently, terms IV and V represent
pressure effects, historically referred to as a collisionless
mechanism [61]. The sixth term (VI) represents collisions
between electrons and atoms or molecules (drift field). A
given set of parameters are fed into Equation (3), includ-
ing the electron density and temperature, which are taken
from the results of the PIC/MCC simulations. Term VI
was derived from the reaction rate for the electron neu-
tral elastic collision. The quantities taken from the out-
put of the simulations and used in the calculations using
Eqs. (3) and discussed below, are stored as arrays that
are extended spatially along the x−axis. In particular,
the components that constitute the electron temperature
are calculated using Te,ii = 2

eEe,ii − me

e u
2
e,i, where the

mean electron energy density is Ee,ii, and the electron
mean velocity is u2e,ii, where i = x, y, z. By definition

Ee,i = me

2 〈v2e,i〉, therefore the electron temperature is the
same as suggested by Wilczek et al. [38], for non negligi-
ble particle mean velocity. Multiplying the electric field
from Eq. (3) by the electron current density Je = −eneue
the electron absorbed power can be determined as follows

Je · E =meuene
∂ue
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸

I

−meu
3
e

∂ne
∂x︸ ︷︷ ︸

II

−meu
2
e

∂ne
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸

III

+ eueTe
∂ne
∂x︸ ︷︷ ︸

IV

+ eneue
∂Te
∂x︸ ︷︷ ︸

V

+meneνcu
2
e︸ ︷︷ ︸

VI

(4)

Each electron power absorption term that constitutes
Eq. (4) is derived from the terms that constitute Eq. (3).
Thus, terms I and III represent power absorption due to
electron inertia, term II represents power absorption re-
lated to the electron density gradient, term IV represents
the ambipolar field originating from the electron density
gradient [15, 35], and term V represents the electron tem-
perature gradient. The fourth and fifth terms therefore
represent pressure or collisionless heating [32, 36, 38, 61].
The sixth term (VI) represents electron neutral collisions
and therefore Ohmic heating.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PIC/MCC simulations were used to study the creation
of electric field and consequent power absorption by elec-
trons within the electronegative core of a capacitively
coupled discharge in chlorine as the pressure is varied
in the range from 1 to 50 Pa. The chlorine discharge
exhibits high electronegativity and high electric field is
observed within the electronegative core.

Figure 3 shows the spatio-temporal behavior of the var-
ious electric field terms that constitute Eq. (3) at various
pressures, 1, 25, and 50 Pa. Note that the color scale
indicating the electric field strength for the various fig-
ures varies as the electric field varies over a wide range
between the various terms and as the pressure is varied.
At 1 Pa term I (inertia term) (Figure 3 (a1)) penetrates
the bulk region and is slightly negative (positive) within
the bulk region on the first (second) half of the rf cy-
cle, while it is close to zero around the the middle of the
rf cycle. We also observe that term I is positive on the
left sheath edge and negative on the right sheath edge.
Furthermore, within the expanded sheath regions term
I is zero. At the higher pressures 25 Pa (Figure 3 (b1))
and 50 Pa (Figure 3 (c1)) it shows the same behavior
but the magnitude in all regions decreases with increas-
ing pressure. Term II (inertia term) (Figure 3 (a2)) is
zero within both the bulk and the sheath regions. Like
term I, term II is positive on the left sheath edge and
negative on the right sheath edge. However, term II ex-
hibits much higher amplitude on both the sheath edges
than term I. Term II exhibits similar structure at the
higher pressures 25 Pa (Figure 3 (b2)) and 50 Pa (Figure
3 (c2)) but exhibits increased amplitude with increas-
ing pressure. The spatio-temporal behavior of Term III
(inertia term) (Figure 3 (a3)) is similar to term II (Fig-
ure 3 (a2)), with the difference that term III is positive
(negative) on the right (left) sheath edge, that is the be-
havior is opposite to terms I and II. Term III exhibits
similar spatio-temporal structure at the higher pressures
25 Pa (Figure 3 (b3)) and 50 Pa (Figure 3 (c3)) but the
amplitude decreases with increasing pressure. Terms I –
III represent the electric field that balances a change in
electron momentum or electron inertia. Term IV (am-
bipolar pressure term) (Figure 3 (a4), (b4) and c(4)) is
zero within the bulk and the expanded sheath regions,
while it is negative on the sheath side to the left of the
collapsed sheath region and on the bulk side of the right
collapsed sheath region, and positive on the bulk side of
the left collapsed sheath region and on the sheath side
of the right collapsed sheath region. Moreover, as al-
ready seen for Term III (Figure 3 (a3)), we observe that
Term IV is positive (negative) on the right (left) sheath
edge. There is also a small negative swelling on the bulk
side of the left fully expanded sheath edge, and posi-
tive swelling on the bulk side of the right fully expanded
sheath edge. Term IV maintains the same general struc-
ture as the pressure is increased as seen at 25 Pa (Figure
3 (b4)) and 50 Pa (Figure 3 (c4)) but the magnitude in-

creases slightly with increased pressure and the negative
and positive charged stripes on both the bulk sides of the
collapsed sheath regions are narrower. Note that terms II
and IV are both proportional to (1/ne)(∂ne/∂x) but have
opposite signs. Recall that the electron density exhibits
a maximum at the edge of electronegative core as seen
in Figure 1. Therefore, these terms exhibit a maximum
in the vicinity of the maximum sheath width as clearly
seen in Figures 3 (a2) and (a4), (b2) and (b4), and (c2)
and (c4). Term V (electron temperature gradient pres-
sure term) (Figure 3 (a5)) behaves as term IV (Figure
3 (a4)), and exhibits a maximum around the position of
the maximum sheath width. However, two important dif-
ferences are observed: First, on the second half of the rf
cycle we observe a negative stain starting from the sheath
edges on both sides, up to the inner core of the plasma
bulk. Second, non trivial stripes-like structures appear
within the collapsed sheath regions. At 25 Pa and 50
Pa term V (Figure 3 (b5) and (c5)) has changed dras-
tically from what was observed at 1 Pa (Figure 3 (a5)).
The stripes placed within the collapsed sheath regions at
1 Pa have now completely disappeared. Also, Term V
is now almost zero within the collapsed sheath regions.
Term VI (Ohmic term) (Figures 3 (a6), (b6) and (c6)) is
zero within the expanded sheath regions but it penetrates
into the electronegative core. The Ohmic contribution is
apparent within the plasma bulk and extends across the
entire plasma bulk region. It is negative (positive) within
the plasma bulk from t/τ = 0.25 up to t/τ = 0.75 (from
t/τ = 0.75 up to t/τ = 0.25). The electric field mag-
nitude due the the ohmic term increases with increasing
pressure. Therefore, the dominating contribution to the
electric field at 50 Pa is due to the Ohmic term. Note that
the pressure terms have the highest peak magnitude of
all the terms. However, they are active only around the
sheath edge and their spatial extension decreases with
increased pressure. At 1 Pa the electric field is due to
the Ohmic term along with the pressure terms, while the
inertia terms, show a higher peak magnitude compared
to the Ohmic term at the sheath edges on both sides.

Figure 4 shows the time averaged profiles for the three
dominating terms of Eq. (3): term IV (red line), term V
(blue dashed line) and term VI (green dot dashed line).
At 1 Pa (Figure 4 (a)) term IV appears to be almost
uniform and zero within the bulk region and builds to
a small local maximum (minimum) on the bulk side of
the left (right) sheath edge. Then it decreases (increases)
steeply while the left (right) sheath edge is crossed and
increases (decreases) sharply as the left (right) electrode
is approached. Term V is zero in the discharge center and
increases (decreases) slightly as the bulk side of the left
(right) sheath edge is approached, where it forms a lo-
cal maximum (minimum), which almost overlaps the re-
spective maximum (minimum) of term IV. It sharply de-
creases (increases) at the sheath edge and increases (de-
creases) slightly as the electrodes are approached. Term
VI remains flat and zero spanning the full gap width.
At 10 Pa (Figure 4 (b)) the situation is almost identi-
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FIG. 3: The spatio temporal behavior of the various terms that constitute the electric field given by Eq. (3) at (a) 1
Pa, (b) 25 Pa, and (c) 50 Pa for a capacitively coupled chlorine discharge. The gap separation is 25.4 mm, the

voltage amplitude 222 V and driving frequency 13.56 MHz. The rows represent the various terms (1) Term I, (2)
Term II, (3) Term III, (4) Term IV, (5) Term V and (6) Term VI.
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FIG. 4: The time averaged electric field due to term IV
(red line), term V (blue dashed line), term VI (green
dot dashed line) at (a) 1 Pa, (b) 10 Pa, (c) 25 Pa, (d)

35 Pa, and (e) 50 Pa calculated using Eq. (3) for a
capacitively coupled chlorine discharge. The gap

separation is 25.4 mm, the voltage amplitude 222 V and
driving frequency 13.56 MHz. The vertical dashed lines
indicate the time averaged position of the sheath edge.

cal compared to the 1 Pa case (Figure 4 (a)). Terms IV
and V are totally flat and zero spanning most of the bulk
width and the maximum (minimum) of term V is smaller
(larger) compared to the 1 Pa case (Figure 4 (a)). More-
over, both the absolute maximum and the minimum of
term IV are now located on the bulk sides close to the
sheath edges, contrary to what we have observed at 1
Pa (Figure 4 (a)), where both the extrema are located
on the sheath side of both the sheath edges. For the
higher pressures of 25, 35, and 50 Pa (Figure 4 (c), (d)
and (e)) the situation is similar to the 10 Pa case (Fig-
ure 4 (b)). The main difference lies in the fact that both
the absolute maximum and minimum of term IV are now
exactly placed on both the sheath edges. But at 35 Pa
(Figure 4 (d)) all the terms IV, V and VI exhibit oscillat-
ing behavior within the bulk region. This is commonly
associated in literature as being a hint of striation struc-
tures [22, 23]. Striations have been known to appear in
electronegative discharges when two conditions are simul-
taneously fulfilled: high enough electronegativity and a
driving frequency that is comparable to the ion plasma
frequency. When these two conditions are fulfilled, the
positively charged and negatively charged ions oscillate
back and forth. Consequently the separation of the pos-
itive and negative charges leads to creation of electric
field, that is superimposed onto the drift field. This field
appears as a striated total field within the electronegative
core. The appearance of the striations depends heavily
on the ion-neutral collision frequency, and therefore the
ion-neutral cross sections, and on the pressure [24]. Liu
et al. [24] derived a critical ion density, beyond which the
striations can be present. The ion density increases with
pressure and at 25 Pa the critical ion density of 9.8×1016

m−3 is overcome. With further increase in pressure the
oscillation amplitude decreases as it is proportional to in-
verse ion-neutral collision frequency, or inverse pressure.
Note that in our current reaction set for chlorine the in-
teractions between the heavy particles are based on cross
sections that are estimated from rate coefficients using
σ = k0/

√
2eE/µ, where k0 is the rate coefficient and µ is

the reduced mass. The rate coefficients are often taken
from measurements but some are estimated as discussed
elsewhere [13]. In all cases the resulting cross section is
of similar value as Langevin cross section and scales as
∝ 1/

√
E . Striations have been observed in capacitively

coupled CF4 [22–24] and oxygen [25] discharges. Keep
in mind that secondary electron emission from the elec-
trodes, due to ion and neutral impact, is neglected in
our work. Secondary electron emission has been shown
to disrupt the striations in capacitively coupled oxygen
discharge and it has been demonstrated that the elec-
tron power absorption mode transitions to γ-mode as
the secondary electron emission yield is increased [25].
The influence of the secondary electrons is expected to
be particularly important at the higher pressures. Also
note that at 50 Pa (Figure 4 (e)) term IV exhibits some
significant structure in particular on the bulk side near
the sheath edges.
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FIG. 5: The spatio temporal behavior of the various terms that constitute the electron power absorption given
Eq. (4) at (a) 1 Pa, (b) 25 Pa, and (c) 50 Pa for a capacitively coupled chlorine discharge. The gap separation is

25.4 mm, the voltage amplitude 222 V and driving frequency 13.56 MHz. The rows represent the various terms (1)
Term I, (2) Term II, (3) Term III, (4) Term IV, (5) Term V, and (6) Term VI.
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Figure 5 shows the spatio-temporal behavior of the
electron power absorption terms that constitute Eq. (4)
at various pressures, 1, 25, and 50 Pa. Note that the color
scale indicating the electron power absorption by the var-
ious terms varies over a wide range between the various
terms and as the pressure is varied. At 1 Pa Term I (iner-
tia term) (Figure 5 (a1)) is negative (positive) within the
collapsing (expanding) sheath regions, while it is positive
(negative) within the plasma bulk from both t/τ = 0.25
up to t/τ = 0.50 and from t/τ = 0.75 up to t/τ = 1 (from
both t/τ = 0 up to t/τ = 0.25 and from t/τ = 0.50 up to
t/τ = 0.75). We also observe that term I is zero within
the expanded sheath region. At 25 Pa and 50 Pa term
I (Figure 5 (b1) and (c1)) shows similar spatio-temporal
dependence, it is negative (positive) within the collapsing
(expanding) sheath regions, while it is positive (negative)
from both t/τ = 0.25 up to t/τ = 0.50 and from t/τ =
0.80 up to t/τ = 1 from both t/τ = 0 up to t/τ = 0.25
and from t/τ = 0.50 up to t/τ = 0.80) within the plasma
bulk. Moreover, it exhibits horizontal stripes within the
plasma bulk and the negative valued regions. The magni-
tude of the power increases slightly with increased pres-
sure. At 50 Pa term I (Figure 5 (c1)) is similar to the
25 Pa case (Figure 5 (c2)). At 1 Pa Term II (inertia
term) (Figure 5 (a2)) is positive on the bulk side of the
expanding sheath edges as well as on the sheath side of
the collapsing sheath edges and is negative on the bulk
side of the collapsing sheath edges and on the sheath side
of the expanding sheath edges. We observe that Term II
is zero (negative) within the bulk from both t/τ = 0.20
up to t/τ = 0.40 and from t/τ = 0.60 up to t/τ = 0.80
(from both t/τ = 0.40 up to t/τ = 0.60 and from t/τ =
0.80 up to t/τ = 0.20) and within the expanded sheath
regions. At 25 Pa and 50 Pa term II (Figure 5 (b2) and
(c2)) is positive (negative) on the expanding (collapsing)
sheath edges and is zero within both the plasma bulk as
well as the sheath regions. These regions on the expand-
ing (collapsing) sheath edges shrink as the pressure is
increased. Term III (inertia term) (Figure 5 (a3)) is zero
within the bulk region as well as in the expanded sheath
regions while it is positive (negative) on the expanding
(collapsing) sheath edges. For the collapsing sheath term
III is negative on the sheath side. Small negative strains
are observed within the bulk region around the middle
of the rf cycle. At 25 Pa term III (inertia term) (Figure
5 (b3)) is almost identical to the 1 Pa case. At 50 Pa
term III (inertia term) (Figure 5 (c3)) is weakly positive
(negative) on the expanding (collapsing) sheath edges.
Moreover, on the bulk side we observe small negative
stains for both the collapsing sheath edges and within
the bulk region, as has already been observed at 25 Pa
(Figure 5 (b3)). Term III exhibits more structure around
the sheath region at higher pressures than at the lower
pressures. Term IV (ambipolar pressure term) (Figure
5 (a4), (b4) and (c4)) is positive (negative) on both the
bulk side (sheath side) of the collapsing sheath edge as
well as on the sheath side (bulk side) of the expanding
sheath edge. Furthermore, term IV is zero within both

the electronegative core and the expanded sheath region.
Finally, we observe a small positive (negative) swelling
at the bulk side of the fully expanding (initially collaps-
ing) sheath edge. With increasing pressure term IV ex-
hibits the same basic spatial-temporal behavior except
that the positive (negative) regions located on both the
bulk side (sheath side) of the collapsing sheath and the
sheath side (bulk side) of the expanding sheath become
narrower. Also, the small positive (negative) swelling ob-
served on the bulk side of the fully expanding (initially
collapsing) sheath edge at 1 Pa have almost completely
disappeared. Finally, the peak amplitude of term IV in-
creases with increased pressure in particular between 25
and 50 Pa. There is more structure around the sheath
edges at 50 Pa. Term V (electron temperature gradient
pressure term) (Figure 5 (a5), (b5) and (c5)) exhibits
similar spatio-temporal structure as term IV. The main
difference lies in the amplitude of term V which is slightly
lower everywhere. Moreover we observe negative strains
crossing the bulk region around both the beginning and
the middle of the rf cycle. At 25 Pa (Figure 5 (b5) stria-
tions can be observed within the bulk region. Note that
the peak amplitude is lower at 25 Pa than at 1 Pa, but
it is significantly higher at 50 Pa. For all pressures there
is apparent electron power loss in the vicinity of the po-
sition of the maximum sheath edge during sheath expan-
sion. Vass et al. [39] relate this to energetic electrons
that are moving to a region of lower electron tempera-
ture. Due to this a double layer is formed, with negative
charges on the bulk side, which generates electric field
which decelerates the electrons. This field penetrates
into the electronegative core. Term VI (the Ohmic term)
(Figure 5 (a6)) is zero within the expanded sheath re-
gions and over the full gap length around both t/τ =
0.25 and t/τ = 0.75. Apart from the null stripes, term
VI is strictly positive inside the plasma bulk region and
slightly positive within the collapsed sheath regions as it
depends on on the mean electron velocity squared. The
amplitude within the bulk region increases significantly
with increased pressure (Figure 5 (b6) and (c6)) and it is
up to two orders of magnitude higher at 50 Pa than at 1
Pa. The most significant contribution to electron power
absorption at the higher pressures is due the Ohmic term
which dominates within the bulk region.
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FIG. 6: The time averaged electron power absorption
profile of term IV (red line), term V (blue dashed line),
term VI (green dot dashed line) at (a) 1 Pa, (b) 10 Pa,

(c) 25 Pa, (d) 35 Pa, and (e) 50 Pa calculated using
Eq. (4) for a capacitively coupled chlorine discharge.

The gap separation is 25.4 mm, the voltage amplitude
222 V and driving frequency 13.56 MHz. The vertical
dashed lines indicate the time averaged position of the

sheath edge.
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FIG. 7: The spatio temporal behavior of the total elec-
tron power absorption over the full gap length for a ca-
pacitively coupled chlorine discharge. The gap separation
is 25.4 mm, the voltage amplitude 222 V and driving fre-
quency 13.56 MHz. The left column (a) is the electron
power absorption calculated using Eq. (4) and the right
column (b) the result from the simulation. The rows rep-
resent the various pressures (1) 1 Pa, (2) 10 Pa, (3) 25
Pa, (4) 35 Pa, and (5) 50 Pa.

The time averaged profiles of the dominating electron
power absorption contributors, term IV (red line), term
V (blue dashed line) and term VI (green dot dashed line),
calculated using Eq. (4), are shown in Figure 6 for the
various operating pressures. At 1 Pa (Figure 6 (a)) term
IV (ambipolar term) is zero and almost uniform within
the inner plasma bulk. It increases sharply as both the
sheath edges are approached, building two local max-
ima. At the sheath edges two almost equal local min-
ima appear. Moving closer to the electrodes it decreases
sharply again. At 10 Pa Term IV is still rather flat within
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the electronegative core, and at 25 Pa oscillations appear
that increase in amplitude as the pressure is increased to
35 Pa. The oscillations increase in amplitude approach-
ing the sheath edge on the bulk side. These oscillations
decrease in magnitude as the pressure is increased fur-
ther to 50 Pa, due to increasing ion-neutral collision fre-
quency. At 1 Pa Term V is close to zero at the discharge
center and it steeply increases approaching the bulk side
of the left and right sheath edges, where it builds two
local maxima, which are higher compared to the max-
ima in Term IV (electron temperature gradient) placed
at roughly the same location. Then it decreases steeply
while crossing the sheath edges to both left and right and
increases again sharply approaching both the electrodes.
Term V shows similar behavior at 10 Pa but the ampli-
tude decreases. At 25 Pa the amplitude at the bulk side
of the sheath region increases again and oscillations set
in. The oscillations exhibit increased amplitude at 35 Pa
and decrease again as pressure is increased further to 50
Pa. Term VI is uniform and positive within the bulk re-
gion and it slowly decreases while approaching both the
sheath edges, becoming zero at both the electrodes. The
Ohmic heating (Term VI) increases in magnitude as the
pressure is increased but retains its general shape. Os-
cillations are apparent at 35 Pa. At 50 Pa the Ohmic
contribution exhibits a peak as approaching the sheath
regions. Note that term VI is significantly larger in am-
plitude at 50 Pa than at 35 Pa. Ohmic heating increases
both in absolute and relative terms with increasing pres-
sure.

The spatio-temporal behavior of the total electron
power absorption Je · E is shown in Figure 7. The fig-
ures cover the full rf cycle and the full gap width, and
results for various operating pressures are shown. The
figures show Je ·E calculated using the theoretical model
(a) and the results from the simulations (b). At 1 Pa
(Figure 7 (a1) and Figure 7 (b1)) there is a significant
absorption of power by the electrons (red and yellow ar-
eas) while some cooling of the electron (dark blue areas)
are observed within the electronegative core. Further-
more, there is significant power absorption by the elec-
trons during the sheath expansion on the sheath side of
the sheath edge, while there is apparent electron cool-
ing during the sheath expansion on the bulk side of the
sheath edge. Also, there is significant electron power ab-
sorption during the sheath collapse which appears on the
bulk side of the sheath edge, while there is apparent elec-
tron cooling during the sheath collapse on the electrode
side. This indicates that at 1 Pa the dominant electron
power absorption mechanism is hybrid of drift ambipo-
lar heating (DA-mode) and stochastic heating due to the
sheath oscillation or the pressure terms (α-mode). This
is the same heating mechanism that has been observed
for a capacitively coupled oxygen discharge operated at
1.33 Pa [40] and CF4 discharge at 80 Pa [15]. Further-
more, we observe that there is a very good agreement
between the calculated electron power absorption (Fig-
ure 7 (a1)) and the result from the simulation (Figure

7 (b1)). The power absorption at 10 Pa (Figures 7 (a2)
and (b2)) shows a similar behavior. However, we observe
a very much higher power absorption within the bulk re-
gion compared to the 1 Pa case (Figures 7 (a) and (b)).
Again, at 10 Pa the electron power absorption is a hy-
brid of drift ambipolar heating (DA-mode) and stochastic
heating (or sheath oscillation) (α-mode). As the pressure
is increased to 25 Pa (Figure 7 (a3) and Figure 7 (b3))
the electron power absorption within the plasma bulk has
increased. Moreover, we observe a very strong presence
of striation structures within the plasma bulk, indicat-
ing that a transition is occurring. At 25 Pa the electron
power absorption is a combination of striation mode, drift
ambipolar heating (DA-mode) and stochastic heating (α-
mode). At 35 Pa (Figure 7 (a4) and Figure 7 (b4)) we
observe a stronger presence of striation structures within
the plasma bulk compared to the 25 Pa case (Figure 7
(a3) and Figure 7 (b3)). At 50 Pa (Figure 7 (a5) and
Figure 7 (b5)) the electron power absorption located on
the sheath side (on the bulk side) of the expanding (col-
lapsing) sheath edge has increased again. Moreover, we
continue to observe the presence of striation structures
like at 35 Pa. At 50 Pa the electron power absorption
is constituted of striation, ambipolar heating (DA-mode)
and stochastic heating (α-mode). Finally, at all pres-
sures, the calculated electron power absorption (Figure
7 (a)) agrees well with the result from the simulation
(Figure 7 (b)).

The time averaged total electron power absorption cal-
culated using Eq. (4) (blue dashed line) is compared to
the result from the simulation (red line), at various pres-
sures is shown in Figure 8. At 1 Pa (Figure 8 (a)) the time
averaged electron power absorption profile has a local
minimum at the discharge center and it increases as the
bulk side of the sheath edges are approached from left and
right, building two almost equal absolute maxima. More-
over, the calculated time averaged total power absorption
agrees very well with the simulation results, over the full
gap length. Finally, the time averaged power absorption
profile has a similar shape compared to what has been ob-
served for oxygen discharge operated at 1.33 Pa [40, 41].
At 10 Pa (Figure 8 (b)) we observe that the profile is flat
within the electronegative core. It then increases as the
bulk side of the sheath edges are approached from both
left and right, which appears as two almost equal abso-
lute maxima on the bulk side. Closer to the sheath edge
the electron power absorption decreases steeply, leading
to two almost equal absolute minima. Then, the time
averaged profile slightly increases to almost equal local
maxima within both the sheath regions, and decreases
again while approaching both the electrodes. At 25 Pa
(Figure 8 (c)) the time averaged electron power absorp-
tion profile exhibits strong oscillations inside the plasma
bulk region. The time averaged electron power absorp-
tion profile increases sharply as the bulk side of both the
sheath edges are approached, building two almost equal
absolute maxima. At 35 Pa (Figure 8 (d)) we observe
that the time averaged power absorption profile exhibits
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FIG. 8: The time averaged total electron power
absorption at (a) 1 Pa, (b) 10 Pa, (c) 25 Pa, (d) 35 Pa,
and (e) 50 Pa calculated using Eq. (4) for a capacitively
coupled chlorine discharge. The gap separation is 25.4

mm, the voltage amplitude 222 V and driving frequency
13.56 MHz. The vertical dashed lines indicate the time

averaged position of the sheath edge.

stronger oscillations within the plasma bulk compared to
the 25 Pa case (Figure 8 (e)). We also see that the power
absorption amplitude is higher closer to the sheath edges
(bulk side), leading to two almost equal absolute max-
ima. The time averaged power absorption magnitude at
35 Pa is much higher compared to the 25 Pa case. Fi-
nally, we see that at 1, 10, 25 and 35 Pa the calculated
electron power absorption overlaps the result from the
simulation. At 50 Pa (Figure 8 (e)) we observe that the
electron power absorption profile is almost flat within the
bulk region. We also observe that the electron power ab-
sorption amplitude increases sharply closer to the bulk
side of both the sheath edges, seen as two almost equal
local maxima. The time averaged electron power absorp-
tion magnitude at 50 Pa is much higher compared to the
35 Pa case (Figure 8 (d)). Finally, the calculated time
averaged electron power absorption underestimates the
result from simulations within the plasma bulk, while it
overlaps the result from the simulation within the sheath
regions.

Figure 9 shows the amplitude of the individual contri-
butions to the electron power absorption space averaged,
calculated using Eq. (4), at two times within the rf pe-
riod (t/τ = 0.25 and t/τ = 0.50) as well as time averaged.
The space average is taken over the full gap length. At 1
Pa (Figure 9 (a)), the space-time averaged electron power
absorption positive terms are term V (pressure term) and
term VI (Ohmic Term), while term IV (ambipolar pres-
sure term) is negative. We also observe very small con-
tributions from term II (slightly positive) and term III
(slightly negative) (inertia terms), respectively. More-
over, term I (inertia term) is negligible. Therefore, both
the Ohmic and the electron temperature gradient terms
are electron power absorption terms, while the ambipo-
lar term presents power loss (electron cooling). Finally,
term II (term III) (inertia term) provides electron heating
(cooling). A net positive overall sum in the space-time
average case (electron power absorption) is observed. At
t/τrf = 0.25 the Ohmic term is zero, while term IV and
term V (pressure terms) are both small and negative.
Moreover, term I (inertia term) is negative and of the
same magnitude as term V (pressure term), while term
II (term III) (inertia term) is very small and slightly pos-
itive (negative). Therefore, at t/τrf = 0.25, term I and
term III (inertia terms), term IV and term V (pressure
terms) provide electron cooling, while term II (inertia
term) is an electron power absorption term. Finally, we
observe a net negative overall sum at t/τrf = 0.25 (elec-
tron power loss). At t/τrf = 0.50 term I (inertia term),
term V (pressure term) as well as term VI (Ohmic term)
are all positive. On the other hand term IV (ambipolar
pressure term) is negative. Term II and term III (inertia
terms) are negligible. Therefore, at t/τrf = 0.50 term
IV provides electron cooling, while term I, term V along
with term VI are electron power absorption terms. A net
positive overall sum at t/τrf = 0.50 (electron power ab-
sorption) is observed. With increasing pressure the mag-
nitude as well as the relative contribution of the Ohmic
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FIG. 9: The space averaged electron power absorption
profile terms calculated using Eq. (4) at t/τrf = 0.25
(blue bar), t/τrf = 0.50 (red bar) and time averaged

(green bar), at (a) 1 Pa, (b) 10 Pa, (c) 25 Pa, (d) 35 Pa,
and (e) 50 Pa for a capacitively coupled chlorine

discharge. The gap separation is 25.4 mm, the voltage
amplitude 222 V and driving frequency 13.56 MHz.

term increases. At 10 Pa (Figure 9 (b)), term VI (Ohmic
term) dominates the space and time averaged contribu-
tion. All the other terms are negligible in comparison.
Therefore, term VI (Ohmic term) represents the domi-
nating source for the space-time averaged electron power
absorption. At t/τrf = 0.25 term I (inertia term), term
IV and term V (pressure terms) are all negative, while
term II and term III (inertia term), along with term VI
(Ohmic term) are positive. Therefore, at t/τrf = 0.25,
term I (inertia term), term IV and term V (pressure
terms) provide electron cooling, while term II and term
III (inertia term), along with term VI (Ohmic term) are
electron power absorption terms. We observe a net nega-
tive overall sum at t/τrf = 0.25 (electron power loss). At
t/τrf = 0.50 the main contribution to the electron power
absorption comes from term VI (Ohmic term), which is
positive. Smaller contributions come from both term IV
and term V (pressure terms), along with term I (iner-
tia term). Both term II and term III (inertia terms) are
negligible. Note that term IV (ambipolar pressure term)
changes sign when the pressure is increased from 1 to
10 Pa. Finally, we observe a net positive overall sum at
t/τrf = 0.50 (electron power absorption). When the pres-
sure is 25, 35 and 50 Pa as shown in Figures 9 (c), (d) and
(e) respectively, the electron power absorption averaged
over space and time is dominated by term VI (Ohmic
term). There is a very small added contribution from
term V (pressure term). All the other terms are negli-
gible. Therefore, term VI (Ohmic term) is almost the
only significant process of electron power absorption. At
t/τrf = 0.25 the electron power absorption is due to term
VI (Ohmic term) (slightly positive) and term V (pres-
sure term) (slightly negative). All the other terms are
negligible. Therefore at t/τrf = 0.25 term V (pressure
term) provides electron cooling, while term VI (Ohmic
term) is an electron power absorption term. Finally, we
observe that the total overall sum is zero, since term V
and term VI cancel out. At t/τrf = 0.50 the Ohmic
term dominates but there are smaller contributions from
term I (inertia term), which is negative, and from term V
(pressure term), which is slightly positive. All the other
terms are negligible. Therefore at t/τrf = 0.50 term V
(pressure terms) and term VI (Ohmic term) are electron
power absorption terms, while term I (inertia terms) pro-
vides electron cooling. Finally, we observe a net positive
overall sum at t/τrf = 0.50 (electron power absorption).
Note that the time averaged contribution of the electron
temperature gradient term V to electron power absorp-
tion remains roughly at similar absolute value as pressure
is varied, actually it has the highest absolute value at the
highest pressure, as we can see in Figure 6. It is worth
noting that the contribution of term VI (Ohmic term)
to the overall electron power absorption increases with
increasing pressure in the pressure range 1 Pa – 25 Pa.
Then it remains almost constant at 35 Pa and 50 Pa.

These results confirm that the capacitively coupled
chlorine discharge becomes more Ohmic or becomes more
of a resistive load with increasing pressure. Earlier we
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showed that more of the power is absorbed by the elec-
trons and less by the ions as the pressure is increased
[14]. This is in agreement with and confirms earlier re-
ports, where the discharge current and electric field have
been shown to be in phase at 66 Pa, and at 200 Pa the
electric field leads the discharge current by ∼ 42◦ (in-
ductive load) [7]. Similarly, the phase angle has been
measured to increase from -73◦ to 10◦ as the pressure is
increased from 13 – 213 Pa as the discharge transitions
from being a capacitive load to become a resistive load for
a chlorine discharge at 100 W with electrode spacing of 20
mm [62]. Furthermore, the capacitance of the sheath col-
lapses almost entirely at the highest pressures. This was
later confirmed by comparing the measured impedance
to the impedance determined by PIC/MCC simulations
[13]. Due to the Ohmic nature of the discharge a global
model has been developed that describes a high pressure
electronegative chlorine discharge, where the rf power is
coupled via Ohmic power absorption and stochastic elec-
tron heating while ion power absorption due to accelera-
tion across the sheaths is neglected [63].

VI. CONCLUSION

Boltzmann term analysis was applied on the output
from particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collision simulations in
order to study the origins of the electric field within the
electronegative core and the electron power absorption
mechanisms in a capacitively coupled chlorine discharge
while the pressure is varied from 1 to 50 Pa, as the volt-
age amplitude is kept fixed. The electron power absorp-
tion increases in amplitude and the power absorption by
the ions decreases with increased pressure. At the lowest
pressure, 1 Pa, the electron power absorption is due to

both the pressure and the Ohmic terms. As the pressure
is increased > 10 Pa the Ohmic term becomes dominat-
ing and all the other contributions to the electron power
absorption become negligible in comparison. Therefore,
the discharge transitions into a resistive load as the dis-
charge pressure is increased. The capacitively coupled
chlorine discharge is highly electronegative and is op-
erated in DA-mode. Striations become apparent at 25
Pa and are most significant at 35 Pa but their impor-
tance decreases with further increase in pressure. Recall,
that in this study secondary electron emission, due to
ion and neutral impact on the electrodes, and electron
reflection from the electrodes, is neglected. Secondary
electron emission is expected to have a significant influ-
ence on the discharge properties, including the electron
power absorption mechanisms, in particular at the higher
pressures explored. The secondary electron emsission
therfore, as it increases the electron density, leads to an
increased electrical conductivity and therefore it reduces
the electric field within the electronegative core. Conse-
quently, the secondary electron emission can disrupt the
striations and is likely to lead to power absorption mode
transition into γ-mode, that dominates at high pressure
and high applied voltage, as has been demonstrated for
capacitively coupled oxygen discharge [25]. The influence
of secondary electron emsission on the discharge proper-
ties is certainly important and will be explored in a future
study.
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